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PART I 

SEaI'ION A 

The development of theological enquiry over the past 30 years 
i s shown to have resulted in radical new insight s into traditional 
Christian teaching and interJlretation, in response to the dual 
challenges of relevance and seeularity. The resultant "new" theology 
and "new" morality are outlined and examined, and this i s followed 
by a detailed theological and philosophical analysis of the core 
notion of Christian agape - it s nature , s ignificance , and relevance 
to contemporary Christian faith and i ndividual Christ i an practice. 

SEaI'ION B 

With the writing of Bishop John Robinson as a foundation 
reference, six select ed areas of traditional Christian bel i ef and 
t eaching are examined in the light of the newer theological approaches 
set out in the previous section . These fundamental and relevant areas 
are those of the Church, Prayer , Man, Sin, Death and Immortality, and 
Heaven and Hell. An attempt i s made t d explicate these areas in terms 
which are theologically and philosophically sound , and at the same 
time comprehensible to modern secular man. 

SEaI'ION C 

Lastly, the relevance of this modern theology to present day 
education in religion is assessed. This task i s followed through in 
two directions - first of all there i s a detailed analysis of the 
present position of education in religion in state schools and a 
detailed presentation with commentary, of the whole range of the 
Church ' s present educational activity at Diocesan level . Finally, 
detail ed suggestions are made for the future pattern of education in 
religion as it affects the two fundamental areas of Christian faith 
and Christian practice. 

P~II 

A critical analyais of Robinaonts work is pre.ented, with 
particular Gphaais on the notions of npDLDa turaliaa aDd traDacBD4-
anoe. The •• two notions are fUrther explored in the wider oontext 
of their significance for oont~rary understanding ot the oOllCep't 
of the r..li ty of God. 
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FOREWORD 

During the period in which this study neared completion , there 

were three events which brought into clear perspective its declared 

obj ectives and necessity. Firstly the resignation from office was 

announced of Fr. Hugh Bishop , Superior of. the Community of the 

Resurrection , Mirfield and Principal of it s theological college 

when I myself was a student there . After some thirty years in mon

ast ic orders , Fr. Bishop declared that he had become " increasingly 

agnostic and dissatisfied with theological systems and ecclesiastical 

formularies", and that it would not make any difference to his 

religion if per impossibile it could be proved that Christ had never 

lived. The second event was the Pope ' s address in St . Peter ' s 

basilica Rome at the commencement of Holy Year 1975. In this address 

the Pope stressed the primacy of love as the key to the workings of 

true peace in the world. " Love , which is charity, brings about re

conciliation" he said. " It is a creative act in the web of human 

relations . Love overcomes dissensions , jealousies , dislikes , age-old 

oppositions and those newly emerging. Love gives to peace its true 

root , and banishes hypocrisy, uncertainty and egoism. Love is the 

art of peace : it introduces a new kind of teaching, one that involves 

a total revision of approach". The third event was the publication 

of Professor Maurice Wiles ' 1973 Hulsean Lectures under the title 

The Remaking of Christian Doctrine . As a basic premise of his rationale , 

Professor Wiles maintains that the most significant feature in the 

development of intellectual disciplines is that the most important 

changes occur when somebody succeeds in seeing the subject from a new 

perspective. It is a new frame of reference rather than new particu

lar facts which is most productive of advance. Describing the approach 

as " change through alteration of perspective", Professor Wiles argues 



that differing cultural and philosophical conditions require dif

ferent understandings and articulation of the Christian faith . It 

is on this foundation that his own subsequent explication of con

temporary Christian doctrine stands . Three events then, indicative 

of DOUEr - LOVE - REMAKING. These are areas with which this study 

is also primarily concerned as it considers the problems of inter

preting, living and teaching Christ in a secular age. 
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SECTION A 

The ''new'' theology and the "new" morality are examined 
in terms of their particular significance for theolog
ical and philosophical notions of God , Jesus Christ , 
and agape . J . A. T. Robinson is taken as a key figure 
around which understanding of these notions may be 
crystallized. 

"A fuller understanding of the nature of life- processes has 

resulted in a technological rather than an agrarian economy. But 

how meagre so far has been the contribution of Christian philosophers 

and liturgists to the reconceiving and redramatizing of the newly 

imagined life in sacramental terms . Yet thiS , it may be urged , is 

what the world needs . A new imaginative representation of the inter-

locking processes by which life is created, sustained , healed , ful-

filled. If such a representation could be set forth in word and 

ritual , a reinterpretation of the living Christ as the paradigmatic 

being through whom the secrets of balanced and fruitful living are 

revealed , then this would be ministry indeed". 

o 

F. ' W. Dillistone in The Times 

February , 1974. 



CHAPTER 1 

''NEW'' THEOLOGY .AND ''NEW'' MORALITY 

I. 

It is a matter of real concern to many contemporary people , 

young and old alike, that their lives should have relevance(1). Not 

for them the almost automatic criteria purveyed of old by family and 

school which dictated the way they should (or ought) to think and 

act - for the vast majority of the population of Britain, and in par-

ticular the young, reasons must be given and alternatives considered 

before a final commitment is made to specific courses of thought and 

action which will dictate the pattern of their lives. This constant 

striving towards personal autonomy, which is such a notable f eature 

of present day life, is both commendable and encouraging , though it 

is not without its trials and tribulations. For personal autonomy is 

the chief aim of the educational process in its widest sense , within 

a society in which regard for the rights(2) of the individual is the 

cornerstone of the political and moral structure of that s ociety. 

There is of course, no conflict with theology here - or rather with 

Christianity, which is a better way of putting it - for the model of 

Western civilisation down the ages has been that Judaeo-Christian 

ethic which has high regard for the dignity and potential of every 

1 

(1) Lecturers and teachers will have no doubts about this observation
it is perhaps the commonest demand of students , particularly in 
the context of professional or vocational training. 

(2) The notion of "rights " is one that has occupied much attention 
lately. The debate centres largely upon the notion of respect 
for persons, which predetermines the nature of human rights 
and their significance . See in particular Downie R. S. and 
Telfer E. Respect for Persons , and also Melden A. I. Rights 
and Right Conduct et ale 



human being made in the image of God (Genesis 1. 26 ), and placed litt l e 

lower than God , crowned with glory and honour (Psalm 8. 5) . Albert 

Dondeyne expresses the core of traditional Christian thought about 

the high order of man in the universe when he states:-

"There is , at the origin of Christian moral choice , a stable 

and unchanging vision. This is the constant and effective rec-

ognition of the great dignity of every human person , taken not 

only as an end in himself existing for himself , but also as a 

child of God , loved by God and called to possess Him. Christi-

anity demands of Christians that this effective recognition , 

this constant and active preoccupation with the person and with 

everything that is necessary for his development , be the very 

2 

breadth of their life , the unwavering inspiration of all their 

actions , the rule of their conduct everywhere and at all times "( 1) . 

The tremendous advance in man ' s conception of himself as an autonomous 

being is now a recognised feature of the times . It is shown in the 

increased partnership and sharing of opinion between individuals having 

a common objective , in many of the organisational forms of contemporary 

life ; in the way in which men are wooed by the media ; in the fac t that 

in the approach to whatever situation may be the focus of attention 

today , one notion which is hardly ever considered is that which epit-

omised the disaster of Balaclava - '~heirs not to reason why , the i rs 

but to do •••••• ". It is not surprising therefore , to find the thea-

logian Dietrich Bonhoeffer (who was executed by the Nazis in 1945) 

speaking of "men come of age " and of "a work come of age ,,( 2). Such 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

Contemporary European Thought and Christian Faith p . 196 

v. Letters and Papers from Prison p . 118 and the exploration 
of Bonhoeffer ' s use and interpretation of these phrases in 
Appendix 1. 



language was not brought to the attention of ordinary readers until 

the early 60 ' s although it had been written some twenty years earlier. 

In those twenty years , as has been shown elsewhere (1), the high social 

and moral expectations generated by the second world war which were 

based upon traditional theological belief and doctrine , remained 

staggeringly unrealised , and their initial rationale and foundations 

became increasingly suspect when their validity was considered in terms 

of relevance to the then contemporary society and situation. It would 

not be far from the truth to suggest that it was at this point of time 

that the now strong demand for relevance in all areas of man ' s con-

cerns had its beginnings . What is quite certain is that so far as 

theology and spirituality were concerned , the time was ripe for some-

thing "new" which would speak to the uncertainties and insecurities 

which people felt about the traditional forms of religion , above all 

in terms of their relevance to the life of the individual and to the 

life of the global community of which they were a part . 

II . 

This "something new" was undoubtedly J . A. T. Robinson ' s small 

book Honest to God ( 1963 ). It had an immediat e and dramatic impact 

upon masses of pe ople of diverse interests and background , upon 

Christians and non- Christians alike . The contents(2 ) surprised , 

(2) 

In my unpublished M. Ed. thesis (University of Leicester 1971) 
entitled '~raditional and Changing Attitudes towards Morality 
and Moral Education from the Education Act of 1944 to the 
Present Day pp . 3 - 47 . To avoid constant repetition , I shall 
refer to this work as ''M. Ed. thesis". An outline of the con
tent and development of the thesis is given in Appendix 2 in 
the form of an article entitled ''Moral and Religious Education". 
In Journal of Moral Education Vol . 1 no . 2 February 1972 pp . 
103 - 8. 

The summary of Robinson ' s position which follows in this chapter 
can be found in detail in my M. Ed. Thesis pp . 48 ff . 

3 



encouraged , and sometimes infuriated r eaders ( 1) - but it was a rev-

elation in every sense of the word , not least because its author was 

a Bishop of the Anglican Church . Robinson has been described as one 

of the two most influential theologians writing in English( 2), so it 

is justifiable to take his book Honest to God as a paradigm of the 

work of the ''new theologians", to relate its contents to the work of 

other writers holding similar views , and to make an att empt to assess 

its contribution to the interlinked fields of theology, philosophy 

and morality and the educational process - which is the central con-

cern of this thesis . 

It is immediately possible ( as Robinson himself admit s ) , to see 

the influence of three earlier and notable theologians upon his 

thought - Tillich , Bultmann and Bonhoeffer . Each of these was res-

ponsible for a specific aspect of Honest to God , and it is important 

to identify these aspects at the outset . The first concerns God as 

"the ground of be ing", that is , that from which man ' s being derives . 

This concept is taken from Tillich , who in a sermon entitled '~he 

Depth of Existence ,,( 3) which examined the deepest ground of our being 

and of all being , the depth of life itself , wrote :-

''The name of this infinite and inexhaustible depth and ground 

of all being is Q29;. That depth is what the word Q.£!! means ,,(4) • 

( 1) The fact that a much larger book The Honest to God Debate -
Edited by Robins on and Edwards , was published within months 
of Honest to God indicates something of the furore which the 
latter caused. 

( 2) W. Nicholls - Systematic and Philosophical Theology p. 317 . 
The American theologian Harvey Cox is the other . 

( 3) v. The Shaking of the Foundations pp . 59ff . 

(4) Ibid. p . 63 . 

4 



It is apparent that the traditional supranaturalistic concept of God 

as ~ being is not meant here , although it is worth noting that the 

basic notion is not entire l y original - St . Thomas Aquinas in the 

Summa Theol ogica frequently spoke of God as ''being i tself " ( 1) ( ipsum 

~). Nevertheless , for Robinson , God is by definition "ultimate 

concern" or "ultimate reality" and it is impossible to argue about the 

existence of ultimate reality , the only grounds for examination are 

those which would seek to answer questions such as 'What is ultimate 

concern?", "Is it/ he to be described in personal or impersonal terms?" 

and so on( 2). 

The second aspect which is shown in Honest to God derives from 

Bultmann. If theological tenets are to be meaningful to a world come 

of age , as Bonhoeffer puts it , then Christianity and with it doctrines 

of God , need to be detached from philosophically primitive mytho-

logical and supranaturalistic views . Thus Bultmann writes :-

"There is nothing specifically Christian in the mythological 

view of the world as such. It is simply the cosmology of a 

pre- scientific age ,,( 3). 

Bultmann ' s declared aim to "demythologise " Christian belief can be 

seen both here and in his later work , as well as being clearly 

explicated in the writing of other theologians and biblical critics 

who have adopted his approach(4 ). 

(2) 

Mascall E. elaborates on this point in The Secularisation of 
Christianity pp . 120ff . 

There is a useful critique of the notion of God as ultimate 
concern in Kai Nielsen ' s essay in Hook S. (Ed) Religious 
Experience and Truth . 

( 3) V. Bartsch H. W. (Ed ) Kerygma and Myth Vol . i . p . 3. 

(4 ) V. Bultmann ' s ~P~r~i~m~i~t~iv~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(1 956 ) and Jesus Christ 
"Bultmann school " Hobbs E. C. 
Related Sub,jects and Robinson 
Bultmann School of Biblical Interpretation et al e 

5 



However, although Bultmann's approach was considered radical, there 

were those who considered that it was not radical enough . Bonhoeffer 

was one such person and his work is the third aspect of influence upon 

Robinson. 

Bonhoeffer considered that Bultmann's basic approach was at 

fault in that, as he stated:-

"It is not only the mythological conceptions, such as the 

miracles, the ascension and the like (which are not in principle 

separable from the conceptions of God, faith and so on) that 

are problematic, but the 'religious ' conceptions themselves"( 1) . 

Hence he urged a ''non-religious '' interpretation of theology, and in 

line with his view of the world's coming of age , stressed that :-

"God is teaching us that we must live as men who can get along 

very well without him,,(2). 

Such views as those above, inevitably led to the reconsideration of 

traditional Christian theology along several distinct lines of con-

cern relating to theology, faith and philosophy of religion . In par-

ticular they led to reinterpretation of traditional thought in three 

crucial areas - those of theism, christology and morality. These 

areas will now be considered in turn in order to clarify the meaning 

and significance of the ''new theology" and the ''new morality" in 

philosophical terms, so that its relationship both to the need for 

and actual explication of religious belief within an educational con-

text can later be seen. 

III. 

It has already been stated that one of the foundation premises 

(1) Letters and Papers from Prison p. 94. 

(2) Ibid. p. 122. 

6 



of the new theologians , is the apparent abandonment of traditional 

theism - that is , of belief in God as a transcendent being. Robinson 

himself suggests that the contemporary Christian "~ go through the 

mill of first being an atheist ,,( 1) • There is of course , a special 

point to this process - it is to reach a position of faith which is 

only possible "through and out on the other side of , the atheist 

critique ,,( 2). The resultant position as regards the transcendence 

of God and his person is quite clear:-

"Ordinary theism has made God a heavenly , completely perfect 

person who resides above the world and mankind. The protest 

of atheism against such a highest person is correct ,, (3) . 

Of course it is in the sphere of traditional religious arguments con-

cerning both the existence and character of God as a divine being , 

that the greatest weight of philosophical argument has always been 

found , and it is particularly encouraging that largely due to 

wittgenstein(4 ), a longstanding gap between philosophers and the a-

logians has been closed, thus leading to much fruitful dialogue between 

scholars working within these specialisms(5 ) . For as Sidney Hook so 

pertinently remarks :-

(5) 

The New Reformation?p . 114. He refers to himself elsewhere 
(e . g . in But that I can ' t BelieveD as a "Christian agnostic ". 

The New Reformation?p . 106. 

Tillich P. Systematic TheologY Vol . 1 p . 271 . 

Particularly his modification of the ''Verification Principle " 
v . Philosophical Investigations para. 43 - "the meaning of a 
word is its use in the language " - and hi s not i on of "language 
games ". The latter gave rise to such theological writing as 
Ramsey I . Religious Language and Macquarrie J . God Talk. 

Typical of the results of this interchange is the Royal 
Philosophical Society ' s 1967/ 68 lectures entitled Talk of God. 

7 



"Of one thing theologians were certain. They had been using 

words all their lives and distinguishing between their proper 

and improper uses in theological contexts. They need now have 

no fear of linguistic analysis. On the contrary, it was a method 

which could be employed both to clarify theological usage and to 

preserve its autonomy against the "rude" requests from scientists 

and naturalists to talk sense as defined by the parochial 

criteria of the scientific and commonsensical mode of discourse. 

There is not a single language-game that can be laid down in 

advance as binding upon all who would speak, whether in story-

telling, describing, commanding, or praying. Each mode of dis-

course has its own language, its own rules of sense, to be dis-

covered by analysis, not settled by decree. 

A perusal of theological periodicals and recent theological 

volumes will show to what ext ent the new doctrine of meaning 

was experienced as a liberating force. Its indisputable effect 

was to make the theologians no longer shy of confronting phil-

osophers, and to r evive a common interest in common problems 

concerning meaning and truth. The question of truth once more 

becomes of param01.U1t importance"( 1). 

Granted then these two significant contributions to the debate -

the abandonment by the new theologians of traditional theism, and the 

bridging of the communications gap between theologians and phi losophers , 

it is now appropriat e to consider more precisely the implication of 

the "death of God" position as it relates to Robinson. It must be 

pointed out that Robinson is far from radical when compared with other 

theologianS(2) whose writing is more truly representative of what has 

Religious Experi ence and Truth pp.xii xiii. 

(2) e.g. T. J. Alti ze r and W. Hamilton amongst others. 

8 



come to be called "Death of God theology". As was outlined earlier( 1) , 

Robinson is greatly dependent upon Tillich ' s concept of God as the 

"ground" or "depth of being ,,( 2). He adds to this Bonhoeffer ' s notion 

of God as the ''beyond in the midst of our life ,,( 3). So the resultant 

contrast is between God traditionally conceived of as a transcendent 

yet immanent person and God as personal that is , the claim is that 

reality at its deepest level is personal , and personality is of ulti-

mate significance in the constitution of the universe . Thus in per-

sonal relationships , mankind is said to "touch the final meaning of 

existence as nowhere else ,,( 4 ) • Indeed:-

'~elief in God then , is the well nigh incredible trust that to 

give ourselves to the uttermost in love is not to be confounded 

but to be ' accepted ', that Love is the ground of being to which 

we ultimately ' come home ,,,(5). 

Theological statements thus become not descriptions of God , but 

"analyses of the depths of personal relationships , of ill experience 

' interpreted by 10ve ,,,( 6 ). This analysis is made perfectly clear in 

the Christian gospel viz :-

(1 ) 

( 2) 

"He who does not l ove , does not know God ; for God is love " 

(1 John 4.8). 

"He who abides in love abides in God , and God abides in him" 

( 1 John 4. 16 ). 

v. supra p . 4 . 

Tillich ' s view is nicely summarised in ~acquarrie J . Twentieth 
Century Religious Thought pp . 366ff . anara record of Tillich ' s 
dialogues with his students , entitled Ultimate Concern which 
is also of value here . 

( 3 ) Letters and Papemfrom Prison p . 93 . Not a very satisfactory 
description. 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

Honest to God p . 49 . 

Loc . cit . 
, 

Loc . cit . "Love " here is of course the ~yoLif'1 of the New 
Testament and a full analysis of it is given in Chapter 2 
pp . 22 ff . 

9 



"Love is of God" (~v... B€:QU - 1 John 4.7). That is, love has God 

as its s ource and ground, and its ultimate revelation i s in Christ 

"the humanity of God,,(1) rather than in the divinity of man(2) . 

It is vitally important to see that Robinson has in fac t r e-

interpreted the traditional notion of transcendence here . He states :-

"The man who acknowledges the transcendence of God is the man 

who in the conditioned relationships of life recogni ses the un-

10 

conditional and responds to it in unconditional personal relation

ShiPS ,,(3). 

The meaning of "transcendence " in this statement is further clarified 

by Tillich:-

'~o call God transcendent in this sense doe s not mean that one 

must establish a ' superworld ' of divine object s . I t does mean 

that , within itself , the finit e world point s beyond itse lf. In 

other words it is self transcendent ,,(4 ) • 

From Robinson's words quoted above , it is easy to see that he can 

identify himself with Bonhoeffer's "non- religious " understanding of 

God and with those who see God as encountered in man's love of man , 

and in man' s deep and strictly biblical(5) concern for the material 

needs of his fellows - rather than in subjective "s oul-searching" or 

in a religious "turning away from the world". Nevertheless , whilst 

God may be encounter ed in the secular, the power of the ''new being" 

(Tillich) is manife s t ed par excellence in the Christian community. 

For it is only in that community that man can:-

(1) Barth K. The Humanity of God pp. 37 - 65. 

( 2 ) For a detailed treatment of the Johannine concept see Anders 
Nygr en "God is Agape". In Agape and Eros pp.146 ff . 

( 3) Op. cit . p 55 . 

(4) Systematic The ology Vol. 2 p 8. 

(5) Cf. J eremiah 22 .1 5 ff ; ~ 5. 21 ff; Matthew 25 .31 ff . et al e 



TV . 

" •••••• lalow that love as the fount and goal of his own life 

in so far as the alienation from the ground of his being is 

overcome ' in Christ '. In traditional theological terms , it 

was declaring that the way to the 'Father ' - to aclalowledge-

ment of the ultimacy of pure personal relationship , is only 

by the ' Son ' - through the love of him in whom the human is 

completely open to the divine , and in the ' Spirit ' within 

the reconciling fellowship of the new community,,( 1). 

The second fundamental aspect of the new theology treated in 

considerable detail by Robinson , is that of christology. Once again 

this area has become the focus of intense interest at the present 

time . Robinson ' s latest book The Human Face of God ( 1973) is typical 

of many recent studies which are taking a fresh look at the person 

and significance of Christ . There is also a recent collection of 

essays by Cambridge theologians in print (2 ) and a new book on the 

same subject by Norman Pittenger( 3). D. M. McKinnon goes straight 

to the heart of the problem faced by Robinson and other theologians , 

as well as by many thinking Christians and agnostics alike , when he 

writes :-

'~inally however , if the Christian way of behaviour is to be 

liberated from the falsehoods and half truth which beset it at 

so many levels , it can so be set free only if the image of the 

crucified Lord , the author and finisher of our faith , is 

renewed (4 ). 

( 1) Honest to God p . 63 . 

( 2) Sykes S. W. and Clayton J . P. (Eds ) Christ , Faith and History. 

( 3 ) Christologv Reconsidered. 

(4) In Vidler A. (Ed ) Objections to Christian Belief p 32 . 

11 



For Robinson, as for countless generations of Christians , Jesus Chri st 

is the revelation of God, but there is not much else in his christology 

which would be recognised as traditional doctrine. The ultimate act of 

revelation is the Cross - the embodiment of God's decisive act . Here , 

in what is an ultimate act of surrender of self in love, Jesus is com-

pletely united to the ground of his being - in making himself nothing , 

in his utter surrender to others in love, Christ discloses and lays 

bare the ground of man's being as Love. H. A. Williams reinforces 

this analysis in a very powerful passage. He states:-

"Christ's total loss of the sense of his own value, which is 

ten thousand times worse than physical pain or death, was the 

stuff and substance which God raised up in glory. In Christ, 

God made it into the material of a full and satisfying communion 

with all that is. In Chri st , God took inward agony and rage 

and torture, and made of them eternal life which is eternal 

love ,,( 1) • 

Robinson maintains that we are thus able to recognise the full rele-

vance of what St. Paul means when he speaks of the ''new creation" or 

the ''new man in Christ ". This is not so much a religious idea that 

is being put forward as the reality of the love of Christ, the "man 

for others", which unites us to the ground of our being and which 

works upon the unreconciled relationships of our existence. The 

Christian community exists to be the embodiment of this new being 

as love - in Bonhoeffer's phrase "to participate in the powerlessness 

of God in the world,,(2). Bonhoeffer continues:-

"Christians range themselves with God in his suffering, that is 

what distinguishes them from the heathen •••• Nan must therefore 

(1) In Vidler A. (Ed) Soundings p. 97. 

(2) Letters and Papers from Prison p. 124. 
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plunge himself into the life of a godless world, without 

attempting to gloss over its ungodliness with a veneer of 

religion or trying to transfigure it. He must live a "worldly" 

life and so participate in the suffering of God. He may live 

a worldly life as one emancipated from all false religions and 

obligations. To be a Christian does not mean to be religious 

in a particular way, to cultivate some particular form of 

asceticism (as a sinner , a penitent or a saint), but to be a 

man. It is not some religious act which makes a Christian what 

he is, but participation in the suffering of God in the life 

of the world"( 1 ) • 

The bridge between these new theological interpretations of God and 

of Christ, and the third area of personal morality, can be found by 

examining the implications which these interpretations have for the 

life of the Christian in the world. This life is a "religionless 

Christianity,,(2), a life lived in the depth of the common. There is 

no sacred versus secular idea here, for the focus of Christian life 

and its meaning is placed clearly ill the secular , with no thought of 

esoteric religious practice, withdrawal from the world or exclusive-

ness of any kind. For the secular i s not a godless aspect of life 

but the world (as with the individual) alienated from its true depth. 

The meeting together of Christians should enable them to open themselves 

to a meeting with Christ in the common (i. e. in the sacramental e lement s 

of bread and wine - symbols of the common renewed and redeemed), and 

to focus, sharpen and deepen their response to the world beyond the 

point of proximate concern to that of ultimate concern. At the same 

(1) Ibid. pp. 122 - 3. 

( 2) V. supra p. 6 • 
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time there should be an opportunity for a Christian to "purify and 

correct his love in the light of Christ's love", and in Christ, to-

gether with his fellow Christians, "find the grace and power to be 

the reconciled and reconciling community,,(1). This is the stuff 

of Christian worship, and at its heart is the eucharist - no mere 

religious rite, but the proclamation, the acknowledgement, the rec

eption, the adoration of the holy in, with, and under the common(2). 

v. 
The third area of consideration, morality, has in the same way 

as notions of God and christological concerns, become increasingly 

important in contemporary theological and philosophical thought. 

Religious people down the ages have accepted various laws or codes 

as a basis for their way of life and relationships with others, which 

have had their foundation in an external supranaturalistic authority 

to which the individual is subject. The resultant ethic thus derives 

its norm externally, and sets objective moral values against subject-

ive or relative assessment of situations. At an earlier point in this 

chapter(3) it was intimated that the concept of a supranaturalistic 

God will no longer satisfy contemporary man - it follows that neit her 

will a supranaturalistic ethic. Indeed it may well be that i t is from 

the starting point of an investigation of morality, that men may come 

to see the serious doubts raised by belief in a supranaturalistic God. 

It is after all, astonishing that within Christianity, hetaunomous 

morality has exercised such a powerfully restricting influence, espec-

ially so in a religious context which has human freedom as the found-

ation of its gospel. In one sense the ''new'' theology is focussing 

(1) Honest to God pp. 87 - 8. 

(2) Note that prayer too finds its material in the world - this 
is clearly indicated in Chapter 4 pp. 8lff. 

(3) V. supra pp. 4-5. 
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again upon something which has been the very foundation premise of 

Christian philosophy from the earliest times. 

The core of the many problems which are associated with morality , 

is its source . If, as by the religious person, ~ is so described, 

then the question ''How is God the source of morality?" must be asked. 

The answers which have been given to this question are many and varied 

and it is beyond the scope of this introduction to consider them in 

detail. There is one recent and able summary of the whole field by 

Graeme de Graaff which is worth attention(1). In this essay de Graaff 

pulls out the essence of the theory which stems from what has been 

written so far in this chapter, namely, that from the sort of theistic 

and christological interpretation which has been presented above, it 

is possible to say that to be moral is to live agapeistically , and to 

live agapeistically is to believe in God (that is, when the term "God" 

is interpreted as "ground of being" or "ultimate concern"). de Graa£f 

considers that a whole school of theologians would be shown to be 

making such a claim were it possible to philosophise their theology(2) 

Robinson is one who has made the attempt. To the question '~at ought 

I to do?" then, there is a stark and deceptively simple answer - "Love, 

and then what you will, do,,(3). Of course Robinson considers the 

position in much greater detail than this brief summary suggests. Con-

temporary ethics , he maintains, has taken its stand against any sub-

ordination of the individual situation to an alien, universalisable 

norm. Thus it is :-

(1) "God and Morality". In Ramsey I. (Ed) Christian Ethics and 
Contemporary Philosophy pp. 31ff. 

(2) Op. Cit. p. 36 . 

( 3) St. Augustine uses this expression in his Epis. Joan. vii. 5 
viz : Dilige, et quod vis fac. 
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"In ethics •••••• accepting as the basis of moral judgements 

the actual concrete relationship in all its particularity, 

refusing to subordinate it to any universal norm, or to treat 

it merely as a case , but yet, in the depth of that unique rela-

tionship, meeting and responding to the claims of the sacred , 

the holy and the absolutely unconditional. For the Christian 

it means recognising as the ultimate ground of our being which 

is thus encountered, and as the basis of every living relation-

ship and every decision, the unconditional love of Christ ' the 

man for others' •••••• Life in Christ Jesus, in the new being, 

in the Spirit, means having no absolutes but his love, being 

totally uncoIllIllitted in every other respect, but totally cOIllIllitted 

in this ,,(1). 

This absolute is for Chri stians and non-Christians alike (v . Matthew 

25.31ff), at once in that it stems from the ground of our being , 

removing any suggestion of external direction; and in allowing the 

situation itself, subject only to the law of love to be the key , 

removing any element of prescriptivity or cOIllIlland. So in the words 

of the American theologian Joseph Fletcher :-

"Christian ethics is not a scheme of codified conduct. It is 

a purposive effort to relate love to a world of relativities 

through a casuistry obedient to love ,,(2). 

Whilst accept ing then, that it is through one's own experience and 

that of others that a working rule of "right " and "wrong" is generally 

(1) Honest to God p. 11 4 . 

(2) ''The New Look in Chri stian Ethics". In R.D.B. October 1959 
p. 10. 
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acquired , nevertheless it is the situational ( 1) claim of a given 

circumstance which is of paramount importance in moral decisions . 

It therefore follows that :-

'What ever the pointers of the law to the demands of love , 

there can be for Christians no ' packaged ' moral judge-

ments •••••• for persons are more important even than standards ,, (2) . 

Such a view of morality as this l eads to two further considerations . 

The first is that it establishes an "identity theory" of the relation-

ship of God and morality i . e . God is inseparable from morality when 

morali ty is taken to be "committed to live agapeistically" and vice-

versa. The second consideration is that this view embraces the 

notoriously difficult problem of the "good atheist ,,( 3), and it also 

offers a definiti on of morality - no mean achievement as any moral 

philosopher knows . What is more it possesses a considerabl e degree 

of unassailability , for as de Graaff points out :-

'While God ' s commands can be moral or immoral (4) , agapeism ~ 

morality in anybody ' s book , however secular the book may be ••• 

Commands can go in any direction , but agapeism can only go in 

the direction of morality - the direction in which most ' moral-

ities ' have tended and which , at this time of day , we insist 

is morality proper,,(5 ). 

Hence the use of the term "situation ethics " to describe the 
process of moral decisi on with agape as the chief referent . 
V. Fletcher ' s book Situation Ethics for a full account ; also 
Ramsey P. Deeds and Rules in Christian Ethics , and Robinson ' s 
chapter ''The New Morality" in Honest to God pp . 105 ff . 

Robinson OP e cit . p . 120. 

V. Kai Nie lsen ' s opposing view "Is God so powerful that he 
doesn ' t even have to exist?". In Hook S. (Ed ) Religious 
Experience and Truth pp . 210 ff . 

de Graaff is speaking here "imaginatively" as he puts it . Earlier 
he agrees that 'We know that ' God ' is the Being who could not give 
wicked commands •••••• It is outside his nature to command evil things " 
("God and Morality". In Ramsey I . (Ed ) Op e cit . p . 33) . 

Ibid. p . 39. 



It can be seen then , that a crucial referent in this first chapter 

is "agape ". This is clearly the point at which the meaning , nature 

and significance of agape needs to be explored and elucidated. The 

chapter which follows meets this need. 
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CHAprER 2 

AGAPE 

1. 

Agape, (1) or the agapei stic life, has been referred to through-

out the preceding chapter in differing contexts - as the source of 

belief in "God,,( 2) ( and indeed the source of GOd(3)), and as the 

foundation principle of morality(4). It is clearly a fundamental 

concept in every respect and this chapter will offer elaboration of 

it s religious, moral and philosophical significance. Agape (7d.1fY)) 

is the Greek word for love, a word which is prevalent in the New 

Testament and, as Gene Dutka surmises , is almost uniformly 

the referent for any alleged distinctiveness in Christian love ( 5). 

The wor "love" itself presents many problems of understanding today -

problems which stem from its grammatical status ( 6) on the one hand 

and its "downgrading" in common usage on the other. This latt er sit-

uation is a serious impediment to the proper understanding of agape , 

for as Aldous Huxley bitingly wrote:-

(1) A detailed exposition of the core subject matt er of this 
chapter can be found in my M.Ed. thesis pp.106-128 and 148-1 53 . 

( 2) V. supra pps . 9-10; 15-16. 

(3) V. supra p. 10 . 

(4 ) V. supra p. 16. 

(5) I shall be suggesting the nature of its distinctiveness in the 
pages which follow. It is notable that Dutka's book Agape: 
An Ethical Analysis, is the only book which has been written 
by a philosopher on the subject . The book derives from Dutka's 
Ph.D. thesis (Univ. of Yale 1967) entitled ''The Characterization 
of Love in Cont emporary Theological Ethics". 

(6) See my M. Ed. thesis p.106 for further explication of this point. 
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"Of all the worn, smudged dog-eared words in our vocabulary, 

"love" is surely the grubbiest, smelliest, s limiest . Bawled 

from a million pulpits, lasciviously crooned through hundreds 

of millions of loudspeakers, it has become an outrage to good 

taste and decent feeling, an obscenity which one hesitates to 

pronounce. And yet it has to be pronounced; for after all, 

Love is the last word(1)". 

It i s not surprising that when love i s spoken of as ultimate concern , 

as the focus of the divine, as "god", people tend to be mystif ied by 

these notions and complain that they really do not understand the 

concept itself or its function as a moral referent (2). Yet it i s a 

concept which has a uniquely Christian source, and one which has pro-

found implications for human behaviour. 

It is sometimes suggested that the Greek word itself was invent ed 

by New Testament writers to be definitive of a new quality of life 

which came into the world with Christ. This is not s o, for it was 

used by the compilers of the Greek version of the Hebrew Bible (called 

the Septuagint and usually designat ed by the numerals LXX), for the 

Hebrew word "love" (11)( 1). The Septuagint trans lators were anxious to 

avoid any suggestion that the love so described should be confused 

with the love of Greek mythology or pagan eroticism. New Testament 

writers did not want to be misunderstood either, so the Greek word 

agape, already in existence, suited their purpose admirably. It was 

then given a much more s pecific and exclusive s ignificance to express 

the spiritual bond of love between God and man and between man and 

Adonis and the Alphabet and Other Essays p. 72. 

~ article "Love and Morality" in Journal of Moral Education 
Vol.3 no.2 (March 1914 ) given in Appendix 3 was written in 
answer to such st at ement s by colI eagues and student s. 
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man, in Christ , which is the essenc e of Christianity. (1) 

Clearly the English word "love" embraces many aspects of mean-

ing. The Greeks used different words to denote these aspects , of 

which two are specially relevant to this analysis :-

(a ) f vAlid..., (2 ) (philia ) denot ed friendship love, i. e . spontane

ous, natural affection or social love . Such love as this might tend 

to be emotional or unreasoning. 

(b ) ~ew5 ( eros) denoted sexual or romantic love. Such love 

as this is essentially egocentric, seeking its obj ect for the sake 

of its own sat i sfaction, self-fulfilment , or self- enhancement . 

By contrast , dJ..'jt:LTrV) (agape - the trans literation will be used from 

this point onwards) is other-directed love . That is, love which i s 

out going, non-reciprocal and neighbou~regarding. "Neighbour" here 

means everyone els e , including one' s enemies (v. ~ 6.32- 5 ). 

Richard Niebuhr has written a beautifully descriptive account of 

neighbour-love:-

"Love is rejoicing over the existence of the beloved one; it 

is the desire that he be rather than not be; it is longing for 

his presence when he i s absent ; it is happiness in the thought 

of him; it i s profound satisfaction over everything that makes 

him great and glorious . Love i s gratitude : it is thankfulness 

for the exi st ence of the beloved; it i s the happy acceptance 

of everything that he gives without the j ealous feeling that 

( 1 ) A definiti·ve study of agape in it s bi bli cal cont ext i s to be 
found in Professor V.P. Furnish' s recent book The Love Command 
in the New Testament (S.C.M. Press 1973). In an extremely 
valuable and detailed appendix , the author also lists and 
examines "New Testament Words for Love" (pp. 219ff). 

( 2) It i s easier to use the nouns rather than the verb roots , 
although in the New Testament the verb is the commonest form 
us ed. 
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the self ought to be able to do as much; it is a gratitude that 

does not seek equality; it is wonder over the other's gift of 

himself in companionship. Love is reverence: it keeps it s 

distance even as it draws near; it does not seek to absorb 

the other in the self or want to be absorbed by it; it rejoices 

in the otherness of the other; it desires the beloved to be 

what he i s and does not seek to refashion him into a replica 

of the self or to make him a means to the self's advancement. 

As reverence love is and seeks knowledge of the other , not by 

way of curiosity nor for the sake of gaining power but in 

rejoicing and in wonder . In all such love there is an element 

of that "holy fear" which is not a form of flight but rather 

deep respect for the otherness of the beloved and the profound 

unwillingness to violat e his integrity. Love is loyalty; it 

is the willingness to let the self be destroyed rather than 

that the other cease to be ; it:is the commitment of the self 

by self-binding will to make the other great" ( 1). 

The essential character of agape is that it is the product of the will 

or disposition, and it is therefore neither unreasoned as philia 

might be, nor instinctive as is eros . Agape is an attitude of will ( 2) . 

It is not being suggested that agape is not found or exercised i n 

friendship love or sexual love. But it can only be said that this 

may be the case. Agape clearly differs in meaning from both philia 

and eros , although there are certain New Testament passages where 

philia is used as a synonym for agape. Eros is not us ed at all in 

the New Testament - the word epithumia (€1rl9o?,1..d....) is found in its 

place, but it might be said of eros that the love involved is the 

The Purpose of the Church and its Ministry p.35. 
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Cf. Eric Fromm - "Love i s not primarily a relationship to a specifu 

Person. it is an attitude , an orientation of character which deter-
, 1 " mines the relatedness of a person to the world as a who e ••.•• 

The Art of Loving p.38. 
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result of the attractiveness of the obj ect loved whereas agape include s 

love for the unloveable , the repellent , those who have offered nothing 

in return. The essential neutrality of agape i s nicely brought out by 

Kierkegaard . He states :-

'~rotic love i s determined by the object ; friendship is deter-

mined by the object ; only love to one ' s neighbour is determined 

by love . Since one ' s neighbour is every man , unconditionally 

every man , all distinctions are indeed removed from the Obj ect ,, (1 ). 

Further , agape is not something which men can develop themselves , 

that is , it is not a natural virtue . Rather it is a "fruit" of 
) 

being "in Christ " (~" !\\",crW), an image which is used throughout the 

latter part of the Johannine Gospel ( 2 ) and in the Johannine Epistles . 

It reaches full expression in the concept of the Church as the 'n ew 

Israel " living "in Chri st " with agape as the fulfilment of the law 

(if~~r(,JJN.. "Of"0v - Romans 13 .1 0 Cf . 13 . 8 et al .). St . Paul ' s classic 

exposition of agape is the well known account in 1 Corinthians 13 -

its significance is more sharply portrayed in C. S. C. Williams ' s para-

phrase than in the more familiar translation of the Authorised 

Version. Williams writes :-

'Without the gift of God ' s essence , self- giving Love , Paul 

maintains that any Christian sacrifice is valueless , like the 

resonant gongs and tinkling cymbals of pagan worship •••••• 

Even the gift of preaching and of understanding all divine 

secret plans or having all sacred knowledge , and even the gift 

of faith that could move mountains (~ 11 . 23 ), without Agape , 

is valueless . Even giving away all possessions piece by piece , 

including the body itself , is profitless without Agape . The 

characteristics of Agape are to be long-suffering , kindly dis-

posed , not given to envy or to self- display, to conceit or mis-

(1) Works of Love . 

( 2) e . g . ~ 15. 12 ff . et al e 



behaviour , to self- seeking, rage or bitterness . Agape does not 

brood over wrongs , is pleased not with injustices but with truth 

and is always forgiving, trusting, hopeful and patient . Agape 

is indestrudlble. Prophec'es , tongues , knowledge all perish 

but not Agape. They belong not to the mature but to the child-

hood stage. A metal mirror gives a dim reflection ; in this life 

we see God ' s truth like that ; but then we shall see clearly and 

know for certain as God knows us . Faith , hope and Agape remain 

in the new age which has alre<.\dy begun" ( 1) . 

These expression of Christian love in the New Testament may be comp-

ared with what a writer of this century has to say about it . Anders 

Nygren ' s Agape and Eros is an exam in at ion of what he calls "mot if 

research", that is , he examines the nomos (Vo/A0) - law) motif of 

Judaism and the eros motif of Hellenism to bring out the significance 

of the agape motif of Christianity. His purpose is to isolate that 

element which is specifically Christian , and which sets its mark on 

every aspect of genuine Christian life , making it a uniquely different 

1 . . (2) 
re 19lon • Nygren insists that real religion involves concrete 

experience of the "eternal ,,( 3 ) - an actual , living relationship with 

it , so that :-

"The love which he (the Christian ) shows to his neighbour is 

God ' s agape in him,,(4) . 

( 1) V. Peake's CommentaEY on the Bible Sec . 840a p. 962 and Cf. other 
important New Testament passages on agape - Acts 2. 42 , 46 ; 6 ; 
20 . 7 , 11 ; 2 Peter 2. 13 ; ~ 12 and much of ~hn including 
the texts quot ed on p.9 • in Chapt er 1. 

( 2) C. S. C. Williams op. cit . col . 840a p. 962 remarks that Christian 
agape should be compared with the nearest Hindu parallel in the 
Ramayana of Tulsi Das bhakti , which falls far below the supreme 
Christ ian virtue of agape . 

( 3 ) Nygren uses the expression "the eternal" rather than "God" 
because the latter has associations which are not common to all 
religion . The possibility of an atheist religion , or at least 
one in which the " et ernal " is conceived of in impersonal terms , 
i 8 left open . 

(4 ) Op. cit . Vol. I p. 96. 
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Gustaf Aulen , Nygren ' s episcopal predecessor , also supports a view 

of the Christian faith which stresses the centrality of God as agape 

in Christ , and of agape as its fundamental motif ( 1). 

II. 

It follows then , that if the uniqueness of Christ ianity i s 

focussed in agape , that agape perfectly shown in the life and death 

of Christ , the "man for others,,( 2); then the logical outcome of agape 

in action is a situation ethic which has agape at the core of man ' s 

moral decision and moral action . To speak of moral decision and 

moral action helps to clarify the dual nature of agape - it is an 

a~tude of mind which is sufficiently powerful to ensure that action 

of the will is brought to bear in the agapeistic situation , and that 

the situation its elf is resolved without automatic recourse to 

" rules". In a sense , agape is both attitudinal and situational. 

It is in this dual sense that St . August ine ' s words which were quot ed 

earlier (3 ) - " Love and then what you will , do" - are to be understood. 

If Christians have the mind of Christ(4) , that is , Christ ' s attitude 

of thorough- going agape in every situation , then what they do will 

be right . St . Augustine does make this outcome perfectly clear, for 

he concludes this section of his commentary of the Epistle of John 

with the words :-

" Let love ' s root be within you , and from that root nothing 

but good can spring" ( 5) • 

( 1) In his book Christus Victor and elsewhere . 

( 2) V. supra p. 12. 

(3) V. supra p. 15 footnote , 3. 

(4 ) V. Philippians 2. 5; 1 Corinthians 2. 16 . 

(5) Radix sit intus dilectionis , non pot est de ista radice nisi 
bonum exist ere - Ope cit . vii 5. 
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Agape then is a vital referent in moral decision and moral 

action. There need be no diffi culty for the agapeist in recognising 

a moral situation (this is one of the perennial "problems" of moral 

PhilOSOPhy(1)), for it can be seen that all situations and problems 

which involve human relationships will be subject to the principle 

of agape because agape is a life style , it is living the Christlike 

life with total commitment . 

The second important aspect of agape as a moral referent con-

cerns the way a moral situation is actually resolved using the 

agapeistic principle. One thing needs to be said immediately, and 

that is that resolving a moral situation agapeistically does not 

mean doing or saying the first thing that ent ers one's head. For 

as Fletcher says , confronting a moral situation with one's loving 

will is:-

" .... thoughtful love, careful as well as care- full . It is 

a matter of intelligence, not sentiment . Nothing is as complex 

and difficult as ethics , even Christian love ethics , once we 

have cut loose from law ' s over-simplifying pretailored rules , 

once we have become situational (2 )". 

In stressing the importance of applying agape situationally , (i. e . 

to each individual moral circumstance), agapeists reject the view 

that there are universal moral laws which are applicable to all 

identical or similar moral circumstances . Thus there is a unique 

element in situation ethics , namely , the admission of " exceptions ,,(3), 

Useful references here are Wallace G. and Walker A.D.M. (Eds .) 
The Definition of Morality , and Foot P. (Ed.) Theories of 
Ethics. 

Situation Ethics p. 114. 

v. Wood G. "Situat ional Ethics". In Ramsey r.T. (Ed.) 
Christian Ethics and Contemporary Philosophy pp. 336 ff. for a 
detailed consideration of this important concept . 
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and it is a vital element in distinguishing between " love" and " law" 

ethics . As has been seen , both Fletcher and Robinson stress this in 

their analysis of Christian moral activity(1). So then, how does 

agape work in resolving moral dilemmas? The process has been mis-

interpreted by various critics ; by Professor P. Hirst for example , 

who seems to think that what is being suggested is merely some form 

of moral "intuition,,( 2) ; by W. Frankena, who as a result of his dis-

satisfaction as a philosopher with theological analyses of agape , 

has produced a detailed exposition of "agape in action" which is 

outlined in some detail in Appendix 3(3). His purpose was to show 

that the agapeist is not bound to try and conjure up a moral solu

tion from scratch on every occasion (4 ), but can make use of " pure 

rules or principles", "summary rules or principles" as well as simply 

acting in love or combining( 5) all these different approaches with 

the objective of reaching an agapeistic solution. This obviates the 

point which has sometimes been raised against agapeistic morality 

that it is altogether too burdensome for ordinary mortals . 

A final consideration which is of great importar~,relates to 

the specifically Christian significance of aga pe. The phrase 

(1) V. supra Chapter I pp. 15-16. 

( 2) "The Foundations of Moral Judgement". In Macy C (Ed.) Let's 
Teach Them Right p . 125. 

(3) In section 2 of my article "Love and Morality" - Journal of 
Moral Education Vol 3. no . 2, March 1974 pp.131f. 

(4 ) V.his article "Love and Principle in Christian Ethics". In 
Pahel K. and Schiller M. Readings in Cont emporary Ethical 
TheoEY pp. 546 ff . 
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( 5) It is noteworthy that Paul Ramsey in Deeds and Rules in Christian 
Ethics pp. 95-6 , considers that Robinson's ethical pos ition is 
one of "Act agapism (sic ), Summary Rule Agapism and Rule Agapism", 
and that in his view such a combination is the most fruitful 
procedure "most in accord with the freedom of agape both to act 
through the firmest principles and to act if needbe without them". 



"uniquely Christian" was in fact used of it earl i er in this chapter(1). 

Do es this imply that it is an exclusively Christian virtue? The 

answer to this question is to be found in the area of Christology 

which was surveyed i n the first chapter. In living the moral life, 

a Christian is living that new life in Christ which is the mark of 

the committed religious person(2). This way of living recognises in 

every situat ion involving people and as the basis of every living 

relationship and every decision:-

" •••• the unconditional love of Christ 'the man for others' ••• 

Life in Christ Jesus, in the new being, in the Spirit, means 

having no absolutes but his love, being totally uncommitted 

in every other respect t but totally committed in this,,(3). 

Christ ian agape then, is distinct from what the non-religious person 

might simply want to call "neighbour-love", for the committ ed 

Christian recognises Christ as its supreme promulgator, and the exem-

plary character and objective claim on all men, of his unique agape

istic life(4). Thus the Christian sees the moral life within the 

particular context of Christ's t eaching , and of the criterion and 

inspiration (not simply imitation) of Christ's life. But the real 

nub of the difference between Christian and non-Christian love i s 

the sub j ect ive fact that for the Christian, Christ in his agapeistic 

v. supra p.23. 

V. Chapt er 1 p.12. 

V. Chapter p.16. 

Tillich refers throughout his book Ultimate Concern to the 
notion of Christ's life on earth as the Kairos ( KOtl-f05 ) 
i. e. Christ is the "anoint ed one", he who brings the new 
aeon into being. Jesus' special relationship with "God" 
was that here in the centre of history, the highest human 
potentiality was fulfilled - potentiality of unbroken unity 
with "God" and consequently of agape. V. particularly his 
"Sixth Dialogue" on the kairos OPe cit . p. 125 ff. 
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life revealed a pattern which is the very truth of life , that is , the 

very nature of human life , of being itself , which is " God". In his 

revelation of and complete identification with love (so that love is 

" God" and " God" is revealed in the agapeistic situation) , Christ is 

the motivatory source of Christian moral striving, and faith in him 

and identification with him , the dynamic element in Christian moral 

decision and action ( 1). Thus in showing agape , the Christian at the 

same time commits himself to act out his moral decision - it was 

stated earlier in this chapter that agape is an attitude of will ( 2). 

Above all though , " in Christ " and through faith in him , he is con-

scious :-

" of being encount ered , seized, held by a prevenient 

reality , undeniable in its objectivity, which seeks one out 

in grace and demand , and under the constraint of which a man 

finds himself judged and accepted for what he truly is . In 

traditional cat egories , while the reality is immanent , in 

that it speaks to him from his own deepest being, it is also 

transcendent , in that it is not his to command: it comes , as 

it were , from beyond him with an unconditioned claim upon his 

life . The fact that life is conceived as a relationship of 

openness , response , obedience to this overmastering reality 

is what distinguishes the man who is constrained to use the 

word " God" from the non- believing humanist ,, (3 ). 

In effect then love is not only what ought to be the ultimate reality , 

I have given an extended treatment of this christology in my 
M. Ed. thesis pp. 158- 163 . 

( 2) V. supra p. 25. 

( 3) Robinson J . A.T . Exploration into God pp. 66- 7. 
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but what i s such . The whole of the Christian ' s life i s response to 

that prevenient presence , of which Robins on s peaks above , and to 

which the openness i s al l . This the difference between Christians 

and Humanist s ( 1 ) • 

III. 

In this final section it will be of value to specify and , with 

some sel ect ivity , consider in more detail the treatment by philos

ophers of the ooncept of agape ( 2 ), in both a theological context and , 

( 1) See the further discussion of this subj ect in terms of 
Christ ian humanism infra . Chapt er 5 "Man" pp. 101££. 

( 2) I am not concerned here with theological obj ections to or support 
of the "new theology" or the "new morality" per see Typical 
material which indicated immediate positive or negative reaction 
to Honest to God i s to be found in The Honest to God Debate 
(mentioned earlier supra Chapt er 1 p. 4 footnot e ) and there has 
been a trickle of books and articles which argued for and agai nst 
Robinson ' s vi ews or thos e which were similar , since viz :-

(a ) In general against :-

Image Ol d and New - Ramsey M. 
Up and Down in Adria - Mascall E. 
The Secularisation of Christianity - Mascall E. 

Phillips G. "The Case of the Lubricat ed J ellyfish". In 
Pris m no . 98 June 1965 pp. 7ff . 
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Owen H. P. ' 'The Lat er Theology of J . A.T Robins on". In Theology 
Vol . LXIII no . 604 October 1970 pp. 449 ff . 

(b ) In general s upport :-

Four Anchors from the St ern - Richards on A. (Ed) 
Praying for Daylight - Neil-Smith J . C. ( ed) 
The Ferment in the Church - Lloyd R. 

Robins on ' s new publications arouse corresponding critiques in 
what might be described as "traditional " and "progressive" camps , 
wit h a humanist generally denying the r el evance of his work 
altogether ! In the case of his latest book The Human Face of 
God for instance , there i s a negative addendum by Norman 
~erson pp. 23 1 ff . in his book A Lawyer among Theologians ; a 
pos itive review by David Edwards "Honest to Christ " i n the 
Church Times 16th March , 1973 p. D ; and a "debunking" review 
by Philip Toynbee "Out There or Down Here" in The Observer 
18th March , 1973 p. 36 . What i s certai n i s that Robinson never 
fail s to arouse ~ r esponse . 



as a principle of normat i ve ethics ( 1), in an ethical context . In 

fact the writt en material available i n neither of these areas i s 

extens ive , and with the exception of articles such as William 

Frankena ' s " Love and Principl e i n Christ i an Ethi cs", and Paul 

Ramsey ' s monograph Deeds and Rules in Christ ian Ethics which were 

discussed earlier (2), is limited to two books whi ch have also been 

referred to passim i n this chapt er , an Ramsey ' s collection of 

essays Christian Ethics and Cont emporary Philos ophy , and Gene Dut ka ' s 

book Agape : An Ethical Analys i s . 

One of the best known treatment s of agape by a philosopher 

~ philosopher i s that of R. B. Braithwait e - "An 1ililpiricist ' s View 

of Religious Belief"(3),,. In his Eddingt on memorial l ecture of 

1955 with this titl e , Braithwaite put forward a vi ew which had as 

it s core the int erpr et ation of the st ory of J esus in the New 

Test ament as an ins piration for those who wished to follow the agape-

i st i c life . One of the difficulti es of this approach i s that it 

l eads to a series of reduct ionist premises relating to Christianity, 

and particularly to the way in which Christ and his centrality in 

Christian belief i s under s t ood. To put this simply , if the gospel 

narratives are merely "stori es", whether inspirational or not , it 

follows that it would cease to matt er whether or not t he Chr i st of 

the Christian faith ever existed , as any similar exemplary figure 

~uld suit as t he psychologically i nspiring motivator for the person 

(1) The core of the agapeistic analysis which has b een put forward 
in my M. Ed. thesis , and summari sed in the preceding chapt er , 
i s of course that of aGape as the principle , rather than a 
principl e of normat ive ethics .--- -

( 2) V. supra p. 30 and p. 30 footnote 5 respectively. 

(3 ) In Ramsey LT . (Ed ). op. cit . pp. 53 ff . 
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wishing to live the agapeistic life . Apart from this principal 

objection to Braithwaite ' s theory , it is very difficult to find in 

his approach any suggestion that agape i s more than mere respect 

for persons . Of course this latter quality is a necessary condi-

tion of agape , but it is hoped that the earlier explication of 

Christian agape , and the christocentric features which are outlined 

t here , ( 1) make it clear that agape is much more than simple humanism. 

Rather , it is a love , whi ch is " God", in Christ , which is direct ed 

to and which permeates the whole of the Christian ' s experience . 

Further , and stemming from this latter point , the Christian ' s agape-

istic life- style is not simply the result of commitment to neighbour-

love . Again it is clear that such commit ment is a necessary condi-

t i on of the agapeistic life , but for the Christian there is also 

recognition that :-

" Christian faith means commitment , with ultimate concern , to 

that which came to expression in Jesus Christ ••• ' God ' is 

what we mean by taking as an ultimate concern that which 

came to expression in Jesus Christ ( 2)". 

( 1) V. supra pp. 30 ff . 

( 2) Kee A. The Way of Transcendence: Christian Faith Without Belief 
in God pp. 193 and 195. This is much more than the "psycho
logical stimulus " notion of Professor Braithwaite vi z . that 
Christ ians are mot i vat ed by belief that they are " doing the 
will of God and are supported by thinking about Christ ian 
stories". I find it Significant that in one of the replies 
to Braithwaite ' s theory, by D.M. Mackinnon (there are other 
replies by J . N. Schofield and I .T . Ramsey - v . Christian Ethics 
and Contemporary Philosophy pp. 74 ff .), the author maintains 
that Braithwait e " comes near identifying it ( i.e . the agapeistic 
life ) with something not uhlike that universal benevolence which 
Butler agreed we could not regard as the whole of virtue" (op. 
cit . p. 82 ). It should be clear that agape as set out in this 
and the preceding chapter could not possibly be considered as 
"universal benevolence". I think that Scheler emphasises this 
distinction when he speaks of Christian neighbour-love as 
loving humanity in general in order to avoid loving anybody 
in particular (The Rebel p. 24 quoted by D. Z. Phillips in op. cit . 
p . 319 ). 
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Kee emphasises the point being made here when he further states :-

"This is indeed a secular faith in Jesus Christ , though as 

we shall see , it is not a reductionist faith"( 1). 

The other chapter ( 2) in Ramsey ' s collection which is particu-

larly relevant from the philosophico-theological point of view , i s 

that of D. Z. Phillips entitletl"The Christian Concept of Love". 

Phi llips considers at the outset what it means to speak (as 

Christians rightly do ) of love as a duty , particularly when this 

relates not to loving one ' s wife , children , parents or friends , 

but to l oving one ' s fellow men , to neighbour-love. He decides 

that Christian love of others is particular , not because it is this 

person - i . e . wife , husband , child , parent , friend , - who is loved 

rather than others in general , but simply because others exist , 

they~. He quotes Kierkegaard in support :-

"The neighbour is your equal . The neighbour is not your 

beloved for whom you have a passionate partiality ••• the 

neighbour is every man •••• He is your neighbour through 

equality with you before God,,( 3) . 

and again:-

" Belief in the exist ence of other human beings as such is 

10ve,,(4 ) • 

Phillips then goes on to specify what he considers are the moral 

and religious objections to the Christian concept of love , and 

suggests an interpretation which is free from such objections . 

( 1) Loc. cit. 

( 2) Apart that is , from Graeme de Graaf ' s " God and Morality", 
the essence of which was given in Chapter 1 pp . 15;11. 

( 3) Works of Love p. 34. 

(4 ) Weil S. Gravity and Grace p. 56 . 
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His objections are:-

(i) That Christians believe that "God" was specially 

revealed in Christ and are therefore committ ed to the task of 

getting all men to assent to t hi s . How then do religions other 

than Christianity fare in such a view? 

(ii) Is there in fact a " single" morality? Christian love 

has for instance, been given as an excuse for oppression many times 

in history with the Christian asserting that he has the truth and 

the other has nothing. Thus love of dogma replaces love of man, 

and the kind of religion one support s depends upon whether one loves 

dogma or man. 

Phillips does not seem to do more on the first point than suggest 

the obvious, that :-

"When I do not understand ways of life and worship different 

from my own, I had bett er refrain from judging" ( 1 ) • 

He is more subtle on the second point, and again calls in Simone 

Weil to support his contention that:-

"The religions which represent divinity as commanding wher-

ever it has the power to do so are false. Even though they 

are monotheistic they are idolatrous,,(2). 

~ religion then, is that which manifests true love, and the key 

to this notion in terms of divinity is "the supernatural virtue of 

just ice", i. e. the fact that on rare occasions we find a person 

not using his power, but instead, having compassion on the person 

to whom he stands in a relationship of inequality(3). It is 

Ope cit . p. 317 . It has been suggest ed earlier ( p. 27 footnot e 2 ) 
that in comparative religion , the nearest (Hindu) parallel to 
agape falls far below it. Phillips follows up with Weil's view 
on this point (op.cit.p. 322 ff.). 

Waiting on God pp.98-9. 

Weil uses the story of the Athenians and the people of Melos 
to elucidat e this point , maintaining that the Christian concept 
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of love does not recognise any distinction between justice and 
chari~ Hence the Christian behaves "exactly as though there were 
equality when ore is the stronger in an unequal relationship" 
(op.cit. pp.320-1). 



important to note that Simone Weil did not think it necessary that 

those who possessed love of neighbour should attribute it to God. 

However , she did think that such love is religious , and the result 

of divine activity. There would seem to be no contradiction here 

with what has already been put forward in this chapter as the nature , 

s ignificance and operation of agape. However , it is valuable to 

note Phillips ' reminder that: -

" •••• there is no one answer to the jungle of problems 

arising from the Christian concept of love these 

problems are more complex than we often suppose 

The most recent treatment of the nature and significance of 

agape as a moral principle is Gene Outka ' s book Agape: An ethical 

analysis. This book stands alone in contemporary writing on agape 

in both the detail and depth of analysis which is brought to bear 

upon the concept . It stems , as was noted earlier( 2), from the 

author ' s Ph.D. thesis (University of Yale 1967 ) entitled The 

Characterisation of Love in Contemporary Theological ~hics , and it 

offers a critical treatment and analysis of many modern writers on 

the " love commandment ,,( 3) , and also an exploration of the basic 

normative content of agape and the problems which are subsequently 

brought to light . It is this latter aspect of Outka ' s work which 

will be summarised in the remaining section of this chapter(4) , as 

he has a great deal to offer which supplements the explication of 

agape already given in this thesis , particularly the association of 

Ibid. p. 328. 

v. supra p. 22 footnote 5. 

The most important are Nygren , D'Arcy, Reinhold Niebuhr , 
Paul Ramsey , Tillich and Karl Barth . 

Outka' s book was not in print when my M. Ed. thesis was written . 
Hence the material which follows is being presented for the 
first time in any of my written work on agape . 
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agape and other related human virtues and problems of interpreta

tion in these areas ( 1). It needs to be made clear at the beginning 

that Outka supports the view put forward in earlier pages of this 

work , that the normative content most often ascribed to agape is that 

of equal regard( 2). Outka uses a simple statement made by Karl 

Barth to express its essence , and this has a familiar ring when set 

alongside the many passages quoted passim from Robinson , Fletcher 

and others in this present chapter and Chapter 1. It involves , 

Outka says :-

" . • • • • In Barth ' s words , ' identification with his ( i.e. the 

neighbour ' s ) interests in utter independence of the question 

of his attractiveness ,(3)". 

Such an approach is exemplified in the long quotation by Richard 

Niebuhr in the early part of this chapter(4 ), and may be absolutely 

the 
clarified by speaking about regard fo~human dignity of every person 

without any consideration ( evaluatively speaking) of the disparities 

in talent and achievement , and the inequalities in attractivenes 

and in social rank which differentiate men . There is a problem 

here of course , and it is that non- exdusiveness must be linked with 

uniqueness . People are not , as Outka calls it , " indifferently inter-

changeable" for it is clear that particular achievements furnish 

whatever content the notion of uniqueness possesses . It must be 

seen then , that agape can nevertheless work within this duality, in 

that equal regard demands that although they exist , such distinctions 

( 1) e. g. What is the nature and extent of equal regard of one ' s 
neighbour? How does it relate to self- interest ? What is the 
extent of the self-giving or self- sacrifice involved? Ought 
I to allow myself to be exploited? 

( 2) V. op. cit . PP. 9- 24. 

(3) Ibid. p. 260 . 

(4 ) V. supra ~ 24-5. 
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, 

as achi evement (or of course non- achievement ) must never b e a moti-

vator.y consideration in the exercise of the apagei st i c attitude. 

The agapeist then , tries to get behind those social , political and 

techni cal titles which create inequalit y in order to identify with 

the neighbour ' s point of view; he tries to identify with the neigh-

bour ' s point of view , he tries to imagine what i t :Bfor him to live 

the life he does , t ·o occupy the position he holds ( 1). It is in this 

area of equal regard that Outka bel ieves that religious vi ews most 

effect i vely operate , and he cites three characterist i cs which appear 

the most , viz :-

( i ) The God relation - that is , religious people exercising 

agape frequently see this as consciously promoting relationship with 

God . A quotation by Geach is used to elucidate this position :-

"That burning love of souls is what charity means , charity 

is not , as people often think nowadays , a fatuous amiability 

towards every vagary of misconduct and misbelief,,( 2). 

( ii ) Meeting men ' s " psycho -physical" needs - that is the need 

for love itself , the need to communi cat e , to count socially et c . 

Agape considers the basic interests of others . Outka emphasises 

that such an approach was exemplified by Jesus himself (v. Matthew 

25 . 33 ff ; ~ 8. 3 et al) . 

( iii ) Respecting the same freedom of the individual that is 

shown by God towards his creation. This means not only avoiding 

the temptation to take their initiative and ability to act away 

from other people , but positively fostering their subjective identity 

and integrity. 

( 1) Williams B. "The Idea of Equality". In Philosophy , Politics 
and Society pp. 110- 31 . 

( 2 ) Geach P. God and the Soul pp . 115- 6 . 
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Finally i n this area of equal regard , Outka asks what agape implies 

in the case of speci al moral relations such as obligations to one's 

husband, wife , children , friends , colleagues , fellow Christians 

(or any religion i sts ), fellow countryment etc ., as distinct from 

general moral relations (1). His conclusion is that the only res-

triction in scope of agape in such relations is the condition of 

finitude, i. e . the i nteract ion of a given person with others i s 

necessarily restrict ed in terms of all humanity. So that within 

the sphere of personal contacts , the most that can be r equired i s 

equal cons iderat ion but not identical treatment, for peopl e are 

incapable of enhancing the welfare of every neighbour with whom 

they have to do , in the same way or to the same extent . Thus all a 

neighbour' s various wants might be considered but they cannot (and 

it must also be said, perhaps ought not) all be satisfied. SpeCial 

relations then can remain - stabili zed and integrat ed b agape based 

on the premise that if agapei s t s distribute their energies in the 

widest poss ible way , they might then have less chance of securing 

substantial benefits for others . Nevertheless: -

" •••• at the very l east s pecial obligations ought to pre-

suppose and never require less than agape requires . Agape 

i s the guardian i n rather than the direct inspiration of every 

special relation,,( 2 ). 

Great er attention has been given to this fundamental notion of agape 

as ~ ual regard , because of it s obvious link with the theological 

analysis already put f orward i n the preceding pages . The remaining 

(1) Ibid. pp. 268 ff . 

(2) Ibid. p. 274. I think that this view is s omewhat distinct 
from that of D.Z. Phillips whose consideration of special 
r elations was mentioned earlier in this chapt er ( supra p. 36 ). 
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aspects will be summarised in shorter form. Outka goes on to examine 

the relationship of agape and self-sacrifice (1). He remarks that 

the feature of self- sacrific e in itself appears to provide no way 

of distinguishing between attention to another's needs and sub-

mission to his exploitation, and no warrant for resisting the latter. 

The additional principle of justice seems to be necessary if any 

such resistance is to be expressed. It is also important in this 

instance to consider the possibility that self- sacrifice has only 

"parasitic" meaning , i . e . that it would be self frustrating if 

everyone acted upon it . Outka subsequently considers that any view 

of self-sacrifice as the quintessence of agape ( such as Reinhold 

Niebuhr's)(2), needs considerable modification, notably by the funda-

mental emphasis inherent in the notion of agape as self-regard , a 

notion which is itself "the center of gravity,,( 3), for it can be 

applied to the se lf-other relationship without exploitation of the 

self occurring , and it can also be applied to the several parties 

in a given transaction. Further it would not be self-frustrating if 

everyone acted upon it . So then rather than supporting ebuhr ' s view 

that in every instance where one is regarding the interests of others 

he must e o ipso be sacrificing his own, Dutka maintains that self-

sacrifice should only be allowed instrumental warrant, that is , it 

must always be purposive in promoting the welfare of others and never 

simply expressive of something resident in the agent . It is simply 

one possible exemplificati on and by-product of devotion 

(1) Ibid. pp. 274 ff . 

(2) For elaboration of Niebuhr's v iew v . ibid. pp. 24 ff. 

(3) Ibid. p. 277 . 
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to others for their own sake ( 1). 

Outka ' s next consideration is that of mutuality . Wit hout it 

he believes that agape is merely an occasion for disclos i ng the 

stat e of the agent . There is , he argues , a dist inct ion between the 

independence of the existence of regard from a response , and regard 

manifested in a concern about states of others independent of con-

cern about reciprocity. The fundamental thought here is that genuine 

regard for the neighbour ' s well- being involves concern that he 

should regard his neighbour ; so that one test of such regard might 

be how the other reciprocat es concern shown to him. It is mistaken 

therefore , to think that the agapeist should only be interested in 

a response which is actually an interest i n self- aggrandizement , or 

that the outcome of other regard is simply confinement to the agent ' s 

i nner state so that for example , a recluse might be said to love as 

fully and appropriately as a parent or statesman( 2 ). This analysis 

is followed up by a consideration of friendship in the context of 

mutuality , and Outka concludes that whilst equal regard is an unal-

t erable principle between friends , the "degrees" of friendship -

interest s , particular attitudes , poi nts of view, soci al attachments 

etc . - may , indeed most likely ~ fluctuate (3 ). 

(1) Ibid . p. 279 . Cf . Ramsey P. "Love is simply love , the genuine 
article ; and it intends the good of the beloved one and not 
the response of mutuality; it int ends the good of the other 
and not its own actual self- sacrifice or suffering. It is 
the neighbour and not mutuality or heedlessness of sacrifice 
or suffering, who stands b ore the eye of love" (Nine Modern 
Moralists p. 146) . 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 281 . 

(3) Outka later considers the "unalterability" of equal regard in 
terms of equalitarian justice, in much the same way. His 
point then is that whilst agape and equal it arian justice are 
deeply conjoined , they are not interchangeable. Agape is a 
more inclusive standard in that it applies where justice has 
far less relevance (v. ibid . pp. 311 ff ). 
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One other consideration in relation to agape remains and that 

i s self- love (1) . There are two important and distinct positions 

involved here - on the one hand to say that in agapeism ~ self-

love is unavoidable , and on the other to say that it alone is 

always determinative of the other-regarding action. In Singer ' s 

words :-

" It is one thing to say that the agent is unable to love 

others without loving himself , another that loving them is 

simply a way of loving himself,,( 2). 

Outka notes that this second position , generally known as 

"psychological egoism", is a frequent feature in the lit erature on 

agape , but he considers that it is a false pos i tion in that the 

psychological egoist wrongly assumes that the more a person loves 

himself for his own sake , the less he can love others for theirs . 

In fact , those who actively love their neighbours will be found on 

examination always to love themselves as well . In support of this 

argument he cites Eric Fromm : 

"Love of others and love of ourselves are not alternatives . 

On the contrary , an attitude of love t owards themselves 

will be found in all those who are capable of loving others ,, (3 ). 

and J ohann :-

" •••• a man must apprehend and be present to himself in his 

uniqueness if he is to cherish another" (4) • 

(1) Ibi d . pp. 285 ff . What follows here is a summary of the more 
detailed examination of the nature and relationship of self
love and agape presented in Appendix 4. 

( 2 ) Quoted by Outka ibid. p. 281 . 

( 3 ) The Art of Loving p. 59 . 

(4) The Meaning of Love pp. 31 - 2. 
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Johann's statement does not of course, directly qualify the sense 

in which self- love is said to be unavoidable. However, s ometimes 

the coincidence i s s imply l eft at that: a man i s unable to love 

others unless he loves himself, but equally important, a man 

pursues a trivial and self-defeating policy when he remains in soli-

tude. At other times , the coincidence contains on ly one kind of 

internal sequence : in order to love another, a man must first love 

himself. Self-love is then unavoidable in that neighbour-love i s 

really derivative from it(1). That self-regard and other-regard 

are not alternative options may be understood in at least two 

different senses . The first is that the agent's own privat e 

interest s wil l be realised after all if he pursues a life of other-

regard - these "interests" being generally understood as self-

integration, personal identity and centredness etc . The second i s 

that the obj ectives of the agapeistic life are never frustrated or 

rendered wholly pointless , though there will of course be unavoid-

able clashes of int erest. This second instance may be said to 

apply for example , to the martyr whose violent death results in the 

growth of a non-violent community, or to the religious believer 

who holds that hist ory will not prove finally unsupportive of the 

agapeistic life , as such a life i s congruent with the character of 

providential act ion . Indeed, whatever the effect upon, or response 

from others , or the extent of material loss and personal cost to 

the agent , the life of love will come to be experienced by its 

exemplars as it s own reward ( 2). 

The value of Outka ' s analysis of the aspects of the normative 

content of agape out lined above , will now be self-evident. It 

(1) Agape: An Ethical Analysis pp . 288-9. 

(2) Ibid. p. 290 . 
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should be noted that in addition, he does devote a considerable 

and not unimportant section of hi s book to Situation Ethics per se 

which has not been i ncluded in 

chapter inordinately l engt hy. 

this review( 1) as it would make the 

As has been stated( 2), Outka's analy-

sis of the chief normative content of agape as equal regard, en-

dorses the view that has been put forward earlier in these introduc

tory chapt ers . His various considerations (3) under this heading 

of the uniqueness of others, of s pecial relations and of the relig-

ious motivation which people have in considering others with equal 

regard, give the agapei st int eresting and useful explication of the 

problems and operation of agape in this context . In his treatment 

of self- sacrifice , (4 ) the notion that the agent should not be exp-

loited i s an important one , as i s his vi ew that a purpos ive emphas i s 

in self-sacrifice will avoid a negative and subjective ascription of 

it to himself by the agent . As far as mutuality(S) is concerned, 

it is true that those who actively set out to try and love their 

neighbours t end s ometimes to feel that their efforts have been 

unsu ccessful in terms of their neighbours ' response to them. This 

si tuat ion i s oft en t rue in friendship . Outka shows that whilst 

mutuality may indeed seem to be present or absent in such cases , 

(1) Ibid. pp. 93 ff . His conclusions are summarised on pp. 116-
122 and I am inclined to think that although there are various 
caveat s of which it is wise to take note here, some of his 
conclusions ( e . g. that "It i s wrong to demand unambiguous s ol
utions in any s ituation, and it i s also wrong to be sanguine 
about what is achi eved", and "One must beware of the curative 
powers of unbridled love" - p. 122) do not accurately r eflect 
the nature of agape as I see it in resolving moral s ituations , 
and are in fact a matt er of opinion. 

(2) v. supra p· 39 . 

(3) v. supra pp. 39- 41 . 

(4) v. supra pp. 42- 43 . 

(S) v. supra p. 43 . 
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it is not always possible to declare this with certainty, for such 

mutual regard may be displayed to a person or persons other than 

the agent . Nevertheless , the expression of equal regard is always 

the stabilizing factor in such relationships. Finally, in Showing( 1) 

that self- love does not necessarily imply a condition of psychological 

egoism, and indeed, that :it is consequential and purposive in direct-

ing the agapeist to the very core of the meaning and purpose of life, 

Outka supports and reiterates all that has been said in these intra-

ductory chapters about this very meaning and purpose, seen in the 

context of the Christian love commandment and its exemplar Jesus 

Christ. 

IV. 

This introduction has then served two important purposes. 

The first has been to present and explicat e the foundation premises 

of the "new theology" and the "new morality", and to give an account 

of the way in which philosophical and theological thoug~has devel-

oped in these areas over the past decade . Much of this latter has 

crystallized around the writing of Bishop John Robinson as has been 

shown. The second purpose has been to examine in detail the concept 

of agap~ to indicate its specifically Christian origins and meaning 

and its vital significance as a religious and moral referent in th"e 

area of contemporary philosophical and theological discussion. It 

is now time to move on to consider the way in which the particular 

viewpoints maintained in the first chapters, will if followed through, 

influence and necessarily lead to a reint erpretation of traditional 

(1) V. supra pp. 44-45. 
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thought about some of the more important and fundamental tenets of 

religious doctrine and belief. Later still it will be necessary to 

see how such reinterpretation is likely to affect present and future 

patterns of education in religion . But first of all it is the re

interpretations themselves which command attention and it seems 

appropriate to begin by considering the notion of the Church. 
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SEmION B 

Traditional church doctrine and teaching in selected 
areas of contemporary interest and relevance , are re
examined in the light of the premises established in 
Section A, with a view to presenting reinterpretations 
which are intelligible to modern , secular man . 

'~here is now less widespread confidence in the Christian 

faith because it has not seemed to be intellectually sound to 

generations reared in the belief that science is synonymous with 

truth . The first priority must therefore be to restore that 

credibility by expounding the nature of Christ ' s faith and communi-

eating the fruits of Christian scholarship in terms which can be 

generally appreeiat ed". 

First Leader in The Times 

May 1974. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE CHURCH 

I . 

A great deal could obviously be written about the Church 

even at this introductory stage of a simple explication of the 

traditional theological and dogmatic interpretation of the con-

cept . It is a topic which by its very nature lends itself to 

detailed examination and historical search. As however , the sec-

tions of this chapter which deal with Robinson ' s notion of the 

Church and an expositi on of the institution in the light of con-

temporary philosophical thought will inevitably be extensive in 

themselves , this initial resume of the traditional doctrine of 

the Church will be very much simplified, and ( it is hoped ) quite 

. t ( 1) 
SUCC1.nc • 

The nature of the Church has been traditionally expressed in 

two specific ways - it is the ~K~A ~ ll""vol ( 2) that is , the elect 

community called of God , and it is the Body of Christ , that is the 

mystical extension of Christ ' s glorified body , extending to men on 

earth the sanctifying grace of Christ . To become a member of the 

Church through baptism is to become a member of Christ ' s body. 

The Church is the external machinery of the Kingdom of God. Apart 

from these two fundamental characterisations of the Church , the 

~jt..K.A .,a l,.L and the body of Christ , other descriptions have been 

given it which reveal views of its nature in part . They are :-

(2) 

I am indebted to Hall F. J . Theological Outlines pp . 221 ff . 
for much of what follows . 

) 

V. 6~ KAV]!I\"d.. in Abbott- Smith G. Manual Greek Lexicon of the 
New Te stament pp . 138 - 9 for the New Testament sources and use 
of the word , and under "Church" in Cross F. L. (Ed) The Oxford 
Dictionary of the Christian Church p . 283 f . for a useful 
summary of its derivation and significance . 
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The ' 'Bride of Chri st " 

The "city of God" 

The "ark of the covenant " 

The "ark of safety" 

The "pillar and ground of truth" 

The "communion of saints "( 1). 

The Church on earth is of course , a visible church and can be 

distinguished by visible marks . This "visibility" is apparent in 

its membership , organisation and institutions. The first of these 

marks , membership , is revealed in the visible rite of baptism which 

l eads on to visible acts of communion and discipline ( in the sense 

that members are subject to known officers ). The Church ' s organisation 

is visible in that it was founded upon historically identifiable 

apostles and prophets , with Christ himself as the "chief cornerstone ,, (2) . 

I ts continuing visible organisation is the threefold ministry of 

bishops , priests and deacons in unbroken apostolic succession. The 

Church ' s inst itutions are noticeably visible - its sacraments , its 

public worship on the "Lord ' s Day", and its discipline . The emphasis 

which has been placed upon the visible Church down the ages has been 

rightly seen to stem from scriptural teaching , and a clear indication 

that the early apostles patently regarded it as such ( 3) . At various 

(1) Hall F . J . OP e cit . pp . 222 - 3. 

(2 ) Ephesians 2. 20. 

( 3 ) It is quite clear for example , that both St . Paul and St . John 
knew who was a member of the Church and who was not - v . 
1 Corinthians 5 . 12- 13 j 12 . 12ff j 1 John 2. 19 cf . 1 Timothy 1. 20 . 
A detailed examinati on of the organisation of the early Church 
can be found in the first part of Williston Walker ' s book A 
History of the Christian Church and in Whitham A. R. The History 
of the Christian Church. 



times in history it has been found necessary to re iterate this position 

in response to int erpretations of the Church which have suggested that 

it is a "secret " elect community( 1) ( that is , that its members are 

known only to God) . 

The final aspect of the traditional doctrine of the Church 

which demands consideration , is that of the so-called "marks " or 

''notes '' of the Church . These are four in number - unity , holiness , 

catholicity and apostolicity. They are of course made specific in 

the clause of the Nicene creed in which a be lief in "one , holy, 

catholic and apostolic Church" is declared( 2 ). It should be noted 

that these "marks " have frequently been used as a test of the "true " 

Church . Whilst the Church is distinguished , and its genuine parts 

are identified by these marks , ( 3) it is generally maintained that 

they will not serve as a ~ of the true Church (4 ). A brief account 

of the four marks follows :-

UNITY 

The Church is one in essence and one organically - that is , 

there is one life which pervades its activity and which is derived 

from Christ its head. The organic unity of the Church is an important 

point to note . This means that the Church has a unity which is that 

of the family or the nation , not a unity which is contractual such 

as the kind of unity to be found in common membership of a recreational 

Notably Calvin ' s (v . the Institutes ). 

v. the Anglican Book of Common Prayer p. 306 . 

v. Hall F . J . Theological Outlines p . 224. 

v. Moss C. B. The Christian Faith p . 259 . Moss has his own 
criteria of Faith , Succession and Jurisdiction , which he 
outlines loc o cit . 
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or social club. The significance of this distinction is to make clear 

that the Church is not a contractual society where the members are 

prior to the society , but an organic society where the society exists 

prior to the members . Internally the Church is one , although it may 

be externally divided. It has "one Lord , one Faith , one Baptism, one 

GOd ,,(1). Its members recite the same creeds and live by the same 

sacraments . It does however need to be understood that this notion 

of unity does not mean that the Church has the same traditions and 

customs everywhere , nor a single "governing body " etc . The unity 

characterised is a higher unity embracing as it were , a number of 

independent societies . Moss calls it "a society of societies ,,( 2). 

HOLINESS 

The Church is holy in that it is separated from the wo d and 

is filled with the Holy Spirit . Again history reveals many periods 

in which such holiness has , as it were , seemed to be in abeyance ( 3). 

Nevertheless , the light of holiness has been kept burning by holy 

men and women even in the darkest days of the Church ' s existence (4 ). 

CATHOLI CITY 

The catholicity of the Church lies in the fact that i t has a 

universal mission , not so much in that it has a universal membership , 

a l though it does of course , seek to bring all mankind into the fold . 

"Cathol ic " doe s not imply that the Church i s liberal or tolerant of 

error except in so far as it is concerned with the salvati on of every 

Ephesians 4 . 5- 6 . 

Ibid. p . 257 . 

e . g . the period of the Inquisition, the Holy Wars etc . 

e . g . in the 10th Century St . Dunstan , 15th Century St . Thomas 
a Kempis , 18th Century William Law , amongst others . 
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soul . All men are indeed welcomed into the Catholic Church, but 

only in obedience t o an acceptance of the Church's order, authority 

and discipline . 

APOSTOLICITY 

The Church is apostolic in that it was founded by t he apostles 

and has had unintarupted continuity from apostolic times . The 

faith which it pr oclaims was r eceived from the apostles and its 

authority is derived from the apostolic succession(1). Through this 

latte r al so , the Church ' s original sacramental structure is preserved, 

and this incl udes apostolic forms of worship and liturgy. 

It does not seem necessary in this outline of fundamental 

teaching, t o e laborate upon the so-called "offices" of the Church 

i.e. the prophetic , the priestly and the kingly office s . A detailed 

account of these is t o be found in various texts(2 ). It is hoped 

that the summary above has presented the traditional view of the 

Church with which first of all , Robinson's ideas can be compared and 

contrasted, and then a r einterpretation in the light of the fundamental 

premi ses of this the sis can be att empted. 

II. 

Robinson ' s view on t he Church might be said to form the greatest 

part of his published work. Thi s is not pe rhaps surprising in view 

of his experience first as pari sh priest , then as theological cOllege 

lecturer , Cambri dge Dean of College , and ultimately Bishop. It is 

(2) 

v. numerous articles under thi s heading in the dictionaries, 
and also J enkin C. and Mackenzie K. D. (Eds ) Episcopacy Ancient 
and Modern. 

e . g . in Hal l F. J. OPe cit . pp. 232 ff. 



particularly tempting to think that this latter experience must have 

been one of great challenge and tension considering his radical 

Chri stian approach to the whole notion of the Church in contemporary 

society. What is certain is that his return to academic life in 1969 , 

a move to do theology "once more within a secular rather than an 

ecclesiastical framework ,, (1) as he describes it , had considerable sig

nificance as may be seen later in this chapter(2) . A very thorough 

consideration of this aspect of Robinson ' s thought up to 1966 has been 

undertaken by a Roman Catholic priest , Fr. Richard McBrien(3) , in a 

book which presents the main findings of his doctoral dissertation in 

Dogmatic Theology for the Gregorian University in Rome . McBrien ' s 

book has been of considerable assistance in preparing the outline of 

Robinson ' s thought on the Church which follows . A useful starting 

point is McBrien ' s claim(4) that the radical questions raised in such 

books as Honest to God and The New Reformation , emanate from a the a-

logical position that is quite conservative , and that it is in his 

treatment of the mission of the Church that Robinson has made his most 

distinctive contribution to the contemporary debate in ecc l esiology(5) . 

Before examining what Robinson does have to say about the Church ' s 

mission , it is useful to be aware of his view concerning its nature . 

His explication of this aspect centres in the main around the notions 
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of the Church as the Body of Christ and a s the eschatological community. 

It is in his book The Body : a Study in Pauline Theology , that 

Robinson most clearly expresses his view of the Church as the Body of 

Christ , and the introduction to this book shows considerable indebtedness 

(1) Christian Freedom in a Permissive Society p . 241 . 

( 2 ) V. infra pp . 63 ff . for the gist of the analysis suggested by 
this statement . 

( 3) The Church in the Thought of Bishop John Robinson (SCM Press) . 

(4) With which I am wholly in agreement . 

(5 ) Op . cit . p . xiv. 



to his earlier and more detailed article "The Social Cont ent of 

Salvation,,( 1). I n this article he maintains that man ' s salvation 

only becomes a reality in the concrete social situation in which he 

f inds himself vi z :-

" ...... while the s oul is eternally t he s ame , its body is 

always changing. The particular ideal of life which in any 

age translate - into a pattern of concrete social relationships 

the fulfilment of the human spirit in God , requires to be r e-

defined with every fundamental change in the st ructure of 

society,,( 2). 

This "salvation" spoken of is in fact "social salvation" i . e . 

" •••••• a posit ion in s ociety in which a man really finds 

himself , where he counts , is of value , and can make a 

difference ,,( 3) • 

Robinson then analyses three historical forms of social development , 

and gives considerable attention to the third - the s ociali zed s ociety 

in which he argues , mankind is at present involved. In this society 

man is "redeemed", "saved", "freed" through his interdependence within 

the community. Thus :-

"The content of s ocial salvation for the modern man is to 

discover himself as a pe r s on , as one who freely chooses inter-

dependence , because his nature is to be made for others , rather 

than one who is engulfed in it because the pre ssures of the age 

demand it . •••••• A man becomes a person when he discovers him-

self in the I - Thou relationship of community , and in actual 

(1) Reprinted in On Be ing the Church in the World pp . 23ff . 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 23 . 

( 3) Loc . cit . 
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experi ence grasps with the total re sponse of his being that 

he has been made for , and has his centre in , other persons ,,( 1) . 

It follows that it i s to this society that the Church must speak , to 

demonstrate the possibilities of truly becoming a person through 

Chri stianity. I t can be seen that this view of the Church as the 

Body of Christ is very different fmam that outlined in the earlier 

part of this chapter wher e the institution precede.s the individual 

who is at some point accepted into it(2) . For Robinson , Christ ians 

themselves are the Body of Chri st ( 3). 

The second aspect of Robinson ' s thought regarding the Church , 

namely that it is an eschatological community , is of immense import-

ance for it is from this notion that the whole of his later thought 

concerning the ministry , liturgy and mission of the Church has evolved. 

It is interesting to note in passing, that his book Jesus and His 

Coming consi sts in the main of New Test ament exegesis , and does not 

offer much help in this current examination of the significance of 

the Church as an eschat ological c ommunity pe r se e Nevertheless , it 

is possible to get a fairly clear picture of Robinson ' s thought in 

this fundamental area , through careful consideration of other aspects 

of his writing. There are two elements of hi s thought which are con-

sequential :-

i . The Church is a community in history in that it is "the 

covenant people of the new order ,,( 4 ). 

Ibid. pp . 27 - 8. 

v. p . 57 supra. 

The argument which l e ads to this conclusion can be found in 
Chapter III of The Body pp . 49ff . 

The Body p . 72 . 
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ii . It is also a community in the Spirit , because "that which 

most decisively marks the Church off from the old Israel , is 

its common possession of the SPirit ,,( 1). It is through the 

Spirit that Christians are included in the eschatological com

munity , which is the resurrection body of Christ ( 2) , itself 

both a "present possession and a future hope ,,( 3) . 

The Church then is an eschatological community because it is a com-

munity in the Spirit , living between the times , in expectation of 

all things in Christ . But there is one important further qualification 

for Robinson - the Church is not only awaiting the Kingdom , it is the 

instrument of the Kingdom i . e . the instrument by which the whole of 

creation will eventually be restored and conformed to the image of 

Christ . It is not however the Kingdom of God on earth(4 ), but a 

function of the Kingdom( 5 ), of the universal Lordship of God in Christ . 

Having then illustrated the two foundation premises of Robinson ' s 

exegesis of the nature of the Church - as the Body of Christ and as 

the eschatological community , it is now possible to examine that 

aspect of the Church which follows on from these premises (6), and with 
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which Robinson has been increasingly concerned. For, as McBrien writes :-

Loc . cit . 

Ibid . p . 78 and Cf . On Being the Church in the World pp . 40 - 42 ; 
133 - 4 et al e 

In the End God p . 108. 

v. On Being the Church in the World p. 20 . Cf . The Body pp . 71 - 2. 

On Being the Church in the World pp . 7 - 8. 

I do not think that it is necessary to go into detail here 
regarding Robinson ' s conception of the Ministry and Liturgy of 
the Church , although these aspects are neither peripheral nor 
inconsequential aspects of his thought . McBrien devotes a 
chapter in his book to both areas (pp . 73ff ) and gives details 
in his footnotes and bibliography of their source in Robinson ' s 
wri tinge 



" ...... there ~ been a certain attrition in his doctrine of 

the Church over the past ten years or so . Robinson has become 

less concerned with the nature of the Church and more concerned 

wi th her mission. He has become dist'U·I'.bed by what he has des-

cribed as much ' Church- centred ' debate and too little stress 

on the primacy of the Kingdom( 1). Without retreating from the 

' high doctrine ' of The Body , he has directed his attention in 

recent years almost exclusively to the question of the Church ' s 

mission: her mission of service as the secular community •••••• 

and her mission to preach the gospel to the modern , secularized, 

industrialized and urbanized world,,( 2). 

Robinson defines the Church in The New Reformation?as follows :-

"It is indeed the dedicated nucleus of those who actively 

acknowledge Jesus as Lord and have committed themselves to 

membership and mission within the visible sacramental fellow

ship of the SPirit ,,( 3). 

Membership of the Church and fellowship in the Spirit have already 

been touched upon in the preceeding pages . What is the content and 

significance of Robinson ' s views on the mission of the Church? This 

consideration seems to resolve itself into two distinct heads : the 

Church as the Secular Community and the Church as the Missionary 

c ommuni ty. 

Robinson ' s notion of the Church as a function or instrument of 

the Kingdom of God on earth , has already been noted(4 ). Starting from 

( 1) Cf . The World that God Loves p. 4. 

( 2) The Church in the Thought of Bishop John Robinson p . 10. 

( 3) p . 48 . 

(4 ) v. p . 62 supra. 
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this premise , he developes a view of the Church as a secular community. 

That is , the Church exists in the world and for the world , with the 

clear purpose of furthering the Kingdom. So it is both the instrument 

of the Kingdom( 1) and the servant of God in the world. Thus he writes :-

" •••••• the house of God is not the Church but the world. The 

Church is the servant , and the first characteristic of a serv

ant is that he lives in someone else ' s house , not his own,,( 2). 

The Church is not however the only agent of God in the world (though 

Robinson adds that it is a perennial temptation of the Church to 

believe that it is )( 3). The Chri stian society must always be expecting 

God to be acting decisively outside its ranks (4 ). The Church must 

see itself as "the world ' s deacon,,(5 ) serving wi thin rather than simpl y 

alongside the structures of the world( 6). Robinson uses a quotation 

of Albert van den Heuvel to clarify this statement :-

"Taking the form of a slave means letting the world have its 

own forms and filling those with the content of the gospef(7) . 

Thus the Church is not concerned with a special world of its own but 

with the making sacred of the secular , so that Chr st is met at the 

very centre of life , even in those areas where :-

" •••••• a religious sector can no longer be presupposed as a 

special point of entry or contact ,,( 8 ) • 

(1) Cf. Honest to God p. 140. 

( 2 ) The New Reformation? p . 92 . 

( 3 ) On Being the Church in the World p . 20 . 

(4 ) Ibid. p . 21. 

( 5 ) The World that God Loves p . 6. 

( 6 ) The New Reformation? p . 27 . 

(7) The Humiliation of the Church p. 57 . 

(8) The Honest to God Debate p . 271 . 



Yet for great numbers of peopl e , the Christian gospel i s no longe r 

the good news , and the Church as identified by "out sider s " has bec ome 

progressivel y more irrelevant . The world ' s question '~ow can I find 

a gracious neighbour?" has the basis of an answer , not in established 

religious practices , but in human r elat ionships . The Church must 

therefor e r e sol ve it s plan of action within this context and the 

obvious starting-point is to focus upon Christ as the way to t he 

Father - indeed t he central t ext of the "new Reformation " is John 

14 . 9 - "He that hath seen me hath seen the Father". The very meaning 

of t he Incarnation f or Robinson , is that the divine ente r s through 

the stable door of ordinary human hist ory and everyday experience (1). 

Hence the central task of the Church is to enable pe ople in their 

secul ar situation t o meet J e sus once more as Son of Man( 2), just as 

t he disciples met him on the road to Emmaus (~ 24 ) or by the 

Gali lean l ake (~ 21). It must ther efore be an open society , an 

accepting community whose chief characteristic is that it is prepared 

t o meet men where they are and accept them for what they are ( 3). The 

Church then , is not a community of the e l ect gathered apart from and 

over against the worl d . Nor is it an organisat i on for the re l igious 

r ather its character is to be the servant of t he world(4). The dis-

t incti on f or our time therefor e , is that of the "manifest " and "l at ent " 

Church , c orresponding to the distinction between the Chr ist "acknowl edged " 

and the Christ "inc ognito". So that wherever Christ is , where either 

Christ is , there is the Church( 5 ). 

( 1 ) The New Reformation? p . 36. 

(2) Ibid. p. 31 . 

(3) I bid. p . 46 . 

(4) Honest to God p . 134. 

(5) The New Reformation? p . 47. 



McBrien sums up Robinson ' s position as follows:-

"If the gospel is to become for men again the good news , they 

must be able to discover the gracious neighbour in the accepting 

community, whether latent or manifest. Christ must be allowed 

to confront them as the Son of Man through a Church which must 

be the servant of God in the world. As a consequence the Church 

must become genuine ly and increaSingly lay, not in the sense of 

abolishing its sacramental ministers , but rather in a sense that 

the laity is the ~ or people of God in the world, for whom 

the things of this world have a meaning and value in themselves 

and not simply in terms of some higher reference ,,( 1) • 

It follows that the st ructural reform of the Church is an urgent nec-

essity in the light of this theology of a servant Church. Reform does 

however need to be a response to a movement of the Holy Spirit rather 

than an unrelated attempt at reformation(2) . Its character will be that 

of a:-

" •••••• time of reticence , of stripping down,of travelling 

light. The Church will go through its baggage and discover how 

much it can better do without , alike in doctrine and in organ

isation,,( 3) • 

This is a herculean task of course , but only by such a careful exami-

nation can the Church's true purpose and significance in the secular 

world be reali sed. Reformation will only be possible in fact if the 

Church "allows the forms of her renewed life to grow around the shapes 

of worldly need.,(4 ) and this means local , national and worldly needs . 

(1) On Being the Church in the World p. 105. 

(2) The New Reformation? p. 16. 

(3) Ibid. p . 20. 

(4) Ibid. p. 91 . Robinson is quoting Colin Williams here - Where 

in the World? p . 59 . 
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So much for the brief explication of Robinson ' s concept of the 

Church as the Secular Community. What may be said concerning his 

notion of the Church as the Missionary Community? It needs to be 

realised at the outset that in this area Robinson is mainly concerned 

with the content of the Church ' s missionary preaching , and this is 

made quite explicit in Honest to God. His understanding of the Church 

as a missionary community can only be deduced from the book ' s implicit 

assumptions. A considerable amount has already been written earlier 

in this thesis(1) about Robinson ' s radical approach to traditional 

church teaching. He writes in Honest to God :-

" •••••• we stand on the brink of a period in which it is going 

to become increasingly difficult to know what the true defence 

of Chri stian truth requires •••••• I believe we are being called, 

over the years ahead , to far more than a restating of traditional 

orthodoxy in modern terms •••••• A much more radical recasting , 

I would judge , is demanded , in the process of which the most 

fundamental categories of our theology - of God , of the super

natural , and of religion itself - must go into the melting,,( 2) . 

The influence of Bonhoeffer , Bultmann and Tillich upon Robinson has 

been noted at an earlier point(3) . He says himself that he was 

"struggling to think other people ' s thoughts after them ,,( 4 ). In Honest 

to God therefore , he writes around three fundamental questions , the 

answers to which lead to his new Chri stian apologetic. They are:-

1. Must Christianity be supranaturalist? 

( 1 ) V. supra pp. 6 ff . 

( 2 ) Op. cit . p . 7. 

( 3 ) V. supra pp . 4 ff . 

(4 ) Honest to God p. 21 . 
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2. Must Christianity be mythological? 

3. Must Christianity be religious? 

In formulating his "doctrine " he makes use of the thought of the 

three theologians mentioned above . It will suffice here to select a 

key notion of each which Robinson endorses , to express the core of 

the approach advocated. On "supranaturalism" Tillich ' s particular 

contribution is to have demonstrated:-

". • • • •• that the Biblical f ai th in the reality of God can be 

stated in all its majesty and mystery , both of transcendence 

and immanence , without dependence on the supranaturalistic 

scheme ,,( 1). 

On the mythological aspects of Christianity , Bultmann ' s response is 

endorsed viz :-

'~here is nothing specifically Christian in the mythical 

view of the world as such. It is simply the cosmology of 

the pre- scientific age ,,( 2) • 

On "religionless Christianity" Bonhoeffer , who is perhaps the most 

consequential and powerful advocate of secular religion , wrote :-

I~an has learned to cope with all questions of importance 

without recourse to God as a working hypothesis ,,( 3). 

So far as Robinson is concerned with the Church as a missionary 

community , it can be seen from Honest to God that his attention is 

centred on the view that the Church need not , indeed often must not be 

committed to the traditional imagery and symbolism of the Bible or 

( 1) The Honest to God Debate p . 259. 

( 2 ) Honest to God p . 34 . 
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( 3) Ibid. p . 36 . Robinson ' s indebtedness to Bonhoeffer is particularly 
evident in Chapters 4 and 5. 



credal formulations . And since not all men are called to membership 

in the Church ( i . e . the manifest Church - vide p. 65 supra), the result 

of its missionary preaching need not be thought of in terms of member-

ship statistics or any other quantitative criterion of success . In 

The New Reformation? Robinson ' s ideas are presented more directly. 

The Church is the Son of Man on earth , and it is both a secular and a 

mi ssionary community. In preaching the gospel it should witness to 

Chri st the "gracious neighbour" and the "man for others". This is 

undoubt edly its primary task(1). The characteristic of this missionary 

community is that it is prepared to meet men where they are and accept 

them for what they are ( 2). The manifest Church is not a communit y 

gathered together in one place , but its members are seeds of light within 

the dark world , in themselves allowing Christ to be met as Son of Man 

incognito , that is :-

" •••••• in an utterly disinterested concern for persons for 

their own sake , and in relationships that have nothing distinct

ively religious about them,,( 3). 

Such an approach is not mere humanism or an abandonment to secularism , 

it is the only way to communicate with contemporary "secularized" men 

and women. Thus Robinson can say:-

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 3) 

(4) 

"I am profoundly convinced that a truly contemporary person 

~ be a Christian , but not if his acceptance of the Faith is 

necessarily tied to certain traditional thought forms - meta-

physical , supranaturalistic , mythological and religious 

against which secularisation marks a decisive revolt (4 ). 

Op. cit . p . 37 . 

Ibid. p. 46 . 

Ibid. p . 50. 

Ibid. p . 52 . 



No dilution of the gospel is involved in such an approach , rather the 

gospel is renewed , for by such means it is able once more to be pro-

claimed to contemporary men as "good news ". 

It can be seen then, that there is no fundamental disagreement 

between Robinson ' s view of the nature of the Church , and the traditional 
) 

interpretation of this which was outlined earlier viz . as the e:.KKA1r:-IvaL 

and as the Body of Christ ( 1) . Indeed , as has been stated already , his 

basic position in this respect is a conservative one(2) . It is in his 

treatment of the mission of the Church that he offers such a startlingly 

different interpretation from the traditional one which sees men being 

drawn into the select ecclesiastical community as a result of the 

authoritative teaching and preaching of its members . Rather , for 

Robinson the Church is the servant ( 3) of secular man , exercising this 

office , and thereby ~resenting Christ incognito , through the lives of 

its members in the real , secular world ; presenting Christ at the very 

centre of life . Since the publication of Honest to God in 1963 , there 

( 1) V~ '1h 54 supra. 

( 2) V. p . 59 supra. 

( 3 ) This emphasis on the servant Church has been mentioned on 
numerous occasions passim in Chapter 1 of this thesis . It 
should be seen that this emphasis in the present day is in a 
sense , a reiteration of what has always been fundamental in 
Christian thought and activity beginning with the "charitable " 
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acts of the early Christians and followed through in the Christian 
service of monastic institutions down the ages . I think that it 
is the more limited notion of "almsgiving" and "charity" of this 
sort , that the present theological emphasis on the "servant church " 
is intended to counteract . Cf . '~ecree on the Missionary Activity 
of the Church" in The Documents of Vatican II - " •••••• the Church 
must walk the same road which Christ walked: a road of poverty 
and obedience , of service and self- sacrifice to the death , from 
which death He came forth a victor by His resurrection" ( Ch . 1 
Sec . 5 p . 590 Ed. Abbott W. M.). 
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have been many critical attacks upon Robinson ' s position , the greater 

part of which were , at the outset , negative in character. On the other 

hand , there has also been much positive support for his analysis(1) , and 

a growing r ealisation over the ten years since the publication of 

Honest to God , that the Church must indeed be concerned with the rele-

vance of its worship , doctrine and ministry to contemporary secular 

society , a relevance which is increasingly located in activities which 

clearly reflect the notions of Christian service in the world , and the 

building up of f e llowship between men , of which Robinson was and i s so 

powerful an advocate . 

III . 

It is not surprising to find echoes of these fundamental notions 

in much contemporary writing on the process of secularisation and the 

modern Church . As van den Heuvel says , the developments in ecclesiology 

t oday are tremendous (2 ). At this same point in his book he continues :-

(2) 

"Since we are aware , in many parts of the world , that the old 

corpus Christianum has passed away and that we now have a totally 

new relationship between church and world in which the body of 

Christ finally becomes what her master has always been - a Servant 

we discover that the church does not dictate the forms of the 

society , but that the society dictates the forms of the church,,( 3) . 

McBrien gives a comprehensive list of writers who take up both of 
these positions in his book pp . 144 ff . See also his footnotes on 
p . 145· 

The Humiliation of the Church p . 26 . By this he is referring t o 
the many different forms of ecclesiological structure , witness , 
service and worship , which are necessary for the continued existence 
of the church in a pluriform society. I have a tape- recording of a 
lecture given in California by Harvey Cox , in which he gives his 
analysis of some popular projections of "21 st Century Religiol1"':" 
I have given a sununary of its content in Appendix 5 • 

Ibid. loc . cit . 
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Apart from his contribution to the notion of the servant Church mentioned 

earlier ( 1), van den Heuvel is particularly notable for his insistence , 

indicated in the passage above , that sociology is essential to the modern 

Church as a means of helping Christians to restructure the forms of the 

Church in contemporary society. It is much the same idea as that of 

Hans Storck who speaks of the Church functioning well in secular society 

only when "she synchronizes her calendar with the calendar of that 

s ociety,,( 2). Certainly there is cause for thinking that this important 

suggestion as it applies to Sunday worship , Sunday school , parochial 

systems , religious instruction , denominational division of manpower etc., 

is frequently neglected in favour of the old traditionalism and a rationale 

which would impose upon society rather than serve it . J~en Moltmann 

seems to be expressing the same notion of service in the contrast which 

he outlines between the ancient Church functioning as the crown of society 

( i . e . its healing centre , the incarnation of the divine and the elevation 

of the human ) and the contemporary Church offering love in service , 

standing in the midst of the cross of society and thereby becoming its 

hope ( 3). Thus he can castigate those Christians who would make the 

Church simply a sect ; who through their hostility to new concepts , new 

l i turgy , new dialogue etc . contribute to the "self- laceration of the 

Church" and to a growing "ghetto mentality" within its ranks (4 ). For 

Moltmann the primary work of the Church is not simply '~eing-there-for-

others " as he calls it , though this is an essential stage in the mission 

1. v. supra p . 64 . 

2. Die Zeit drHngt . Books are regularly appearing which take as 
their subject the "socio.logy" of the Church e . g . Catherwood H. F . R. 
The Christian Citizen , H~fner J . Fundamentals of Christian Sociology 
et al e 

3. v. pp . 150 - 151 in his chapter "Rose in the Cross of the Present " -
Hope and Planning. 

4 . Theology and Joy p . 77 . 
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of the modern Church . Rather , the Church must be liberated, that is 

creatively free to pursue its purposes with a spontaneity which com

municates to its members the vital notion of unauthoritarian brotherhood(1). 

Thus worship itself ( amongst other things ) can become a source of this 

new spontaneity - as is the case in churches in the United States which 

Moltmann has visited( 2) and to which J . A. T. Robinson also refers(3) . 

Thus through such spontaneity '~eing-there-for-others " becomes through 

vicarious love '~eing-there-with-others " in liberty , in the redeemed 

and liberated life . So he is able to write :-

'~he Church therefore must not regard itself as just a means 

to an end , but it must demonstrate already in its present 

existence this free and redeemed being-with others which it 

seeks t o se rve . In this sense - and only in this sense - the 

church is already an end in itself , not as church complete with 

hierarchy and bureaucracy but as the congregation of the liberated. 

In that sense the church ' s function reaches beyond rendering 

assistance to a troubled world ; it does already possess its own 

demonstrative value of being. In the remembered and hoped for 

liberty of Christ the church serves the liberation of men by 

demonstrating human freedom in its own life , and by manifesting 

its re,joicing in that freedom ,,(4 ). 

(1) Op. cit . p . 85 . 

( 2 ) Moltmann refers specifically here to the worship of the Glide 
Memorial Methodist Church in San Francisco , a church where I have 
myself attended morning worship. A typical example of the lit urgy 
of this church is given in Appendix 6 and an account of my own 
reactions to it is contained in an article published in Christian 
Renewal Vol . 12 (Winter 1973/ 74 ) a copy of which is to be found 
in Appendix 1 . 

Cf. "Let the liturgy be free ". In Christian Freedom in a 
Permissive Society pp . 183 ff . 

(4 ) TheologY and Joy pp . 85 - 6. 



This demonstration of freedom in Christ would seem to be the 

most striking method by which Christians in contemporary society can 

show the relevance of their faith to that society. People are indeed 

seeking liberation today - liberation in a great many aspects of 

their lives but above all liberation to be themselves with others . To 

many , the traditional Church is an example of burdensome restriction , 

epitomising the "thou shalt nots " of all authorities down the ages , 

and singularly out of touch with modern man ' s increasing personal lib-

erty in a permissive age . That the latter needs to be reminded of the 

"law of love ", and needs constantly reminding at that , is not in dis-

pute - it is certainly a function of the contemporary church to see 

that he ~ so reminded. But the Church must also share Christ ' s love 

in community ; it must minister to the modern world when , where and how 

this can best be done . For what militates most of all against the 

Church ' s mission to bring the good news of liberation to men in the 

present day, is the demand that they come to find that good news and 

that liberation within the wall s of the local church building. Of 

course there are many tensions inherent in any projection of Christian 

living which does not include the institutionalised church , with its 

specific forms of worship , as an important element of the prescriptive 

life-style of all who would call themselves Christians. Much of the 

discussion here would obviously impinge upon the Christian/ Humanist 

dichotomy(1), and it is important to recognise that there are many 

people who are neither Christians nor , if they be Christians , church-

attenders perhaps , who :-

" •••••• cultivate beautiful qualities of the human spirit , but 

do not yet acknowledge the Source of these qualities ,,( 2). 

I have referred to this point in Chapter 5 particularly, on ''Man '' 
pp. 111 ff . and passim in this thesis . 
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Nevertheless , the great stumbling-block which the traditional , insti-

tutionalised Church presents to many of its members , quite apart from 

the great masS of those non- members outside its ranks , is that it is 

in fact institutional and authoritarian - a place of inhibitions , 

embarrassments and polite efforts , as Moltmann puts it(1) . In the 

concluding section of this thesis , a more detailed analysis will be 

attempted of what it means to speak of "liberation" in the context of 

religion and education in religion. There can be no doubt that both 

analysis and education are necessary , for unless a person has experi-

enced for himself the " liberated church", it is difficult to appreci-

ate what that is and what is being commended. The Archbishop of 

Canterbury has recently referred in differing contexts , to the notion 

of Christian liberation. The General Synod Board of Education ' s Report 

for 1973 quotes his speech at the University Chaplain ' s Conference at 

Durham in which he asked:-

If •••••• what do you liberate people into?". 

His rhetorical answer was :-

'~e claim that we are being liberated into the divine glory , 

here and hereafter,, ( 2 ) • 

A more precise indication of the Archbishop ' s notion of Christian 

liberation comes through in the initial lecture which he gave at the 

commencement of his tour in East Germany in May , 1974. Speaking in 

East Berlin , he said:-

" •••••• Thus Christ is the liberator. But the liberation which 

he brought was more radical than that of any political or social 

movement whether in his own day or in our own. He did not 

( 1) Op . cit . p . 85 . 

( 2 ) Annual Report of the Board of Education : 1973 p . 32 . 
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identify himself with any of the political movements of the 

time , for his deepest concern was with the liberation of man 

himself from selfishness and sin into the life of love and 

self- sacrifice which was and is his own gift to those who will 

receive it from him,,( 1). 

The Church ~ then change , and with it the traditional ecclesiastical 

projection of a bureaucratically organised and rule- governed institution. 

Rather it must bec ome a community which emphasises that freedom of 

corporate activity and personal liberty which is the inheritance of 

each person "in Christ ". Unless it does so , then Christians too will 

find themselves amongst the great mass of non- church members who with 

Nietzsche ask the question:-

'What are the churches now , if they are not the tombs and 

monuments of GOd?,, ( 2 ). 

A lead into the further analysis of this question of liberation and 

the educative means of its achievement is further indicated in the 

General Synod Board of Education ' s Report mentioned above . After giving 

an account of the Archbishop ' s question and anSwer as quoted , it con-

tinues :-

"'What do you liberate people into?' The task ahead for the 

educational agencies of the Church is to help people discover 

where , for them , the answer to this question is to be found ,,( 3). 

It is the Church ' s success and organisation for this task that will be 

examined in chapter9 (4 ), and , as has been stated above , further analysis 

( 1) Quoted in the article ' 'Dr. Ramsey analyses Christian conflict ". 
In The Times 27th May , 1974. 

( 2 ) The Joyful Wisdom p . 169. 

( 3 ) Op. cit . p. 32 . 

(4 ) V. infra. pp. 183 ff . 



of what it means to speak of Christian liberation in contemporary 

society , and recommendations regarding its likely achievement in the 

future , will be the principal concern of the final chapter of this 

thesis(1) . 

(1) V. infra. pp . 215 ff . 
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CHAPl'ER 4 

PRAYER AND WORSHIP 

r. 

It is both salutary and apt to begin this examination of 

prayer and worship in the light of the theological premises out-

lined in Section A of this thesis , by noting Hugo Meynell's warning 

about the dangers inherent in the use of "persuasive definitions,,(1). 

Particularly salutary and apt in that Meynell's warning is given in 

the context of a stricture upon D.Z. Phillips' alleged use of such 

a definition for apo~etic purposes in his book The Concept of 

Prayer. Warnings apart however, Meynell begins his own chapter on 

prayer(2) with a useful and succinct summary of the concept as it is 

to be found in the Bible, which will serve admirably to provide a 

starting point from which a contemporary reinterpretation might 

evolve. He writes:-

"In prayer the individual and the community enjoy communion 

with their God. In Old Testament Israel prayer presupposed 

the conviction that God was among his people and was acting 

on their behalf; his presence invited a response from them 

in prayer and worship and in the conduct of life in general . 

Prayer was offered in confidence that God would listen, a 

confidence sometimes so firm that thanks would be offered in 

anticipation of God's granting his suppliant' s request(3). 

But often too, uncertainty on this score introduces a note 

(1) God and the World p. 98. 

(2) Ibid. pp. 98 ff. 

(3) Psalm 25 . 1-4; 23 . 
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of anxiety and pleading; the unhappy soul as it wrestles with 

God(1). There is prayer for spi ritual blessings , but still 

more for temporal benefits ; good health , long life and pros-

perity are asked for , as well as the joy of participating 

in worship of God(2). The Israelites prayed for the preserva-

tion of true religion , but also for the triumphant vindica-
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tion of their own nation and the punishment of its enemies . 

There was intercession f or the King and for one ' s countrymen (3). 

Three main types of prayer may be distinguished: petition, 

thanksgiving and penitence. Petitions s ometimes were accom-

panied by a summary of favours previously granted by God; in 

extreme cases this amounted to a review of Israel' s history(4 ). 

Penitentia l prayers typically consisted in admission of guilt , 

with a r equest for forgiveness and for remission of punishment . 

Sometimes they included a pl ea for deliverance from danger and 

the promise of amendment ( 5). Prayers of thanksgiving usually 

included an admission of man's unworthiness to receive such 

favours at the hand of God(6). 

The Gos pels, especially that of Luke , frequently describe 

Jesus as in Prayer(7). He evidently prayed both publicly and 

privately before important acts or decisions (8 ). But in virtue 

of his special relation with God the Father he is in the Fourth 

(1) Cf. Jeremiah and Job. 

(2) Psalms 54; 42 ; 67 ; 143. 

(3) Psalms 108; 94 . 5-6 ; 20 . 

(4) Psalm 105. 

( 5) 1 Samuel 12.1 0. 

(6) Psalm 22 . 25. 

(7) ~ 3. 21; 5.1 6 et al e 

(8 ) Matthew 14. 23 . 



Gospel represented in effect as living in continual prayer ( 1) . 

He taught his disciples how to pray( 2 ). The requisites for 

prayer according t o the New Testament view are perseverance , 

confidence in being heard , and absolute sincerity as opposed 

to external show( 3). Where prayer fulfils these conditions , 

its efficacy is unlimited(4 ). Communal prayer is supposed to 

be particularly effective( 5). The prayers of the early 

Christians were dominated by spiritual values , though worldly 

blessings and trials were not left out of account (6 ). Not 

only fellow Christians were objects of intercessory prayer 

but all men , especially those in authority , and even enemies 

and persecutors ( 7 )~ 

Meynell continues :-

"The prayer of theists might be summarised as their response 

to God for what they believe he has done , and to what they 

hope he will do , on their behalf In prayer the theist 

talks to his god ; and the nature of the talk betweoo man and 

God may be compared and contrasted with that between man and 

man (8 ),. 

The accuracy of Meynell ' s summary of the biblical background and 

understanding of the traditional concept of prayer is beyond 

question , and a similar treatment is to be found in many of the 

( 1 ) ~ 8 . 29 ; 11. 41 - 2. 

( 2) Matthew 6. 9- 13 . 

( 3 ) Luke 17 . 5-6 ; Matthew 7 . 7- 11 ; 6 . 5-8 . 

(4 ) ~ 11 . 24 . 

( 5) Matthew 18 . 9- 20 . 

(6 ) ~ 4 . 29- 30 ; Romans 15. 31 - 2; Ephesians 6 . 18- 20 . 

(7) 1 Timothy 2. 1- 2; Matthew 5· 44 . 

(8 ) Op. cit . pp. 99- 100 . 
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standard bibl i cal commentaries ( 1). The essential task of this 

present chapter wi l l be to present a view of prayer which is utterly 

contrary to Meynell ' s second statement above , a statement which in 

itself highlights an interpretative view of prayer of great diffi-

culty , namely , that it is " talking to God". For if the fundamental 

premi ses of this thesis with regard to "God" stand( 2 ), there is 

absolutely no " person", "being" or "he" to whom in any meaningful 

sense , it may be maintained it is possible to talk. In J .A.T. 

Robinson ' s words , what has come about is :-

" •••• that in this area the very word 'prayer ' may be suffer-

ing for large numbers of people the same displacement and 

loss of reality as the word ' God ' - and f or the same reasons . 

For ' prayer ' is equated with making contact wi th this Being 

who has ceased to be anything but peripheral to men ' s deepest 

sense of reality. Just as he is no longer the ens realissimum 

and , as God , is dead , so prayer has become a dead area for 

vast numbers of our contemporaries ( 3),. 

This quotation obviously leads on to a consideration of the meaning 

and significance of prayer in Robinson ' s theology . 

II. 

It is in his chapt er "The Journey Inwards" in Ex:pl 0 rat ion int 0 

~(4 ), that Robinson ' s most detailed treatment of prayer is to be 

( 2 ) 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

See for example A. Maillot ' s article "Prayer". In Von Allmen 
J. J . (Ed ) Vocabulary of the Bible pp. 329 ff ; J . S. McEwen ' s 
article in Richardson A. (Etl ) A Theological Word Book of the 
Bible pp. 169 ff . and articles in H.D. B. and E . R.E . 

V. supra pp. 3 ff . 

Ex:ploration into God p. 111 • 

Loc . cit . 
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found. He begins with a consideration of the problem which has 

just been mentioned above , namely, that the word "prayer" in 

popular usage is taken to imply necessarily, the act of praying 

to a "being", who if not appearing to be compl et ely unconnect ed 

with the matter in hand, seems to be concerned only on the periphery 

of that matter. Indeed, Robinson maintains, praying is far from 

being the "adventure" that it is frequently described as , for in 

the experience of most people, the invitation to pray seems to take 

them out of life rather than more deeply into it. In order to get 

things straight there are various points about prayer which need 

to be clarified right at the start , and the first is:-

" •••• that prayer has to do with life at its most personal -

and that means not simply with relationships between persons, 

but with response to all reality as 'Thou'. It is the point 

at which all life (and the Bible has no hesitation in 

extending the attitude of 'worship ' to the whole of creation) 

responds to the claim of the Voice, the Cry, the 'Thou', to 

live at the level of the spirit , to refuse to be content with 

the surface determinisms of the 'It' world, but to be open to 

the 'beyond ', the creative 'int erior ' of love, at the centre 

of every-thing. Worship is the response to him who is 'above 

all and through all arid in all,(1). It is seeing all in God 

and God in all . Anything that discloses or penetrates through 

to this level of reality , whether corporately or in solitude , 

whether in talk or action or silence , is prayer. Prayer is 

opening oneself to the claim of the unconditional as it meets 

one in all the relationships of life. It is life at its most 

intimat e , intense and demanding, requiring the response of the 

whole pers on. 'For the I of the primary-word I-Thou is a 

(1) Ephesians 4. 6. 
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different I from that of the primary- word I- It ' (1 ) • The 

pray- er is different from the user , the communer from the 

commuter. He is giving himself to reality at the level of 

the ultimate rather than of proximate concern . Such a 

relationship can only be described in categories of ' Thou ' 

not of ' It '. And in human experience this is supremely 

defined in , though not confined to , response to another 

person,,( 2) . 

Thus it is not surprising, Robinson considers , that religious people 

down the ages have seen their relationship to "God" in terms of 

response as if to another , though albeit transcendent " Being". The 

"as if" i s of supreme importance to the argument , for if prayer 

comes to be defined as "talking to God,,( 3) instead of "as if talking 

to God", then the imagery for Robinson himself (and he would also 

hold this to be true for a great number of contemporary religious 

people) must become "more of a hindrance than a help,, (4 ). Indeed 

it is the prime cause of the situation where for many people , 

prayer , like God,is dead. 

Certainly it seems most reasonable to the present writer , 

that Robinson , in suggesting that past generations of worshippers 

have thought of approaching God in terms of withdrawal from their 

everyday worldly and human concerns , is quite correct here . This 

"other- worldly" approach can indoubtedly be seen in much of the 

writing of the mystics for instance ( 5). Perhaps too , our memories 

Buber M. I and Thou p. 3. 

Op . cit . pp. 113-4. Cf . Karl Rahner ' s chapter "The Apostolate 
of Prayer". In Theological Investigations Vol. 3 pp. 209- 215 
which gives a s imilar exposition to that of Robinson . 

V. supra p • 83-4. 

Ope cit. p. 115· 

V. for example , the writings of Meister Eckhart , Thomas a Kempis , 
st . John of the Cross which Robinson quotes in op. cit . p . 119 ; 
and for a general study of the area F . C. Happold ' s anthology 
Mysticism : a study and antholo~ (Penguin 1963 ). 



of formal religious worship in a new age of changing liturgical 

fashion and experiment have shortened , for essentially it is true 

that public worship (at least in the EStablished and ancient 

churches) has until comparatively recently been a matter of what 

Robinson pungently describes as :-

" •••• a face to back activity in which one can take part 

without really meeting or even speaking to anyone , and so-

called ' Ho~ Communion can become a substitute for real 

communion" ( 1) . 

How often clergy have heard people speak in this way of " church 

going". Yet,Robinson continues :-

liThe essence of prayer is opening ourselves to the grace and 

claim of the unconditional as it meets us in , through and 

under the finite relationships of life. It is allowing our-

selves to be met and addressed by the ' Thou '. And common 

or corporate prayer , as the Christian understands it , is the 

sharing of this ultimate concern , exposing ourselves together 

to be sensitized, deepen~ '; built up in awareness of agape-

love as the ground of all our lives . It involves meeting, · 

sharing at the deepest level , in the koinonia of Holy Spirit . 

It means listening and confessing to each other , making cor-

porate response and commitment to that which encounters us 

in Christ . By its very nature it is a ' face to face ' activity 

in which evasion of i1e ' Thou ' is by definition impossible,,( 2). 

Such a view as this contras~ sharply with the common practice of 

much traditional prayer and worship ; the addressing of the unseen 

( 1 ) Ope cit . p. 116 . 

( 2 ) Loc . cit . 
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Being who is "other and beyond", the "turning away to God" in 

prayer, above all the special diction of prayer(1) which reinforces 

the impression of it being an activity which is apparently far 

removed from the reality of the situation in which the pray-er 

finds himself. In truth, public prayer and worship can only be 

described as having been characterised by those elements which 

Robinson regards as having characterised a good deal of the 

Christian mystical tradition down the ages , namely, that it has 

been anti-historical, anti-t emporal and a-cosmic(2). He considers 

it absolutely fundamental in any conceptualisation of true prayer 

that :-

". • •• the road to holiness necessarily pass es through the 

world of action,,( 3). 

Thus the Christian, caught up in the solidarity of involvement, is 

driven to:-

" •••• the asceticism of action in the world,,(4). 

Such an anal ysis of prayer demands a corresponding reality and 

objectivity in the language which is employed to express its real 

significance and purpose, and Robinson finds it most ideally 

evidenced in the writing of the now well-known authors whose milieu 

is French-speaking Catholicism and American-speaking Protestantism, 

e.g. Michel QUOist(5), Malcolm Boyd(6), Robert Castle(7) et ale In 

(1) I have treat ed this specific aspect at' some length in my 
Jubilee Prize Essay "The Prestige of Archaic Language" -
University of Durham 1960. 

(2) Ibid. p. 119. Robinson does however point out the existence 
of another " cosmic mysticism" which he sees exemplified in the 
writing of Mother Julian, George Fox, Traherne, Teilhard de 
Chardin, Berdyaev and Petru Dumitriu amongst others - v. ibid. 
pp. 120-121. 

( 3 ) Dag Hammarskj~ld - Markings p. 108. 

(4) Berdyaev - Spirit and Reality p. 168. 

(5) Prayers of Life. 

(6) Are you Running with Me Jesus and Free to Live. Free to Die. 

(7) Litany for the Ghetto. 
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sum, and in his own words , his experience is that :-

"In spirituality as in theology I find myself returning to 

the utterly personal panentheism of the God dwelling incognito 

at t he heart of all things. Indeed t here is ult imat ely no 

line between a living theology and a 'whole spirituality"'( 1) . 

So then, with the traditional interpretation of prayer and Robinson's 

fundamentally existentialist approach to the activity cla:rified , it 

is possible to move on to examine its contemporary philosophical 

treatment at the hands of other writers , of whom the most notable 

is D.Z. Phillips. 

III. 

An initial and useful consideration which concerns the overall 

interpretation of the activity of prayer is PhiTIips' reference to 

Wittgenstein's dictum concerning the "surface grammar" and the 

"depth grammar" of the language used to describe various activities, 

viz:-

"In the use of words one might distinguish ' surface grammar ' 

from 'depth grammar '. What immediately impresses itself upon 

us about the use of a word is the way it is used in the con-

struction of the sentence , the part of its use - one might 

say - that can be taken in by the ear •••• And now compare 

the depth grammar •••• with what its surface grammar would 

lead us to suspect . No wonder we find it difficult to know 

our way about " ( 2 ) • 

Ope cit . p. 129. I note that H.P. Owen in his article "The 
Lat er Theology of J .A.T. Robinson" (Theology Vol. LXXIII 
Oct. 1970., p. 454 ) considers that Robinson has still not 
clarified his concept of God. 

The Concept of pra~er p. 8 and v. Wittgenstein - Philosophical 
Investigations I.6 4. 
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Most philosophers Phillips considers , have in their critiques of 

religious activity and religious concepts , paid too much attention 

to the surface grammar of religious statement s - they have mistakenly 

assumed that words used of God , of Christ , of religious experience , 

etc., are us ed in the same way in these areas as they are used of 

human beings or objects . Granted always that there must of course 

be a distinction between what is rational and what is irrational , 

the fo cus of interpretation of religious activity and concepts i s 

the significance of this depth grammar i . e . it must be asked what 

can and what cannot be said about the activity or concept in 

question . In effect this means that :-

" •••• the criteria of the meaningflliisgf religious concepts 

are to be found within religion itself , and that failure 

to observe this leads to misunderstanding" (:l ). 

In terms of prayer then , such an approach requires that some eluci-

dation of what is meant by speaking of the "reality of God" is nec-

essary at the outset and that a necessary further stage of the 

interpretation of the concept of prayer will be concerned not with 

what philosophers and theologians have said about prayer , but :

" •••• in what men are doing when they talk to God,,( 2). 

As has already b een indicated( 3), and if Wittgenstein ' s terminology 

mi ght be applied to describe the position , the "surface grammar" of 

the concept of prayer as "talking to God" having been shown to con-

tribute little to any clear understanding of what is going on in 

this area of religious activity , it is therefore relevant to examine 

( 1) Ibid. p. 12 . 

( 2) Ibid. p. 23 . 

( 3 ) v. supra p. 84 . 



Phillips' int erpretation of the significance of the "depth grammar" 

of prayer as Itt alking to God" ( 1 ) • 

IV. 

Certainly it becomes clear at the outset that Phillips is in 

no way thinking in completely traditional terms either of "God" or 

prayer, for he maintains that the latter cannot be understood as :-

" .... praying to someone 'out there' who is ' there ' in the 

way that the planets are there,,( 2). 

This is a statement which very much echoes Robinson's initial 
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approach in Honest to God(3). Nevertheless , he considers it essential 

for the believer to assert that he talks to someone other than him-

self when he prays , for:-

"A conviction that one is talking to oneself is the death of 

prayer" (4 ) • 

On first sight , this particular qualification would seem to cast 

doubt upon the validity of interpretations of prayer such as that 

of Paul Van Buren who wishes to give significance to prayer as an 

act i vi ty in which t he person "praying" med:ib;tt es upon or cont emplat es 

various situations , possible activities , decisions etc., and as a 

result is led to follow a particular course of action ( 5). What is 

obviously important here is to understand exactly how Phillips sees 

(1) Accepting here Phillips' caveat that - "It is not the task of 
philosophy to settle the question of whether a man is talking 
to God or not , but to ask what it means to affirm or deny that 
a man is talking to God. The philosopher is guilty of a deep 
misunderstanding if he thinks that his task in discussing prayer 
is tot ry to det ermine whet her cont act is made wit h God; to 
understand prayer is to understand what :it; means to talk to God". 
Ibid. pp. 31- 38. -

(2) Ibid. p. 41 . 

(3) See for example , p. 45 et al e 

(4) Op. cit . p. 41 . 

(5) V. The Secular Meaning of the Gospel pp. 187 ff . 
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the believer talking to someone other than himself in prayer , what 

it means to him to speak of prayer as "talking to God". 

He b~l~~ to elucidate his position with a statement which 

also throws an interesting light on his concept of God. This reads:-

"The God to whom one prays is said to be a person. The dif-

ficulty is that this suggests an idea of God as a finite 

individual. There is so much of what can be said about God 

which makes this suggestion absurd, that one wonders why it 

is made at all . One need only mention the ideas of God's 

omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresence, to show how dif-

ferently his reality is conceived from that of a finite indi-

vidual. What, then, is the point of raising the issue? 

Simply this : the philosophical puzzle here takes the form , 

I If not this , then what?'. It is a journey from the familiar 

to the unfamiliar. And yet, we know what we mean by 'God ', 

the word is used frequently enough and meaningfully enough 

(1) 
amongst us • What eludes us is the grammar of the concept ; 

we find it diffi cult to give an account of it" ( 2 ) • 

It follows then, that in the light of this stat ement, an important 

consideration regarding prayer will be whether or not if one calls 

God a person, it follows that talking to him is like talking to any 

other person, i . e . (to use Phillips' terminology) Is God a partici

pant in language?(3) Phillips' answer to this question is no -

prayer is not a conversation and God does not participate ~ any 

language, but he is to be found in the language people learn when 

(2) 

I feel that this is toofacile a conclusion regarding common 
understanding of what is meant by "God". Wide-ranging dis
cussion with many people seems to indicate real problems 
regarding the meaningfulness of the term. 

Ope cit . p. 43 . 

Ibid. p. 45· 



1 b t 1 00 (1) Of h 1 0 they come to earn a ou re 19lon. course suc an ana YS1S a s 

this prompts the further question - How is it then possibl e to say 

anything to God, particularly so if omniscience is ascribed to him? 

What does it mean t oo talk to a God whom one does not understand, a 

God to whom one has to learn how to talk? 

Phillips begins to answer these questions by analysing con-

fessional prayer, for clearly this is an area where it would not 

make sense in terms of the position outlined above, for the believer 

to conceive of this prayer form as "telling God something he did not 

already know" or even as "t elling God anything at all". Yet this 

is precisely what many people 2£ imagine is happening in this parti-

cular instance. Phillips obviously considers that the situation 

is thus completely misread, for essentially: -

"One can begin to answer these questions by noting that 

although God does not come to know anything when one tells 

one's sins to Him, the person who confesses com eto know 

something about himself which he did not know before,,( 2). 

A. person who might wish to argue nonetheless that to tell someone 

something that he knows already is a pointless activity could be 

directed to a parallel situation such as the pupil-teacher relation-

ship. It follows -therefore, that prayer is not pointless simply 

because it is uninformative, for:-

"God is told nothing, but in the telling the person who 

confesses is told something about the state of his soul ,,(3). 

In effect what is happening is that man prays to a God whom he does 

(1) Ibid. pp. 50-51. 

(2) Ibid. pp. 55- 6. 

(3) Ibid. p. 59 · 
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not understand, a fact which for Phillips reflects the very nature 

of prayer, viz :-

''Tell ing God that on e does not understand" ( 1). 

Yet in the act of telling, the "pray- er" reaches an understanding 

of himself, of his inadequacy and ignorance before God. Here again 

it might be poss ible to argue that men come to a lmowledge of them-

selves by means of "methods " other than prayer (for example psycho-

analysiS or encounter t echniques etc .), so might it not then be 

maintained that prayer is just such another "method"? Phillips con-

siders that such a question is basically misconceived, and in a series 

of examples ( 2 ) he argues against the suggestion that the lmowledge 

of oneself which one comes to in prayer is the ~ as self- knowledge 

arrived at via other means . The vital point of distinction is that 

in the context of confessional prayer, there i s a crucial factor that 

is absent from other forms of acquiring self- knowledge , namely , a 

religious belief in man's dependence upon God. What then can be said 

about prayer and the concept of dependence upon God, the essence of 

which is fundamentally connected with the notion of thanking him for 

one' s existence ? Phillips' closely reasoned reply( 3 ) is:-

" •••• that prayer, being an act of devotion, the dependence 

on God it entails is best understood in terms of that devotion . 

The dependence involved is not logical or causal , but relig-

ious dependence . The point of praising God is in the prayer 

itself, since without prayer, that devotion is not expressed. 

Just as we reveal what we are in what we say to each other, 

so we reveal what we are in what we say to God. There is 

this difference: in the latter case , it is to ourselves that 

(1) Ibid. p . 61 . 

( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 64 ff. 

(3) Ibid. pp. 81 ff . 



we reveal it . Prayer expresses a state of being, a state of 

soul" (1) . 

Phillips follows this up with a detailed examination of the apparent 

problem which the notion of pet i tionary prayer presen~ in such an 

analysis . He concludes that in fact petitionary prayer is a means 

not of asking God to bring various things or situations about , but 

of telling him the strength of the petitioner ' s desires in respect 

of the things or situations ( 2) . This in no way detracts from the 

fundamental significance of such prayer which is that :-

"Praying to a God for whom all things are possible , is to 

love God in whatever is the case,,( 3 ). 
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It further needs to be emphasised that any account of prayer as man ' s 

talking to God and God ' s talking to man , must be understood within 

the context of religious communities (4) . 

Phillips ' final chapt er is concerned with " Praying to the True 

God", a subject which does not immediately concern the arguments of 

this present chapter of thesis . However , it does throw some light 

on the problem which was rai s ed earlier ( 5) concerning the nature of 

Phillips ' concept of God , for in spe~ing of what could be meant by 

" God answering prayer", he stat es :-

"Despite the enormous diversity of problems and questions 

which men bring to God in their prayers , the answer God is 

said to give cannot be anything an individual chooses to 

mention , since in order to be understood as God ' s answer , 

( 1 ) Ibid. pp. 109- 110 . 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 121 . 

(3 ) Ibid. p . 130. 

(4) Ibid . p. 148. 

( 5 ) V. supra p. 92 and footnot e 1. 



it must be compatible with the known will of God, that is, 

with the general nature of God as found in Christian tradition,,(1). 

This manifestly traditional view of God's "response" to man's prayer 

i s further reinforced by Phillips' comment on Simone Weil' s crit-

erion f or call ing false the religious vi ew of the Athenians in 

their dealings with the men of Mel os . Commenting upon this he 

writ es :-

v. 

"By what criterion does Simone Weil call such religion false? 

The answer i s by comparing it with what she means by a super

natural (2 ) God, bel i ef in whom I take as constituting true 

religion" ( 3 ) • 

It might be t houghtthen from the preceeding pages, that the 

exerci se of prayer is an essentially subjective one, and to some 

readers this may seem a spiFitually dangerous situation. This could 

only be so however , if the "pray- er" had no other point of refer-

ence i n his prayer than himself, and it should have been made abund-

antly cl ear in this chapter that such is not the situation either 

delineated or envisaged. Certainly much emphas i s i s undoubt edly 

placed upon the individual himself when engaged in prayer. The 

purpose of such intensive self- scrutiny, indeed it may even be said 

of self- concern , i s however firmly rooted i n agape-love , i.e. the 

praying individual examines , analyses his own ultimate concerns in 

the light of that ultimat e concern which is "God" and which was 

( 1 ) Ibid. p. 152 . 

( 2 ) Phillips ' own emphas is here. 

(3) Ibid. p. 160. 



perfectly revealed in Jesus . His private prayers of confession , 

listening, asking - as well as his public prayers which further 

include sharing, meeting, acting are all directed towards one 

basic objective . This objective is aptly descri bed by Robinson 

and he states that it is to be :-

" •••• sensitized, deepened , built up in awareness of agape

love as t he ground of all our lives " ( 1 ) • 

The common form of prayer , both public and private , in which " God" 

is addressed should not cause either surprise or misunderstanding. 

In one sense it might be suggested that only those believers who 

are "advanced" in the practice of prayer will find themselves able 

to discard the technique of addressing God as if they were address-

ing another person . The words "addressing God" here are of course 

meant to include all the various purposes of prayer which have been 

outlined in this present chapt er , and the significance of the act i -

vity , as has been indicated , i s to come face to face with those 

ultimate concerns which centre around the praying individual ' s 

agape-possession and agapeistic attitude. 

( 1 ) Explorat ion int 0 God p . 116 and v. supra p . 87. 
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John 8 . 29 p . 83 footnote 

11 . 41-42 p. 83 footnot e 

Acts 4 . 29- 30 p. 83 footnote 

Romans 15. 31 - 32 p. 83 footnot e 

Ephesians 4 . 6 p • . 85 footnote 

6 . 18- 20 p. 83 footnote 

1 Timothy 2. 1- 2 p . 83 footnot e 



CHAPl'ER 5 

MAN 

I. 

The degree of attention which is being given today to man's 

activity and deep involvement in those concerns which are both 

personal and at the same time universal - technological advance, 

ecology and the environment , the whole quality of life - serves to 

indicat e an increasing awareness that men are indeed "the mast ers 

of their fate". Whether in W.E. Henley ' s next line, they are also 

"captain of their souls"( 1) i s a question which is also of great 

importance to many people today and which will be a main considera-

tion of this chapter. First of all however it will be useful to 

summarise briefly the principal aspects of the traditional biblical 

and doctrinal view of man(2) so that the lines of development of 

contemporary thought in this area can be clearly seen in contrast . 

"Man" is essentially a rational creature, personal, self-

conscious, free and moral. The human organism consists of body 

and soul(3) with their respective functions. Man's rationality, 

freedom and moral nature are closely related in that he is not 

free to act either irrationally or regardless of moral prinaple; his 

reason is by and large under his own control and subject to moral 
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conditions, and his moral sense is conditioned by freedom and rational 

refl ect ion. 

There is a physical unity of the human race which is indicated 

Echoes iv - "In memoriam R.T. Hamilton Bruce". 

I am particularly indebted to F.J. Hall's Theological Outlines 
for much of the general content of the summary which follows • . 
V. Ed. Jacob's exposition ofW ~J. in his article "Man" - J.J. Von 
Allmen (Ed) Vocabulary of the Blb~e p. 248 where he interprets 
" soul" as a "psycho-physical totality, corresponding to that 
which we mean when we talk of a living being and its different 
modes of expression". 
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in the Old Testament by the use of the word L\l~ 
i T 

, a usage 

which refers both to "man" as a human being (Genesis 2. 5 ) and also 

to "mankind" as a collective species (1) (Genesis 1.26). This human 

solidarity in which men are united as springing from a common seed 

is an important consideration in the explication of both the doc-

trine of man's original sin ( centred in Adam) and the doctrine of 

man's salvation (centred in the second Adam(2) - Jesus Christ ). 

Man is made in the image of God (Genesis 1.27) and in Adam's 

original state prior to the Fall, was a creature possessing 

"original righteousness ,,( 3 ), made as the psalmist writes in Psalm 

8.5:-

" but little lower than God,,(4). 

Both Bicknell ( 5 ) and F.J. Hall point out that the scripiu:ral doctrine 

of "original right eousness" insist s that every part of man's mat erial 

being is "good". Hall states :-

(5) 

'~he popular disparagement of man's material organism is a 

survival of Manichaean error , fortified by protestant reaction 

from mediaeval caricatures of the sacramental principle. But 

the human body was made by God and is therefore good. It was 

made for the use of the spirit and its anti- spiritual influence 

In the Genesis myth of course, it also becomes a proper name. 

v. C.K. Barrett's From First Adam to Last and numerous com
mentaries on this aspect of Pauline theology ( e. g. on Romans 
5. 12-21; 1 Cor. 15.22; 45-49; Phil. 2.5-11 et al) and cf. 
Alan Richardson's article "Adam: Man" in his A Theological 
Word Book of the Bible p. 15. There is also a very succinct 
chapt er "The New Adam - St. Paul's teaching" in Albert Gel in's 
book The Concept of Man in the Bible pp. 142 ff . 

v. Bicknell E.J. The Thirty Nine Articles , especially the com
mentary on Articles IX-XI and XV-XVI - "The Nature of Man" 
pp. 171 ff . Also Hall OPe cit . pp. 138 ff. 

For the significance of this psalm in the worship and thought 
of ancient Israel see my Drama of the Psalms pp. 20 and 90 . 

Ope cit . p. 175· 
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arises from our spiritual weakness and failure to rule it 

rightly . Apart from the flesh man i s dead, and his appointed 

spiritual dest i ny cannot be attained except through restora-

tion of the body in the resUl!rection of the dead . The redemp-

tion of Christ and His resurrection make possible this resur-

rection and the ultimate subject ion of our flesh to our spirits 

the originally designed purpose of our creation(1)". 

An interesting distinction is usually made in Christian doctrine 

between the divine " image" in man and the divine " likeness". In the 

case of the former it is considered that the divine image in man is 

ineffaceabl e, and that his nature contains functional capacities 

designed to be employed for spiritual development after the moral 

likeness of God. This development is dependent upon the gift of 

grace , a gift which does not subvert or alter human nature, but which 

nevertheless is a necessary factor in that nature achieving perfec-

tion. The likeness of God in man is what might be .described as the 

glorification of human nature - an ultimat e subj ection of the 

"flesh" to the perfected spirit. This likeness is not indelible for 

it can be effaced by sin( 2 ) and is then only recoverable as a result 

of repentance and renewal of grace . 

One final point about man - his death is the result of sin , 

and the former supernatural aid which enabled him (as with Adam 

before the Fall) to overcome his natural inheritance of monality , 

is now given not in a form which enables him to escape dying, but 

in the power of resurrection from the dead through Jesus Christ who 

(1) F . J . Hall op. cit . p. 134. Cf . 1 Cor. 6 . 20; Romans 12. 1 et al e 

( 2) A much more detailed treatment of sin - its nature and 
significance and its contribution to man ' s Fall - will 
be found in the next chapt ere 



became the first fruits of a redeemed humanity and revealed man's 

true nature as destined for eternal life with God. 

So then , having given a simple outline of the main biblical 

and doctrinal aspects of the nature of man, it is possible to move 

on to consider these aspects in the light of present-day theologi

cal att itudes. 

II. 

J.A.T. Robinson's view of man is not the easiest aspect of 

his work and thought to isolate - perhaps because it is s o funda-
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mental to his whole approach and is therefore implicit in his various 

theological and doctrinal positions rather than made explicit. One 

of his own statements (referring specifically in the first instance 

to his book Honest to God) does however give a reasonably clear 

indication of his overall commitment. He writes:-

"Indeed my book was born of the fact that I knew myself 

to be a man committ ed, without reservation to Christ, and 

a man committed, without possibility of return, to modern 

twentieth-century secular society. It was writt en out of 

the belief that both these convictions must be taken with 

equal seriousness and that they cannot be incompatible"( 1). 

It has been constantly pointed out in the earlier section of this 

thesis, that Robinson owes much to Bonhoeffer's notion of modern 

man "come of age" f 2) The quotat ion above reinforces his concern for 

modern twentieth-century secular society. What then does he see as 

the distinctive features of man's nature and purpose in the contemp-

orary analysis? 

(1) Edwards D.L. (Ed) The Honest to God Debat e p. 275. 

(2) V. supra pp. 2 & 5 and see Appendix 1. 



One of Robinson ' s key nouons , which was considered in the 

earlier chapter on The ChurCh( 1), is that of the Servant Church in 

the secular community( 2). Today ' s world is not asking the question 

of the Reformers " How can I find a gracious God?" (Luther ), but 
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rat her "How can I find a gracious neighbour?". And peopl e are begin-

ning to look for an answer to this question not from the authori-

tative elect community of the Church but :-

" •••• from what the mos~resentative collection of photo

of 
graphs of our time called ' the family~ man '. It begins not 

from revelation , in which it has no prior confidence , but 

from relationships , which it is prepared to treat with a 

greater seriousness than any generation before it . It suspects 

deductive certainties presented with authority : it respects 

the validity of convictions , in science or in life , attained 

induct i vely from t he evidence of experi ence" ( 3 ) • 

Thus the primary task of theology (and of course the Church ), is to 

enable the secular world to meet Christ incognito and in its secular 

human concerns rather than in the separat e and as it were spiritually 

withdrawn communities of the established Churches , for :-

" •••• the Son of Man wills to be met in an utterly disinterested 

concern for persons for their own sake , and in relationships 

that have nothing distinctively religious about them" (4 ) • 

( 1) Supra pp. 64 ff . 

( 2 ) Richard McBrien gives an exhaustive analysis of Robinson ' s 
theology of the Servant Church in The Church in the Thought 
of Bishop John Robinson pp. 108 ff ., noting in particular 
Robinson ' s indebtedness to CuI 1 mann , Tillich and Bonhoeffer . 

(3) The New Reformation?pp. 33- 34. 

(4 ) Ibid. p. 50 . 



It would seem then, that Robinson might be thought to fall into a 

category which might be broadly labelled "humanist ". Indeed, he 

himself states (after qualifying his acceptance of the description 

"humanist " (1)):_ 

"But, in contrast with twenty years ago, I would now gladly 

accept the label (if label one must have) of Christian 

humanist" ( 2) • 

Robinson's humanism is in fact that of Jacques Maritain,and a 

humanism which should be truly represented in Christianity viz:-

" •••• not the closed humanism of man shut up to his own 

resources and values, but the humanism of man open to God 

and the Spirit, of humanity finding its norm and fulfilment 

in Christ,,(3). 

That this analysis is of great importance to Robinson i s made very 

clear by the words which follow the above statement:-

"Indeed , I would now judge it to be of vital importance, 

without bluxang the edge of distinctively Christian affirma-

tion, to emphasise the solidarity of all those concerned for 

the humanity of man, whether or not they would base it on 

religious convictions. I should be far more open than I was 

to the positive contribution of non-Christian faiths and to 

the mystical tradition which flows across the boundaries of 

all religious organisations. Moreover, Bonhoeffer, with his 

ta~k of ' religionless ' Christianity, has reminded us that 

there is likely to be as much affinity between the Christian 

estimate of man and secular humanisms of our day as between it 

(1) v. In the End God p. 20. 

(2) Loc. cit . 

(3) Ibid. p. 21. 
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and religious systems in which the sense of our co-humanity 

is weaker . Indeed , one finds in practice more general ground 

for cooperation in the causes of social justice with secular 

humanists having a strong sense of responsibility for this age 

or saeculum than with other-worldly , individualistic, or non

politically minded Christians"( 1). 

It i s at this point that Robinson's humanism is made quite clear as 

distinguished from traditional humanism per se - for he pleads for 

a truly open humanism, and describes his concept of such in words 

which, although they seem once again to imply notions of trans-

cendentalism, in fact point clearly to the centrality of the concept 

of Ultimate Concern in his thought. He writes:-

"But in all thi s I would pl ead strongly for an 'open ' humanism 

A naturalism humanism, in which man seeks to construct 

sand- castles of civilisation within the order of an alien , 

impersonal nature that must eventually sweep them all away , 
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seems to me as uninviting as ever. Unless the human individual 

and human society are grounded in a reality that transcends 

the material life , then all our efforts are simply whistling 

to keep up our courage before the dark driftings of the cosmic 

weather engulf us once more. For, if man is on his own in the 

universe , then beyond a brief span of years for the individual 

or of millenia for the race, the future is intolerably bleak 

Unless human life is essentially response to a reality 

beyond it self from which not even death can separate , then I 

see no hope for humanism or for anything else •••• What is new 

and creative i s the recognition that there are indeed different 

( 1) Lac. cit . 



' perspectives ' i n humani s m. There must be dialogue h ere , 

and I believe that the Christian has a perspective which it 

is important that others should be able to see and shar e" ( 1) . 

It i s not surpri s i ng therefore , to find that Robins on not es appro v-

ingly both Julian Huxley ' s and James Hemmin~ support of what he 

himself describes as " human life •••• constantly summoned to self

transcendence,, ( 2 ) , quot i ng in particular the former ' s cryptic 

express i on of belief i n the concluding sentence of his book 

Religion Without Revelation vi z . " I believe in transhumanism,,( 3 ). 

It i s Hemming though , who really makes the relat ions hip of the 

various " humani sms " clear. He stat es :-

"Both scientific and religious viewpoint s are , today , 

humanisms . But neither is only a humanism, becaus e each 

accepts that exi stence it self is s hrouded in myst ery . Each 

may wish to put something different into that mystery. One 

group may put a personal God there ; the other a question mark ; 

but each will agree that the ground of man ' s b eing i s humanism 

within a mystery. This i s the new starting- point . It provides 

a vast unifying common ground in terms of human invo lvement 

and purpose,,(4 ) . 

Ibid . pp . 2 1- 22 . Robins on is anxious at thi s point to refer 
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his reader s to the work of Teilhard de Chardin whom he considers 
to have "formulated this open humanism for our generation in 
t erms which make i t access ible to those most predisposed by 
their studi es to i nt erpret everything within the process of 
change and decay" ( Loc . cit .). 

Christ ian Freedom i n a Permiss ive Soci ety p . 131 . Cf . also his 
approval of s imila r views expressed by the French Marxis t Roger 
Garaudy - Ibid . p . 132 . 

Ope cit . p . 195. 

Article : "Moral Education in Chaos". In New Society 
5th .September , 1963 . 



There can be little doubt in anyone ' s mind , that " humanism within 

a mystery " aptly describes Robinson ' s own analysis and position in 

terms of both his theology and Christian activity . 

To conclude this exposition of the nature of man in Robinson ' s 

thought , there remains one further aspect which needs to be mentioned 

and this is , of course , the stress on human autonomy to which the 

views outlined above inevitably lead. The title of Robinson ' s 

recent book Christian Freedom in a Permissive Societ 1) focuses on 

this aspect and epitomises Robinson ' s concern for it . As the con-

cept of agape and its vitally important place in both Robinson ' s 

thought and to the arguments advanced in this thesis have already 

been outlined in an earlier section ( 2), it would be needlessly 

repetitive to go over the same ground again at this point . Suffice 

it to say that Robinson ' s " Christ ian humanism" has :-

" •••• above all , its pattern of life and hope and endurance 

•••• grounded in the overmastering constraint of a love 

which , once sensed , changes everything. ' For the love of 

Christ leaves us no chOice , when once we have reached the 

conclusion that one man died for all and therefore all man-

kind has died. His purpose in dying for all was that men , 

while still in life , should cease to live for themselves , 

and should live for him who for their sake died and was 

raised to life. With us therefore worldly standards have 

ceased to count in our estimate of any man ; even if once they 

counted in our understanding of Christ , they do so no longer. 

When anyone is united to Christ , there is a new world ; the 

( 1) S. CoM. Press 1970 . 

( 2 ) V. supra pp. 22 ff . 



old world order has gone, and a new order has already begun' 

( 2 Cor. 5. 14- 17 : N.E.B.). Such is the distinctively Christian 

t o d tl k IOf ,,(1) perspec ~ve an ou 00 on l e • 

Having then put Robinson ' s views of the nature of man into context , 

it will now be valuable to ext end the range of the current examina-

tion of "man" to include contributions in this field from other 

contemporary theologians and philosophers . 

III. 

It is the intention in this section to be concerned quite 

literally with present - day views concerning man. Accordingly , there 

will be no further treatment here of those writers to whom , as has 

already been indicated , Robins on i s indebted for the development and 

support of his own "Christian humanism,,( 2 ). It may seem then, that 

(1) In the End God pp. 139- 40 . 
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( 2 ) I am referring here to Tillich, Bonhoeffer, Cox,and van Buren 
amongst others . Detail ed accounts of the work of the two former 
may be found as follows :-

Tillich - V. Kegley C.W. & Bretall R.W. The Theology of 
Paul Tillich. 

Thomas H. Paul Tillich: an appraisal . 

Bonhoeffer - V. Godsey J .D. The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 

Bethge E. ''The challenge of Dietrich Bonhoeffer ' s 
Life and Theol ogy". In Chicago Theol. Sem. Reg. 
Vol.li (Feb . 1961)pp. 1 ff . 

Robinson has spoken of his indebtedness to Tillich, Bonhoeffer 
and Bultmann in a seminar/ address given at St. Mary ' s Church , 
Cambridge on 4th March 1913. The full text of this is given 
in Appendix 8. 

There are excellent summaries of the thought and significance 
of this group of theologians as a whole in:-

D'Arcy M. C. 

Macquarri e J . 

Shinn R. L. 

Humanism and Christianity: Chapter 3 
''The Secular City". 

God and Secularity: Chapt er 2 "The Theological 
Background" and passim. 

Man: The New Humanism: Chapt er 14 " Is man a 
religious being~1 and passim. 



the key notion detailed above , of autonomous man living and acting 

agapeistically in contempora~ society, is the product of thought 

that can only be described at best as idealistic and at worst as 

presenting a picture of man's nature which is patently false when 

contrasted with the real life situation. Of course, if this were 

in fact the case , it would not necessarily be a denial that man 

has the potential to achieve such an obviously desirable state as 

that described by Robinson. Nevertheless it is important to 

attempt to make some assessment of whether or not contemporary man 

does in fact match up to the kind of analysis of his nature which 

has been presented in Section II above . 

In the Western "free" world there can be little doubt that 

the autonomous status of the individual is steadily growing and 

increasing. Strong reaction against group pressures, both in 

society itself and also against the often rigid moral sanctions of 

social groups , have led to an increasing emphasis upon ~d respect 

for individual rights (1). Thus there has come about a tolerance 

of virtually any activity or personal expression which is within 

the law(2). Such tolerance is usually expressed in phrases such as 

"doing one's own thing" (a slang expression ) or " exercising one's 

individuality". So, despite the evidence of recurrent national or 

(2 ) 

Although I am sure that many people find great difficulty in 
giving any clear explication of what they understand by terms 
such as this and why they understand it. This is certainly 
true of student groups I have met where the notion of "human 
rights" has been under discussion . 

Indeed sometimes outside it too, as many current industrial 
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dis put es and much debat ed social issues indicat e . It is 
saluta~ in this connection to find the writer of the Preface 
to the new edition of Crockford's Clerical Directory (1972-73) 
observing that for instance, the impression given by the so
called "quality" Sunday newspapers concerning Christian sexual 
morality is that this has been abandoned by all thinking people. 
V. Clifford Longley's article "Newspapers attacked on moral 
issue" - In The Times, 1st March 1973. 



world crises man is seen as basically "liberat ed", at least in him-

self, and hopeful of his ability to establish brotherhood and peace 

among the nations . Thus William Hamilton (after some change of 

heart incidentally) speaks for many American theologians , putting 

himself on the s ide of :-

". • •• a willingness to count on the future and a belief in 

it s real improvement " ( 1 ) • 

He further defines the "new optimism" which is the subject of his 

essay as: -

" • • •• an increased sense of the possibilities of human action , 

human happiness , human decency in this life,,( 2). 
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Of course to describe man as having the potential to achieve national 

and international neighbourliness does not imply that he ~ achieve 

it . It would seem that the optimism of the secular humanist per se 

must essentially be based upon hope - hope that men will eventually 

arrive at a stage of being "men for others " as distinct from "men 

f or themselves". But the really significant thing here is that such 

a hope without something else - something that can only be described 

as a means of achieving what is hoped for - is false. For man left 

t o himself , his own efforts and the dictat es of his "real " nature , 

tends to be wholly directed by principles of self- int erest and self

concern (3). The popular admonition t o "practipe what is preached" 

applies as much to humanists as to those who profess religious com-

mitment of one sort or another. In a sense Christians and Humanists 

have no quarrel about the basic assumption that men have the potential 

to become other-directed - their quarrel is really to do with the way 

''The New Optimism - from Prufock to Ringo". In Altizer T. 
and Hamilton W. Rad~l Theology and the Death of God p. 157 . 

Ibid. p. 159 . 

There i s an ext remely int erest ing paper on "The Concept of 
Beastliness ", centred on ethological views of man , by Mary 
Midgley in Philosophy Vol . 48 no . 184 (April 1973) pp. 111 ff . 
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in which this potential is to be realised and is in fact realised. 

Much more will be said in this connection in the chapter concerned 

with Sin which follows. Thus far however, there does not seem to 

be any serious objection to Robinson's revision of Bonhoeffer's des-

cript ion of man as " come of age" to that of man "having reached 

adolescence,,(1). There can be little doubt that this is an eminently 

reasonable revision for the secular humanist to adopt also, yet it 

remains necessary to point out that for neither Christian nor 

Humanist does such an analysis in itself solve the problem of man's 

inhumanity to man, whatever form this may take. 

What then can be said about this vitally relevant question 

which will not need to be couched in supra-naturalistic terminology 

i.e. what sort of answer can be given which does not involve the 

use of statements or propositions containing such expressions as 

"the grace of God", the "gift of the Holy Spirit", or even the 

"power of the Risen Christ ,,( 2)? The most profitable line of 

thought here may well be that of Hemming's "humanism within a 

mystery" mentioned earlier ( 3). Not that the present writer would 

wish to put a personal God into that mystery as Hemming conjectures 

might be the case with religious people. Rather, that the mystery 

was in fact the existence in one man, Jesus, of total agape(4). 

Thus the shattering nature of the mystery is something beyond the 

(1) V. Appendix 1 p. (iii). 

(2) I am aware of course , that this expression can be interpreted 
in a non- supranaturalist ic way. 

(3) V. p. 108 supra. 

(4) I have elaborated on this theme in terms of the uniqueness of 
Christian agape and its revelation in Christ, in Chapter 2 
pp. 30 ff., and have examined the question of the uniqueness 
of Christ's agapeistic life in detail in my M.Ed. thesis pp. 143 ff. 
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merely natural . As Robert Spike has written :-

"To be human is not to be natural. To be a man in the fullest 

sense is to be disturbed and intrigued by what we see in 

Christ" ( 1 ) • 

Even this experience is not in itself sufficient to guarantee action ( 2) . 

It is necessary for men to understand the significance of that dis-

turbance and to take to themselves and exercise in their own life 

that "dynamism,,( 3) which is the compelling element in the person 

and life of Jesus . As a result of this act of will then :-

"As in him men meet God and their brothers , they also come 

to self- recognition,,( 4 ). 

This surely is what is meant by speaking of Christian humanism? 

For as Robinson ' s correction of Bonhoeffer in the English edition 

makes plain:-

"To be a Christ ian does not mean to be religious in a 

particular way •••• but to be a man - not a type of man, 

but t he man t hat Christ creat es in us " ( 5) • 

Robinson goes on :-

(5) 

To Be a Man p. 123 . 

Although I share the view of one of my students who argued 
strongly in a recent seminar , that people must be made aware 
of both the situations which call f or the exercise of human 
concern on their part , and also of the way in which they can 
act in such situations . 

Is it stretching the New Testament word ~lJVoi-)A-lS too far 
to interpret it in this way? J .V. Taylor in his book The 
Go- Between God seems to be speaking of the same thing ;iiIch , 
he states - " •••• possessed and dominated the man Jesus Christ , 
making him the most aware and sensitive and open human being 
who has ever lived". Ibid. p. 17 . 

R. L. Shinn - Man : The New Humanism p. 181 . It is interesting 
to find Bishop F . R. Barry in his article "Feeding the Multitude 
in a cultural waste land", stating that in his view the Church ' s 
task today is almost the opposite of what it once was , i. e . it 
must now try to evoke the faith that Christ brings us God - v . 
The Times , 31st March , 1973. 

The Difference in Being a Christian Today p. 18. 



"That is to say , the true dimension of humanness is not what 

we are when left to ourselves, but what we have it in us to 

become when taken out of ourselves into the full potential 

st at ure of humanity in Christ" ( 1 ) • 

These quotations clearly explicate what it means to speak of the 

"dynamic of love,,( 2 ) revealed in Christ and in turn made available 

1 

to Christians who themselves are in Christ (r::,\1 )(F\r C- ,c,J ). 

Loc. cit . 

Fr. Mark Gibbard's recent book entitled pynamic of Love 
further explores this notion. 
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CHAPrER 6 

SIN 

r. 

"Of Man ' s first disobedience , and the fruit 

Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste 

Brought death into the World , and all our woe , 

With loss of Eden , till one greater Man 

Restore us , and regain the blissful seat " 

Thus John Milton bade the Heavenly Muse sing in the opening lines of 

his long poem " Paradise Lost "( 1). This chapter will be primarily 

concerned with presenting an analysis of sin - its nature and its 

place in human life today . It is obvious that such an analysis 

is hardly possible without reference to n otions of sin which see it 

on the one hand as being the " estrangement " of man from the ground 

of his being , from other beings and from himself ( 2 ) and on the , 
other hand as having causal factors which are described in the 

mythical ( 3 ) language of the Fall (4 ) used by Milton in the lines 

from "Paradise Lost " quot ed above . At the outset of this study 

( 2 ) 

" Paradise Lost " Book I lines 1- 5 . In Poet ical Works of 
John Milton : Everyman Edition ( 1946 ) p . 9 . 

Tillich P. ''The Marks of Man ' s Estrangement and the Concept 
of Sin". In Systematic Theology Vol . II p . 51 . 

I am using the term "myth" here in the sense that Bultmann 
would use it viz . as " simply the cosmology of a prescientific 
age" - v. Partsch H. W. (Ed. ) Kerygma and mYth Vol . i p . 3 . 
Ninian Smart gives a simple but succinct stat ement of the 
meaning of the term in religion in his paragraph ' 'The 
~hological Dimension". In the Religious EJeperience of 
Mankind pp . 18- 19 . 

V. Genesis Chapter 3 for the original biblical account . 
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however, the main concern will be to see what the Christian religion 

has traditionally believed and taught about sin so that it will be 

possible later on to make this a frame of reference to which con-

temporary approaches to the subject can be related. The initial 

outline here will necessarily be brief as it is meant to be a 

starting-point for the analysis of the concept and not a detailed 

theological treatment of it. 

It is worth ment ioning at once that the Christ ian doctrine 

of man has maintained a balance between views which in literature 

have often polarised around two extremes, namely the view that man 

is naturally kind and good (this was Rousseau's belief for example) 

or that he is basically a savage and uncivilised creature (Hobbes 

fits this category). The Christian doctrine is neither optimistic 

nor pessimist ic in that it is maintained that man was creat ed wholly 

good, and although he became a fallen creature by his own doing, he 

is not totally corrupt but has an inherent tendency to stray from 

"the paths of righteousness,,(1). Even so the extent of his "fall" 

was so great that God's plan of redemption(2) became necessary to 

effect a reconciliation. 

Sin then, became a part of human nature through the Fall. 

This is defined according to C.B. Moss as:-

(1) A more detailed consideration of the theological significance 
of speaking of man's sinfulness in and through Adam, is to be 
found in Chapt er 3 on "Man" - supra pp. 101 ff. 

(2) I do not propose to extend this aspect in discussion here. 
Ample examination of the notion can be found in theological 
literature under this heading and under the linked doctrines 
such as the Atonement et ale 



"Deliberate conscious disobedience to God. Therefore it can 

only exist in the will of a person : it is not any kind of 

material taint . And there could be no sin if there were no 

free will ,,( 1)( 2). 

As there could be no sin without free will , so there could be no 
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free will without the power to sin . Free will and both sin and the 

power to sin appear in experience to be universal and it is eviden~ 

that men find wrongdoing easier than doing right . 

The Church, following St . Paul ' s teaching( 3 ), has always held 

that men are born with a tendency to sin i . e . a weakness of will (4 ) 

which if not checked, will result in sinfulness of thought , word or 

deed . The traditional name given to this weakness by the Latin 

Fathers was originale peccatum - translat ed " original sin". As 

Moss rightly points out , this term is not a very accurate one as 

the original sin spoken of is in fact not really sin at all but a 

weakness which leads to sin ( 5). This weakness is also hereditary 

as St . Paul makes clear:-

(5) 

(6) 

1~herefore as through one man sin entered into the world , and 

death through sin; so death passed to all men , for that all 

. d ,, (6 ) Slnne • • • • • 

v. p. 122 ff . infra. for further explication of "free will". 

"What sin is". In The Christian Faith: An introduction to 
Dogmatic Theology pp. 146- 47 . 

V. New Testament Commentaries for explication of St . Paul ' s 
exposition of original sin and its significance in his teaching 
notably : 

Barrett C. K. A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. 
Whiteley D.E . The Theology of St . Paul et al. 

A philosophical examination of weakness of will is ably 
presented in a variety of essays in Mortimore G.W. (Ed ) 
Weakness of Will . 

Op. cit . p. 149 . 

Romans 5. 12 . 
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It is also subject to growth in relation to the sinful conditions of 

varying times and places and the sinful situations and influences 

to which peopl e are exposed , as well as attacks of the "Devil". 

Hence the clause in the baptismal liturgy which asks the candidate 

(o r his sponsors) to renounce :-

" •••• the devil and all his works, the vain pomp and glory 

of the world , with all the covet ous desires of the flesh ,,(1 ) 

It should be not ed that within the Christ ian Church, t he means of 

healing this fundamental human weakness is the grace or power of 

God conveyed sacramentally in baptism a grace achieved initially 

through the death and resurrection of Jesus, i.e. through his redemp

t i ve acti vity(2). 

The last aspect of the traditional doctrinal view of sin which 

must be mentioned, is the problem of the conflict which has always 

been seen to exist between the two notions of the omnipotence of God 

and the free will of man. Histo r ical attempts to provide a solution 

to this problem have tended to result in extreme positions - typical 

of two opposing doctrines in this connection are the views of 

pelagiu~3lnd Augustine(4). Perhaps one of the most useful analyses 

of the problem presented by notions of God' s omnipotence on the one 

hand and man's free will on the other hand, i s the middle ground 

position taken by N.P. Williams in his classic book Ideas of the Fall 

and Original Sin( 5). C.B. Moss (op. cit . p. 153) gives an admirably 

aimplifi ed version of Williams' seven propositions:-

(5) 

''The Ministration of Public fuptism of Infants". In the 
Anglican Book of Common Prayer (1 662 ). 

v. footnote 1 p. 120 supra . 

For amplification of this heresy v. "The doct rine of Pelagius". 
In Kelly J . N.D. Early Christian Doctrines pp. 357 ff . 

A survey of Augustine ' s teaching can b e found in the Oxford 
Dictionary of the Christian Church, that against Pelagius on 
p. 107. v. also Augustine's De Spiro et litt. passim. 

Pp. 452-460 • 
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,,( 1) God is perfectly good , and there is no evil in anything 

which he has made. 

( 2 ) The origin of evil is to be sought in the voluntary 

rebellion of created wills, not only of human wills, but 

those of devils also. 

(3) Man, when he first appeared, was weak, imperfect, 

ignorant, and non-moral, but possessed self-consciousness 

and free will as a starting-point for progress towards union 

with God. 

(4 ) Man, as his moral ideas grew, disobeyed God, and thereby 

threw in his lot with the devils and diverged from the path 

marked out for him by God: this is called the Fall. 

( 5) Ever since the Fall, human nature has shown an inherent 

weakness of will, or defective control of the lower nature 

by the higher. 

(1) This weakness of will is hereditary and not merely due 

to environment ; it is inherited by every child from its 

parent s". 

This brief sketch of the traditional doctrine of sin and its relation 

to the fall of man and man's nature, (1) will serve as a model with 

which Robinson's understanding of the concept of sin may be usefully 

cont rast ed . 

II. 

A relatively traditional picture of the world's sinful state 

and the place of Jesus in God's plan for its salvation,(2) is to be 

The particular relationship indicated here was mentioned in 
the previous chapt er on Man - v. Ch. 5 p. l03f. supra. 

For a detailed study of "salvation" see any of the many 
account s under this heading in the theological word-books 
_ e . g. Von Allmen , Richardson et ale 
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found in an early exegesis by Robinson of the Temptation narrative . (1) 

A brief quotation from thi s work will indicate his line of th~ought. 

Having not ed the failure of the Old I srael to meet the patt ern of 

life demanded by God, he continues : -

"The world was to be redeemed by the new Israel ' repeating ' 

that divinely ordained pattern , but this time giving the 

answer it had been chosen to make . In modern times , we 

might say that in his attack on the world in s in God had 

devised a plan of assault which was to be decisive for the 

issue of the war - Operation ' Salvation ', to use the current 

jargon ••••• The concern of the Church was , first , to pro-

claim that Jesus , as the true representative of God ' s people , 

had in fact carri ed out and completed that operation without 

failure , and , secondly , to call its members to repeat the 

pattern in their own lives ,, ( 2 ). 

There is nothing here which appears to need any special comment or 

qualification , or which is not reinforced by Robins on ' s traditional 

view of human nature and i ts s infulness as revealed in the Genesis 

myths , in other places in his writing. (3) Nor does his interpre-

tation of Christ ' s saving work give much cause for query except to 

note the characteristic way in which he relates this to the experi-

ence of present-day mankind viz :-

"The Temptat ions". In Twelve New Testament Studies pp. 53- 60 . 
Cf. G.H. P. Thompson ' s article " Called - Proved - Obedient : a 
study in the Baptism and Temptation Narratives of Matthew and 
Luke". In J .T. S. NS xi. (1960 ) pp. 1- 12. 

Ibid. pp. 59- 60 . Cf . a similar short account of Christ ' s 
obedience and sinl essness in Robinson ' s chapter '~he Body of 
Christ " In The Body p. 39 section (ii ) and passim. 

e . g. in his chapter "Adam and Eve" - But that I can ' t believe! 
pp. 19 ff . 
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" Satan falls from heaven as each man decides for the 

Gospel , and in the finished work of Christ the Prince of this 

world has been judged; the last judgement is being wrought out 

i n every moment of choice and decision ; Christ is all in all , 

s i nce all things have been r econciled in him"( 1) • 

El sewhere , Robins on stresses the clear existence of evil i n the world , 

and argues for a method of convincing people of it s existence which 

does not rely on such personifications as "the Devil", but rather 

on the necessity of demythologi s ing in this area, thus making clear: 

" •••• the reality in human experience which the myths have 

been describing - and one may then r emythologi ze , as the 

psychologi st s do , though without any suggestion that these 

figures and archetypes ' exi st' in the psyche or elsewher e,,( 2 ). 

In a vivid passage in~oration Into God in which Robinson again 

put s forward his panentheistic( 3 ) view and makes clear his firm 

support for " explorations " of God s uch as those of Petru Dumitriu(4 ) 

and Teilhard de Chardin( 5), there i s an important consideration of 

the probl em of evil. Noting that class ical treatment s of this 

pro bl em have tended to push t h e answer either back to a primaeval 

past or f orward to an es chatological future , Robinson admit s to 

thinking that neither r eally provides the answer and that the problem 

lies in how we relate evil to our conception of God in the present. 

(5) 

In the End God p. 77. 

Ex:plorat ion Int 0 God p. 41. It is salutary though, to realise 
that by n o means ~ theologians have discarded the ontologica l 
st atus of the Devil. :row brother's recent book But Deliver Us 
From ]Nil: An introduction to the demonic dimens ion in pastoral 
~ makes this point very clear. 

Ibid. pp. 83 ff . 

In his novel Incognito. See Robinson' s further support for 
the notion of God dwelling "incognito" and the s ignificance of 
this view for contemporary Christians, in his chapter "Starting 
from the other end" in The New Reformation~pp. 32 ff. 

Part i cularly in Le Milieu Divin and The Phenomenon of Man. 
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Here he attacks the absurdity of popular thought which sees the will 

of God r evealed in personal tragedy or large- scale disasters . He 

writ es :-

" God is in the cancer as he is in the sunset , and i s to be 

met and responded to in each. Both are among the faces of 

God, the one t errible , the other beautiful . Neither as such 

i s the face of love , but , as in the Cross for the Christian , 

even t he worst can be transformed and ' vanquished '. The 

' problem ' of evil is not how God can will it (that is not 

even touched on in Romans 8 ), but it s power tot hreat en 

meaninglessness and separation , to sever and to sour , and 

to darken our capacity to make the response of ' Thou '''( 1) . 

Thus , h e maintains , theology should be restating the problem 

rather than attempting to find a solution , declaring to the atheist 

who finds a God who is personally responsible for suffering morally 

intolerable , that such a conception of God is both inaccurate and 

unchristian . The way in to the problem of evil is yet again to :-

" •• • • start from the other end •••• Taking the immanence , 

the incarnation of God seriously , as the form or field of 

his transcendence , as the panentheistic projection does , 

means that the categories of intentionality and the like are 

relevant only when the Divine is operating through personality. 

In the dense world of sub-personal relationships (which includes 

all but the self- conscious tip of human l i fe , as well as the 

rest of nature) , the purposiveness of love works itself out 

through "blinder" categories . There is no intention in an 

earthquake or an accident . But in and through each it is 

st ill possible to respond to the 'Thou ' that claims even this 

( 1 ) Elcplorat ion Int 0 God p. 109, 
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for meaning and personal purpose. Everything can be taken 

up and transformed rather than allowed to build up into a 

dark pat ch of loveless resentment and meaningless fut ility"( 1) • 

Having emphasised that the panentheistic view stands against the 

duality of thei sm, moral as well as methaphysical , and having insisted 

upon the fact that such a view shows nothing of the indifferentism 

of pantheism which has to maintain that evil is in some way illusor.y 

or unreal , Robinson ends his chapter with a powerful restatement of 

the notion of God as agape in action , even in circumstances of evil 

viz :-

''The evil in the world is indeed terri fYingly real , both at 

the sub-personal and at the per~onal level , but it is still 

part of the face of God. That is to say , love is there to be 

met and to be created through it and out of it . It is not with-

out purpose : meaning can be wrested from it even at the cost 

of crucifixion. It is not separate from the face of love , and 

therefore cannot separate from it . That is the saving grace : 

God is not outside evil any more than he is outside anything 

else , and the promise is that he '~ be all in all ' as ~,,( 2 ). 

It is not necessary to discuss in any great detail here the 

basic position which Robinson takes (which is so vividly illustrated 

in the passages above and which has been examined in such detail at 

an earlier point in this thesis ( 3)) regarding Christian morals and 

the freedom of the individual in the contemporary situation. It does 

however need to be seen that there is great relevance between this 

( 1) Ibid. p. 110. 

( 2 ) Ibid. loc . cit . 

(3 ) V. supra pp. 14 ff . and Chapter 2 passim. 
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and the cons i deration of s i n and evil in the world - what is r ecog-

nised as sinful and evil , how the Christian reacts to such s ituat ions , 

how he can achieve consistency in his personal life and relations-

ships , all these reflect aspects of the nature of man and of the 

nature of s i n . Suffi ce it to say at this point , that for Robins on , 

agape holds the key - to the way in which the Christian will decide ( 1) 

what is the most loving act in any given s ituation ; to the way in 

which he will react to what is evil and s inful in the world and 

indeed , how he will recognise this ; to the way in which ' God ' i s 

made known ; to the way in which the redemptive pattern of the agape-

istic life of Christ i s repeated afresh in the lives of his followers , 

transforming, healing and strengthening agains,t that other power 

which i s the power of evi l and which leads men to s in ( 2) . 

III . 

A good deal of recent writing in the fi eld of philosophy of 

reiigion still centres around the problem of evil and it s relation 

to the exi st ence of God. This is a criticism which many opponent s 

of thei sm feel has been unsatisfactorily answered by theist s and non-

theists alike . It can be stated very simply in three propos itions :-

( 1) As i s true of much of Robins on ' s work , there i s a s trong 
anthropocentric emphas i s here . I am of course aware of the 
traditional theocentric notion of God ' s "disturbance" in man ' s 
activities and decisions . 

( 2 ) Many references to these aspects of Robinson ' s thought have 
already been given pass im. It is worth noting two of his most 
recent works in this connection viz :- Christian Freedom in a 
Permi ssive So ci ety and The Difference in Being a Christian 
Today , both of which contain an extensive elaboration of the 
cont emporary moral s ituation and modern Christian attitudes 
towards it . 



1. God is omnipot ent . 

2. God is wholly good. 

3. Evil exists . 

As J . L. Mackie points out in his well- known article "Evil and 

Omnipot ence" ( 1 ) :_ 

"There seems to be s ome contradiction between these three 

propositions , so that if any two of them were true the 

third would be false ll (2). 

This contradiction of course requires some additional premises to 

make it absolutely plain , i . e . that good is opposed to evil in 

such a way that a good thing always eliminates evil as far as it 

can , and that there are no limits to what an omnipotent thing or 

person can do . Thus it follows :-

" •••• that a good omnipotent thing eliminates evil completely 

and then the proposition that a good omnipotent thing exists 

and that evil exists, are incompatible,,( 3 ). 

H. J . McCloskey , in an equally- well known article " God and Evil ll(4 ) 

goes over much the same ground as Mackie . His conclusion is :-

" •••• that God , were He all- powerful and perfect ly good , 

would have created a world in which t here was no unnecessary 

evil. It has not been argued t hat God ought to have creat ed 

a perfect world , nor that He should have made one that is in 

any way logically impossible . It has simply been argued 

that a benevolent God could , and would have created a world 

devoid of superfluous evil . It has been contended that there 

In Pike N (Ed ). God and Evil : Readings on the Theological 
problem of evil pp. 46 ff . 

Ibid. p . 47 . 

Loc . cit . 

In OP e cit . pp. 61 ff . 
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is evil in this world - unnecessary evil - and that the more 

popular and philosophically more significant of the many 

attempts to explain this evil are completely unsatisfactory . 

Hence we must conclude from the existence of evil that there 

cannot be an omnipot ent , benevolent God" (1) • 

Examination of further sources which deal with this aspect of the 

problem of evil , follow generally similar lines ( 2). 

One of the most recent philosophical studies in this area 

by M. B. Ahern ( 3) reviews some of the most noteworthy contributions 

to the " God and Evil" debate over the past twenty years or so 

( e . g. those of Hick , Leibnitz , Campbell et al (4 )) and arrives at 

two general conclusions viz :-

,,( 1) Apart from posit i ve proofs of God ' s exist ence , it 

cannot be shown that the world ' s evil is logically compatible 

with the existence of a wholly good, omnipotent being, or 

that the conditions for compatibility are in fact met . 

( 2 ) It cannot be shown that the world' s evil is logically 

incompatible with God ' s existence , or that the conditions 

for compatibility are not in fact met,,(5). 

That is , none of the problems about logical compatibility raised 

for theism by evil , are decisive . It is worth noting finally , that 

(1) Ibid. p. 84. 

(2) e . g. Hick J . Evil and the God of Love. 
Petit F. The Problem of Evil et ale 

and Fl ew A. "Divine Omnipot ence and Human Freedom" and 
"Theology and Falsification" In Flew A & 
MacIntyre A (Eds ) New Essays in Philosophical 
Theology. 

Crane S.A. " On Evil and Onmipot ence". 
( 19 56 ) et al . 

( 3) The Problem of Evil . 

(4 ) Ibid. pp. 53 ff . 

( 5) Ibid. p. 78 . 

In Mind Vol . LXV -
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Ahern believes that these indefinite conclusions which have been 

reached in his book , are consistent with Judaism and Christianity in 

that neither of these faiths offer solutions to the intellectual 

problems raised by evil - he quotes in particular l££ Chapters 38-42 

and Romans 11 . 33- 5 in support of this claim. 

It seemed to the present writer , that these traditional 

studies of the problem of God and evil needed some explicat i on in 

the cont ext of any study of sin . Nevertheless it must be emphasised 

that such probl ems and objections do not present any stumbling-

block to the theistic position already expounded in this thesis . 

The argument that "God" is agape , and t he consequent abandonment of 

the traditional supranaturalistic projection of " God" which this 

position entails , effectively disposes of the incompatibility of 

Mackie ' S three propositions outlined on page 129 supra. If these 

were rewritten accordingly viz :-

1 . agape is omnipotent . 

2 . agape i s wholly good. 

3. Evil exists . 

it can be seen that the first proposition becomes a nonsens~1~d 

must be discarded , and that the second and third propositions then 

stand independently without any inherent contradict ion . This chapter 

( 1) I say that it i s a "nonsense" here in that it is not possible 
t o make this replacement and st ill keep Mackie ' s original 
sense . There is nevertheless , a strong case for maintaining 
that agape .!E. "all powerful" in a metaphorical sense. It 
seems to me that this is what is implied by the various com
mendations of agape in the New Testament , and by statements 
such as that of st . Paul in 1 Corinthians 13. 13 viz. " But now 
abideth faith , hope , love , these t hree ; and the great est of 
these is love" (for " love" in this verse , the Greek word is 
~ jd.lrYJ - agape ). 
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is however , concerned with sin and evil as it affects man and his 

ability to live in an agapei stic relationship with his fellows . The 

existence of evil i s not an i ssue which can be seriously questioned , 

and the mythical narrative of the Fall and the notion of original 

s in (1) , would seem to enshrine something of the fundamental truth 

of man ' s situat ion and nature as a being whose natural incl ination 

is towards sin( 2) . It i s no new thing either , to suggest that it 

i s man ' s egotism which i s at the heart of his s infulness and which 

prevent s or hinders him from r eaching human fulfilment in the agape-

i stic life , or to put it another way, that this same s inful inclina-

tion renders man ' s progress towards the ideal agapeistic life- style 

so fully demonstrated in the life of Christ , painfull y s low. 

( 1) V. p. 123 supra. R. S. Lee has produced an unusual int er
pret ation of the Genes i s account of the Fall in his chapt er 
"Human Natur e and the Fall" - in Kemp E .W. (Ed ) Man : Fallen 
and Free (Oxford Essays on the Condition of Man ) pp. 33 ff . 
The line of thought taken here is indicated by the sub-title 
of one of the sections vi z:- "The Fall or the Rise of Man" 
( pp. 49 ff .) Lee examines the psychological significance of 
the two major facts which underlie the doctrine of the Fall 
- man ' s sense of having s inned , with its concomitant feeling 
of guilt , and his sense of unworthiness . Their presence in 
man , he believes , i s not indicative of wrong human development 
but of man ' s growt h towards the att ainment of f ull human 
per s onal ity. Hence his final sentence - "Adam ate , the fruit 
of the tree of the lmowledge of good and evil , and he became 
able to choose good deliberately and bacame more godlike in 
consequence" ( p. 58 ). It i s most interesting to note also , 
that Lee makes much use in his analys is in this section , of 
the agapei stic model , s o that expressions such as "the driving 

1 

power of love", "the supremacy and finality of love" et c . are 
found passim ( e . g. on page 58 ). 

( 2 ) This consequential aspect of the nature of man was outlined 
on page s 1 2-113 supra . 



IV. 

In this f inal sect ion an attempt will be made to present a 

brief analysis of the nature and significance of s in which stems 

from the basic premises already outlined as foundational to this 

thesis(1) . Perhaps the most consequential aspect from which to 

begin i s the content ion that love (agape ) is the supreme moral 
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excellence. That is , that man i s fully himself , is truly fulfilled , 

when displaying complete devotion to the well- being of others . That 

this is a truly Christian contention is undeniable - it is implicit 

in the so- called "golden rule" (Matthew 22 . 34 ff j ~ 12. 28 ff j 

~ 10. 25 ff . ) and in many of the activities ( e. g. ~ 6. 30-44 

and parallels ) and parables 'of Jesus ( e . g . ~ 10.25-37 et al) . 

The law of love i s explicitly recalled in the Epistles ( e . g. 

Romans 13 . 8- 10; Galatians 5. 14 ; Colossians 1. 4 ; 1 Thessalonians 4 . 9; 

Philemon 5) , and is presented as the authentic seal of the 

Christian life in all its fullness , in the Johannine writings 

( e . g . 1 John 2. 10j 4 . 12 and passim). However , as has been shown 

throughout this present chapter , the primary obstacle to man ' s 

fulfilment ~ man is his own sinfulness , a condition which brings 

about his estrangement from the ultimate moral demand , described 

above as agape. This estrangement is supremely characterised in 

man ' s self- interest and self- concern, i . e . a state which is com

of 
pletely opposit e to oneisupreme moral excellence. 

It might seem then , that man ' s situation is hopeless and that 

he is condemned to an endless and fruitless attempt to achieve self-

fulfilment . If , in Bonhoeffer ' s words , the only complet ely innocent 

( 1) These premises are outlined in detail in Chapter 1 
supra. 



man is one who i s completely revealed and surrendered to others 

with no particle of selfi shness remaining, ( 1) then it does seem 

almost impossible that estranged humanity could ever appr6ach such 

innocence . Nevertheless , the Christian claim is that Jesus Christ 

did reveal both this innocence and this perfection of agape in his 

own life. Furthermore , in and through that life , Christ ians who 

have acknowledged Christ and who have accepted the reality of his 

"saving work,, ( 2 ) in their lives , find the estrangement from the 

ground of their being gradually lessened and their corresponding 

awareness of sin and resolve in face of it , strengthened. Thus the 

ethic of Christian agape is of vital significance to contemporary 

man , and the difference between it and a straightforward humanist 

philosophy , quite clear and distinct . Man cannot of himself bridge 

the gap of his alienat ion from the ground of his being - his very 

nature renders such a task impossible . The recognition of his 

inadequacy here is in it self the beginning of man ' s healing, and a 

point at which the Christian dynamic can begin to operate . For:

" •••• I live; and yet no longer I , but Christ liveth(3 ) in 

me" ( Galat ians 2. 20 ). 

Sancto~ Communio pp. 118 f . 
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I am referring here to Christ living in and through Christians 
in the sense that his redemptive work continues in the lives 
of committed believers , shaping and refining those lives to 

(3) 

the pattern of his own . St . Paul catches the real significance 
of this notion when he speaks of the mystery which is " Christ 
in you, the hope of glory" ( Colossians 1. 27 ). 

I am particularly fond of Temple Gairdner ' s transposition of 
this t ext which so effect i vely captures the ethos of this 
thesis exposition. He is said to have changedSt . Paul ' s words 
in Galat ians from " Christ liveth in me" to " Christ ] oveth in 

me". 
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CHAPrER 7 

DEATH ANn IMMOR1'ALrrY 

I. 

In the light of the int erpret at ions of "God", Christ ian 

agape and personal morality which have been outlined and espoused 

in the earlier sections of this thesis(1), the reader might well 

conclude that of all the various doctrines which are now being 

examined, that of death and immortality offers least hope of any 

substantial reinterpretation. Not so much in that the finality 

of death itself presents philosophical or theological problems 

which are insuperable, as that the whole direction of thought in 
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this thesis has been closely bound up with the existential approach, 

with an emphasis upon the life and thought of the individual con-

fronted by and active in the immediate situation. Thus "God" is to 

be located in those situations which are characterised by ultimate 

concern(2), a person's moral judgement or decision is taken as a 

result of confronting that situation with one's loving will(3) 

and so on. Does death do away with all of this? If the individual 

no longer exists , can anything of relev~ce be said concerning a 

person who no longer exists ~ person? What place if any, does 

the traditional Christian doctrine have in such a discussion? Has 

the kind of philosophical treatment which has characterised this 

(1) v. supra pp. 1 ff. 

( 2 ) v . supra pp. 4-5. 

(3) v. supra pp. 28 ff. 
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thesis thus far any relevance at all in the area under considera-

tion , indeed , has it any guidelines to offer which may help resolve 

these important questions ? It is proposed first of all , to give 

the usual brief summary of traditional theology relative to the 

area in question , then to consider some important philosophical 

interpretations and objections , and finally to indicate ways in 

which contemporary theological and philosophical discussion may 

assist in clarification of the related concepts of death and immor-

tality in a way which can be seen to be essentially endemic to the 

thesis as a whole. 

II . 

In the main , Christianity has little to say about the event 

of death itself . This should not come as a surprise for Christian 

theology assumes , rather than argues the existence of a state 

beyond death as it does the survival of the individual person in 

that state . This is not to say that there are clear indications 

of the precise nature either of the state itself or of the indivi-

dual person . That the~is such a state in which individual people 

may be found and recognis ed is a tenet of Christ ian doct rine . It 

will be seen later on that from a philosophical point of view, one 

of the most fundamental objections is to this very assumption , but 

that will become clear in due course . Death is therefore , in 

Christian theology , a necessary transitional event , an event which 

marks the clear transference of the person ( 1) concerned from this 

life to the next , from the mortal stat e to the non- mortal . It might 

( 1) I am begging the question at this stage , of precisely who or 
what i s transferred , though this too will be seen later to 
be of considerable philosophical significance . 
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thus he said that although death is a f i nal event in terms of each 

person ' s mortal exi stence , it i s by no means an ultimate event in 

the total existence of the individual persona; ( 1). It i s not sur-

prising then , that as Christian doctrine is forward- looking in so 

far as the so called "aft er-life" or " life aft er death" i s concerned , 

that Christ ian writing - liturgy , hymnology , scripture etc . - abounds 

with references such as :-

and:-

" Jesus lives ! henceforth is death 

But the gate of life immortal ,,( 2 ) 

"Almighty God , with whom do live the spirits of them that 

depart hence in the Lord , and with whom the souls of the 

faithful , after they are delivered from the burden of the 

. flesh , are in joy and felicity : We give thee hearty thanks , 

for that it hath pleased thee to deliver this our brother 

out of the miseries of this sinful world •••• ,,( 3 ) 

and even the Old Testament crux text :-

"For I know that my Redeemer liveth , and that he shall 

stand at the latter day upon the earth. And although 

after my skin worms destroy this body , yet in my flesh 

shall I see God •••• ,,(4 ) 

Primitive Old Testament belief seems on the whole to characterise 
death as a final event common to all men - Cf . 2 Sam. 14. 14 : " For 
we mus t needs die , and are as water spilt upon the ground which 
cannot be gathered up again". The concept of "Sheol " was however , 
progress ively refined from a very early and simple concept as the 
abode of the dead ( v . ~. 15 . 15 ; ~. 31 . 16 et al ), to that of a 
place from which the dead would b e resurrect ed at the last judge
ment ( v . Daniel 12 . 12 ). It should be noted also that faith in 
the resurrection of the dead was an article of Pharisaic belief 
( v . Act s 23 . 6-8 ). 

East er hymn of C.F. Gellert ( 1715- 69 ). English Hymnal 134. 

Prayer at the burial of the dead - Anglican Book of Common 
Prayer ( 1662 ). 

Job 19 . 25-6 . For the validity of this interpretation of the 
teXt v . W. A. Irwin ' s comment ary on Job . In Peake ' s Comment ary: 
on the Bible para. 346Lp. 399 . 



In every quotation above , either directly or by implication , it can 

be seen that the Christian doctrine of life after death is its elf 

dependent upon the linked doctrine of resurrection , the whole stem-

ming from belief in the death and resurrection of Jesus . As Alan 

Richardson puts it :-

"The Christ ian Church lived in the new and tri umphant 

experience of victory over death ; the common lot of humanity 

had been exchanged (' as in Adam all die ') for the experience 

of resurrection through Christ (' even s o in Christ shall all 

be made alive ') 1 Cor. 15. 22 and Cf . ~. 5.1 2- 21 ,,( 1). 
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The point here about resurrection ( i . e . of the body ) is an important 

one , for as C. R. Moss points out , what Christians believe in thls 

matter is clearly stated in the Apostles ' Creed viz :-

" I believe in •••• the resurrection of the body and Ithe life 

ever last ing" ( 2) • 

Moss goes on to reiterate :-

"What we believe in , as Christians , is not the ' immortality 

of the soul ', but the resurrect ion of the body and the life 

ever last ing" ( 3) • 

In this general context , it is worth recording that D. Z. Phillips , 

whose philosophical treatment of the s pecific Christian doctrines 

under discussion in this section has been of .such clear relevance , 

insists upon making a distinction between survival after death and 

immortality. He writes :-

Article on "Death". In A Theol ogical Word Book of the Bi ble 
Ed. Richardson A. p. 60 . 

' 'The Apostles ' Creed". In Anglican Book of Common Prayer 
Morning and Evening Prayer. 

The Christian Faith : an intro. to dOgmatic theology p. 436 . 
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"It is important to distinguish between survival after death 

and immortality. The latter is a religious question,, (1) . 

It is not quite clear in context why Phillips is so anxious to make 

this qualification. 

In conclusion then , as far as the Christian doctrine of death 

and immortality is concerned , this can be s~arised in four clear 

stat ement s :-

"1. Death is the penalty for sin. This does not mean that 

man is naturally exempt from death , apart from sin ; but that 

the grace wherewith he was originally endowed would have 

enabled him to live forever , if sin had not deprived him of 

it , so as to reduce him to mortality of his unassist ed nature . 

The fall has brought death upon all men , and the sins to 

which we are naturally inclined give to death its penal 

sting. 

2. Death separates the soul from the flesh , and dissolves 

the flesh . The result is that the soul ' sleeps ' in relation 

to activities that require the use of the body. But it 

remains conscious , and remembers , and is affected by, its 

previous carnal experiences . If rightly disposed , it is 

susceptible of being purified, and of advancing in spiritual 

knowledge and holiness . 

3. In view of the truth that this corruptible shall put 

on incorruption , we may not consider that the body ceases to 

exist aft er death. But its mat erial particles are no longer 

retained in living unity by an inhabiting spirit , and dis-

solution of the bodily frame ensues , and a reunion of the 

( 1) The Concept of Prayer p. 34 footnote 1. 



same particles in the resurrection is neither de fide nor 

credible . What remains and serves to preserve the continuity 

of the flesh with the resurrection of body , i s revealed t o us 

only in figurat ive terms of the seed. 

4. Death ends probation , for the deeds done in the body 

const it ut e the dat a of final judgement . But it do es not end 

opportunity of growth on the lines initiated in this life. 

Because of redemption , the work which God begins in us before 

we di e i s complet ed in an intermediate state between death 

and our final reward,, ( 1). 

It is now possibl e to move on to consider philosophical treatment 
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of death and immortal ity , and some objections which have been raised 

against the Christian doctrine outlined above . It is particularly 

salutary at this point in the dis cussion , to note Hall ' s reminder 

that :-

"The su b j ect of Eschatology has been developed on speculative 
\ 

lines far b eyond the range of revealed knowledge . Such deve-

lopment is allowable , provided it is controlled by Christian 

certainties .... It i s needful , however , to remember that 

our sure know I edge of the things aft er deat h i s confined to 

severe limit s ,,( 2 ) . 

It i s nevertheless important also tJ not e that Hall ' s stat ement do es 

little to encourage confidence regarding future enlight enment , for 

it is the " Chris tian certainties" to which he refers which are 

now, paradoxically, the s ubject of uncertainty. 

" Death". In Hall F . J . ( Revis ed Hallock F .H.) Theological 
Outlines pp. 283-4 . 

Ibid. p. 283 . 



III . 

In many ways it can be rightly said that philosophical 

critiques of the concepts of death and immortality have centred 

in the main around exposition of the ways in which Hall ' s comment 

above has been considered an accurate assessment of the situation. 

As there is no empirical technique by which the theories either of 

the exist ence of a life aft er death or a descript ion of the stat e 

of that exist ence may be assumed , philosophem have cont ent ed them-

selves with discussion of theoretical possibilities related to the 

area and with critical analysis of the claims of Christianity 

regarding it(1) . Such discussion has taken as its principal issue 

the lik ely or possible nature of the body which survives death , 
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assuming the feasibility of such a doctrine . So it is to this topic 

~hich consideration will now be given , though with mention first of 

all , of some explicatory philosophical notions concerning death 
f 

itself. A frequent starting-point for discussion of death has been 

Wittgenst ein ' s stat ement in the Tract at us :-

" So too at death the world does not alter , but comes to an 

end. 

Death is not an event in life : we do not live to experience 

death,,( 2 ) • 

D. Z. Phillips develops this point with characteristically sharp 

illustration . He writes :-

( 1) Cf . J . A.T . Robinson : In the Thd God p . 17 - "So many of the 
theological propositions to which one is asked if one assents 
seem, increasingly , incapable of empirical verification one way 
or the other , and therefore devoid of much meaning". 

( 2) Trans . Pears D.F . and McGuinness B. F . Secn . 6 . 431 ; 6. 4311 . 
Wittgenstein continues - " If we take eternity to mean not 
infinite temporal duration but timelessness , then eternal life 
belongs to those who live in the present ", a statement which 
has considerable relevance to the concept of immortality as 
will be seen lat ere 



" If one were asked what one meant by saying that so- and- so 

was dead , one might reply by saying that such- and- such 

organisms had ceased to function in him, that he died of 

certain ailments , that he will no longer be seen walking, 

talking, carrying on his business etc . Here death is spoken 
in 

of/. the third person . Death is an event in someone ' s world ; 

an event of the greatest importance perhaps , or maybe an 

event of no importance at all. But when this death is !!!l. 

death , it is not an event in the world f or me . And hence it 
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is radically different from the thousands of events that happen 

to me - my toothache , my accident, my marriage etc . etc . 

~ death is not an event in the world for me , but the end of 

the world. Death is not an experience , but the end of all 

experience , and one cannot experience the end of experience"( 1 ). 

Such considerations as these have led M. SChlick( 2 ) and more recently , 

A. G. N. Flew ( 3 ) to queption the meaningfulness of any talk of 

" survival after death" 6r " living through death" with the ultimate 

intention of s howing both the logical inadequacy and self- contradic-

t ion of such " pictures". D. Z. Phillips , considering Flew ' s analysis 

maintains (using the familiar Wittgensteinian example of " God sees 

everything") that Flew in so far as he thinks that we cannot imagine 

ourselves witnessing our own funerals :-

" •••• is like a man who every time he hears God ' s eye ment ioned 

insist s on talking about God ' s eyebrows . The pictures were 

Death and Immortality p . 13 . 

"Meaning and Verification". In The Philosophical Review 45 . 
( 1936 ). 

" Can a man witness his own funeral ?,' In Hibbert Journal live 
( 1955- 6). 
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not meant to be used in this way" ( 1) • 

Nevertheless , it would seem quite reasonable to maint ain that 

the majority of peopl e today, whether they be Christian or non-

Christian , t ake the essence of Christ ian teaching about death , to be 

the belief that the individual person will in fact survive 

Even i f it is granted that objections such as that of Flew are in 

fact misconceived , as D.Z. Phillips suggests , what i s to be said of 

the nature and charact er of that which is said to survive death in 

the case of a human being? It is at this point that Hall' s " specu

lative lines ,,( 3 ) begin to become apparent . There are two main areas 

of discussion:-

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

1 . That after death , what lives on is some kind of non-

mat erial body of the sort so beloved of s piritualists and 

those who dabbl e in occultism. It hardly n eeds arguing that 

if someone believes in the existence of such non-mat erial 

bodies , then he must need to be able to give a satisfactory 

account of the conditions under which his belief is maintained. 

Qualifications of the claim in terms of the non-phys ical 

charact er of such bodies merely reduce the original notion 

to Fl ew ' s "death by a thousand qualifications ,,(4 ). Nor do es 

the notion of the exi stence of so-called "subtle bodies " fare 

much better ( 5). 

Ope cit. p. 65 . 

This~clearly the foundation premis e of Flew in his articl e 
"Death". In Fl ew A.G.N. and MacIntyre A (Eds ) New Essays in 
Philos ophical Theology pp. 267 ff. Also that of W.H. Poteat in 
his article "I will die". In Phillips D.Z. (Ed) Religion and 
pnderstanding pp. 199 ff. 

v. supra p. 143. 

''Theology and Fals ification". In New Essays in Phil. Theol. p.97. 

V. Geach P. God and the Soul p. 18. 
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2. That i n fact , the individual person can really be 

regarded as being of a dualist nature viz. that he has a 

phys i cal body which as it were encapsulates his essential 

self ( described variously as the mind, soul or s Pirit(1)). At 

death the phys i cal body i s subj ect to dissolution but the s oul, 

the essent ial self , survives. However attractive the dualist 

view may be , and however useful a concept for poets or litur-

giologi sts , it cannot be given any cash value in real terms . 

Would it not be true to say that only the most unusual peopl e 

might be regarded as reflecting not their real selves but s ome 

inner reality or inner persona? People are essentially what 

they are seen to be , and they display their essential selves 

to the world. The occasional "Jekyl and Hyde" personality is 

surely the exception rather than the rule? If people were not 

on the whol e what they appear to be, then relationships would 

be compl et ely chaotic . Indeed , as D.Z. Phillips points out, 

unless there wer e a common life which people share ,there could 

be no notion of a "person" at all. What it means to be a 

person cannot be divorced from the common features of human 

I Of (2) 
l. e • 

Further, there i s a powerful philosophical argument against 

the doctrine of the survival aft er death of the s oul a s distinct from 

the body, whi ch is focussed upon the question of the identity of su ch 

a soul t hus divorced from its human f orm or framework. The only 

(1) The root s of this analysis are of course to be found in the 
twofold Hebraic division of man into "s oul" and "flesh", and 
the threefold Greek division into "body", "soul" and "spirit ". 
V. H. Mehl-Koehnkin ' s article on "Man". In J.J. Von Allmen 
(Ed) VocabulaEY of the Bible pp. 247 ff. 

( 2 ) Death and Immortality pp. 5-6. 



possible theory which would avoid the logical problem of there 

being several " soul candidat es" for the ident i ty of Mr. X is , as 

Geach rightly maintains , that there must be a one to one relation-

ship between the material bodies involved in the two spans of 

exist ence . Thus :-

" unless a man come!to life again by resurrection , he 

does not live again after death,,( 1). 

As regards the ~ of life in which the believer is con-

sidered to participate after death , little need be said. No doubt 

many people do hold the presupposition that it is a continuance both 

of the individuals involved and also of the forms of life in which 

they formerly participated. A striking observation in this connex-

ion is Jesus ' reply to the Sadducees concerning the question of 

marriage in the future life. He said:-

" Ye do err , not knowing the scriptures nor the power of God. 

For in the resurrection they neither marry nor are given in 

marriage , but are as the angels of God in heaven,,( 2). 

Clearly , if in the context of life after death such relationships 

as that of marriage are meaningless (and there are of course many 

other human relationships of a similar kind ), then it would be 

similarly meaningless to speak of "knowing", " recognising", 

" remembering" in that context . There are obvious logical diffi-

culties here concerning the nature of the after-life which are at 
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least as great as those related to actual survival after death itself. 

(1) op. cit . p. 28 . 

( 2) Matth . 22 . 29- 30 . 



I V. 

So much then for some of the more important theological and 

philosophical considerations which relate to death and immortality . 

The philos ophical considerations , as have been shown , are largely 

concerned with what have usually been considered to be the necessary 

presuppositions of belief in this context , but that there is reason 

to think that the assumption itself is open to question , will be 

demonstrat ed later . For the present it is appropriate to consider 

what contribution newer theological insights have made to our 

understanding of the area. In his rather slight book But that I 

can ' t believel( 1) J . A.T. Robinson devot es some three pages to the 

subject of life after death which vigorously reflect a position 

which he himself describes on the final page viz :-

"As a Christian , I know my life to be grounded in a love 

which will not let me go . It comes to me as something 

unconditional . If it could really be put an end to by a 

bus on the way home it would not have the quality I know 

it to have . 

lTom such a love neither cancer nor the H- bomb can separat e . 

Death cannot have the last word. and ' this is the victory 

- even our faith '. 

For the rest , with so many of my generation , I am prepared 

to be agnostic . I just can ' t imagine an after- life , and it 

doesn ' t help much to try,,( 2). 

Robinson follows up this statement by one which is equally vigorous 

( 1) Collins Fontana ( 1967 ). 

( 2) Ibid. p. 46 . It is only fair to say that eJsewhere Robinson 
i s at pains to point out that h~ is a Christian agnostic -
v . for example In the End God pp. 18 and 23 . 
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and relevant to the enquiries of this section of thes i s :-

''To express convictions going beyond s i ght and touch , the 

Bible , like all ancient literature, projects pictures (not 

of course , i ntended to be taken lit eral ly) of ' another 

world ' to which people ' go' when they die . Subsequent 

Chr i st ian t radition has elaborated these - and often dis-

tort ed them. 

The pictures themselves are s imply ways of trying to make 

the spiritual truth real and vivid to the imagination. If 

t hey help , well and good. But a lot of people today find 

it difficult to visualise anything after death. I am among 

them. 

But our commitment t o·. Christ is not for that r eason in 

doubt. OUR CONCERN IS WITH WORKING OUT THAT COMMITMENT HERE 

.AND NOW, WITH WHAT EI'ERNAL LIFE - REAL LIFE - MEANS IN THIS 

SITUAT ION" ( 1 ) • 

Robins on' s f i nal sentence unequivocally direct s the attention to an 

exist ential interpretation of " et ernal life". Before this line of 

thought is followed up, it is worth noting his claim of agnosticism, 

particularly in the light of D.Z. Phillips' strictures on such a 

claim. Phillips stat es :-

"At this point a philosophical and popular agnosticism is 

likely to be introduced into the argument. Someone is likely 

to say that we just do not know what happens to a human being 

aft er he dies ,,( 2). 

Happily, unlike the agnostic Phillips envisages, who does not 
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recognise that the question of the adequacy of our language to express 

(1) Lo c . cit. :r.tr capitals in the final sent ence . 

( 2 ) Death and Immort al ity p. 14. 



what is meant by a life beyond the grave is of little relevance to 

the central issue of whether it means anything to talk of life 

after death , Robinson provides a comprehensive rationale of the 

vi ews stated above , in his eschatological treatise In the Ehd God, 

a book well summarised by the end cover quotation :-

" Christian eschatology is neither a tentative guess at how 

in distant ages the evolutionary process may work out ; nor 

is it a specific programme of immediate catastrophe. It is 

the lighting up of a new dimension of life ~,,( 1). 

This quotation does indicate very clearly Robinson ' s overall posi-

tion, a position which is grounded in the theological concept of 

" realised eschatology,,( 2 ) and which views all theological assertions 

about the beginning and end of things as derived from present aware-

ness of God. Thus :-

"Every truth about eschatology is ips o facto a truth about 

God. That is valid for all religion. But for the Judaeo-

Christian religion the converse is also true; namely , that 

every statement about God is ips o facto an assertion about 

the end , a truth about eschat ology,,( 3). 

There can be little doubt that Robinson provides a much needed 

existential clarification and emphas i s here at a time when many 

people gain the impression that Christians ( at least in so far as 

their worship and belief are concerned ) are little concerned with 

the significance of their faith in or for the present-day world. 

(1) This quotation is in fact extracted from the text itself 
Ope cit . p. 135. 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 69 footnote 2. 

( 3 ) Ibid. pp 85 ff . 
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Becaus e of his declared posit i on , Robinson sees the core of Christian 

eschatology as being located i n the doctrine of resurrection , and 

he argues against doctrines of both survival after death and immor

tality( 1). For him , the doctrine of resurrection is expressive of 

a Christian hope which do es not rest in anythi ng human but in the 

unchangeable relationship of love in which men are created and held. 

The distinction between the Christian view of resurrection and death 

and immortality , may be summarised as follows ( 2):-

a . The Christian hope of eternal life rests solely on its 

doctrine of God and not on its doctrine of man. Man in him-

self is nothing ( Cf . 1 Peter 1. 24 quot i ng Isaiah 40 . 6), but 

God will not allow his loved ones to "see corruption" -

rather he will claim f or them a life of eternal fellowship 

with himself aft er death. 

b . Since Christianity rests its doctrine of eternal life 

entirely on God and not on man , it has no place for any view 

of conditional immortality . 

c . All men will be raised from the dead ; the relationship 

which makes humanity human is indestruct ible . ~ernal life 

is however , essentially and ineluctably to know God and to 

be with him. Thus there is an element of judgement 
(3 ) 

involved - no escape from God is possible. 

d . The whole man will be raised , i . e . the Christian doctrine 

( as has already been noted above (4 )) is a doctrine which speaks 

of the resurrection of man ' s body not of the survival of his 

"soul" or "spirit ". 

( 1) Ibid. pp. 85 ff . 

( 2 ) Ibid. pp. 91 ff . 

Cf . also Robinson ' s Chapter " Preaching Judgement ". In 
On Being the Church in the World pp. 135 ff . 

(4 ) v . supra p. 141. 
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Detailed treatment of this concept is of course to be found 

in Robinson ' s earlier work The Body: a study in Paul ine Theo logy(1). 

There are two points to note of fundamental importance regarding 

his int erpretation of this doctrine :-

1 . The doctrine of bodily resurrection i s not a forecast but 

a myth(2) , that is it is :-

" •••• the representat ion , in this as the most scient ific form , 

of a truth which is integral to the total biblical understand-

ing of God ' s relationship to man; the t 'ru th, namely , that the 

whole of God ' s workmanship is of eternal value to himself and 

cannot ultimately be lost ,,( 3 ) 

Any view of the resurrection body which sees it as the literally 

resurrected human body is one which is speculatively misplaced , and 

which forms no part of the Christian doctrine of the Last Things . 

For:-

" •••• in the myth , the relation between this present body and 

that of the resurrection must be represented both as one of 

non- identity and y et of continuity. On the one hand , the 

resurrection body cannot be pictured simply as the present 

body going on - and yet it must be this body , this personality , 

transformed , and not another , if continuity of full personal 

existence is to be preserved (and not lost or interrupted, as , 

for instance , in theories of absorption or incarnation ),,(4) . 

S. C. M. Press ( 1952 ). 

The interpretation of this term in a theological context has 
been outlined earlier - v . In the Ehd God pp. 74 ff . 

Ibid. p. 101. 

Ibid. pp. 102- 3. I have drawn attention to Geach ' s insistence 
on this point in the philosophical argument v . pp . 141-8 supra. 



2. The dual nature of the original (and largely Pauline) 

doctrine must not be lost sight of, i. e . its positing of two resur-

rections , of Christians to a temporary Messianic kingdom on earth , 

and of a later and general ultimate resurrection of all men to 

judgement ( 1). 

The rea l s ignificance then for Robinson of the doctrine of 

resurrection , lies in the fact that it is, like the whole of the 

eschatological myth, descriptive of something that is both a present 
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posses sion and an ultimate hope. He is decisive in declaring that:-

"The one thing it (i. e . the doctrine of resurrection) does 

not describe i s something that is going to be acquired upon 

the moment of death •••• It is only in the last day when 

all things are restored that the new corporality will be 

compl et e" ( 2 ) • 

Now les t it be thought that despite all these various clarifications , 

Robinson's ultimate position is still essentially open to philoso-

phical obj ection of the kind indicated at an earlier point in this 

chapter, it should be noted that he places the doctrine of resur-

rection it s l f within the whole pr ocess of man's redemption which 

is:-

" the process of a building up of the body of Christ •••• 

Each individual, when and as he comes into Christ, begins to 

put on the new man. The resurrection of the body begins , not 

at death , but at baptism ( cf. 1 Cor. 15.29). What happens at 

death does not concern the new body, but the old. For it is 

then that this latt er , represent ing the dissolving solidarity 

of the present order, is finally stripped away. The natural 

(1) Ibid. p. 105· 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 108-9· 



man at present sees all men ' according to the flesh ' in Adam , 

and in the comforting solidarity which that provides . God 

sees all men in Christ , and only in so far as they are in the 

solidarity of his body will they be ' at home ' (2 Cor. 5.8). 

for ultimately there will be no other : the body of Christ is 

the only corporeity which is ' et ernal in the heavens ' . Not 

till a man has put on ~ will he know salvation ; and not 
I 
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till all have found themselves in it , and everything is finally 

summed up in Christ , will this sal vat ion be complet e for any" ( 1) • 

In summary , Robinson ' s main contribution to the discussion , 

is to show the inadequacy , indeed mistakenness of any concept of 

Christ ian eschatology which int erprets the m~thical pic'rue- language 

of the New Testament and doctrinal terminology as if it were literal 

and scientific forecasting. ESsentially his emphasis is on the 

pres ent ground of all eschatological statements , and few would deny 

the value of such an emphasis or its validity. One of the greatest 

difficulties of his treatment , however , is his continuous use of 

phrases such as that in the quotation directly above :-

" God sees all men in Christ •••• " 

That is , there are in his writing, frequent occasions where it is 

difficult to see any clear indication of difference in his use of the 

term " God" from traditional , supranaturalistic conceptions . This 

despit e his avowal of panentheism, of the " end of God" as tradit ion-

ally understood in his opening chapter , and the God = Love (agape ) 

= Christ equation , which pervades this particular book as it does 

most of his other and later works . Nevertheless , the clear direc-

tion of eschatological concern "to a now and for a now" does mean 

that the philosophical examination begun earlier in this chapter can 

(1) Ibid. p. 109. 



be cont inued i n terms of t eas ing out s ome exist ent ial int erpretat ion 

of death and immortality as it relates to the individual ' s life in 

the present . It i s to thi s task that attention will now be given . 

v. 

The most promising philos ophical explication of death and 

immortality in the exi s t ential context , that is as it relates to and 

affects men in their everyday lives , is that s uggested by D. Z . 

Phillips in his monograph Death and Immortality to which r eference 

has been made earli er . Phillips suggests that the concept of 

immortality as it concerns the believer is one that has operational 

s ignificance , i . e . it is a religious picture by which his whole 

life s ty 9 i s regulated. His argument is basicall y clear and 

straightforward and it begins with the premise that neitpe~ the 

bel iever nor the un "eliever s urvive their deaths . This position 

is of course , utterly antithetical to the traditional Christ ian 

doctrine , with its clear stat ement of belief in the " resurrect ion 

of the body" which was outlined and discussed at an earlier stage in 

the present chapter( 1). It has also been not ed that Robinson , 

whilst rejecting a literal ~surrection of the body , and , in the 

present author ' s view rightly s tressing the vital relationship of 

Chris tian eschatology to the Christian life now, nevertheless holds 

1 Jb 

out a hope of ultimate resurrection , about which he can only describe 

hims elf as an agnostic , and which is itself centred and validated 

in the love of God in Christ ( 2 ). 

( 1 ) v . supra pp. 141 ff . 

(2) v . supra pp. 151 f . and p . 154 in particular. I have drawn 
attention to Robinson ' s tendency to use traditional theological 
s t at ement s s omewhat randomly and without qualification , when in 
fact h e does not intend them t o be read traditionally . There 
is however , no doubt that the phrase "the love of God in Christ " 
can be given considerable existential significance , indeed a 
great deal of our underst anding of the God = agape = Chris t dis
cussion turns upon this very point as has been indicated at an 
earlier stage ( v . supra pp. 22-28 and passim). 
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There does seem to be an unbridgeable gap between the two approaches , 

and an impass e which cannot in any way be resolved in the individ-

ually conceived of area of human hope regarding resurrection . 

Robinson possesses such a hope , Phillips does not . Nevertheless 

the difference in interpretation of the concept of death and immor-

tality is by no means so wide - clearly nothing like that which 

would exist between say , a traditional catholic theologian and 

Phillips ! 

Neither the believer then nor the unbeliever survive their 

deaths . Both however , live distinct lives of their own , and in 

the case of the believer , the " picture" that he holds of irrrnortality 

- it includes all the various aspects making up that picture , e . g. 

the meeting with loved ones , God ' s judgement , family reunions and 

so on - has a significant effect upon the kind of life he lives . 

It is as if these " pictures" were mirrors in which he sees his own 

way of life reflected and judged. Thus :-

" Philosophical discussion of the immortality of the soul can 

now be something other than attempts to find out whether we 

do or do not live on after death ; they can be attempts to 

appreciat e the cont ext s in whi ch talk a bout et ernal life has 

moral and religious significance" ( 1 ) • 

Such moral and religious significance lies in specific areas of con·' 

cern . In the sphere of morality for instance , it is eminently rea-

sonable to say that when phrases such as " losing one ' s soul", 

"selling one ' s soul", damning one ' s soul" are used in ordinary 

speech , they are understood as being descriptive of the kind of life 

(1) Phillips Ope cit . p. 48 . 



the person concerned is l iving, not as preci se indications of the 

stat e of some part of the body which is the "s oul". Nor i s the con-

t ext of the soul ' s immortality to do with the extent of time which 

a pers on will survive , parti cularly after death , but with t he 

" r eality of goodness", i . e . that in t erms of which human life i s to 

be assessed. Phillips ' argument is completed by an explication of 

this latt er stat ement , the believer assesses the stat e of his own 

soul :-

" .... i n the light of its relationship to beliefs in the 

Fatherhood and Love of God. The notions of the fatherhood 

and love of God const! t ut e et ernal life , the life of God , 

towards which the s oul aSPires "( 1). 

In the sphere of the specifically religious s ignificance of 

the notion of immortality , this i s seen at its deepest l evel in 

what is signi fied by the believer ' s "dying to himself", that i s in 

his ceasing to see himself as the centre of his own world , his 

recognition (rather a difficult concept this ) that he has no claims 

on the way things go , his realisation that his own life is not a 

"t (2) neces s J. y • All this i s symbolised by the event of death itself 

_ but paradoxically , eternal life f or the believer is :-

" •••• part i cipation in the life of God , and this life has to 

do wit h dying to the self , seeing that all things are a gift 

from God , that nothing is ours by right or necessity,,( 3 ). 

OPe cit . p. 45. 

Ibid. pp . 52- 3. Cf . Weil S. Waiting on God p. 151, and R. A. 
Wil liams ' inst ancing of this in the life of Jesus in his book 
True Resurrect ion pp. 8- 9. 
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Ibid. p. 55. The fundamentally existential int erpretation of 
"God ' s reality" should be .noted here . Phillips makes this quite 
clear in his next stat ement - " In learning by cont emplation , 
attention , renunciation , what forgiving , thanking, loving etc . 
mean in these cont exts , the b eliever is participating in the 
reality of God ; this is what we mean by God ' s reality". 



Phill ips foll ows up this basic interpretation by a somewhat complex 

exposition of its relationship to the ascript ion of " eternal predi

cates " to the dead(1). 

In essence then , the beli ever lives his l~fe i n the light of 

prescriptive " rel i gious pictures", of which the picture of death 

and immortality i s one . To ask him whether the pictures are true 

are not , as if they were empirical propositions capable of proof, 

i s an entirely mistaken approach , for:-

"It i s of the utmost philosophical importance to recognise 

t hat for the believers these pictures constitut e truths , 

truths which form the essence of life's meaning for them. 

To ask s omeone whether he thinks these beliefs are true is not 

to ask him to produce evidence for them, but rather to ask him 

whet her he can live by them, whether he can digest them, 

whether they constitute food for him. If the answer is in the 

affi rmat ive then no doubt there will be factual consequences 

for him. I f a man does believe that death has no dominion 

over the unity of the family , that the family are one in 

h eaven , he will make decisions and react in ways very unlike 

the man who holds ideas such as that everyone has his own 

life to live , that the old have had their chance and should 

make way for the young, that noone should stand in anyone 

else ' s way , and s o on . In this way, belief may not simply 
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determine one's reaction to events that befall one, but actually 

determine what one takes the alternatives to be,,(2). 

(1) Ibid. pp. 56 ff . 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 71. 



It would seem that Phillips ' fundamental int erpretat ion throughout , 

of theological statements as " pictures" bears some affinity to the 

position of R. B. Braithwaite , which is expressed in his familiar 

article "An :Empiricist ' s View of Religious Belief" ( 1). It is however 

only an assumption that he uses such expressions as "the Fatherhood 

of God", "a gift from God" in this way , and there is no doubt that 

elsewhere he is critical of Braithwaite , describing his account of 

religious belief as "hopelessly inadequate,,( 2 ). It would thus seem 

necessary also to assume that along with the " picture" there is 

given some s ort of " divine grace,,( 3 ), and this appears to be more 

closely related to a traditional supranaturalistic conception of 

divine grace than to its existential interpretation as motivati on 

and stimulation of the human will , based on commitment to the agape-

istic life of Jesus. There is a sense in which Phillips gives the 

impression of holding both conceptions together in a way which defies 

precise analysis , although much of the emphasis in the argument lies 

in the relationship of the theological statements or beliefs to the 

day to day life of the believer , rather than to traditional supra-

naturalistic concepts . Obviously it would be of considerable value 

and interest if Phillips ' precise explication of his concept of God 

were known . 

VI . 

To sum up , an attempt has been made in this chapter to set to 

rights the imbalance that occurs when , to use R.A. Williams ' words , 
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( 1 ) In Ramsey I . T. (Ed ) Christian ~hics and Contemporary Philosophy 
pp. 53 ff . 

(2 ) The Concept of Prayer p. 68. 

( 3 ) Ibid. loc . cit . 



considerat ion of the concept of resurrection is naturally assumed :-

" •••• to be a discussion either about what can be held to have 

happened i n the environs of J erusalem and Galilee on the third 

day after Jesus was crucified , or about what can be held to be 

in st ore for us aft er our own death" ( 1 ) • 

Williams does not of course deny that such considerations are relevant 

in the areas of either theology or philosophy. What he wishes to make 

absolutely clear (and it is hoped that this chapter has been equally 

clear in this respect ), is that to limit discussion purely to these 

areas , involves a process which " pushes resurrect ion out of the 

present into the past and future,,( 2 ). The result is that explorations 

of the existential significance of the concepts of death and immorta-

lity such as those which have been explicated here , are not pursued , 

for :-

" .... this banishing of the resurrection to past and future . ... 
saves us from a lot of reality and delivers us from a great deal 

of fear . It has , in short , the advantage of safeguarding us 

from life,, ( 3 ) . 

The key to the meaningfulness of the concept of resurrection 

and immortality , has in this present study , been shown to be their 

relationship to and significance for contemporary personal experience 

that is , the present possibility of resurrection of body and mind 

revealed in a life style which transcends the drabness and mediocrity 

which is characteristic of the lives of many people today in respect 

both of their work situations and their personal hopes and aspirations . 

( 1 ) True Resurrect ion p. 4. 

( 2 ) Ibid. p. 8. 

( 3 ) Ibid. loc o cit . 
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Such a transformation as that envisaged here is firmly centred in the 

life , death and resurrection of Jesus , the "man for others", whose 

personal life and whose ultimate triumph in that life serve to moti-

vate and assure us in a similar process of regeneration . As Dr . Alec 

Vidler has aptly written(1 ) of R. A. Williams ' book , all the emphasis 

in True Resurrection is on the second clause of the Easter hymn :

" Christ is risen ; WE are risen" ( 2 ). 

This clause might well be said to encapsulate the arguments of the 

present chapter regarding death and immortality. Indeed , paradoxic-

ally , instead of relating the traditional sentence which follows only 

to the service for the Burial of the Dead , it can be seen that it 

also expresses as fittingly the true significance of day to day 

Christian experience , and the true meaningfulness of the Christian 

"way":-

" In the midst of life we are in death,,( 3). 

" Resurrection as a matt er of personal experience". Times 
article 1st April , 1972 . 

Bishop Christopher Wordsworth ( 1807-85 ). English HYmnal no . 127 . 
my capitals . 

Prayer "At the Burial of the Dead". Anglican Book of Common 
Prayer ( 1662 ). 
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CHAPTER 8 

HEAVEN ANn HELL 

I . 

' 'He descended into hel l •••••• he ascended into Heaven". 

Thus Christians speak in the Apost l es ' Creed of the action of Jesus , 

as they recount the events of his saving ministry. It is not unnatural 

that heaven and hel l are frequently classed together they are after 

all , antithetical "places " or "states ". It was with some surprise 

nevertheless , that the present writer , looking up ''heaven '' in Alan 

Richardson ' s Theological Word Book of t he Bible , found the cryptic 

instruction:-

' 'HEAVEN (S) v. HELL "J (1) 

At the outset of this attempt t o tease out newer philosophical insights 

into these obviously closely- r elated and initially eschatological con-

cept s , it is important to understand something of their traditional and 

historical significance in the fi eld of religious thought . 

''Hell '', originally the ''hidden '' place (v. He l or Hela - the Norse 

Goddess of the Dead( 2)) is used in the English version of the New 

Testament to translate two words : Hades and Gehenna. For a clear 

N T tent texts it is important t o note in 
understanding of the ew es am 

which sense the word is used :-

f the Greek god of the dead and the word 
HADES was the name 0 

came to mean also the place of the god ' s abode . 
In the Bible it 

. that it came to be used as a synonym 
seems a reasonable progress~on 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

Op . cit . p . 105· 
. Britannica p. 392 et ale 

v. Encyclopaed~a -
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f or the Hebrew word "She 01 " ( Si N \.fl' ) vi z. the place beneath the 

earth , the underworld , to which the ancient Hebrews believed their 

"spiri t " would go after death ( 1). The New Testament significance of 

the word was thus to describe a state of the dead between death itself 

and the final judgement . It is used eight times(2 ). 

GEHENNA on the other hand , was originally the name for the valley 

of Hinnom on the western side of Jerusalem. Because of its use as a 

rubbish dump , and the fact that fires were constantly burning there , 

the word became descriptive of the place of abode of the Devil , his 

angels , and condemned spirits - who were believed to reside in a place 

of everlasting fire . The New Testament has some seven references to 

Gehenna( 3). 

In turning to consider the traditional Christian doctrine of 
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Heaven and Hell , it is immediately apparent that one of the most important 

formatory influences on this doctrine is that of Man ' s free will . That 

is , that although God ' s purpose for man is salvation and the reward of 

eternal life ( 4 ), noone will be required t o fulfil this purpose against 

their will . Thus each person possessing free will also possesses the 

potential to be disobedient to God ' s will and the capacity to remain 

impenitent . Such disobedience and impenitence is rightly described in 

Christian terms as being in a state of ''hell '', and the converse -

obedience to God ' s will and penitence in his sight - as being in a state 

of 'heaven". An analysis such as this finds a good deal of support in 

the New Testament viz :-

(2 ) 

V. Oesterley W. O. E. and Robinson T. H. Hebrew Religion ; Its 
Origin and Development pp . 358 ff . for elaboration of this belief . 

e . g. The Parable of Dives and Lazarus : Luke 16. 23 ff . and v . 
--- (I "" Abbott- Smith - Manual Greek Lexicon of the N. T. under ~O~S 

for further instances . ) 

e . g. Mark 9. 47 ( Cf . Matth. 5. 22 ) and v . Abbott- Smith ibid. under 
'7 &€;Vv-J... for other instances . 

V John 3. 16 - 19 ; 1 Tim. 2. 4 ; 2 Peter 3. 9 et al e .-



"It is good for thee to enter into life maimed rather than 

having thy two hands to go into he l l into the unquenchable 

fire " (~9.43 ). 

or 

'~hen shall he say also unto them on the left hand , Depart 

from me ye cursed , into the eternal fire which is prepared 

for the devil and his angels " (Matthew 25 . 41 ). 

The parable of the Wheat and the Tares and its explanation (Matthew 

13. 41) lends further support to this view of hell . Similarly such 

texts as Jesus ' words to the penitent thief :-

"Today shalt thou be with me in Paradise ,,( 1) (~23.43 ). 
or his words to his disciples :-

"In my Father ' s house are many mansions " ...... 
give substance to this view of heaven. 

One further point which it is instructive to note at this initial 

stage of the discussion of heaven and hell , is made by C. B. Moss . 

Moss points out that it is important to examine beliefs in heaven and 

hell with the aim of clarifying these concepts in terms of the non-

inclusion in their meaning of notions which do not necessarily belong 

t o them e . g . the notion of men being condemned though they were ignorant 

of the Gospe l , or of hell as eternal physical torture etc .(2). The 

acc ount which Moss gives of the traditional belief concerning heaven 

is worth quoting in full as it gives an excellent picture of the salient 

points which will form an int roduction to the newer treatment of the 

subject which follows . He writes :-

[; TtcLec{?> ~ \.. (')05 - another New Testament word for the abode 
of the (blessed) dead : v . Abbott- Smith ibid. pp . 338 - 9. 

(2) V. Moss C. B. - The Christian Faith p. 452 f . 
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"Those who will be acquitted in the General Judgement (which 

will confirm and make public the decision already given in the Particular 

Judgement) will be those who have been forgiven . The "righteous " are 

not those who have not sinned , for there are no such persons , but those 

who have been freed from sin and reconciled to God through Our Lord 

Jesus Christ . St . Matt . xxv. 22 shows that these will include many who 
) 

in this life were outside the covenant of God ( TroL'J'Tol To£. e 9v'l 

all the nations ), but who, having lived according to the knowledge that 

they had , will have been saved through Jesus Christ , though they did 

not know him (Acts iv. 12 : cf . Isa. xlv. 4 ). 

The eternal life which Our Lord promised is not something which 

is to begin after the end of this world; it begins already in this life . 

It is union with God , which grows more and more here and in the inter-

mediate state , to be made complete when the Resurrection of the Body 

and the General Judgement are followed by admission into Heaven. It is 

not absorption : we are to continue f or ever as persons : Heaven is not 

the Nirvana of the Buddhists , because the Buddha offered men escape from 

life , whereas our Lord came that they might have life and might have it 

more abundantly ( St . John x .1 0). Union with God will include union with 

our fellow men ; we expect that every society of men , of every kind , which 

has in this life helped to fulfil God ' s purpose will be found in Heaven 

in a completely satisfying and eternal form ; as Browning says in "Abt 

Vogler"( 1 ) • 

( 1) Browning ' s words are :-

"There shall never be one lost good S What was, shall live 
as before ; 

The evil is null , is nought , is silence implying sound. 
What was good shall be good , with , for evil , so much 

good more ; 
On the earth the broken arcs j in the heaven a perfect 

round". 
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Above all , eternal life will bring us to the Beatific 

Vi sion , to the full en joyment and worship of God , and the employ-

ment therein of all our powers . This is the purpose for which we 

were made , and is therefore the environment to which every part 

of us will be completely adapted. In our present existence we 

cannot imagine this , and it is useless to speculate about it . 

The symbolical language of the Revelation and other parts of the 

Bible about Heaven is not to be taken literally ; the reality is 

such as no human language could possibly express . 

The love , by our capacity for which we see most clearly 

that we are made in the image of God , will be completely satis-

fied ; and therefore we shall be wholly occupied in the worship and 

the service of God. We shall no longer be capable of the slightest 

opposition to His Wi ll : and for that reason , the condition of 

change lessness , which seems to us now so difficult to reconcile 

with happiness , will be the condition of perfect joy ; for St . 

Augustine ' s words will have been fulfilled , and our heart will 

be no longer restless , because it will have found rest in the 

Beatific Vision of the Trinity in Uni ty"( 1 ) • 

Such traditional doctrinal language as this might well be thought to 

present a view with which J . A. T. Robinson would find himself at 

variance . It is therefore to his contemporary explication of the c on-

cepts of heaven and hell that attention will now be turned. 

(1) Moss C. B. - ibid. pp . 454 - 5. 



II . 

A useful starting point for a consideration of Robinson ' s views 

is his somewhat blunt statement that many people have in their minds a 

misconception of the biblical usage of ''heaven ''. He writes :-

"'Heaven ' is neve r in fact used in the Bible for the destination 

of the dying : it stands for the dwelling-place of God and of 

Christ and of those who even now share his eternal life ,,( 1) . 

This point is further emphasised in his chapter on "Life after Death" 

in But t ha t I can ' t believel where he states :-

'~o express convictions going beyond sight and touch, the Bible , 

like all ancient literature , projects pictures (not of course , 

intended to be taken literally) of ' another world ' to which people 

' go ' when they die . Subse quent Chri stian tradition has elaborated 

these - and often distorted them. 

The pictures are simply ways of trying to make the spiritual 

truth real and vivid to the imagination. If they help , well and 

good. But a lot of people today find it difficult to visualize 

anything after death. I am among them ,,( 2 ). 

It seems then , as if Robinson has little to offer here other than 

these brief and rather negative observations on the subject of heaven. 

The quotation above does however suggest that behind the imagery of the 

Bible there i s in fact a "spiritual truth" about heaven which is dis-

cernible , so it is useful to try and find out what in Robinson ' s view , 

this truth is . Detailed examination of his writing with this purpose 

in mind seemed in the end to focus upon his expositi on of Philippians 

3. 20 - 21 ( 3) in On Being the Church in the World :- He makes three 

(1) In the End God pp. 104 - 5. 

( 2 ) Op. cit . p . 46. 

( 3) The text reads : '~or our citizenship is in heaven ; from whence 
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also we await a Saviour , the Lord J esus Christ: who shall fashion 
anew the body of our humiliation that it may be conformed to the 
body of his glory ,. according .to th~, working whereby he is able even 
to subject all thlngs unto hlmself • 



relevant and important point s :-

"(1) First , our commonwealth or citizenship is in heaven. What

ever else that means , it means that heaven is where we already 

belong. 'Passports for heaven ' is a phrase which sums up one 

whole way of thinking about Christianity. But if the Christian 

holds a passport , it is not a passport to get him to heaven ( at 

death ), but a passport from heaven to live within this world as 

the r epresentative and ambassador of a foreign style of life . 

In Moffatt ' s inspired rendering , the Church ' s function is to be 

a colony of heaven - because its members are already by baptism 

citi zens of heaven. If they only became so as they migrated from 

this world they would be a lot of good in this world l 

(2 ) The sec ond point i . that the Christian hope is not so much 

a hope for heaven as a hope from heaven : for ' from it we await 
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a SaviOur , the Lord Jesus Christ '. The heart of the Christian 

hope is not that the housing committee of the celestial city 

council will one day move us from this slum to that ' other country ' 

of Cecil Spring-Rice ' s hymn , ' whose shining bounds increase ' as 

' soul by soul and silently ' death transfers from earth to heaven 

those who are on its list . The heartof the Christian hope is 

rather that the life of God (heaven ) will so penetrate the life 

of man ( earth ) that God ' s will shall be done on earth as it is in 

heaven. Of that movement from God to man the Incarnationis the 

pledge , the Parousia is the promise . For with the c omplete coming 

of Christ into everything , there is promised that new heaven and 

new earth which , as the Seer saw, must also come down out of 

heaven from God. 

( 3) But thirdly , what is the relation of the new to the old? 

This is the crucial point f or our attitude to all the things of 

this world - to politics , economics and everything else . And, 
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contrary to what is usually supposed , this is where the resur-

rection of the body comes in - not with death but with drains . 

According to a dominant, if not the dominant, Christian tradi-

tion, the world is regarded as a vast transit camp, in which 

the Church ' s job is to issue tickets for heaven and pack people 

off to paradise , leaving this old collection of Nissen buts to 

tumble and decay. But according to the Chri stian gospel God 

has prepared some bett e r thing for the work of his hands . The 

gospel of the r e ign of God is not the salvaging of souls from 

a maSS of perdition, but the 'redemption of the body', that is, 

the reintegration of the whole man in all his relationships, 

physical and spiritual, in a new solidarity which creates person-

ality rather than destroys it. And the gospe l goes on to insist 

that this new man has already been created, in the body of Christ , 

and that within the l i fe of the Church the new God-given structure 

of existence has even now begun to penetrate and transform the 

world. I nt o that new structure of existence the whole body of 

our present life is ultimate ly to be taken up and conformed to 

his glorious body, 'by the power which enables him even to sub-

ject all things to himself'. 

Such is the Christian ' s goal, the new world order, of which within 

this world he is the ambassador and agent. And he will no more 

think it irrelevant to his life here than the Communist will lose 

sight of his ideal and (as he believes) coming society. What 

is irrelevant is that particular breaking point in the old order ..... 
which we call death, and the pagan notion, endorsed by so much 

Christian spirituality, that life is the preparation for death. 

Concentration on that is what really takes the Christian ' s eye 

off the ball and makes him spiritually self-centred and politically 



futile . As if for risen men whose real death is behind them , 

the moment of physical death can any longer be the focus of 

their gaze ! Our gaze as Christians is not at death , nor even 

beyond it at the skies , but at God ' s world from the other side 

of it . And from there , where Christ is seated at the right hand 

of God , ' 0 death , where is thy victory? 0 grave , where is thy 

sting? ' II( 1) • 

In brief , Robinson ' s "spiritual truth" is also firmly material - the 

traditional imagery of heaven refers to a present world and its 

pe oples gradually transformed into "Christlikeness". It is not there-

fore a mat ter of sacred and secular concerns in opposition , but the 

secular transformed by the sacred. As St . Paul puts it :-

" •••••• be not fashioned according to this world : but be ye 

transformed by the renewing of your mind , that ye may prove what 
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is the good and acceptable and perfect will of God " (Romans 12 . 2 ). 

III . 

The "spiritual truth" at the heart of the traditional images 

of hell is subject to roughly the same treatment as that of heaven 

in Robinson ' s book But that I can ' t believe ! Here , in a short chapter , 

he sets the tone of the examinati on by an opening question :

''Whatever has happened to hell?,,( 2) 

and follows it with a swin§!ing attack upon "popular" presentati ons of 

hell which he considers to be blatant appeals to horror and violence . 

Church murals depicting hell were , he states :-

(1) Ibi d . pp . 132 ff . 

( 2 ) p. 47 . 



" •••• • • the horror comics of the day - published by the Church . 

And the worst were posit ively sadistic ,,( 1) • 

Nevertheless , although the Church ( and even Billy Graham!) may have 

stopped preaching a doctrine of hell- fire and damnat ion, Robinson 

notes that the word and its accompanying imagery sti ll retains a place 

in the secular world - in the titles of films and books and in news-

paper headlines . The context of such expressions is usually a portrayal 

of events which characterise the "dark side ", the "shadow side " of life , 

and the existence of this latte r cannot be ignored. The kind of 

experiences to which such expressi ons refer are usually these :-

"1. Experiences of suffering , frightfulness and torture -

physical or mental . Some things are so ghastly that they can 

only be described a s ' hell on earth ' or ' a living hell '. 

2. Experiences of madness - when reality , or the loss of 

reality , becomes unendurable . Many representations of hell 

have in fact been psychotic - descriptions of a nightmare world. 

3. Experiences of alienation - of being up against it in a 

relationship from which one cannot get away. A marriage can be 

' sheer hell '. ' Hell ' says Sartre in one of his plays , ' is 

other people ' ,,( 2 ) • 

For Robinson then , the imagery of both heaven and hell is the same : 

being with God for eve r . Some peop le will find that is heaven , some 

will f ind it hell . For most people "it ' s a bit of both ,,( 3). What is 

of great importance here is what Robinson really means by '~e ing with 

God for ever" and this is to some extent c larified by the passage which 

follows :-

(1) Loc . cit . 

( 2) Ibid. p . 48. 

(3 ) Ibid. p . 49. 
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'~he Christian believes that life has a grain running 

through it . The world is made a certain way - for love . To 

try to liye one ' s life across it is ultimately hell : there is 

no peace that way. 

But the grain is not like something in wood. It ' s more 

like something in a pers on. And to be across a person in whom 

one lives and moves and has one ' s being is a most ghastly pros-

pect . It is Sartre ' s ' hell is other people ' only more so . 

People have experienced hell in different ways . Some have 

felt it as sheer dereliction , as dropping out of God ' s l ove into 

a dark and meaningless abyss . Hence those ladders in the murals . 

Others have found the reality they cannot tolerate only 

too close . It burns them up. It lacerates them. 

I do not believe in a God who is content for any finally 

to l i ve with him and find it hell . But I cannot take the love 

of God - or for that matter human love - seriously without taking 

the agony of it equally seriously. 

In that sense I believe in hell . It ' s no kindness to 

encourage anyone to think that life can be lived at any depth 

without the shadows . Being in love - and that ' s what the 

Christian thinks is our ultimate element is a searing process ,,(1). 

Despite the reappearance yet again in this passage of what appears to 

be supranaturalistic terminology e . g. "a dropping out of God ' s love " 

or "a God who is content for any finally to live with him", it seems 

clear that Robinson is describing the states of heaven and hell as the 

degree to which human beings relate to the ultimate reality which is love . 

So there is no fundamental inconsistency in his position here from that 

( 1) Loc . cit . 



outlined in the earlier section of this thesis ( 1) - despite the fact 

that he still uses traditional terminology to express the basic truth 

which is for him inherent in the concepts of heaven and hell . 

Robinson also finds support in the thought of Jffrgen Moltmann 

who writes about the significance of traditional eschatological images 

in the following way :-

" •••••• the question is no longer what these traditional images 

seek to communicate about the future , but rather what it is 

they express about human nature ,,( 2 ). 

A similar (although rather more metaphysical ) view is put forward by 

Karl Ralmer , who in his chapter ''The life of the Dead" in Theological 

Investigations Vol . 4 ( 3), is particularly concerned with the temporal 

significance of traditional terminology relating to the states of 

heaven and hell within the context of "eternity". He writes :-

"In realit y , it is lE. time , as its own mature fruit , that 

' eternity ' comes about . It does not come ' after ' the time we 

experienced , in order to prolong time ; it eliminates time by 

being released from the time that was for a while so that the 

definitive could come about in freedom. Eternity is not an 

immeasurably long-lasting mode of pure time , but a mode of the 

spirit and freedom which are fulfilled in time , and hence can 

only be comprehended in the light of the correct understanding 

of spirit and freedom (4 )". 

v. supra. Chapters 1 and 2 passim. 
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v. his chapter ''The End of History" in Hope and Planning p . 168 
and Cf . also his chapter '~odus Church : Observations on the 
Eschatological Understanding of Christianity in Modern Society" in 
Theology of Hope pp. 304 ff . Norman Pittenger takes a similar view 
in his article "Beyond the fashion of this present world" (The Times 
25th November , 1972 ) and notes that the eschatological motif " •••••• 
cannot be taken literally ; but it can and should be taken seriously". 

pp . 347 ff . 

Ibid. p . 348. 



Thus Rahner maintains :-

IV. 

" •••••• we meet the living dead , even when they are those who 

are loved by us , in faith , hope and love , that is , when we open 

our heart s to the silent calm of God himself , in which they live ; 

not by calling them back to whe re we are , but by descending into 

the silent et ernity of our own hearts , and through faith in the 

ri sen Lord , creating in time the eternity which they have brought 

for ever"( 1 ) • 

In the previ ous chapter concerned with Death and Immortality , 

it was pointed out that J. A. T. Robinson ' s overall approach to the 

question of the significance of Christ ian eschatology is firmly root ed 

in the theological concept of "r ealised eschatology". For Robinson:-

"Christian eschat ology •••••• is the lighting up of a new 

dimensi on of life now,,( 2 ). 

The traditional eschatological doctrines of Heaven and Hell take their 

place in such a scheme of contemporary human enlightenment . '~tri-

cationist " theology no longer has any validity in present day Christian 

thought , and the old view of Heaven and Hell as "places " to which man ' s 

body , soul or spirit i s c onsigned after death,has been shown in this 

chapte r to be a notion which is neit her meaningful nor theologically 

acceptable to ' 'man c ome of age " (to use Dietrich Bonhoeffer ' s phrase ). 

There is indeed , as Bishop F. R. Barry has recently suggested:-

" •••••• something wrong with an otherworldliness which appears 

to empty t his present life of meaning ,,( 3). 

(1) Ibid. pp . 353 - 4. 

( 2 ) V. supra p. 151. 

( 3 ) Article : "Understanding the real meaning of salvation ". In 
The Times 11 th November , 1972. 
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Hell then is that state of man ' s alienation from the ground of 

his being which is Love - in whatever situation such alienation comes 

about(1 ). As Bishop Barry again so aptly puts it :-

''The stench of hell is only too familiar to us ,,( 2). 

Heaven on the other hand , is that state of right relationship between 

men which may be described as Christocentric, that is , a relationship 

which is Christ- like in nature , and one in which agape is manifestly 

revealed. Viewed in the light of this interpretative key , the last 

verse of J . G. Whittier ' s famous hymn is a powerful analysis of man' s 

everyday experience :-

"Alone , 0 Love ineffable , 

Thy saving name is given ; 

To turn aside from thee is hell , 

To walk with thee is heaven,,( 3). 

I have already given a fairly extensive l i st of such situations 
in the quotation from Robinson's work on p.176 supra . 

The Times loc o cit . 

English Hymnal 408. 
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SECTION C 

The significance of the contemporary theological and 
philosophical positions outlined thus far, and their 
particular r e l evance to the present day understanding 
of traditional church teaching shown in Sect i on B, are 
explored in the light of their implications for present 
and future education in religion. 

"Just as in Switzerland there is only a small professional army 

whose sole task is to train a large territorial militia, so theologi-

ans should also form only a small professional army in the Church , 

with the tag of creating a large body of theological t erritorials". 

Heinz Zahrnt - The Question of God p. 12. 
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CHAPTER 9 

EDUCATION IN RELIGION : A CONTEMPORARY REVIEW 

I . 

It is now necessary to set down in detail the way in which any 

future pattern of education in r e ligion , based upon the agapeistic 

principle which has been the core r eferent of this thesis , could be 

implemented. Before doing so however , it is appropriate to look at 

the present state of education in r eligion in Britain with a view to 

exposing some of the difficulties that face religious educators , whether 

they are concerned in this process either within est abli shed t eaching 

institutions of schools and colleges , or in the denominational context 

of the Churches . What ever the teaching situation , one of the main problems 

for educators and student s (of any kind) has been that of coming to terms 

with the increasing secularity of contemporary s oci ety brought about by the 

rapid pace of industrial and societal change since the second world war , 

and the demand that religion should be r e l evant to everyday life (1). Change 

(1) I do not want he r e , to embark upon a l engthy s ociological analysis 
of these deve lopments . I have outlined the importance of the demand 
for relevance at the beginning of this thesis (pp . 1 ff ) and have 
r eferred to it pass im. I have also considered the "sacred/ secular " 
dichot omy at many points in my M.Ed. thesis . A considerable body of 
knowledge has been built up on the subject of religion and secular
isation , to which r ef e r ence has also been made frequently in my M.Ed. 
thesis passim. Thi s includes s uch r epresentative works as :-

Cox H. 
MacIntyre A. 
Mascall E. 
Pratt V. 
van Buren P. 
Wils on B. 

The Secular City. 
Secularization and Moral Change . 
The Seculari zation of Chri stianity. 
Re ligion and Seculari zation. 
The Secular Meaning of the Gospel . 
Religion in Secular Society. 

et al e 

Discussion of religion and secularisation is also an inherent part 
of much of the ''Death of God" thought e . g . in :-

Altizer T. J . J . and Hamilton W. 

Pelz W. and L. God is No More 

Radical The ology and the Death 
of God. 

et al e 

andL as has been indicated throughout , is seminal in the thought 
of ~illich , Bonhoeffer and Robinson. 
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itself is inevitable and should neither surprise nor confuse people t o 

the extent that it does . Tennyson pe rceptive ly wrote in his Idylls of 

the King:-

"The old or der changeth, yielding place to new, And God 

fulf ils himse lf i n many ways •••••• " 

No doubt many people t oday , as a r e sult of their experiences i n con-

temporary s ociety, are bette r able to adapt to change and are bette r 

able to cope wi t h i t a s a cont i nuing influence in their lives , than wer e 

their predecessor s . I ndeed "education for change" has become a necessary 

part of both professional and personal education at the pre sent time, and 

it cover s a wi de range of human concerns and activity. Unfortunately 

education in r e l igion has not on the whole seemed capable of achieving 

the s ame degree of accommodation of secular doubts and problems as have 

othe r forms of knowledge . It is of course true, as has been maintained 

earlier(1), t hat it is on ly in the past decade and commencing with 

Robins on' s work, that the product of contemporary theological debate and 

discussion has been made available in England to people at large via 

"popular" t heological writing(2) and the media - notable television. Ten 

years i s a ve r y short t ime indeed for any noticeable eff ect to be felt 

in general education , but the real disast e r of our time s for education in 

r e ligion , is that of l ost opportunity in that so f ew quali fi ed t eachers 

of r e ligi on are now available to I ill the enormous gap between the supply 

and demand for speciali s t t eachers of religious education in 

(1) V. Chapte r 1 supra pp. 3 ff. 

(2) I was inter ested to discover that R. S. Paul, speaking of the 
confusion in the Church and endeavouring to locate its cause, 
says , '~or the answer to this question we must turn not to the 
t omes of major theologians, but to those who wrote the paper
backs and capt ured t he headlines" - The Church in Search of Itself 
p. 201. 



sChoOls(1) . This seems to indicate the inability of students (not 

to mention the millions of people in all walks of life who have no 

commit-ment at all to any established form of religion) to accept that 

traditional religious belief and teaching make any substantive claim 

upon their live s , or gi ve any sort of relevance to the latter at the 

present time . What is also apparent to lecturers in colleges of edu-

cation and university departments of education , is that a very large 

number of students and teachers even though they are sympathetic to 

religious education , find themselves quite confused and often at a loss 

when they face the immediate teaching situation in school . This often 

appears to be because they are unable to articulate their fait h with 

conviction in a teaching context , even though they may be committed 

religiOUS people . An even more subtle and negative analySiS is that 

there are many people who profess to be committed , and who may even be 

regular churchgoers , who are unable to articulate their faith to them-

selves . Thus a massive re- education programme faces teachers in both 

Church and secular levels of education if religious belief and practice 

( and the principal referent of this thesis is of course Christian belief 

and practice) is to be equal to the strong challell8e of secularity and 

relevance . 

(1) Any edition of the Times Educational Supplement will prove my 
point in t e rms of the availability of such posts . The urgency 
of the situation at professional training level is illustrated 
by a paragraph from the 1974 Prospectus of Bede College , Durham , 
one of the oldest church colleges . Speaking of the Religious 
Studie s Department it states :-

I~he department welcomes any student whose wish is to 
deepen his knowledge and understanding of religion , whether 
he fe els committed to teaching Religious Studies or not. How
ever , we urge all who are drawn to these studies to consider 
carefully the great need which schools have for specialists in 
the subject , and the opportunities presented" ( op . cit . pp . 22 
- 3). 



II . 

An account has been given elsewhere of the development of the 

teaching of r eligi ous education in schools from the 1944 Education Act 

to the early 1970 ' s(1 ). This account describes the gradual decline of 

religion in both its moral and educational aspects over this period , 

and the complete and almost immediate non- realisation of the high hopes 

which the ~.liamentary legislators of the Act had for a new Britain 

grounded in traditional Christian religious belief and morality. Some 

early Agreed Syllabuses , which certainly in themselves marked a deci-

sive step forward in denominational co-operation as well as educational 

value , are set out and examined in the account ( 2), and some indications 

and sources are given of the considerable alarm which was felt at the 
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deteriorating conduct of young people in schools and their elders outside , 

during the decade 1950 - 1960 ( 3). What is vitally important to recog-

nise is that by 1960 the "permissive society" was indeed a reality and 

that a very large part of the population of Britain , young and old alike , 

had no frame of reference at all for its morality and conduct , due largely 

t o the declining influence of the Christian Churches (4 ). Thus religion 

c ontinued to be taught in schools , and the school day still began with a 

religious assembly (both of these aspects being legally compulsory), 

despite the ever - widening gap between the traditional content of the 

religious education given and its relationship to the attitudes , problems , 

and increasingly permissive life- styles seen in and adopted by society as 

a whole . 

(1) V. my M. Ed. thesis pp . 1 - 47 . 

( 2 ) Ibid. pp . 17 26 . 

( 3) Ibid. pp . 27 47 . 

(4 ) Ibid. pp . 44 47 . 



As ha s been st ated earlier(1), it was at this point early in 

the 1960 ' s that the ''new theology" and its attendant ''new morality" 

came into being, initially through the immediately popular and con-

troversial writing of J. A. T. Robinson. Honest to God was an attempt 

to bridge the gap mentioned above between traditional religion and con-

temporary secular man , and its vital significance in the process of 

reint erpret ation in the areas of theism , christology and morality has 

been clearly delineated( 2). By the time the newer revised Syllabuses 

of Religi ous Education were being published ( starting around 1967 ), 

much contemporary r eligious thought had been incorporated in these 

documents and they showed a much greater awareness of the realities 

and problems of modern life than their predecessors ( 3). They had also 

been modelled on contemporary educational principles , most n otably 

theorie s of children ' s cognitive development which have influenced so 

much modern educational practice and which has largely stemmed from 

the work of Piaget and other developmental psychologists . These syl-

labuses , with a f ew exceptions , significantly reflect the centrality 

of the agapeistic principle in Christian belief and practice and some 

are quite admirable (4 ), though there are many signs of the "theological 

course " about them. One of the most progressive syllabuses in terms 

of its open approach to religious education and its recognition of the 

need for relevance in religious teaching , is that of the Inner London 

( 1) V. suprap. ' . 

( 2 ) SUpra. pp . 3 - I,. 
( 3) The review which follows summarises my detailed findings -

v . my M. Ed. thesis pp. 129 - 143. 
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(4 ) I have reviewed selected syllabuses in my M.Ed. thesis pp . 131 ff ., 
indicating the degree of attention paid t o the ''new the ology" and 
the ''new morality", and noting specifically the points at which the 
agapeistic principle is explicitly mentioned. 
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Education Authority entit led Learning for Life(1) (1 968 ). The Lancashire 

Education Committee ' s syllabus Religion and Life (1 968 ) and the Essex 

Education Authority ' s syllabus Interchange (presently being revised) are 

equally commendable . In nearly all the syllabuses there is a great deal 

of evidence which suggests that the greater emphasis on personal rela-

tionships which is a feature of the rationale of several of them, has led 

t o an equivalent emphasis on the agapeistic principle. This is particularly 

apparent in the Primary sections of the syllabuses which are largely con-

cerned with inculcating attitudes basic to the concept of agape - "loving", 

"caring", ''kindness '', "forgiveness ", "other people", "neighbours ", are 

amongst those singled out for thematic treatment. In the Secondary sec-

tions also , considerable attention is devoted to the encouragement of an 

agapeistic attitude , but there is still a need for greater emphasi s on 

agape as a life-style, and for clarification of the word "love " which is 

ubiquitously present in all the syl labuses . Bearing in mind the problem 

which this word presents in both theological and popular usage (2), the 

fact that most syl l abuses assume that the concept of Christian love is 

self-explanatory is somewhat discouraging. What has been said about 

agape in this thesis reinforces the view that such an assumption can by 

no means be assured - indeed , there is a strong case for suggesting that 

the concept itself and its implications for a resultant life-style , to

gether with the full range of possibilities for its teaching (which will 

be considered later on), should be the focal point of any course of 

training involving teachers of religious education in schools and colleges. 

With regard to the personal morality which will result from commit en~ 

t o agape , the syllabuses do not go far enough in specifying the precise 

(1) 

(2) 

There is an excellent supplement to this syllabus entitled 
Living and Loving. 

v. supra pp. 22 ff. 



relationship of the principle of agapeistic love to moral thought and 

action. Again , as in the Primary sections, there are many di sseminated 

references to "caring", "personal relationships", "loving" etc . which 

would be given coherence if the agapeistic principle was c l earl y defined 

and understood. For it is important that whereas at the Primary stage , 

the cultivation of a loving attitude is best served by wide-ranging 

experiences and activities such as those suggested by nearly all the 

modern syl l abuses , at the Secondary s tage agape needs to be shown, seen 

and understood for what it i s - the root of Chri stian practice and the 

key to Christian morality. 

So then , whi l st it is encouraging that so much progress has been 

made in t he content and provision of r e ligious education in schools , 

both in the context of the spiritual needs of today ' s young people and 

the nature of the society in which they live, a great deal more has 

still t o be done . I t is now generally agreed that religious education 

does have a place in schools but that it should be "open" education - in 

keeping with the diversity of man' s religious experience and the increas

ingly multi- racial character of many of our educational institutions (1). 

There is also a fair measure of agreement that such education ought to 

have a Christian foundation , but that it should not be seen as a process 

which has as its declared intention that of producing committ ed Chri stians ( 2) . 

The various aspects of criticism voiced above , which centre in particular 

upon the need for the extension of the agapeistic principle as a life-

( 1 ) 

(2) 

A full account of this debate can be found in my M.Ed. thesis 
pp. 153 ff . For a more deta i led account of the rationale of 
religious education in relationship to everyday life and its 
problems see my monograph Religious Education (1 972: Co-author 
P. J . Street , Count y Adviser in R.E., Essex County Education 
Authority), a copy of which is appended to this thesis. 

I have briefly considered this point in my N.Ed. thesis pp. 160 - 5 . 
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style, will be explored in detail later. Before that however, some-

thing needs to be said about the position and role of the Christian 

Churches in cont emporary education in religion. 

III. 

There is then in England, an overall goodwill towards the notion 

of "open" education in religion in state schools based on the Christian 

tradition. However there is also considerable opposition on the part 

of Christians and non-Christians to the provisions of the 1944 Education 

Act which designate religious education and a daily religious assembly 

in schools as legally compulsory(1). In western society at least, there 

are few people who would wish to deny children the right to be educated 

in religion with a view to their acquiring a sympathetic understanding 

of a religious approach to life . The Agreed Syllabuses have virtually 

erradicated t he old bogey of denominationalism which used to be such a 

divisive factor in discussion of religious education in schools . How-

ever the r equirement of the 1944 Act that there be a daily religious 

assembly at the commencement of the school day, is widely ignored, and 

school staffs at both primary and secondary levels have adopted a flexi-

bility towards this occasion which is often wholly admirable and 

specifically relevant to their own particular circumstances. There 

is a strong belief amongst many educators and interested parties, that 

the abolition of these legal requirements would be a good thing, as 

they are undoubtedly a restricting influence in state schools in the 

general run of things, and are an embarrassment to those particularly 

(1) The most thorough and detailed study of the whole area of religious 
education in state schools and its relationship t o the Church, is 
to be found in The Fourth R: the Durham Report on Religious 
Education (1 970 ). 



concerned with the organisation , administration and teaching of religion 

in that setting. A succinct and useful statement of the present- day 

position in this area is given in the Social Morality Council ' s mono

graph Moral and Re ligi ous Education in County Schools ( 1970 ) pp . 9 f ., 

mentioned here because the working party which composed the report con-
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sisted of a mi xed group of eminent Christians , J ews and Humanists . How

ever , Sir William Alexander in his book Towards a New Education Act ( 1969 ) 

is not of the opinion that any change in the status quo is desirable . 

He writes :-

'~or myself , I believe that the problems of the dual system 

have been largely , if not wholly , resolved , and personally 

I would take the view that the provisions of the 1944 Act 

could well be consolidated without major change ,,( 1). 

The previous Secr etary of State for Education , Mrs . Margart Thatcher , 

herself emphasised in 1971 that in her view the present time was the 

least suitable time for reducing the responsibility that Parliament 

takes for the demands of the 1944 Act relating t o religious instruction ( 2). 

So it seems l ike ly that the contradiction between r equirement and reality 

will r emain - to t he frustration of many people actually involved with 

religiOUS teaching and assemblies in state schools who feel that the 

legal strictures are inhibiting to their educative function in the 

present day climate of opinion . 

It is apparent , following the outline of the pattern of religious 

education in state schools given in Section II above , that it must fall 

to the Churches themselves to provide specifically denominational edu-

cation in religion. This task is approached from two directions -

(1) Op . cit . p . 65 . 

( 2) V. my M. Ed. thesis pp . 155 - 6 for her full statement in context . 



education in those Voluntary schools which are still able to retain con

siderable denominational independence under the Dual System( 1), and pas-

sage through the wide range of activities which characterise the educa-

tional work of the denominational Churches in a parochial context . So 

far as organisation is concerned , these two areas are not by any means 

regarded as exclusive areas . In 197 1 the Carlisle Commission published 
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its report which examines and makes recommendations upon the whole struc-

ture of Diocesan education in religion. The functi on of the Commission , 

as its chairman , the Bishop of Carlisle wrote in the foreword to the 

Report , was to meet the need for :-

" •••••• a searching inquiry into the Church ' s place and function 

within the whole field of education today - among adults as 

among young people and children, with the statutory as with the 

voluntary agencies "( 2). 

The report certainly presents a lucid account of the very varied patterns 

of organisation and structure which existed at the time of the inquiry , 

in the 49 Dioceses in England and Wales . This section itself makes 

interesting reading (Chapter 2 pp . 19 ff ) and gives substance t o the 

pr op osals for the uniformity of structure and organisation which is later 

rec ommended (Chapter 9 pp . 124 ff ). A diagram which illustrates the work 

(1) For the exact legal prOV1Slons relating to Voluntary Schools and 
their autonomy , see Wells M. M. and Taylor P. S. The New Law of 
Education (5th Edition 1961) Section 15 · pp . 11 8 ff ., and Section 
25 pp . 141 ff . I am not concerned here with the independent sector 
of education which has always had strong religious connexions . The 
Carlisle Report mentioned infra. includes a lengthy section on 
these schools (Section 77 pp. 45 ff ), and one of the most contem
porary treatments of the state of religion in such school s is t o be 
found in the published conclusions of the Bloxham Research Pro ject -
Richardson R. and Chapman J.: 1m es of Life : Problems of re l i ious 
belief and human relations in schools S.C.M. 1973 • 

( 2) Partners in Education : The Role of the Diocese p . viii . 
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of what is r egarded as the key organisation responsible for educational 

work at Diocesan level , the Diocesan Education Committee , i s reproduced 

from the Report in Appendix 9 . So too is an equally valuable and 

informat ive diagram of the internal structure of the Diocesan Education 

Commit tee . It is the pattern of structure and educational concern which 

is indicated in this latter diagram which will be taken as the means of 

conveying the information relevant to this present the s is section , namely , 

how the educative function of the Church is being pursued in the areas of 

Church schools; youth work ; and Adult , Further and Higher Education. 

In 1972 the National Society published figures (1) which indicated 

that there we re at that time in England and Wales , some 6 , 000 primary 

schools and about 200 secondary schools which had Voluntary status . 

The se figures r epresent 2$% of all primary and 4% of all secondary schools 

which were in existence in that year , and it is evident that they catered 

for about a million pupils in all . The total school population at that 

time was almost ~ millions ( 2), so the number of children being taught 

either in Voluntary Aided or Controlled schools is not insignificant . It 

is useful at the outset , t o say something about the rationale which is 

advanced by the Church for the continued existence of denominational 

schools within the contemporary state system, bearing in mind the fact 

that the Church and Church schools were at one time virtually the sole 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

V. its pamphlet Church Schools Today. 

The exact figures were 30 , 288 primary and secondary schools 
with a total pupil population of 8 , 495 , 816 - V. Statistics in 
Education : Schools ( 1973 ) issued by the Dept . of Educ . and 
Science and published by H.M. Sa O. 
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purveyors of mass education in England( 1). That the need for a rationale 

has been felt in Church educational cirCles . is evident from the fact 

that a number of Diocesan religious education syllabuses have been pro-

duced over the past two or three years which either supplement or are 

intended to r eplace entirely the Agreed Syllabus adopted for use in the 

County Schools of that particular area. Thus the 1971 Guildford Diocesan 

Syllabus (which , as is often the case with many of the Agreed Syllabuses , 

has been adopted by other Dioceses , Ripon for example ) states :-

"This syllabus is intended for experimental use in Church of 

England Aided Schools in the Diocese of Guildford , not merely 

as an appendage to the Surrey Syllabus of Religious Education , 

but as an alternative to it II( 2) • 

There are two directions which the rationales tend to take , and which 

are important as an indication of the line of thought which is behind 

them - on the one hand statements which defend the existence of Church 

schools within the national education system as a whole , and on the 

other hand, statements which analyse the specific denominational sig-

nificance of the approach to religious education recommended in individual 

Diocesan syllabuses . On the first point , the Carlisle Report notes that 

an extensive treatment of the theological , educational and ec onomic 

arguments for retaining church schools had been presented at length in 

(2) 

v. Burgess H. J . Enterprise in Education (a study of church influence 
in education up to 1870), and Cruikshank M. Church and State in English 
Education : 1870 to the Present Day , for a full historical survey of 
church educati on. Canon Burgess has also produced a recent monograph 
which outlines the policies , principles and benefits of church schools 
in contemporary society entitled The School In The Parish (Falcon 
1974) • 

Op . cit . p . 1. 



the Durham Report(1) . It gives its own summary of the arguments under 

the heading ''Why Church Schools? " viz :-

"(a ) The Christ ian doctrine of man is of cardinal importance 

for education; the church schools should exemplify - and are in a 

position specially to exemplify 

tical application for living. 

that significance and it s prac-

(b) The church schools are an inheritance from the past , 

a moral trust , which in our day it is our duty to honour in a 

way appropriate to current educational requirements . They are 

also subject to the terms of legal trusts. 

(c) Their relationship to the Church should make them 

specially sensitive to the Christian origins of our culture . 

(d) Their Church foundation , and the provisions which are 

made in law for their management/ government and for the appoi ntment 

of staff , guarantee conditions making for a Christian ethos . 

(e) Their existence offers , at least in some places , the 

opportunity for the exercise of parental choice (at present in 

accordance with section 76 of the Education Act 1944). 
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(f ) In r eligious education and worship the relationship of 

the school s with the Church provides an immediate link with a 

believing and worshipping c ommunity. This gives to them a parti

cular illustration of the life of a Christian body, and offers 

special possibilities of ' bringing alive ' the meaning of Christian 

faith and worship ( to say which is in no way to deny the importance , 

and indeed the need , for ecumenical projects ). 

( 1 ) The Fourth R paras . 462 - 506 pp . 217 - 44. 



(g ) The church schools are a visible token of the Church' s 

concern for education , exhibiting its engagement in that important 

human endeavour , and constituting one proper fulfilment of commit-

ment to a theology of Incarnation. The existence of church schools , 

far from implying a dichotomy between the sacred and the secular , 

signifies their inseparability. 

(h ) If the Church, as part of its service to the community , 

claims to offer a contribution to thinking about education , it is 

better fitted to do s o if it is engaged in that enterpri se , sharing 

both its achievements and frustrations and bearing s ome of the 

attendant responsibilities . 

(i) The voluntary sector provides a fruitful variety in 

the national system and offers special opportunities for educational 

pioneering (not least in the field of religious education ) and , 

through provisions for appointment of managers/governors, for local 

involvement in the life and work of the schools ,,(1). 

It is tempting to embark upon a detailed consideration of these clauses 

in the light of the actual situations which are to be found today, in 

terms of their contribution to the educational and religious status quo, 

and the realisation of the high ideals which are expressed in the 

statement . Thi s would however, be too great a task for this survey. 

It should be pointed out nevertheless , that there are specific clauses 

here , notably ( a ), (f ) and (g ) which relate directly to the central con-

cern of this thesis , namely , the nature, significance and application of 

Christian agape . Whether this theoretical account is followed through 

in practice will be indicated indirectly in the description of the con-

tent of the Di ocesan syllabuses which follows and in the overall review 

of the Church' s educational work. A specific critique will be attempted 

in conclusion. 

(1) Op. cit . pp. 44 - 5· 



Regarding the second direction of rationale, namely , an expli-

cation of the specifi c denominational contribution which the Diocesan 

syllabuses are i ntended to make , several of the syllabuses offer clari-

ficat i on . The draft syllabus of the Diocese of Derby is probably the 

most succinct on this matter, and offers the following statement under 

a cons iderati on of the omissions in the Agreed Syllabuses which need to 

be included in a denominational syllabus , vis:-

"( 1 ) Teachi ng about the Church of England - buildings - worship -

mini stry - structure etc . 

( 2) Teachi ng about Christian hope - dealing with the problems 

of pai n , death and the life to come. 

(3) Teaching about grace and the sacraments . 

(4) Teaching about vocation"( 1) • 

It would be impossible here, to examine the ways in which the above 

criteria are worked out in the syllabuses in any sort of detail. Again , 

the significance of the aspects mentioned in relationship to agape and 

an agapeistic interpretation of Christian life and belief will be com-

mented upon at a later stage . Two of the Diocesan syllabuses considered 

here , t he Guildford Syllabus and the Derby Draft Syllabus are appended 

to this t hesis , and a simple parallel summary of their contents has been 
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reproduced on the following page.. It is clear that a good deal of atten-

tion has been given to ensuring that the Diocesan syllabuses are not 

"theological courses ". Indeed, the degree of sensitivity towards con-

temporary principles of child development which are encapSUlated in the 

methodology recommended( 2), and the emphasis upon experiential activities 

(1) 

( 2) 

Church Teaching Syllabus (1973) p. 2. 

v. the Guildford syllabus pp. 2 - 14 and passim, and the Derby 
syllabus passim, where there are constant references to children ' s 
cognitive and conceptual ability to deal with specific topics . 
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and open discussion of feelings and attitudes in the exploration of 

what is "r eligi ouS ,,( 1), are wholly commendable , and have a direct 

bearing upon the plea which was made at an earlier point in this chapter 

for r ecognition of the vital significance of human relationships and 

the growth of knowledge of self in relation to others , as a foundation 

premise of r eligious development and understanding and as giving rele

vance to a religious approach to contemporary life ( 2). The total range 

of work connected with the Voluntary Church day schools in a diocese , 

is generally the responsibility of the Diocesan Director of Education 

in addition t o his overall responsibility for the whole area of church 

educational activity. Diocesan policy is formulated in discussion with 

the Diocesan Education Committee , and carried out by an advisory team( 3) 

(1) 

( 2 ) 

For example , in the Guildford syllabus p . 27 (exploring aesthetic 
experience ) and p . 37 ( exploring creativity in onese lf ) and s ome 
lively ideas about worship - pp. 45 ff . Similarly in the Derby 
syllabus pp . 3 ff ( areas of exploration) and pp . 11 ff (thankfulness ), 
as well as the section on worship pp . 22 ff . 

V. supra pp. 181 ff . In this connection the latest Syllabus 
which I have seen - Lincoln Diocesan Education Committee ' s Growing 
With The Church ( 1974) - pursues this objective by means of 
carefully structured themes in the Junior School , 
e . g . J1 Year : MYSELF ( linked with the doctri ne of God as Creator 

and the Sacrament of Baptism). 
J2 Year : THE FAMILY ( linked with the doctrine of God the 

Creator and Father and the Sacrament 
of Holy Matrimony). 

Thi s procedure and structure is extant in the Diocese of Sheffield , 
and I am grateful to the Director , Canon H. Burgess and his educa
tion team of Youth Organiser , Adult , Further and Hi gher Education 
Advi ser , and R. E. Adviser , for giving me the opportunity to attend 
their team staff- meeting , t o discuss their work with them, and for 
the source of much of the information about their r esponsibilities 
and problems that I have been able to incorporate into thi s r evi ew 
secti on. The communication link between the education team and 
the pari shes is the monthly journal Horizon (copy appended), which 
gives det ails of all the activities of the team members and contains 
articles relevant to their work. Cf . the Ripon Diocesan journal 
Education in the Diocese of Ripon , and Wakefield Diocese ' s j ournal 
Tom Tom. 



GUILDFORD DIOCESAN SYLLABUS OF REL . EDUC . 

( 1971 ) 

INFANTS . 

A. COMING TO KNCM GOD . 

1. Coming to know God 

through exploring the natural world 

through exploring aesthetic experience 
and exercise of value judgement 

through stories (factual and fictional ) . 75% 

2. Coming to know God through meeting other people : 

getting to know the people in the Church. 10% 

3. Learning about Jesus 

through the Church Year (Christmas , Easter ) 

through classroom situations. 15% 

B. RESPONDING TO GOD : FOLLCMING JESUS . 

4. Through worship ( including visits to Church ) 

5. Through concern/ caring for others . 

Occasional 
& spontaneous . 
Constant 
reference . 

L<MER JUNIORS : UPPER FIRST (7 - 8 years ) . 

A. COMING TO KNCM GOD. 

1. Coming to know God through exploring the world 

through exploring aesthetic experience 
and exercise of value judgement 

through stories (factual and fictional ) . 20% 

2. Coming to know God through meeting other people : 

getting to know the people in the Church 5% 

studying the family of the Church 30% 
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DERBY DIOCESAN SYLLABUS OF REL . EDUC. 

( 1973 ) 

INFANTS . 

AREAS OF EXPLORATION: 1. Creation 

2. Families 

3. J esus 

4. The Church 

JUNIORS : MIDDLE CHILDHOOD (7 - 8 years) 

1. The Life of J esus 

The Church 

Prayer 

Life in Bi ble times 

Caring. 



What it means to belong to the Church 

What other s have done 

What we should do . 

Under standing t he Church ' s book . 

3. Learning about the Founder of the Church 

through the s ocial and historical background 

through the major event s/ pattern of J esus ' life 

J esus and his family (Christmas ) 
J esus and his enemies (Easter ) 
Jesus and his followers (Whitsun ) 

B. RESPONDING TO GOD : FOLLCMING JESUS . 

Daily 

1010 

1010 

1010 

4. Through worship ( including visits to Church) 
& spontaneous. 

5· Through concern/ caring for others . Constant 
reference 

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL (8 - 12 years ). 

A. COMING TO KNOW GOD . 

1. Two basic questions (8-10 ) Where do we meet God? 
( 11- 12 ) What do we men by "God"? 

Exploration of these through 

the world around us 

the world of man 

creativity in oneself. 

2. ( a ) How the Church got here : how the Church has 
grown universal l y 

(b ) The "ways " of the Church (8-10 ) WOrship, tradi-
tion and rules 

(11-1 2) the ''ways of 
other men. 

5% 

5% 
5% 

2010 

1010 
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2. Thankfulness 

Caring 

Discovering the Bible 

Life in Palest ine at the time of Jesus 
'; 

The life of J esus ( teaching ) 

.. 
The life of J I9.sus (character ) 

The Life of Jesus - Ascension - Pentecost . 
" The Church 

Prayers 

.l. 

l JUNIORS: LATE CHI LDHOOD (9 10 years ). 
I 

God the Father 

Courage 

The Bible 

The people in the Palestine of Jesus 

The Life of Jesus: the teacher 

The Life of J esus: the Passion 

The people of God 

The Church ' s work 

The people who work for the Church: the Ministry. 



3. The impact of Jesus 

on contemporaries 

on us . 

B. RESPONDING TO GOD : FOLLOWING JESUS . 

NOTE : -

4. Through worship (including visits to Church ) 

5. Through concern/caring for others 

6. Living together 

Demands of family life 

Demands of world family 

Battle against evil . 

WORSHIP . 

The % figure indicates the balance of time to be spent 
on that aspect . 

15% 

15% 

Daily and 
weekly. 

Constant 
reference . 

25% 

. I 

JUNIORS : PRE-ADOLESCENCE ( 10 - 11 years ). 

Forgiveness 

What do Christians believe? 

What is the Church of England? 

What is the "Anglican Communion"? 

Other Religions . 

WORSHIP . 

~: The straightforward listing of topics in this syllabus gives 
it an impression of presenting a "theological course ". In 
fact this is not so - the considerable flexibility of the 
work is indicated in the detailed development although by 
comparison with the Guildford syllabus it is much more formally 
conceived. 
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( see the diagram in Appendix 9 ). Assistance with the deve lopment 

of parish educational work with children is likely to be the main res-

ponsibility of the Religious Education Adviser , and this particular 

area of concern is usually focussed upon Sunday Schools , confirmation 

classes , Junior Church , or any of the many forms of chosen organisa-

tions which individual parishes adopt . Thus the R. E. adviser ' s job 

is to motivate , train , offer help with new materials and techniques 

etc ., to lay people , many of whom have no professional teacher-training 

qualificat i ons . Hence the emphasis of the R. E. adviser ' s approach is 

on courses and conferences which are geared to training parish leaders 

for a Diocesan Certificate of proficiency in teaching , the main con-

tent being study of child development and teaching techniques r elated 

specifically to educati on in religion. Help is also given to individual 

pari shes and their needs , and the R.E. Adviser runs study courses for 

Sunday School teachers and l eaders , and disseminates information on 

educational aids and resources (1). 

The work of the Youth Organiser is also largely related to in~iv-

idual parish requirements . Training , leaders ' meetings , experimental 

worship and parish visits are all part of his ongoing work. In the 
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Diocese of Sheffield , the Youth Organiser has close links with ecumenical 

organisations and works as a staff member of a training team related both 

to this and local authority youth work. He has a particular interest in 

folk Singing, and uses this as an approach to contacts of all kinds with 

young people throughout the Diocese ( 2). The Youth Service Development 

Council ' s Report youth and Community Work in the 70 ' s ( 1969 ), produced 

( 1 ) v. Horizon (Apri l 1974) p . 7 for an indication of these activities . 

( 2 ) A detailed review of the Sheffield Diocesan Youth Organiser ' s 
work is given in Horizon pp . 15 ff . 



under the auspices of the Department of Education and Science when 

Mr. Edward Short was then Secretary of State for Education, has been 

of particular inter est to all youth workers. It is a very detailed 

and far-reaching document , but the Conservative Government of the day 

failed to implement it s recommendation beyond certain finanoial pro-

visions of a limited nature . There is a secti on in the Report which 

is of great significance for the Church and for its educative function 

amongst young people at the present time. This will be clearly seen 

to have an important bearing upon both the theologiCal(1) and human 

relat i onship aspects of concern which have been reiterated in this 
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thesis a s being central to a contemporary understanding of, and provi sion 

for, man ' s nature and potential in an educative context. Sections 219 -

222 of the Report st at es :-

"219. We do not wish to tread too firmly on theological and 

ecc l esiastical ground. Yet we venture to suggest that there 

are three marked trends today in the churches themselves which 

affirm rather than deny the central theme of our report. The 

first is theological . In the post-war period the churches have 

been impressed by Diet rich Bonhoeffer's stress on 'man's coming 

of age ' ( a free translation of a German phrase which literally 

means ' having a mouth of his own'). One clear implication of 

this emphasis is that it is not inconsistent with a Christian view 

of the world to see man in the twentieth century as called upon 

to solve more and more of his own problems. The second is ref-

l ection upon the area of Christian concern and obedience. More 

and more Chri stians are talking about ' involvement in the s ecular 

situation ' and this at least means serving God and man in the com-

munity and not mer e ly or even primarily in the religious organis-

ation. A popular religious book of the past decade described the 

(1) Notice t hat both Bonhoeffer and Robinson are referred to in the 
first section. 



religious quest today as for 'the gracious neighbour,(1). The 

third trend is the ecumenical movement which looks with less 

and less favour on narrow denominational loyalties which in the 

past have operated to isolate religious organisations from each 

other and the community. Further, in some places the Anglican 

church is practising group and team ministries which oft en in-

volve trained full- time lay workers and is preparing to implement 

the Church Assembly motion to establish part-time clergy. 

220. The logic of these trends is that the Churches should con-

sider their role in relation to the task and opportunities of 

community development . How far is it consistent with their faith 

indeed in the twentieth century how far is it an inevitable con-

sequence of their faith - that they should put a large part of 

their effort into the enc ouragement of people to identify their 

own needs , develop their own resources to meet them and thus 

(almost in the language of faith) to attain their true status and 

dignity in the Universe by learning to govern themse lves more 

and more? In particular there are implications here for the work 

of the Churches among young people. But there would be further 

implications in the training of clergy and others for religious 

organisations and the outlook of local churches. We would like 

to invite the churches to give serious consideration to the issue 

we have raised. 

221. Two further points are important. One is that the churches 

are poised to make a major contribution since they are relatively 

well-provided with man-power and premises. Secondly, though we 

have used the Christian Churches as our example we have similar 

hopes of other religions in the land. 

(1) The New Reformation? J. A. T. Robinson (p. 48). Penguin (sic) 
1965 . I have referred to Robinson's use of this phrase in 
Chapter 5 on ''Man'' p. 05, • 
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222 . We conclude that the Churches should : 

(a) Consider their work in relation to the theory and 

opportunities of community development. 

(b) Study the implications of this approach for the 

training of the clergy, part-time clergy and laity, and for the 

practice of group and team ministries. 

(c) Consider means of sharing more widely their provision 

and personnel with the community as a whole,,(1). 

The recommendations set down here speak for themselves, and most per-

ceptively, in terms of the analysis and educational direction of work 

with youth (and training for that work) in the Christian Churches. 

Again a detailed considerati on of this analysis and the recommendations 

themselves, will be considered in the final chapter of this thesis 

which will attempt to specify ~he precise pattern of education that, i f 

accepted, the analysis and recommendations would involve, particularly 

in relationship to the premises of religious belief itself which have 

been advocated in the first two sections. 

Finally, to complete this survey of the Church's educational work, 

it is necessary to look at the area of adult, further and higher educa-

tion. In many ways this is a difficult area to describe with any degree 

of precision. This is partly because the area is so broad - there are 

young people and •••••• everyone else ! But it presents difficulties 

also, because the sources of demand for, possibilities of, and nature 
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of such education are more dependent upon individual pari sh circumstances 

then either of the other two aspects of diocesan educational work - day 

and Sunday schools , and youth activities. However the role of the Adult 

Education Adviser provides some indication of what is being done in this 

(1) Op. cit . pp. 83 - 4. 
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field. On the whole it seems that it is the clergy and a l imited 

number of lay people (e . g. leaders of house groups , P.C.C. members 

e t c .) in pari shes who are the focus of the Adult Advi ser's attent ion. 

The lat ter disseminates information about courses and resour~s (1) for 

adult participation which originate s ei ther in Church or secular spheres 

(i. e . Furt her Education via Local Authority organisation), and in the 

Diocese of Sheffie ld f or instance, he joins the complete education 

team in organising "t raining days" in parishes which invite them. On 

these occasi ons such themes as "communication", "fellowship ", "community" 

have been considered in r elation to the Christian life and work of those 

present - the day ' s events are described in Horizon pp. 13 14. It 

is apparent that the wide range of theological positions and outlook 

held by the c l ergy and pe ople in different parishes , and the fact that 

church members are themselves of widely differing education background 

and experience , renders the Adult Adviser's task difficult, and one that 

can only be successf ully implemented on an ad hoc basis. The Sheffie ld 

Adult Adviser further emphasi sed the vital role which he had of providing 

motivation for learning to the majority of adult church members in the 

pari shes . There is some indication here of the truth of the Carlisle 

Report ' s comment on Adult Education viz:-

"It is in this general field that the Church' s relationships 

with the education service are at their weakest and that 

attitudes so often appear unformed or ambiguous,,(2). 

As with youth work and the Department of Education and Science Report 

ment ioned in that connection , there is an equivalent (though not so 

These may be at Diocesan or General Synod Board of Education level. 
v. Horizon pp . 5 - 6 and the General Synod' s programme Leadership, 
Education and Training in the Church (1974: Appended) r espectively. 

(2) Partners in Education : The Role of the Diocese p. 78. 



lengthy) document , specifically church- orientated, which is of much 

interest to Adult Education. This is the General Synod ' s pamphlet 

Education and Training (1 972 : Appended). This publication examines 

the nature , function and education of the "~" in the Church in some 

detail and with appropriate recommendations . There is a particular 

section which reiterates the questions which have been posed at an 

earlier point in this thesis on the relevance of Christian belief and 

the Christian Church to the contemporary secular situation , vi~ :-

"It is not surprising in this age of rapid change that both 

clergy and laity who are sensitive to what is happening around 

them should be affected by a double crisis - a crisis of belief 

which leaves them bewildered and unhappy about their doubts and 

uncertainties and a crisis of loyalty because the Church seems 

to have so little relevance to their own and the world ' s real 

needs . The challenge and opportunity to think theologically 

will save them from drifting away and will lead to a reorient-

ation of the Church ' s ministry in the world. 

' If theology today is to make sense , it must be forged in a 

constant running conversation between the tradition of faith 

our biblical and theological heritage - and the contemporary 

situation ' (R. Shaull ),,(1). 

The pamphlet gives a very useful summary of some of the more important 

situations and issues which corne within the range of lay training , 

under the headings of :-

"( 1) General and global issues : 

Moral dilemma of science - which cannot be solved by 

scientists alone , or scientists and politicians , or for that 

matter scientists and theologians . Environmental crisis . 

(1) Op . cit . p . 8. 
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World development . Race . International justice and prevention 

of war . Education , communications and mass media. 

( 2 ) Parenthood and family life : 

- a sphere in which North American churches are very 

active . 

( 3) Neighbourhood/ Community/ Region : 

Regional planning - urban renewal - rural problems . Com-

munity development . Community care and coping with crisis 

situations (drugs , mental heal th , bereavement , prisoners etc.). 

(4) Work : 

Individual problems e . g. honesty , fai r-play , relationships , 

decision making. Group problems e . g . industrial relations . 

Unemployment and redundancy. 

(5 ) Political and public affairs : 

The politician, civil servant , l ocal government officials . 
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Parties and pressure groups. Conflict of loyalties . Identifying 

social goals and 'helping to f ormul ate public and p olitical opinion 

on the great social and moral issues of the day. 

(6) Leisure : 

Use of time . 

Ethics of sport . 

Tourism. 

(7 ) Church responsibilities within its institutional life : 

Church administration. 

Church r enewal . 

Sunday school teaching and y outh leaderShiP ,,( 1). 

( 1) Ibid. p. 10. 



Finally, the conclusion of the Report on lay training is given below 

in full as it s significance for the practical working out of adult 

education in religion will be explored in the final chapter of this 

thesis . It states :-

'There i s an increased awareness today that the Church's 

ministry to the world occurs, if it occurs at all , away from 

the Church's buildings and apart from its organised activities. 

It depends upon the 99 per cent of its members who inevitably 

spend most of their time in worldly occupations. 

Much money is spent by the churches in the training of 

clergy and their lay helpers. This is indeed very important . 

But should not at least as much money be spent in the equipment 

of those Christians who try to fulfil their Christian vocation 

in secular roles? 

The local church seldom meets this need. A layman wanting 

to bring insights to bear on his daily problems and decisions 

finds little in the typical parish structure t o encourage and 

assist him. He may be tempted therefore , to leave the church -

and so increase its ineffectiveness . But his efforts to be a 

Christian on his own will eventually wither, as the gathering 

with other Christians for worship and mutual education is essen

tial to a vital faith. 

New structures are urgently called for, supplementing 

the parish structures , designed to help the layman in his work 
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in the world rather than to draw him into the organised activities 

of the Church as an institution. Models are provided by industrial 

missions and lay colleges : their activities should be extended, 

but even so they will cover only a small section of the total field. 

We need new developments, but are held up by the shortage of 
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people , ordained and lay , with the competence to initiate them. 

A first step to relieve this shortage would be the establishment 

of more specialised ministries ( such as that in Durham Diocese ) 

' to help develop ecumenical cadres of people , both clergy and 

laity , who can stimulate theological thinking in secular settings '. 

However much lip service is paid to the Limuru( 1) call 

to the churches to strengthen their lay training programmes , 

nothing will happen unless in unmistakable terms the enterprise 

is made the primary responsibi l ity of people appointed to foster 

the work at every level of church life and the resources are 

made available to enable them to carry out their task,,( 2) . 

It is evident from all that has been put forward in this descriptive 

commentary on the present state of education in religion in the Churches , 

that there is a keen and urgent awareness amongst Church leaders , that 

education is the key to the very survival of the Church , certainly to 

the survival of the Christian faith , in the immediate years ahead. The 

presentation of mat erial in this chapter was begun by the writer , wi t h 

the a ssumption that the Church was , to say the least , blithely uncon-

cerned about the need to translate Christian belief and practice int o 

forms which met the desperate intellectual , social and practical needs 

of present- day Christians. That this assumption was wholly incorrect 

has been illustrated by the tenor of the Diocesan religious education 

syllabuses examined , and by the specific comments of the Carlisle Report ( 3), 

the Department of Education and Science ' s Report on Youth Work (4 ), and 

( 2) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

The Anglican Consultative Council which produced the original 
Report to which the General Synod responded in Education and 
Training , originally met at Limuru in 1971 . 

Op. cit . p . 15. 

v. supra pp . 95 6 and the report passim. 

v. supra pp . 203 5 and the report passim. 



the General Synod's Report Education and Training(1) . Nor do these 

specific reports present the whole extent of the thought which the 

f f t d t Oo 1 0 
0 ( 2) Y t Church is giving to patterns 0 u ure e uca lon ln re 19lon • e 

the vital question remains - what is being done to put the various 

recommendations into practice , to make theology today comprehensible to 

contemporary Christians in relati onship to their daily lives, to ensure 

at all levels of Church membership and education the "running convers-

ation between the tradition of faith and the contemporary situation" of 

which R. Shaull speaks ( 3)? The greater part of this thesis has been 

concerned to present a view of theological interpretation which is in 

line with Shaull ' s objective . It is now necessary to encapSUlate the 

ideas , aims and interpretations which have been set down thus far , into 

a scheme upon which the future pattern of education in religion might 

be based. For, as Professor R. P. C. Hanson has recently warned:-

"The abyss which yawns today between the experts on the one 

hand and the faithful on the other is dangerous, and not 

enough efforts are being made to bridge it,, (4) . 

(1) V. supra p . 206f.and pp. 207-2 O. 

( 2) An overall view of the Church's concerns in education is given 
in the General Synod Board of Education's Report for 1973 - a 
very succinct presentation. I have devoted space elsewhere to 
providing information on the work of the Church Colleges of 
Education - an uncertain area at the present time - and also 
some details of the Church's educative work which does not readily 
fit into the Diocesan educational structure which has been my 
principal concern in this chapter. See Appendix 0 for these 
details . 

(3) V. supra p. 207 • 

(4) V. his article ''The dangerous gulf between pulpit and pew". 
In The Times 11th May , 1974. 
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CHAPl'ER 10 

FUTURE EDUCATION IN RELIGION 

I. 

It i s apparent that the two-directional model of analysis in 

terms of cognition and behaviour, which has been used earlier in this 

thesis as a means of examining past and present education in religion, 

will serve equally well to indicate possible future patterns of educa-

tion in this field , for it i s equally true of the r el igious as of 

other aspects of life, that s ucces s in achieving a specific life 

style primari l y depends upon the harmonisation of a person's thought 

and action. Such harmonisation is of course the end product of many 

different emotional , int el l ectual, social and moral processes , a ll 

of which play their part in the extremely complex developmental 

pattern t hrough whi ch ideal ly the individual becomes autonomous. 

Education in these processes must take into account contemporary know-

ledge and research which elucidate the manner in which such learning 

takes place (1) - but above all, what is learned has itself to possess 

relevance if the learner is to perceive its significance and make it 

his own. This final chapt er of thesis will, therefore be concerned 

with looking afresh at the function of the two primary sources of 

education in religion - the school and the Church - in the light of 

those various defici encies which have been noted pass im in this thesis 

in the areas of traditional and present-day educational practice, 

(1) The widespread influence of Piaget's research into children's 
cognition, applied to their religious development by Ronald 
Goldman, i s an example of this. V. my M.Ed. thesis pp. 135-6 
for s pecific references noting the incorporation of such thought 
into the Agreed Syllabuses . 
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and in the light of that fundamental premise which, it has been 

argued, gives meaningfulness to life, namely the Christian love ethic . 

It is particularly important that the claims for the latter be fully 

understood at a time when it is becoming popular(1) to re-emphasise 

the value of a rule-governed way of life in the face of the many 

challenges to traditional social order which are spotlighted in con-

temporary national and international events. 

II. 

What then i s to be said about the cognitive aspect of the 

Christian faith in an educational context? That there is a very con-

siderable problem here in terms of the need to restore its intellec-

tual credibility in the present - day scientifically and truth-

orientated climate of debate, is undeniable. It does not help the 

situation that traditional religious belief and practice is seen by 

the majority of people to be irrelevant to their lives in secular 

society. On the ' other hand it is equally undeniable that religious 

interest, as revealed by the immensely wide concern of many people 

with non-Christian religious forms and areas of experiential activity 

such as drug taking or personal spiritual analysis (Transcendental 

Meditation for example ), seems as strong as ever(2). For the tradi-

tionalist this pluralistic approach is a worrying feature of contem-

porary religious life, especially when it is set alongside the dec-

The recent pronouncement of the Archbishop of York on a 
"return to the ten commandments" is a case in point. This led 
to a vigorous debate in letters to The Times during the month 
of June 1914. 

(2) A particularly valuable account of such wide-ranging interests 
is to be found in Kenneth Leech's recent book Youthquake. Cf. 
also Harvey Cox's chapter "The :search for a New Church" in The 
Seduction of the Spirit pp. 226 ff., and for an account of ~e 
deviant " religious" int erest at the present time, J .S. Richards' 
chapt er "The Occult Explosion" in But Deliver Us From Evil pp. 19 ff. 
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lining influence of traditional Christian faith and the Christian 

Churches. Yet the educational value of such approaches must be 

acknowledged, for they are all part of the process which leads to a 

person's ultimate religious autonomy , and need to be seen as a correc-

tive against the too narrowly orientated specific "denominat ional" 

religious teaching which has been instrumental in producing education 

in religion which has had great difficulty in surviving the ongoing 

and rapid changes in social order and the increased secularisation of 

contemporary society. 

Turning first of all to the cognitive area of religious , teach-

ing in state schools , it must be said that there is very little to 

quarrel with here as regards the approaches which the Agreed 

Syllabuses offer at Infant and Junior level. As has already been 

noted(1), the syllabuses are invariably modelled on sound theoretical 

awareness of the way in which children learn (2 ), and much of both 

the teaching per se and the religious activity which takes place, is 

geared to the practical concern of building up a loving, caring 

"t (3) communl. y • This central objective, combined with the various 

thematic treatments and integration of the religious teaching' with 

other subjects - notably the creative and performing arts - provides 

in many schools a sound foundation for the late~ development of 

religious concepts and the cultivation of an agapeistic attitude 

relevant to the s chool society itself and ultimately to the wider 

v. supra pp. 187. 

Many of the syllabuses incorporate s ome discussion of these 
(largely Piagetian) principles as a part of their rationale 
e. g. The Lancashire Syllabus pp. 21 ff., London Syllabus pp. 32 ff. 
Wiltshire Syllabus pp. 33 ff. et ale 

v. my M.Ed. thesis pp. 131-2 for a detailed review of some six 
of the most recent Agreed Syllabuses and a clear indication of 
their agapeistic content . 



society outside and the children's personal moral development and 

activity as member s of that society. It is generally true also, 

that the r eligious assembly in Infant and Junior schools is given 

considerable weight as an occasion when the school "family" meets 

to share together in a variety of academic , spiritual and social 

concerns which integrate' its individual members with the daily life 

of the school and with it s corporate ideals and objectives(1). In 

some areas there is the additional advantage of a school being sit-

uated i n an area which has a mixed immigrant population and where 

children are thus able to learn about an experience different reli

gious traditions and faiths (2 ). 

So much then for the Primary stage in state school education 

in religion - it is generally well conceived and implemented, hand-

ling the conceptual and experiential aspects of religious education 

in a manner which i s appropriate both to the children's cognitive 

development and to their s pecific social and experiential interests 

at this stage . The Secondary stage is by no means as satisfactory 

and suffers from the dual deficiencies of secondary education in 

England as a whol e , namely , over formalisation in organisation and 

over specialisation in subject matter. Clearly the size of many 

secondary schools poses a problem for the relatively individual and 
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flexibl e education of individual pupils, and is a serious handicap 

to any attempt to implement humanistic principles(3) in such schools. 

Another factor which milit ates against successful education in religion, 

which has already been mentioned(4), i s the desperate shortage of 

This is certainly true of primary schools in Sheffield of which 
I have detailed and professional experience in the field of 
Religious Education . 

I have visited schools in Huddersfield and Birmingham where 
this has been the case . 

(3) The humanistic approach is described in detail infra pp. 228 ff. 

V. supra p p . 4-5. 
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teachers 0 Religious Education. Thus it comes about that in the 

absence of such specialists , religious education becomes the res-

ponsibility of teachers who may not only have an inadequate knowledge 

of the subject , but who may sometimes be quite unsympathetic towards 

it. In such circumstances it is not surprising that both the quality 

of teaching and t he res pons e of pupils t 0 it, are far from ideal. A 

situation such as this is not easy to remedy but it needs to be seen 

that such attitudes as those indicated: apathy, ignorance, disinterest 

or the ascription to religious education of irrelevance, stem from 

past inadequacies in understanding the real meaning and significance 

of education in religion in a contemporary age. Unless this negative 

cycle is broken by real attempts to examine the nature, significance 

and relevance of Christianity to the lives of present-day secondary 

school pupils in terms related to agape as the focus of religion and 

of "God" and it s subsequent operational significance in the religious 

life of Christians, such as those presented in the first two sections 

of this thesis (1) , it is hard to see how the situation ~ be 

remedied. Indeed there can only be further decline in the influence 

of traditional religious teaching and belief upon the lives of those 

future adults who are at present pupils in our schools if such a 

reappraisal is not urgently made. 

A final and more specific criticism of aspects of the Agreed 

Syllabus es at secondary level, relates to their treatment of agape. 

The difficulties which are presented by the word "love" in common 

speech, have been referred to earlier(2) and it is absolutely essential 

that the high order principle of Christian agape i s given much more 

It is hardly necessary by now to stress the fundamentally dif
ferent nature of these int erpretations from those of tradit ional 
religious teaching. 

( 2 ) v. Chapter 2 supra p po 22- 3. 
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prominence and expos itory treatment throughout than is at present the 

case . Granted the experiential knowledge and practice of the primary 

school in terms of the cultivation of an agapeistic attitude , there 

ought to be no reason why agape as a central principle of loving 

human r elationships should not be placed before secondary pupils as 

the means of achieving self-fulfilment and purpose in all aspects of 

their lives . Of course discussion (1) of a ll kinds will go hand in 

hand with the practice of Christian agape - for instance with the wide 

variety of s ocial service activities which are becoming increasingly 

a part of secondary school practice - with a view to building up the 

childrerls concept of agape itself, not merely as a virtue to be 

acquired and cultivat ed , but as a real and dynamic element which en-

hances the l ives of those who practise it and rubs off on the lives 

of those with whom they come into contact. In other words, the ulti-

mat e obj ective would be to explore and cultivate Christian agape as 

a life styl e , and this would therefore not only involve the kind of 

expos ition and di scuss ion mentioned above , but also the consideration 

of the relationship of agape to morality and of the principle estab

lished el sewhere ( 2 ) and reiterated in this thesis(3) that the agape-

istic life ~ the moral life. Naturally such an approach would involve 

practica l cons iderat ions of moral choice and decision, and the building 

up of autonomous moral activity based upon Situation ~hics (4 ). 

Cl early wide-ranging discussion of contemporary moral problems and the 

It is not of course my intention to suggest that religious educa
tion at any level , be it school or church directed, should be 
confined to the examination and experience of agape alone . Read
i ng and study of the Christian faith - its origins, development 
and s ignificance - will form an important ongoing part of child
rens religious understanding and learning at every stage. 

In my M.Ed. thesis passim. 

v. Chapters 1 and 2 s upra. 

See my M.Ed. thesis pp. 65 ff., and pp. 113 ff. 
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resolving of s imulat ed moral situations such as those which form the 

core of t he Schools ' Council Mora l Education Project Lifeline material 

will be of cons iderabl e value here . However it is important that the 

cardinal principle of Situations Et hics , namely , that it i s a styl e 

of moral r esolut ion which allows the situation to be the key , i s fully 

understood , parti cul arly in it s r el ationship to other rule-governed 

crit eria of mor a l deci s ion . (1) 

The overall deficiency of the secondary level Agreed Syllabuses 

is that they do not at present put forward a scheme of education in 

religion whi ch i s suf fi ciently dynamic to motivate children either 

to s ee the value of rel i gion in their lives or to want to live the 

religious life (i . e . the agapeistic life) . Clearly the relevance 

crit erion i s a vit al on e which must be thought through if state school 

education i n r eligion i s to be meaningful either to the life of the 

school as a community or to the lives of its individual members both 

in s chool and out s ide in the secular world. Part of the answer to 

this probl em i s suggested by the kind of reinterpretation of the 

traditional cont ent of the r eligious belief and education which has 

formed the ma i n part of this thes is . The other aspect which needs 

urgent at tention i s the whol e quality of personal relationships in 

schools at secondary l evel . It i s here that a dynamic approach is 

most n ecessary - pointing to the depth and authenticity which agape 

gives to per sonal rel ations hips as also to its motivatory significance 

in achi eving a happy and meaningful personal life . Such an outcome 

i s on ly poss i ble t hrough the practical exploration of self in relation 

to others , and a vit a l and cha llenging aid to this process which it 

(1 ) Thi s r elat ionship i s fully discussed in my article "Love and 
Morality" p. 13 1 f . i n Appendix 3. 
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will be argued i s bas ica lly linked with the operational effectiveness 

of agapei sm , i s the technique of group dynamics. The value and func-

tion of this t echnique as it relates both to the educational work of 

the church and to secondary school education in r el i gion, i s con

sidered in det a il in Section IV of this present chapter(1). 

III. 

Having made recommendations as to the ways in which the content 

of state school education in religion must necessarily be re-examined 

to satisfy the ne eds of pupils in meeting the challenge of secularity 

and relevance presented by modern society, it is now time to look at 

the Church's educative function from a similar standpoint. Certainly 

the newer revis ions of the Diocesan Syllabuses of Religious Education, 

examples of which were cons idered and set out in the preceding chapt er (2), 

show an equally commendable approach at Primary level to the cultiva-

tion of a loving , caring attitude towards one another as do the 

Agreed Syllabus es . : This is particularly true of the Guildford 

Syllabus which has been outlined in detail earlier(3) and which has 

been adopted by other Dioceses. The Lincoln Diocesan Syllabus is also 

impress ive i n the degree of attention which it gives to exploration 

of self in relation to others(4). When the syllabuses are examined 

in conjunction with the arguments of the Carlisle Report for the 

retention of church schOOls(5), there emerges a convincing picture 

at the primary st age of the relationship of the schools to their 

(1) V. infra pp. 228 ff. 

(2) V. supra pp. 94 ff. 

(3) v. supra pp. 99- 20 . 

(5) 

See my comments in this respect supra p. 98 footnote ,and cf. 
the new Sheffi eld Di~cesan Syllabus: A Handbook of Sugges tions for 
Church Schools (1974). 
v. s upra pp. 95-6 • 
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respective churches whi ch should ideally result in the sort of harmo-

nisation of teaching and practice which is necessary to reinforce the 

basi c Chr i stian at titudes to life which are in fact the reason for 

the exi stence of such schools . It can be assumed also for the most 

part , that children attend the church s chools as a result of parental 

choice , and thus have motivation at home to cultivate Christian atti-

tudes and a Christian life-styl~ (though there will of course be excep

tions to this gener a lisation) . As with the Primary Agreed Syllabuses 

then , there i s little to quarrel with educationally in the approach 

of the Diocesan Syllabuses - they are rooted in sound educational 

principl es regarding the way children learn , and are able at the 

primary s t age to begin the proces s of conceptualisation in r eligion 

based upon appropri at e ideas and interpersonal relations . 

Unfortunately , and despite extensive enquiries , it has proved 

imposs i ble to obtain any indication of the content of Diocesan 

Syllabuses of Religious Education at secondary level . The absence 

of such mat erial is partly acco~ted for by that fact that , as was 

stated earlier(1) , the number of secondary voluntary schools in 

England and Wa l es totals only about 200 wher~ there are 6 , 000 volun

ta¥Y;~~olS . What little information there is seems to suggest that 

dioceses with secondary schools are following the recommendations of 

the Agreed Syllabus es at this level . The only other indication of 

the position comes from the Diocese of Lincoln which in its primary 

syllabus st at es that it is proposed to issue separate sections for 

use in the Secondary or High School at a later stage. There would 

appear to be a serious gap in continuity here between the primary and 

secondary stages of the voluntary schools , which cannot help pupils 

( 1) V. supra p. 93 . 
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to acquire a coherent school education in rel i gion in so far as the 

link between cognitive and experiential aspects of church-orientated 

education i s concern ed. 

Looking at the Youth work of the Church, it is difficult to 

imagine any way forward at the present time which does not envisage 

the Chu~ch's resources and manpower in this field thrown open to the 

wider community. This was one of the main recommendations of the 

Youth Service Development Council's Report (1 969 ) which was considered 

in detail earlier (1), and it is based upon contemporary theological 

notions of "man come of age" and of man's increasing responsibility 

for identifying his own needs and seeking the means to meet them in 

community. Such an approach is completely in harmony with the central 

premises of this thesis, but it requires considerable implementation 

at the present time as much of the Church's youth work i s still con-

fined to local parish organisation and to church members only. It 

is true that opening up facilities to non-church members presents the 

Church with considerable problems related to manpower and finance. 

Neverthel ess funds are available from outside sources such as the local 

education authorities , and church members need to be educated in atti-

tudes which see such "open" organisat ion as the means of showing 

Christian love and concern f or others regardless of their religious 

belief or affi iation ( 2). Indeed it is in these areas that the 

Church has most to gain from the abandonment of exclusive attitudes 

and the creation of welcoming and caring Christlike service to others 

in community( 3). The educative function of the Diocesan youth Officer 

(1) V. supra pp. 02 ff . 

I have mys elf been responsible for the running of an "open" 
youth club within a parish which had these same objectives. 

This emphas i s i s a principle feature of the chapter on The 
Church - s upra pp. 54 ff . 
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will be crucial in such a process , not only in that he will provide 

the basic "know- how" of organisat ion and procedure , but in that he 

will need to ensure that the full significance of such work is under-

stood by church members as being Christ ' s work for the neighbour . 

Then too clergy and people alike must be made aware of the problems 

and needs of young people in their area , and need to be encouraged 

to seek out ways in which these needs can be met . All too often 

there are "generation" (or other ) gaps in church life between parents 

and children and young people and adults . The Diocesan youth Officer 

in Sheffield Diocese emphasises the vital nature of bridging such 

gaps which in his opinion , not only hinder the development of com-

munity because people and groups are at cross purposes , but which may 

be directly harmful to the Christian image of goodwill and neighbour-

liness . Hence he believes that it is useless to train young people 

for adult membership or confirmation in the Church if the local con-

gregation is "cold , unfriendly and sometimes hostile", and that 

perhaps a starting point would be education of adult members of the 

Church in what it means to be a Christian fell owship ( 1). Again the 

furtherance of those attitudes of Christian agape espoused here are 

most likely to be achieved as a result of the sort of depth discussion 

and exploration of the problems and situations presented in individual 

parish circumstances in a climate of authentic and dynamic relation-

ships such as those described in Section IV which follows . This same 

technique is also relevant to the interest which is expressed in the 

( 1) This view is taken from a questionnaire response - showing the 
Diocesan youth Officer ' s own emphasis . This is one way of 
"bridging the gaps". other ways which he employs are those of 
residential interdenominational week ends f or discussion and 
fellowship , folk festivals for people of all ages , and special 
holidays abroad for the 16- 30 age group which he considers is 
a group largely ignored by the Churches as they fall between . 
youth groups on the one hand and adult fellowships on the other. 
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General Synod Board of Education's Report for 1973(1) in the communal 

meeting together of young people which has become a feature of con-

temporary life in different part s of the world. This includes the 

commune movements both religious and secular , as well as the more 

trans i ent community activities such as folk and pop fest ivals. 

Clearly the at t empt to clarify the motivation behind such group act -

ivity , and to analyse it s s ignificance in the life and thought of 

individual young people, will be of considerable value to those whose 

work brings them into contact with youth in the contemporary s ituation 

so that sat i s factory r el ationships and organisation within that sit-

uation may be achieved. Interpersonal analysis in groups will obviously 

be an import ant part of this process. 

The remaining area of the Church' s future educative work which 

demands comment, is of course that of Adult, Further and Higher 

Education . The quotation from the General Synod' s pamphlet Education 

and Training ( 1972 ) which was mentioned earlier(2), reiterates the 

fact that in the present climate of rapid change churchpeople are 

suffering from a double cr i sis of belief and loyalty which has led 

to the doubts and uncertainties regarding faith and practice which 

are evident in the Churches at the present time. The very comprehen-

sive l i st of s ituations and issues which are considered important for 

adequat e future training of lay men and women in the Church, can only 

be given relevance in the cont ext of the theological and moral reinter-

pretations which have been put forward in Sections A and B of this 

thes i s . Accordi ngly it i s essential that parish study groups are 

formed (with careful attention to the widely varied theological out-

looks and positions held by clergy and people, and also the differing 

See Appendix 10 pp. XX ff. 

V. supra p. 01 . 
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individual intellectual and social background of church members ) which 

will be able to make inroads into these problems in a way which will 

reinforce attitudes of Christian concern and social relevance. What 

is of crucial importance here is that an honest and authentic attempt 

is made to explore these areas , an attempt which is not based upon 

the objective of somehow persuading people that traditional theological 

and religious approaches are still absolute guides to contemporary 

faith and practice . Above all , as the Sheffield Diocesan Adult 

Education Officer remarks ( 1), it is necessary to motivate the vast 

majority of adult church members to move into such areas of discussion 

and reinterpretation and this is a difficult task . It would seem that 

in order to achieve results here , a dynamic approach in which people 

can truthfully explore their doubts , uncertainties and indeed their 

positive attitudes and feelings in a religious context , is essential . 

Again , therefore , the group dynamic technique which is outlined in 
I 

Section IV which follows , is a vital means to achieving real and auth-

entic relationships and a significant outcome. If such a climate of 

discussion and relationships are in fact proved possible , both within 

local parish structures and in meetings which cross traditional bound-

aries , then this will surely strengthen and ext end the Christ ian wit -

ness of individual Church members both inside and outside local parish 

boundaries in a way which will render their lives in the secular world 

much more religiously meaningful and which will at the same time con-

tribute to a proper contemporary theology of Incarnation - of Christ 

incognito - in whatever situation they find themselves . Such a position 

will certainly be achieved by the development of " ecumenical cadres of 

In a questionnaire response on the problems which face Diocesan 
Adult Education Officers in their work . 
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peopl e , both clergy and laity , who can stimulate theological thinking 

in secular sett ings" as the Synod pamphlet stat es (1) • A first stage 

in this sort of development must necessarily be the training of indi-

vidual clergy and l ay people in dynamic relationships on the one hand 

and i n t echniques of theological exploration on the other . It i s 

highly s ignificant that the General Synod Board of Education's course 

list for 1974 ( 2 ) reveals a considerable emphasis on small and large 

group worki ng , interpersonal techniques and other group " creativity" 

approaches . Similar approaches have for some time formed part of 

the Grubb Institute management courses which have been offered to 

those peopl e s pecially concerned with Diocesan and parish organisation(3). 

They are also an inherent part of workshops which are being set up 

at Diocesan level for the benefit of individual clergy participation(4) . 

That this is seen as the way ahead in Adult education is clearly 
. . 

indicat ed i n the Annual Report of the Board of Education ( 1973 ) which 

has been referred to in this same context of group dynamics and human 

relat i onships in Appendix 10 Section C pp. xxiii . 

IV. 

The penultimate section of this chapter will then be concerned 

with explori ng the nature of group dynamic technique and its signi-

ficance for educat ion in religion in all those aspects which have been 

categorised and examined previously , namely , state and church school 

V. supra p. o. 

Appended to this thesis . 

See for instance the Institute ' s course list "Advanced Study 
of group behaviour within institutions - A working conference 
for the churches" (Sept ember 1971 et al). 

(4) e . g . in the Diocese of Derby for example. 
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practice and the varied areas of church and parish Diocesan education. 

First of all it i s necessary to set the group dynamic technique within 

it s overall context i n the field of psychology , and to give a brief 

descriptive account of it s origin and development . The most common 

descriptive t erm gi ven to the whole field i s that of the human potential 

movement - a movement which had it s origins in t he Unit ed St at es of 

America. It i s an approach which i s firmly root ed in the broader area 

of what has come to be known as "humanist ic psychology,,( 1). Its 

adherents see it as a t hird force in psychology in contras t to the 

psychological approaches of mechani st ic behaviourism and deterministic 

psychoanalysis . It s purpose is to disclos e man as a human being rather 

than as an organism or machine - i ndeed , it i s a psychology that aims 

to enrich man ' s experi ence and enlarge his ability for personal free-

dom and autonomy . There is little doubt that the movement both in 

the United States and in England , has had its roots in the dissatis-

faction which people have felt towards traditional s ocietal and 

organisational structures which have been seen as repressing the indi-

vidual and swallowing him up in bureaucratic procedures and traditional 

social structures and expectat ions . It i s important to note her e that 

reasons such as these are often given for the dissatisfaction which 

it s members feel towards the Church , as an organisation exercising 

( 1) A select ion of standard works in the field i s :-

Allport G. W. 

Bugental J . (Ed) 

Buhler C. & Allen M. 

Hausachek D. E. (Ed) 

Maslow A. 

Severin F. (Ed) 

Becoming: Basic cons iderations for a 
PSychology of Personality . 

Challenges of Humanistic Psychology. 

Introduction into Humanistic Psychology. 

The Self in Growth , Teaching and Learning. 

Towards a PSychology of Being. 

Humanistic Viewpoint s in Psychology. 
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these same restrictive approaches . The new humanistic emphasis is in 

fact a reit eration of the importance of people and individuals in 

modern s ocity, and it has profound significance both for the way 

societal groups organi se themselves and for the education of the 

members of such groups (1). 

One of the most important a pproaches to the development of the 

individual in the human potential movement is that of self-awareness . 

Hence humanistic psychologists are extremely critical of conventional 

psychologies , considering them both naive and an over-simplification 

of the human personality. Profess or Sidney J ouran , at a recent 

meeting of the Internaiionil. Conference of Humanistic P.sychologists 

in Paris , stated that in traditional psychology:-

"There is no support for a psychology which will enrich man's 

experience and enlarge his ability for personal freedom. 

Through growth (people changing themselves when their self 

proves i nappropriate), humanistic psychology seeks to give 

peopl e their own courage , imagination and strength when circum-

stances in life encourage them to believe that they don't have 

f th thi 
,,( 2 ) any 0 ese ngs • 

Jurard ts s t atement indicates quite clearly the method by which peopl e 

are able to find the enrichment of experience and personal freedom 

spoken of - namely , through growth. However most people are aware 

that the problems of persona lity which confront them, and the limita-

tions which they find in themselves of expression, action and personal 

fre edom, cannot just be wished away. The familiar Pauline verse in 

Romans spotlights another aspect of the problem:-

I do not want to pursue the soc~ogical analysis and significance 
of groups i n soci ety here . The fact that people belong to widely 
varied groups and are continually involved in group structures , 
pressures and attitudes , is self-evident. Such texts as W.H.J. 
Sprott ' s Human Groups provide a simple introduction to this area. 

In Bob Do e ' s article "Humanistic P.sychology: a Third Force". 
In The Times Educational Supplement 21st September, 1973 p.11. 
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"For the good which I would I do not: but the evil which I 

would not , that I practise" (7.19). 

If peopl e a r e to grow rather than mark time in states of being which 

they find profoundly dissatisfying , then they must take steps to 

become aware of themselves , of their behaviour patterns , of the way 

in which others regard them etc., and then they must find the will 

to change . 

Hence there has grown up in America in some strength, and 

latterly i n embryo in England, a means of effecting the self-analysis 

and bringing about the process of growth mentioned above. This means 

is the Encounter Group or Sensitivity Group(1). The most eminent 

psychologi st and practitioner of group analysis in the United States 

is Dr. Carl Rogers . He describes the Encounter Group as:-

( 2 ) 

" •••• relatively , unstructured, providing a climate of maximum 

freedom for personal expression , exploration of feelings, and 

i nterpersonal communication . Emphasis is upon the interactions 

among the group members, in an atmosphere which encourages each 

to drop his defences and facades and thus enables the person to 

recognis e and change self-defeating attitudes, test out and 

adopt more innovative and constructive behaviours, and subse-

quently to relate more adequately to others in his everyday 

l ' f ,,( 2 ) 
1 e • 

It should be pointed out that such groups are also used for specific 
psychological and medical therapeutic purposes, e.g. with drug 
addicts ( cf . The Synanons in U.S.A.) and other deviant groups. 

From the data sheet of the La Jolla Program, San Diego, California 
where Dr. Rogers is a Director and which specialises in group 
technique training for clergy, counsellors and the helping pro
fessions generally. 
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A very much simplified(1) pattern of what happens in a group is that 

an individual member slowly grows to trust his fellow members , is 

helped by them to analyse and understand hi s own projected images 

and relationships with others , can then move progressively to a 

position of complete honesty with himself and the group , and finally 

finds himself able to take " risks" of behavi our , expression and admis

sion of character , attitude or guilt ( 2 ) which lead to the testing 

out of and possible adoption of more innovative and constructive 

behaviours , with the resultant more effective and satisfying relation-

ships of which Dr. Rogers speaks . It is clear that these techniques 

have considerable significance for general educational practice. 

Much research has already been carried out in Californian schools 

over the past five years or so , which has the essence of the approaches 

mentioned above as its guiding principle (3 ). The specific relevance 

of humanistic psychology and human potential notions to the develop-

ment of good human relations in ~y educati0nal context cannot be 

emphasised too strongly, particularly at a time when educational 

institutions are becoming bigger and bigger (4 ) and the needs of the 

individual members of such institutions are becoming secondary to 

A more detailed account may be found in Dr. Roger ' s book 
Encounter Groups , now in a Penguin edition. See also Appendix 11 
for an erlensive bibliography and list of tapes on encounter 
group technique. 

This may be compared with the confessional situation where 
the penit ent accepts his own responsibility and faults . 

v. George Isaac Brown ' s book Human Teaching for Human Learning, 
an account of the first few years of the Ford ESalen research 
programme in confluent educat ion , which is being undertaken 
at University of California , Santa Barbara under Brown ' s 
direction . 

It is worth noting that the great size and resultant imperson
ality of large educational institutions played an important 
part in the student unrest of the late 60 ' s in U. S . A. V. 
J . Searle ' s The Campus War passim. 
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organisational and administrative concerns (1). However, it is the 

application of group encounter techniques to education in religion 

which i s the special concern of this section, and this will now be 

explored with refer ence also to the training of individuals to direct 

and apply such techniques in this cont ext • 

The key premises of this thes i s have been the presentation of 

agape and the agapei stic life as the s ource of belief in God (indeed 

the source £! God) and as the foundation principle of morality(2). 

In the light of these premises fundamental areas of traditional belief 

have been re-examined with the object of providing theological and 

philos ophical restatements which are intellectually viable and con

sonant with a cont emporary faith(3). Finally, in this last section, 

the present pos i t ion of educat ion in religion in 'stat e schools and 

in the varied educat ional work of the Churches has been analysed in 

t erms of the emphasis which i s given to the nature, significance and 

necess it y of understanding and cultivating agape as a life-style, 

thereby providing the means of achieving dynamic human relationships 

and that concern and love for .the neig~bour which is the essence of 

Christian rel i gious commitment. The argument now about to be advo-

cated at this point is that the opportunity for the analysis of self 

in relation to others provided by group encounter techniques, is a 

new and vitally relevant means whereby an individual is able to move 

into a positive operational agapeistic life-style. Confessing 

Christ i ans are part icularly vulnerable to the charge that they do not 

We might note the misg~V1.ngs that are being expressed about large 
comprehensive schools , and large organisations about to be 
created in higher education reorganisation. 

v. supra Chapters 1-2 passim. 

V. supra Chapters 3-8. 
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practise what they pr each or confess . Of course it would be an 

imposs i ble task t o cat egorise a ll the different s ituations , attitudes 

or ci rcumstances which mi ght give ris e to such a charge. However, it 

i s poss i ble to highl i ght what i s a common experience in the lives of 

many people whether they are Christians or not, namely, a t endency to 

wit hdraw or not to r eveal thems elves to others in any s ort of depth 

in human relat i onshi ps . It i s this insul~rity, particularly of 

individuals within the Christian Churches themselves and in their 

secular relat i onshi ps out s ide als o, that is s o damaging to the 

Christian image . For no matt er what explanations are made for 

unChr i st i an behaviour and attitudes in particular circumstances, the 

New Test ament pr esents committ ed Christians not only with the exemp-

lary l i fe of Chri st as a par adigm for their own lives, but with a 

love command whi ch must be obs erved in respect of the neighbour. The 

problem then becomes i n s piritual terms , how to overcome the barriers 

of self-interest and self-concern which hamper and restrict the exer-

cise of love of one ' s nei ghbour, and in psychological terms , how to 

achi eve authentic and depth rel ationships with othe~ which will l ead 

to t he individual ' s self-f ulfilment in community. The encounter group 

t echnique provides one answer to these questions in that it present s 

an opportunity for i ndividual members of the group to explore their 

own attitudes , feel i ngs , impressions etc. in relation to others in a 

s ituation of encounter as the name suggest s . Thus by this means , a 

person comes to know what s ort of a person he is, what positive a s 

well as negative qual i t i es are revealed to other members of the group, 

what he can do to remedy t he pos ition, above all how other peopl e 

r eact to the risks whi ch he learns to take in relationships. The 

outcome of such experi ence i s growth in s elf-knowledge, together with 
1 

a practically acquired awar eness of a wide variety of human reactions 
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and some account of the factors which cause them. What is more, it 

is the common experi ence of groups which meet i n encounter situations 

such as those described, that a warm and loving concern for each 

other is built up as the group sessions proceed, and that this is an 

experience which i s r epeat ed and confirmed over and over again . 

When the s i gnificance of the encount er group technique i s 

examin ed i n relationship to education in religion, it becomes immedi-

ately obvious that it will be important to have leaders/directors/ 

teachers t rained in the t echnique it self . Facilities for such t rain-

ing will be explored later. The overall value of the technique can 

only be expressed here in terms of its general application in an 
, 

educat ional context (1), as the field itself is such a burgeoning one 

that i t would demand a thesis in its own right to provide a detailed 

educational analysis . From the infant school onwards, with varying 

degrees of effect iveness and s ignificance, the relationship, integrity 
I 

and authenticity of the t eacher will vi~ally affect the quality of 

what i s learned by pupils. In many aspects of life, people conceal 

their real selves behind masks and official roles - this is especially 

true of schools and colleges. Group encounter techniques teach people 

to respect others as persons , to be sensitive (hence the alternative 

description of such groups as "sensitivity groups") to the attitudes, 

feelings and opinions of others, to try and account for these rather 

I than reacting to them in a purely subjective way, and of course in 

addition , to be sensit ive to the nature and source of one's own 

reactions J All these considerations in the area of relationships will 

(1) Specific and detailed treatment of the relevance of the techni
ques described in this section for the promotion of human 
relationships in all aspects of school and college life, are 
to be found in the texts listed in Appendix 12 published under 
the aegis of the Center for Study of the Person, La Jolla, 
California. 
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affect ,,1hat is taught and how it is taught , and in the sphere of 

religious teaching it will be a vital criterion for success or fail-

ure. Hence it is hoped that children, pupils and students of all 

ages would be encouraged to cultivate and practise in their own lives 

that same authenticity of self in relationship to others (1) that they 

have experienced with their teachers. This what is meant by speaking 

earlier of the operational rather than the theoretical significance 

of agape in action. Alongside this open relationship would go at 

appropriate cognitive level, the free discussion and exploration of 

religious concepts and of children ' s and students ' problems in this 

connection(2 ), the whole approach leading up to an ideally autonomous 

outlook which would give reality to the notion of a person "educat ed 

in religion" in the present age, and at the same time able to practise 

one of its universal tenets, love for one's neighbour. Such a process 

is the means of acquiring what has been referred to constantly in this 

thesis as an agapeistic life-style. 

It follows then , that as all educative work involves inter-

personal relationships , the same sensitivity to people as persons in 

their own right , and a corresponding ability to cultivate and extend 

personal contacts in widely varied individual and group situations, 

will be necessary qualities of all those involved in the Church's 

educational activity. There is a strong element of thought these days 

which demands honest and authentic responses, both in relationships 

In American analysis this is described as being a "self
authenticating" person. 

One of the very few accounts of such an approach which has 
actually been tried in Ehglish schools , is to be found in 
A.J. Grainger's book The Bullring: a classroom experiment in 
Moral Education, an account of the author's group dynamic 
practice in a Leicestershire High School. 



and in attitudes towards and exploration of contemporary problems, 

difficulties and spiritual concerns , from the leaders of Church 

activity. As has already been not ed(1), it is crucial to mature 

Christian growth in today ' s society, that Church members should be 

able to di scuss and art iculat e their faith in an atmosphere of open 

exploration, and that they should find such an approach reciprocated 

by those from whom they are seeking help and support. It is here 

that a dynamic relationship is of most consequence and it is with 

this aim in mind that the kind of group dynamic/encounter training 

out lined above , i s recommended for all clergy, lay leaders and 

Diocesan staff. It is particularly necessary for parish clergy as 

it i s on the parish priest that the greatest weight of sustaining 
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supportive and encouraging relationships in faith and practice depend. 

That the importance of this t echnique i s already being recognised, is 

i ndicated by the fact that organisations such as the Grubb Institute(2) 

have been providing courses f or Church personnel for a number of years 

using group dynamic techniques, albeit primarily related to manage

ment. However , as has already been not ed(3 ), recent innovations in 

clergy traini ng in the Diocese of Derby for example, include two-week 

group encounter sessions for selected clergy at the Diocesan Retreat 

House, and the General Synod Board of Education's list of training 

courses include practical experience of working in small and large 

groups , of inter-group behaviour, staff development (based on group 

(1) V. supra p . 227 . 

( 2 ) Mention ed supra p. 228 f ootnote 3. 

( 3 ) V. loc . cit and the Derby Diocesan Council of Education list 
Training Events 1974. 
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techniques ), and exploration of family life with a view to the forma

tion of alternative communities (1 ). 

It can b e seen then, that considerable emphasis is being placed 

on analys i s in groups and group dynamic/encounter techniques at the 

pres ent time. A passage from the dat a sheet of one of t he first Dept. 

of Education and Science courses ( 2 ) to be organised in this area 

( s ignificantly for those involved with religious education or pastoral 

care in schools and Colleges of Education) epitomises the nature and 

value of such an approach viz:-

"The course aims to provide opportunities for learning more 

about the int er-personal and inter-group relations which exist 

i n educational groups and institutions. The learning is 

offered not by lectures , but by experiencing. It is thought 

to be of particular use to those engaged in religious educa-

tion and in pastoral care, since both of these involve teachers 

and pupils in an interchange where issues of personal authority 

and leadership cannot be handled in terms of book knowledge, 

status, or qualifications. The 'subject matter' is often the 

elusive one of feelings, attitudes , values, beliefs and fan-

tasies , which , though individually held, are subject to the 

pressures of groups and institutions. 

This course will give members the opportunity to increase 

their knowledge about behaviour in groups and institutions 

by direct experience of small groups, large groups, and 

int er-group situations . Application groups will relate the 

learning to the work settings of the members. 

v. the 1974 Programme appended. 

Other independent sources of similar training are the Richmond 
Fellowship, The Institute of Group Analysis and the Tavistock 
Institute - all based in London. The D.E.S. course referred 
to was held at Bangor, N. Wal es at Easter 1974. 



The programme and method has been well- tried with religious 

educators in several educational and Church settings in this 

count ry , in Ireland and in the United st at es" ( 1 ) • 
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This mention of the United states leads to the further possibility of 

individuals attending training courses in encounter or sensitivity 

techniques based in that country at two particularly well- mown 

centres in California - the Esalen Institute at Big Sur , and the 

Center for Study of the Person at La Jolla . The former is vividly 

described in a chapter entitled "Naked Revival : Theology and the 

Human Pot ent ial Movement " in Harvey Cox ' s recent book The Seduct ion 

of the Spirit (pp. 197 ff ), in which Cox , a member of Faculty of the 

Harvard Divinity School , gives an account (2 ) of his own participation 

in encounter sessions at what is perhaps the best mown of such 

institutions in the U. S.A. The Center for Study of the Person at 

La Jolla is a s imilar , though more academically orientated institution, 

which has Dr . Carl Rogers as one of its resident fellows , and its 

training programme mown as the La Jolla Programme (3 ), is described 

in a chapter by that name in Rogers ' book Encounter Groups (4 ) which 

was referred to earlier (5 ). 

One of the most s pecific t ens which deals with the significance 
and application of group technique to religious growth is Kemp C. G. 
Small Groups and Self- Renewal (New York : Seabury Press 1971 ). I 
have given examples of the kind of material available for group 
use in U. S. A. in Appendix 13. 

Cf. my article " Human Potential" in the Magazine of the Speakers ' 
Society Spring 1973 (Totley~hornbridge College of Education ) 
pp. 3 ff . which gives an account of my own visit to Esalen in 
the summer of 1972 . 

I have been a member of this training programme both as a partici
pant (197 3) and as a staff facilitator ( 1974). A brief descrip
tion of my experiences there is to be found in my article "Life 
is not just words in a book but flesh and body, action and revolu
tion" in Christian Renewal no . 12 Winter 1973 p. 12 (V. Appendix 7 ). 
A copy of the La Jolla Programme course outline , which gives details 
of the nature of the course and its cont ent , can be found in Appendix 14. 

(4) Chapter 9 - " Building Facilitative Skills" pp. 151 ff . 

( 5) V. supra p. 23 footnote 
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v. 

It only remains then , to summarise the theological position which 

has been maintained in this thesis relat ing to the challenges of secu-

larity and relevance - challenges which have been shown to present con-

siderable problems for the future of the Church and the extension of 

the Christian faith in contemporary society. As Heinz Zahrnt points 

out in his book The Question of God , the Christian proclamation in its 

traditional form at least , no longer provides the majority of men 

today with a valid answer to the questions they ask about God, and 

cons equent ly fails to provide t hem wit h an adequat e way of underst anding 

their position in the world and of mastering their lives meaningfully. ( 1) 

This thesis has been an att empt to resolve this situation - on the one 

hand by seeking to explicate a contemporary Christian faith , and on 

the other hand by suggesting means by which people might be educated 

to understand and to practise such a faith in today ' s world. Sometimes 

it is suggested that theology, and indeed people also , tend to move 

towards one of two extreme positions in approaching the contemporary 

secular situation - either to withdraw from it completely into religious 

isolationism, or to become utterly abs orbed by and involved in it . 

Such dichotomies have not been uncommon in many other aspects of man ' s 

relationship with his fellows and with his environment . In the sphere 

of religion the traditional dichotomies have been between God and the 

world , Church and State (2 ), private and public morality. According 

to which position is taken it has been further assumed that some 

( 1) Ope cit . pp. 11- 12 . 

( 2) V. for instance , Zahrnt op. cit . pp. 177 ff ., for an account of 
Luther ' s doctrine of the two kingdoms and its relationship to 
contemporary theological positions . 
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specific moral pos ition goes with it - uncompromising moral demands 

by the " other-worldly", more compromising and accommodat ing demands 

by the " secularist s". Such a view is of course oversimplified and 

as likely as not , a mis representation. However the important point 

to be made here is that the theological position taken in this thes i s , 

albeit one which attempts to come to terms with the modern s ecular 

world and to seek a harmonisation of theological outlook and practical 

worldly concerns , nevertheless offers no compromise on the fundamental 

Christian demand for the exercise by all men of the Law of Love . Nor 

is the theological focus of this thesis to be found anywhere other 

than in the Christian religion. It has been constantly maintained 

pass im that agape has specifically Christian significance in that it 

expresses the s piritual bond of love between man and man in Christ 

which i s the essence of Christianity, and that it is uniquely dynamic 

and mot i vat ory in the lives of committ ed Christ ians ( 1) • .As St . Paul 

aptly wrote to the Thessalonians :-

"Faithful is he that calleth you, who will also do it " 

( 1. Thessalonians 5. 24) . 

Here may be seen ~ excellence the difference between the Christian 

and t he secular humanist . Thus in maintaining this fundamental 

Christ i an focus , as in advocating means by which present and future 

generations might be educated to live agapeistically in their respec-

tive s ociet ies , it i s believed that this thesis is faithful to the 

claim made upon all men by Christ himself who :-

tI •••• having loved hi s own which were in the world , he loved 

them unto the end" (~ 13. 1b). 

Not e particularly Chapter 2, pp. 23 &26 and the fuller 
Christological exposition of the Christian dynamic in the same 
chapt er pp. 30- 33 . 
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APPEN1HCES 



APPEN:DIX 1 

THE INTERPREl'ATION OF BONHOEFFER ' S PHRASES "A WORLD COME 

OF AGE " and ''MEN HAVE COME OF AGE". 

a . Text Ref erences . 

These are spread over s ome twenty pages of Letters and Papers 

from Pri son e . g.:-

"The attack by Christian apologetic upon the adulthood of the 

world I consider to be in the first place pOintless , in the second 

place ignoble , and in the third unchristian" (p . 108). 

"The world ' s coming of age is then no longer occasion for 

polemics and apologetics , but it is really better understood than 

it understands itself , namely on the basis of the Gospel , and in the 

l ight of Christ " (p . 110) . 

"I began by saying that God is being increasingly edged out 

of the world , not t hat it has come of age " (P. 114). 

v . also pps . 11 5 , 122 and 124. 

b . Rephrasing by other writ ers . 

From the beginning , J . A. T. Robins on and others have used the 

phrase "man come of age " in place of "a world come of age ". There 

does not seem to be any logical objection to this phrase which is 

assumed to carry the same meaning. Robinson is almost correct when 

he speaks of Bonhoeffer writing "as he does of ' man come of age '" 

(Keeping in Touch with Theology p . 4) although Bonhoeffer , s o far as 

I have been abl e t o check , only uses this latter phrase once and with 

the plural "men " viz :-

(i ) 



" •••••• we should frankly recognise that the world and men have 

come of age " (op . cit . p . 118). 

c . Meaning and Significance 

I think that Bonhoeffer ' s own exposition ( op . cit . pp . 114 - 115 ) 

of the way in which the world has come of age is clear enough. He 

summarises it thus :-

'ryo this extent we may say that the process which we have des

cribed by which the world came of age , was an abandonment of a false 

conception of God , and a clearing of the decks for the God of the Bible 

who conquers power and space in the world by his weakness " (p . 122 ). 

It is important to realise that Bonhoeffer was by no means suggesting 

that a world come of age was either a world that had arrived or a world 

that was saved or fulfilled (v . David Jenkins in his chapter '~an , 

alientated and of age " in Kemp E. W. (Ed) Man , Fallen and Free p . 176 ). 

For , as Robinson writes :-

'~he phrase is perhaps unfortunate in so far as it suggests 

an emotional or moral maturity , which Bonhoeffer never implied ( least 

of all his captors !). 'When we speak of God in a non- religious way ' 

he said , ' we must not gloss over the ungodliness of the world , but 

expose it in a new light . Now that it has come of age , the world is 

more godless , and perhaps it is for that reason nearer to God than 

(ii ) 

ever before ' ( op . cit . p. 167 ). For the educated minority , this ' coming 

of age ' does indeed imply an intellectual maturity , but in most merely 

a psychological state of development in which religion and its attempt 

to keep man in strings is dismissed as childish. But it is none the 

less real for that " (Honest to God p . 104 footnote ). 

I t is worth noting that later , Robinson protests that the phrase 



"man ' s coming of age " has been endl essly misunderstood , despite the 

above footnot e in Honest to God. He continues :-

"I should be perfectly prepared to accept in its place the 

notion that man has reached adolescence " (The Honest to God Debate 

p. 270 footnot e ). 

My own reading of Bonhoeffer suggests that he would have approved of 

Robinson ' s apt rephrasing here . 

It seems then , that although the present is a time of humanism 

(iii ) 

in which men , women and children are now val ued more highly for them

selves (v . David Edwards in his chapter "Religion and the World ' s 

Coming of Age " - Religion and Change p . 25 ), neither Bonhoeffer nor 

any other contemporary writer would wish to suggest that the notion of 

man ' s coming of age refers to anything other than the beginning and 

promise of man ' s possible achievement , rather than its ultimat e fulfil

ment . Contemporary events between indi vidual s and nations leave us in 

little doubt that in none of the fundamental aspects of man ' s being or 

activity - his intellect , morality , religi on , aut onomy etc . and result

ant culture , technology etc . - could there be said to be any sort of 

ultimate fruition. Furthermore it is important to remember that 

although we tend these days to speak globally about "man", there are 

widely divergent levels of development in its broadest sense , between 

different national and cultural groups . Thus , speaking of the sense 

in which man is at the door of human progress , David Edwards writ es :-

'~ew powers stir ; they can l ead either to fantastic progress 

or to utter catastrophe . That is the thrill , and when things go wrong 

that is the poignancy. 'C oming of age ' is the beginning of battle , not 

the consummation of vict ory ; it is promise , not perfection. The power 



( iv) 

is there ; if disaster comes , it will be because the power was not used 

in a sufficiently intelligent plan. The great transition into modernity 

comes through the loss of that sense of int e llectual and physical power

lessness whi ch in the past accompanied man ' s dependence on God or the 

gods . Now that man is powerfully - and perhaps tragically - mature , 

there is no going back to any Paradise which existed before man defied 

the divine prohibition and ate the fruit of knowledge " ( op. cit . p . 26 ). 

Here again is a reinforcement of the specific way in which the phrase 

"man ' s coming of age " has been given essentially religious connotation 

in terms of his freedom from what were restricting notions of God/ man 

relationships as exemplified for instance in the Genesis myth to which 

Edwards here refers . 

It remains to add that whilst this is no place to speculate upon 

what man ' s coming of age might mean in ultimate terms , I f~d Teilhard 

de Chardin ' s notion of the "Omega Point " extremely interesting, namely , 

that divine centre of convergence which embraces autonomy , actuality , 

irreversibility and finally transcendence (v . The Phenom~)«pf Man and 

The Future of Man passim). 
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For one who is about to propound an existential approach to morality, it may seem 
paradoxical to begin considerations in this area with a criticism of people who take 
no account of the past! Nevertheless, it is a criticism which stands, for far too many 
educationists and philosophers when they come to discuss moral and religious 
education, take the present situation in schools and present-day attitudes as their 
jumping-off ground, with little or no thought for the attitudes and approaches 
toward these two areas which characterized the aims and aspirations of education
ists and legislators of nearly 30 years ago. It is not that one wishes to eva[uaJe 

such attitudes and approaches after the event so to speak, but rather to elucidate 
the causal factors which have contributed to the present situation, so as to be able 
to state how and why present circumstances call for a change of the status quo, 
if change there must be. 

The Post-War Years 
Having this requirement in mind, the present writer began his research1 with an 
examination of the feelings and attitudes toward the future, and especially toward 
the future education of the young, which found expression in the Education Act of 
1944. Of many such expressions, the words of the Earl of Selborne, moving the 
passage of the Bill in the House of Lords, were typical. It was the beginning of a 
pilgrimage, which, he said, would lead to 

. .. an England which avows as never before the principles of liberty, justice, toleration 
and discipline on which this realm depends and which themselves are founded on the 
teaching of tbe Church of Christ. 2 

The connection assumed here between the moral virtues enumerated and Christi
anity should be noticed, and it is met continually in other official speeches and 
documents of the period . Further clear evidence of the way in which moral educa
tion was seen to be logically dependent upon religious instruction, is seen in the 

Donald Anders-Richards is Senior Lecturer in Education, 
Totley-Thornbridge College of Education, Sheffield 

(v ) 
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various Agreed Syllabuses of the period. Yet another interesting and detailed 
example of this same attitude is found in Spencer Leeson's Bampton Lectures for 
1944 entitled Christian EducaJion (Longmans, 1947). 

It comes as something of a shock therefore, to find that as early as 1953, the King 
George's Jubilee Trust was setting up no less than four separate committees, staffed 
by people of considerable educational eminence, to investigate the causes of ' short
comings in the educational system. juvenile delinquency, and the lamentable apathy 
and lack of purpose in life '8 of many boys and girls. Detailed discussion of the 
Trust's findings is not possible here. but the findings themselves were alarmingly 
clear. For quite apart from the physical defects of the system - overcrowded classes. 
too few teachers, obsolescent schools. and so on - the Trust report observed: 

A. That there was considerable unease about the discipline and character 
training in schools, as a result of the conduct of some children. The schools were 
considered to be the chief means of inculcating right attitudes in children. 

B. Negative moral situations such as irresponsible bebaviour, idleness and 
delinquency in young people, were seen to reflect the condition and attitudes of 
society as a wbole. 

C. These problems were directly traced to a decline in religious belief and 
observance and tbe weakening of tbe authority of tbe Churches. Reaffirmation of 
moral standards based on tbe Christian way of life was held to be an essential 
corrective to this sta te of affairs. 

D. Parents did not, either by example, or teaching, help their chi ldren to assimi
late moral principles which would lead to right conduct. 

Whilst the Trust thus reiterated the same basic faith of people of the early I 940's 
in religion (Christianity of course) as a means of rectifying tbis sad state of affairs. 
other asses ors were beginning to stre the need for new approache to moral 
education which recognized the increasingly 'secular' nature of society. The 
inevitable conclusion by 1960. could only be that the nation and the nation's schools 
had failed to implant in children those high ideals of personal morality. and conduct 
firmly rooted in Christian belief and action, which was the hope and a piration of 
tbe legislators of the 1944 Act. This failure can be ascribed to two primary factor 
which militated against the success of 'education for citizenship' as tbe child's 
moral and social training was frequently entitled during this period. They were: 

1. The fact that personal morality was whoIJy viewed as having its frame of 
reference in the Christian ethic, and thus its support and foundation in the Christian 
Cburches. When, at a suitably mature level, reference wa made back to tbe latter 
by individuals , they were found unable to reinforce the attitudes toward morality 
and religion which had been engendered in the schools, because they themselves 
had failed to keep pace with the developing society and its problems. Young adults 
looked for relevance and conviction in the Christian churches and appeared to find 
neither. 

2. The general mass of society, as repre ented by parents. had no frame of 
reference at all for its morality or conduct. This was the result either of tbe casting 
off or the complete 10 of the Christian ethic . • Thus they were unable to offer any 
reasoned explanation of it to their children, or to exercise any authority which wa 
respected by the latter. in the matter of its ob ervance. 
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The New Theology and the New Morality of the 1960's 
In 1963 John Robinson's book Honest to God burst upon tbe theological cene, 
and it is fair to say that thing have not been the same since. Again, readers must 
be referred to the present writer's full thesis for a detailed examination of the 
theological background and significance of the writings of BuItmann. Tillicb, 
Bonhoeffer et al to which Robinson is indebted, as well as to the treatment of 
Robin on's own work. What is vitally important is the re-interpretation wbich 
Robinson present, of traditional Christian thei m. and his central concept of ' God ' 
as 'ultimate reality', ' ultimate concern " or ' ground of being' leading on to the 
premise that theological statements are not descriptions of ' God' but: 

. . . analyses of the depths of per onal relat ionships, of all experiences interpreted by 
love. (HOliest to God, p 49.) 

Further, love, having ' God' a its ource and ground, i ultimately revealed in 
Chr i t. tbe ' man for others' . Chri tians therefore recognize: 

... as the ultimate ground of our being which is thus encountered, and as the basi oC 
every living rel a ti n hip and every deci ion, the unconditional love of hri t . .. Life in 
~rist Je u , in the n7w b~ing, in the pirit, means having no absolute but hi love, 

bemg tota lly uncommi tted In every other respect, but totally committed in !hi . (ibid, 
P 114.) 

This absolute i for Chri tian and non-Christian alike, at once in temming from 
the personal ground of our being. removing any uggestion of external direction; 
and in allowing the situation it elf, subjec t only to the law of love to be the key, 
removing any element of prescriptivity or command. A per on committed to uch 
a way of life as this is sa id to be living' agapeistically , and to practi e a situation
ethic. 

The Contemporary Educationa l Significance of Agapeism and Situation-Ethics 
If then. the moral life i conceived of as being' committed to live agapeistically " 
it follows that a moral deci ion or act or judgment, quite simply involve tbe 
exercise of agape in any or every situation. Thus the moral agent does not need 
to a k him elf' I thi a moral si tuation? ' or 'What characterises morality? ' or 
even (to a c rtain degree) , Why should I be moral? ' All morality and manifesta
tion of morality are ub umed by the single universalisable and pre criplive precept 
of St Augu tine, ' Love and then what you wil l, do ' . That tbere i omething to 
be aid for empha izing the fact that morality is not solely a matter of making 
deci!> i ns ha rec ntly been argued at length by . Pincotfs.· Agapeism and ituation 
ethic take thi fact into account, for the agapeistic life is ideally a life-style which 
is wholly governed by the exercise of altruistic neighbour-love. rather tban by its 
relevance as a moral principle to pecifically identifiable' moral situations' onl . 

Reader will have noticed Ihe u e of the term ' ideaIJy' here. Thi u age carrie 
with it acceptance of the fact that one of the most difficult problem in m rality 
is ' akra ia ' or weakne s of will. The condition is succinctly described in St Paul' 
well-known word : 

The good that I would I do n.ot, the evil that I would not, that 1 do. (Roman, 7, 19.) 

It i at this point that the religious significance of agapei m becomes clear. It i 
the agapei tic life of Christ which is both exemplary and motivatory for those who 
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would adopt it. So the essence of religious education in so far as its specifically 
Christian element is concerned, is the ufe of Christ, and the relevance of that life 
for those who would commit themselves to it, to their person and to their own 
involvement in and with the contemporary world. Thus there is both a motivatory 
stimulus to live the moral life involved, and also a strong supportive and guarantory 
implication that the moral (ie agapeistic) life-style will be adopted, and that moral 
(ie agapeistic) actions, judgments, decisions etc will in fact be carried through 
to their intended conclusion. 

Thus a logical identification is made between morauty and religion: morality is 
living the agapeistic life of Christ. It follows then, that the religious education of 
children in school which is advocated by the author, will be centrally concerned 
with presenting to them the person of Jesus Christ, his life, work and teaching. 
The aim of such teaching in State schools will be the cultivation of the agapeistic 
attitude. This proposal will be seen to be radically reductionist if compared with 
the present Agreed Syllabuses of religiou education, many of which are still 
, theological courses', albeit in the case of certain of them showing gradual improve

ment in this respect. 
Further, readers who are familiar with for instance, the recent work of John 

Wilson, William Kay, and others will have noticed at once the way in which the 
proposals outlined in thi s paper complement the view of moral education as the 
teaching and encouragement of certain defined attitudes, which is a significant 
aspect of these writers ' approach to the subject. The agapeistic attitude commended 
here also envelopes and clarifies those attitudes which have become demonstrable 
and reportable features of peoples' everyday lives and interests (notably those of 
young people), and which are characterized by words such as ' loving', ' caring', 
'concern for others' etc. 

A short article such as this, intended as it is merely to explicate the lines of 
thought of a particular thesis posi tion , will not support the weight of a d etailed 
examination or account of the theological aspects and philosophy of religion which 
is involved in the view of the Person of Christ presented here. Suffice it to say 
that in accordance with the re-interpretations mentioned earlier, there will be no 
place for traditional transcendental truths and dogma in the content of the religious 
education which is envisaged. rrhe whole approach may in fact be described as one 
of 'Christian humanism', its es ential referent being the agapeistic life of the 
man Jesus, and the morality which it advocates being firmly centred in the exercise 
of Christian agape in the existential situation. In this particular context the present 
author feels too, that he has gone some way toward providing a situation which 
would allow for a religious education syllabus which , in the words of a recent DES 
Report, would be ' less Chri tian in an authoritarian sense', and which al 0 

respect the right of the individual to choose his way of life and eventually to 
exercise autonomy in his per onal morality. For it might be assumed that if a 
programme of Christian religious education such as that envisaged in this paper 
was implemented in schools, the result might be that the response would be wide
ranging: [rom full commitment to live tbe agapei tic life of Christ (with or without 
further involvement in 'organized religion' outside school) at one end of the scale, 
to simple acquaintance with that life at the other. The important thing though, is 
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that whatever the response, it would be the result of the individual's freedom of 
choice, and the recognition of and respect for his right to autonomy of commitment 
on the part of his teachers. 

To bring the paper to full circle, it will be helpful to compare the positions of 
the relation hip of religious education and morality as conceived of in the 1944 
Education Act with which it began, and as conceived of in the thesis to which this 
paper is a short introduction. These relationships can be set down in the form of a 
simple schema viz: 

(a) The relationship of morality and religious education 
1944 EDUCATION ACT AUTHOR'S THESIS 

Morality is logically dependent upon 
religious educa tion , ie religious educa 
tion is the essentially prior source of 
moral education. 

Morality is logically identified with 
religio us education, ie the agape istic life 
of Christ is the moral life. 

(b) Psychological aspects 
Moral actions are related to traditional Commitment to the agapelsllc life of 
religiolls notions of reward and punish- Christ is dynamically motivating in the 
ment in thi world or the next. phere of moral action. The personal 

decision or choice involved in such 
commitment posses es inherent moral 
worth. 

(c) Rationale of th function of moral and religious education in State schools 
The dependence theory in (a) above is The identity theory in (a) above offers 
weak in itself and denies the possibility a stronger and more convincing ration-
of morality being autonomous. ale, and emphasizes the autonomous 

nature of morality. 
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THEOLOGY. 
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In an earlier issue of this Journal (Vol 1 Number 2 - February 1972. pp 103ff). I 
argued for the identification of morality and religion when religion is interpreted 
as 'committed to live the agapeistic life'. Graeme de Graaf sums up the basic 
position on which this argument stands. in a succinct paragraph in Ian Ramsey's 
collection of papers Christian Ethics and Contemporary Philosophy (p 38). He 
writes: 

In its identity-theory form the account looks exciting. As I have mentioned, it would seem 
to harbour an elegant little proof of God's existence. If to live agapeistically, provided only 
that one i committed to live agapeistically, is all that there is at the heart of Christianity, 
then for these Christians the question ' Does God exist? ' can only mean : Is it possible to 
commit oneself to agapeism? Some people find that the answer is 'Yes '. What is more, they 
find that with the adoption of agapeism come accompanying forms of the traditional religious 
phenomena. For them the existence of God is proved, not simply experientially but in logic. 
Agapeism exists, therefore God exists. 

This, in essence, is the nub of the 'Christian Humanist' position that I outlined 
in my article. Since its publication, and as a result of the response to my various 
lectures and published work in this field, I have discovered that there are three 
specific points which are raised fairly consistently about the theory, which it seemed 
worthwhile to explicate with a view to offering a more exact account of the position 
maintained. These three points often take the form of three queries viz : 

What is agape? 
How does agape work in resolving moral issues? 
Is the position you have outlined really Christian? 

What is agape? 
Aldou Huxley, in his book Adonis and the Alphabet and Other Essays (p 72) 

Mr Anders-Richards is Senior Lecturer in Education at Totley-Thornbridge 
College of Education, Sheffield. 

(vi ) 
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wrote: 

Of al~ the ~o~, smudged, dog-eared .words in our vocabulary, 'Love ' is surely the grubbiest, 
s~e l. iJes t, slimiest. Bawled from a million pulpits, lasciviously crooned through hundreds of 
mllhon.s of ) ?udspeaker~, it has become an outrage to good taste and decent feeling, an 
obsce? lty which one hesitates to pronounce. And yet it has to be pronounced · for after all 
Love I.S the last word. ' , 

In 1973 ' love' is little better understood than in Huxley's day, though it is un
dou~tedl~ even m~re widely ~sed . It not only forms the theme of much popular 
mUSlC as In Huxley s day, but It also appears continuously in the media - in drama 
ge~eral entert~inment or simple adverti si ng. Its wide usage is certainly an indica tio~ 
of Its compellIng nature and interest. Yet despite all this, we are left with no clear 
impression as to the meaning of the word other than the emotional response that 
it migh~ arouse. All the more reason then, to make an attempt to state as precisely 
as pos Ible what agape-love is. In the common Greek of Jesus' time in which the 
New Testament books were written, three quite distinct words were used to express 
specific aspects of the overall concept of love. They were: 

phi:ia (q:>txta) or friendship-love. This word denoted spontaneous, natural affection, 
socJal love, the affection of friends. Such love as this might be emotional or un
reasoning. 

er~s (ipw8) or sexual love. Such love as this is essentially egocentric, seeki ng its 
object for the sake of its own satisfaction, self-fulfilment, or self-enhancement. 

agape (aya~'1) or other-dir~cted love. That is, a love which is outgoing and neigh
bour-regardmg. The essentIal character of agape is that it is the product of the will 
~r disposition and it is therefore neither unreasoned as phi/ia might be, nor in tinc
hve as is eros. Agape is in fact, an attitude of will. 

Of ~o~rse any analysis of this nature runs the risk of appearing arbitrary. H ow
ev~r, It ~s eas~ to see that agape does, to the modern mind, cover loving relation
ships WIth friends and also sexual relationships with others. It is not the cate
gorization whi~h is important here, so much as the quality of love which i being 
spoken of. This may sound evaluative and even priggish, but is it not the funda
mental p~int of our concern in human relationships today? To take simple examples 
- one mIght regard the precept ' Greater love hath no man than this, that a man 
lay down his life for his friend' as being a good example of agape in friendship
love, and the sexual act between two persons which results in complete self-fulfil
ment of both, as equally indicative of agape in sexual love. Contrary examples 
would be where a friend takes a selfish advantage over you, or where people simply 
use sexual relations for self-gratification. I cannot see that anyone would want to 
say that love comes into either of these latter activities (unless it is self-love), 
although the opportunity for agape is inherent but unfulfilled. 

I would maintain therefore, that a quite preci e answer can be given to the 
question 'What is agape? ' . It is that quality of love which is other-directed, and 
which overrides the barriers of self-interest, self-concern, and self-advantage in 
human relationships. 

2 How does agape work in resolving moral issues?l 
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The second problem that I have met may well stem from the first - that is, from 
an inadequate knowledge of what is meant by exercising agape in moral situations 
if one is not clear about the meaning of agape itself. Merely to tell someone to be 
, loving' in a moral situation does seem to be vague to a fault. However, this is not 
the real situation at all, as will be shown. Another partly complementary objection, 
is that to tell people to do the most loving act in a moral situation imposes an 
intolerable burden upon them in making a decision. Furthermore, how can you be 
sure that your decision is the right one? I am of the opinion that this latter objection 
is something of a red herring, for it seems to me virtually impossible to declare 
with absolute certainty that one's solution to a moral problem is the right solution. 
Nevertheless, if a person has really worked on that problem, thought it out, en
deavoured to foresee the future consequences of his decision etc, then this does 
seem to me to be a more genuinely moral decision than merely abiding by a general 
rule eg, 'Doing x is wrong and must be punished '. 

As regards the operation of agape in moral situations. to imagine that each 
situation has to be approached entirely from scratch in terms of moral reasoning, 
is quite mistaken. Such a process in every case would be extremely burdensome. 
Actually this sort of view stems from an erroneous notion that in exercising agape 
all previous experiences of moral judgment and decision are of no account, a notion 
of agapeistic reasoning which is much too inflexible and rigid. It may also stem 
from the quite correct notion that the agapeist, in his moral reasoning. always 
holds that each moral situation is unique in the sense that it demands possible 
consideration with a view to an 'exceptional' decision being made in that par
ticular case. It may clarify what I am getting at here, to remind readers of our use 
of the expression' an exception to the rule '. The agapeist is open to such excep
tions in any moral situation. One of the clearest attempts to analyse the operational 
activity of the agapeist, is to be found in Paul Ramsey's Deeds and Rules in Chris
tian Ethics (pp 93ff). Ramsey classifies' pure agapeism' (as distinct from' mixed 
agapeism' which is agapeism combined with natural or rational morality. and 
, non-agapeism ' which is morality claimed to be the result of ' faith', ' experience 
of God " 'God's commands' etc) as follows: 

i. Pure act agapeism. That -is, those actions which best express love in the 
circumstances. The individual confronts his loving will with the facts of the situa
tion and makes his moral decision accordingly. 

ii. Summary rule. or modified act agapeism. Here the person concerned in the 
moral situation refers back to summary rules which have been shown to reflect 
agape in the past (eg, in the 10 commandments, professional codes of conduct etc). 

iii. Pure rule agapeism. That is, the question asked is which rules best or most 
fully embody agape. 

iv. Combinations of any or aU of the positions outlined in i- iii above. It is 
interesting that Ramsey considers that J . A. T. Robinson's2 ultimate ethical position 
is a combination of all three, and in this connection he states (op cit pp 95-6): 

It would seem in fact, that if a Christian ethicist is going to be a Pure Agapeist (sic), he 
would find this fourth possibility to be the most fruitful one, and most in accord with the 
freedom of agape both to act through the finest principles and to act if need be without 
them. 
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So then a person faced with a moral problem and wishing to solve that problem 
agapeistically, is not automatically committed to a course of pure agapeism. That 
is, it does not follow that he must spend great effort in working out the solution to 
that problem from scratch. Nevertheless the overriding consideration will still be 
what is the most loving act in that particular situation, and for that person etc. 
Hence the use of the term' situation ethics' to describe this kind of moral decision. 
I cannot believe therefore, that the actual operation of agape in a situation requiring 
moral decision is either too vague a notion altogether, or overburden some as some 
would maintain. 

3 Is the position you have outlined really Christian? 
The third and final problem I have met in expounding the theory of agapeistic 
morality has been one which, rather ironically, has been raised in the main by non
Christians. The objection is that the religion which is left after traditional supra
naturalistic aspects and projections are removed (pp 105-107 of my original article 
in this Journal make the position quite clear) does not then resemble the Christian 
religion as they have always understood it. In some ways my experience of tackling 
this question has proved quite salutary in that I have begun to see how easy it is 
for a 'communication gap' to exist between theologians and non-theologians. One 
of the problems here is that every articulate person seems to claim a right to 
legislate on the subject of religion. I frequently discover that arguments against my 
stated position are based upon religious instruction and doctrinal tenets learned by 
the person concerned at school or at Sunday school. In other words, there is no 
appreciation and no understanding of the trends of contemporary theological 
thought. The result is that attempts to answer questions such as those which relate 
to notions of • God' as agape or as ' ground of being' or ' ultimate concern' (vide 
Paul Tillich), are met with complete incomprehension or stony traditionalism. God 
is still 'out there' or 'up there', to use Robinson's now famous expressions in 
Honest to God, for a great number of people. Small wonder then, that such writers 
as Alistair Kee would have us get rid of the word' God' completely in religious 
language.3 What I am saying is that there is often an assumption on the part of 
my critics that religion and religious belief are completely static, and that a person's 
belief, practice, and thought, should be governed only by traditional and historic 
formulations and concepts. I think that Robinson has a very powerful point to make 
when he says (On Being the Church in the World, p 23): 

. . . while the soul is eternally the same, its body is always changing. The particular ideal 
of life which in any age translates into a pattern of concrete social relationships the fulfil
ment of the human spirit in God, requires to be redefined with every fundamental change 
in the structure of society. 

It is to modern, secularized society that the 'God' = agape = ultimate concern 
= Christ equation speaks, but quite apart from the many arguments which have 
been mustered for the 'secularization' of religion in the present age! I find the 
notion of the agapeistic life as being both the religious and moral life, entirely 
consistent with the Christian gospel, with the life of Chri st, and with the ultimate 
concern of Church and individual alike. For, !lS Huxley rightly said, 'Love i$ (my 
italics) the last word '. 
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Footnotes 
1 I have given a much more detailed account of the nature and function of agape in my 

University of Leicester M.Ed thesis (1971) ' Traditional and changing attitudes towards 
morality and moral education fro m the Education Act of 1944 to the present day '. 

2 Robinson's views played an important part in my original M.Ed research, and are noted 
at length in the thesis passim . My present Ph.D thesis (University of Sheffield) entitled 
' Some implications for education in religion of the theological writing of Bishop John 
Robinson ' further explores his position. 

S The Way of Tral1scendence: Christian Faith without Belief in God, pp 224ff. 
4 These are very well explored in such works as those of Harvey Cox - The Secular City, 

and Paul van Buren - Th e Secular Meaning of the GOl-pel, amongst others. 
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APPENJ)IX 4 

ON THE NATURE .AND RELATIONSHIP OF SELF- LOVE .AND AGAPE . 

The purpose of this appendix is to elaborate upon the position 

maintained in Chapter 2 pp . ~4 ff . that it is possible (and indeed 

to some degree necessary) for a person both to love himself and also 

to be an agapeist . At first sight it would seem that ther e is a con-

tradiction here - how can a person love others and love himself? I t 

can be shown that there are various ways of looking at this seeming 

contradiction which throw light upon the situation in ways which do 

not immediately meet the eye . 

Outka in his book Agape : .An ethical analysis , to which reference 

has been frequently made in Chapter 2 of this thesis , spends a good 

deal of time looking at this particular problem (pp. 55 - 74 in his 

Chapter entitled "Agape and Self-Lovell). He explores four value 

judgements of self- love analytically and I have set these down in 

brief below with the intention of illustrating that , to my mind, the 

notion of self- love does in fact have a place both within an analysis 

of agape and the agapeistic attitude , and also within a theological 

framework based on the New Testament references to "loving oneself ". 

1. Self- love as wholly nefarious . 

This is the most extreme view of se lf-love , and one frequently 

held by theological writ ers (we might cite here Nygren ' s identification 

of ''Eros-religion '' and ''Eros-ethics '' which, it is maintained , exemplify 

negative self- love in that a person's activities , interests and atti-

tudes are wholly governed by acquisitive self- seeking. V. Agape and 

Eros pp . 208 ff . for example ). Acquisitiveness is used as an "umbrella" -



term to encompass all the negative aspects of nefarious self- love 

revealed in human relationships . Such a view inevitably centre s on 

what has been described in Chapter 2 as "psychological egoism" t hat 

is , acquisitive self- love which constitutes de facto the sole spring 

(viii) 

of behaviour. Men pursue their own individual and private satisfaction 

and they cannot help pursuing it . Even when their behaviour appears 

to be altruistic , this is not the case , for the altruism is simply 

disguised acquisitiveness . 

2. Self- love as normal , reasonable and prudent . 

The core of this view is that self- love is not especially praise

worthy , but neither is it necessarily blameworthy. That is , a person 

is reasonably entitled to find his way in life by adopting an att i tude 

of prudential self- regard. Outka believes that it is this view of 

self- love which stands behind the clause in the second great command

ment "thou shalt love thy neighbour as thf1yself " (which I shall treat 

later on in this exegesis ). There are two further senses in which s elf

love is held to be a natural state of affairs and not blameworthy. The 

first holds that one ' s own interests serve as the paradigm of all others ; 

they are the most adequate index of what other-regard means . The second 

is that self- love has been taken to be the standard for treatment of 

others in the sense of the goldf en rule '~o unto others as you would 

have them do unto you". Thus self- love in accordance with the golden 

rule may be the source of more specific judgements of what counts as 

other-regard. There is a final sense in which self- love may be held 

not to be blameworthy, in that it is possible to recognise blessing 

or fruition to the self which m~ have its source in other-regard. 

Outka cites Reinhold Niebuhr (Man ' S Nature and His Communitie s pp . 106 - 7) 

and Kierkegaard (Works of Love p . 262 ) as expressing views which concur 

with this latter analysis ( op . cit . pp . 66 - 7). 
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3. Self- love as justifiably derived from other-regard. 

In this sense , self- love is taken to be necessary in that a person 

must look after himself , and has a responsibility for the development and 

use of his natural capacities etc . Thus one ' s own state of contentment 

and satisfaction is morally relevant , as it enhances the prospects of 

serving ends beyond such satisfaction. A simple example of this would 

be that a person finding himself depressed as a result of say dwelling 

upon his disappointments , seeing the unhappiness which he causes to 

others by such negative attitudes , tells himself to cheer up and thereby 

cease to cause that unhappiness to others . I believe that this third 

view stands behind the argument advanced in Chapter 2 p . 45 , and com

ments such as Johann ' s on p . 44 • 

4. Self- love as a definit e obligation . 

Finally , self- love may be seen as a definit e obligation - that 

is , where allowance is made for the positive value of considerations 

linked wi th the notion of self- respect . Outka believes that a view 

which sees this aspect a s one that is opposed to the notion of Christian 

humility is mistaken , and he quotes a powerful passage written by 

Elizabeth Telfer in support of this view :-

'~umility is ••• the recognition that there is infinite room 

for improvement , and that the minimum standard which is connected 

with self- respect is no great achievement " ( In Philosophical Quarterly 

Vol . 18 April 1968 p . 121 ). 

I n summary, Dutka states his own view , which is :-

"Self- love is a manifest obligation , yet its proper and enlight

ened pursuit is never an alternative to neighbour-love , but is rather 

correlative . Any attempt to oppose them denies in fact the constituted 



nature of the r elati onship : I cannot choose to love the other simply 

in addition to loving myself or even as much a s I love myself . Rather 

I am not fully myself until I am present and open to the other ; I only 

love myself when I am able to love him, just as I love him only when I 

overcome acquisitiveness . Enlight ened se lf- love is impossible apart 

from love for God and neighbour " (op . cit . p . 13). 

This leads on to a specifically theological rather than philoso

phical reference in Professor Furnish ' s excellent book The Love Command 

in the New Testament to which reference has been made earlier in this 

thesis (Chapter 2 p . 24 footnote 1 ). I believe that this supports the 

view stated in 2 above of self- love as normal , reasonable and prudent , 

leading on t o benefit one ' s neighbour in a sense that includes aspects 

of the analysis in both 3 and 4 above . Professor Furnish is commenting 

initially here on the absence of "as yourself " from the quotation of 

Levi ticus 19. 18 (" •••••• but thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself 

•••••• II ) in Matthew 5. 43 . He writes about "as yourself ":-

'Where it ~ occur ( in the original Old Testament commandment 

and in all New Testament citations of it except the present one ) it 

is not part of the command per se , as if the admonition were to ' Love 

your neighbour and love yourself '. In the command , self love is 

presumed as the ' natural condition ' of man , and he is commanded to love 

the neighbour as he alrea&y loves himself without any need to be com

manded t o do so. As several commentators have pointed out , the best 

exegesis of ' as yourse lf ' comes in the parable of the Good Samaritan 

which artfully causes each hearer of the parable to identify himself 

with the hap l ess victim by the roadside . Finding himself in that place , 

one really discovers what ' as yourself ' means . It means that the 

neighbour can be no more avoided than one ' s own self , that the neigh

bour is as present and as real as one ' s own ego " ( op . cit . p. 50 ) . 

(x) 



I cannot therefore see any contradiction between the notion of self

love and the agapeistic attitude, such as is sometimes maintained. 

Provided of course, that self-love is not seen as an alternative to 

ne i ghbour-love. Rather it is correlative to neighbour-love as Outka ' s 

quotation on the previous page makes abundantly clear. 

(xi ) 
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A SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF A LECTURE GIVEN BY HARVEY COX AT 

THE ESAIEN INSTITUTE, BIG, SUR, CALIFORNIA 1970 ON "21 st 

CENTURY RELIGION". 

(xii) 

In this lecture (which I have in my library in live tape- recording 

form ) Cox examines and comments upon 5 popular projections of the future 

of r eligion in the 21st Century:-

1. Religion will have disappeared entirely. 

Such a projection has as its basis the views that the disappear

ance of religion will have come about largely as a result of the dev

elopment of rationality in mankind and as a result of the spread of 

Marxism or scientific atheism. 

Cox notes that the contemporary facts are that there has been 

increased interest in religion in universities rather than a decline , 

although there can be little doubt that there ~ a declining interest 

in institutionalised religi on e . g . the churches . He quotes as just 

one example , the fact that in the U. S. S. R. in 1968 , the 50th anniversary 

number of Survey was devoted entirely to religion in Russia , with 

analyses of religious themes in the writing of younger poets - the new 

prophets . 

2. There will be a syncretistic world faith . 

The Bahai temple in Illinois is quoted as an example of this 

possibility. On the other hand , there are strong indications that 

the very opposite of syncretism will take place , for individual reli

gions flourish , notably Eastern religions - Buddhism and the Islamic 



fai th for example . (We should note the proliferation of "r eligions " 

in England too at the present time - again largely influenced by t he 

East) • 

3. Christianity will be a unifying world religion. 

This view is based upon the fact that it is Christianity which 

has been associated with the immensely rapid technological advance of 

western civilisation. However Cox points out that there is counter

evidence t o this view in the case of Japan , and he notes that it was 

in 1945 that the Emperor announced that he was not God l Christianity 

is still a miniscule faith in Japan and outbreaks of new religions 

abound. 

(xiii) 

If the position of Christianity in advanced technological society 

is further examined , there are doubt s that it has succeeded in inte

grating racial groups for instance - this is a notable failure . 

4 . A brand- new , unprecedented religion will emerge . 

What is overlooked in this projection is the fact that most 

world religion , notably Chri stianity and Judaism for instance , have 

developed over many hundreds of years . Thi s fact is also true of 

Eastern religions . At different points in time , new charismatic leaders 

may appear but the basic continuity of the particular faith rematns . 

5. There will be a situation of intensified pluralism. 

Cox believes that it will be utterly impossible to find any 

insular religion in the 21st Century - indeed , people will not be con

sidered "educated" in r eligi on unless they have basic experimental know

ledge of at least one other religion besi des their own. This does not 

just mean comparative factual knowledge , but actual experience of the 

other religion. On the other hand he warns that pluralism can lead to 

either closed authoritarianism in the face of multi- options in religion , 

or at another extreme to indifferentism about any form of religious belief . 
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QUESTIONS. 

After his lecture Cox answered several questions from his audience 

(which was predominantly a student aUdience):-

i. On the rise and spread of Maoism as a "religion". Cox 

said that the data about this was sparse, but that there are indications 

of the elevation of Chairman Mao as a divine figure. On the other hand , 

in Russia, there have been many indications in recent years that the 

cult of personalit ies is both outmoded and out of favour. Further , 

aspects of traditional Chinese religion do still persist in China i tself . 

ii. On the future of religion in technological society. Cox 

quotes his own engagement in research at Harvard in a multi-disciplinary 

context in this field. He feels that the most fruitful way of tackling 

the problem of rapidly developing technology is to examine the object

ives of such development, and this leads directly back to "theological " 

questions based on examination of ends rather than means. He supports 

Michael Harrington here, who said that in his opinion the golden age 

of religi on might well come when everyone is clothed , f ed and materially 

provided for. Then the focus of attention will be turned t o fundamental 

religious questions , and metaphysical issues. 

iii . On the universality of Christ, "making all things new". 

This is not a claim for the universality of Christv~ty, but for 

the universality of Chri st himself. Religions could certainly be inte

grated in this way. It is a serious error to limit Christ's meaning 

and significance to institutionalised forms of the Church, although it 

is difficult, because men are social beings , to see ~ viable reli

gious forms existing outside some kind of social organisation. 



iv. On the ''bridge '' period between the present state of the 

churches and future religious projecti ons . Cox feels that there is 

likely to be less and less value in the ecumenical movement as a means 

(xv) 

of advance and influence. He does not consider either , that spontaneous , 

charismatic movements which are largely transitory, are likely to 

have any long-term effects upon the general trends of religious devel

opment. What he himself would like to see would be some kind of 

organisational and spiritual mixture such as a combination of Quaker 

and Greek Orthodox traditions ·(the former with its emphasis on the 

small, mobile, concern-orientated group and the latter's big, litur

gical celebrative, festive aspect). 
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THE LITURGY OF THE GLIDE MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 

SAN FRANCISCO : MORNING SERVICE SUNDAY AUGUST 26th 1973. 
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GLlDE MEMOR IAL UNfTED MET1-IOD1ST 

CHUR C H 

Taylor and . , IIi, San Francisco 

"COME!" 

Let all th e people participate in the 
Celebration of Liheration I 

"HUMAN UBl:RATION NEXT TIME" 
by 

REV. A. CECIL WILLIAM S 

with 

TOC ETIIERNESS 

T HE ED VAROS G Ei'\ERATION 

G LIDE ENSEMBLE 

R ED L ANTER.. .... LIGHT SHo\ 

A Time for Coming Together 

Lea ' ::r: 'VI e h ve come here to eel brate "Life"! 

People: Y , We are c~l ebra t i ng in spite of the 
conditions \ve live under-war, raCi m, poverty, 
ereed, sexi m, exploitation, rcpres~ion, guilt 
and Ibneliness. 

Lader: \Ve have come here to hare an experience of 
" Li [e" tog t er. 

People: Yes! We have come together and accept our 
di fferenct.: - B1 ?ck , White, R ed, Brown, Yellow, 
women, m~n, chil dren. poor, rich, middle·class, 
you ng, o ld, homosexual, stra ight, and hip. 

l .ell er : We have come here to decide to li ve . 

Pcuple: Yes! Ye I L iving is a righ tcou experience. 
Li ve n, broth r. 

i eo , . ister. 
Live on , ch ildren. 

T he Time (or C nfron t ing 0 Ir Hang· ups. (fhe t ime for 
confr nling our hang. ups is an invitation to be wh o we 
-; lly are.) 

V 'ader: 
Lif i ~ you an d me and everyone else. 

ife i always gr ving, alway. reaching. 
Li fe i h:wing roo t in the past, 

being nourished by the present, 
bUlld ing through to the new. 

Life comes in all coloms-all beautiful! 

Life is groovy. 
Life is loving-and being loved. 
Life is free to be who we were mea nt to be. 
Life is enough food to cat. 
Life is work you're proud to do. 
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Life i clothing to wear when you need it. 
Li fe is keepin' de wolf and de hawk away from ya. 

(Oat meam bad weather, y'a ll .) 
Li fe is health ca re for everyhody who needs it. 
Life is fr ee child care for th e mamas who need it. 

Life is the exciting unknown. Life is hopo! 
Li fe is spontaneity. 
Li fe is being where you have to be when it's 

happening . 
Life is surviving even though th e odds are against 

yell. 

Life is saying Hey Man! Hey Woman! 'cause you're 
you. 

Li fe is m akin g mistakes, admiaing them, and mavin ' 
on! 

Life is a nger and telling it l ike it is . 
L ife is laugh ter and joy. 

Life is con fro nla tion and lett ing it ali hang out. 
Life is sadness an d loneline5s. 
L ife is being who you are : 

Black, Wh ite, Yellow, Red, .BrowI:, rich, middle· 
class, poor; young, oTd, homo. exual, stra ight. a nd 
hip. 

Li fe is th e children. 

Li (e is fcedin ih . hungry, 
cloth ing the naked, 
f reeing the prisoners. 

Life is freedom for all people-
in the ghetto , 
in th e barrios, 
in the reservatioils- '0 1-l0R E 'vVOUNDJ:Ll K NEr·.S! 

in the prisons of people's minds. 
Life i being heard and heari ng other. 
Life i knowir rr you are somebody. 

Life is being concerned for people, 
not be au~e it's good pulitic , nor good bu int:~~; 
not because it'!: oood rel:gion, nor good strateeY, 
not eC-(l U e it's good seduction, 
but becau c you re:llly care for someone . 

Life i opcnlles , 
Life is not jll t wo rds in a Boo , 

but fl esh, an d b dy, action , and revolulion! 
(From Youth Magazine, editing by JMM) 

A Time for Cryi ng Out (the t ime fo r crying ou t is a 
statement of self· affirmation). 

C Olll11l rwi I y: 

LAWD ! ! THEY SAY TI:lAT TH E JUDG MENT 
DAY IS COM ING ! J EEEEEEZUS CHRlIIIIST! 
JUDGMENT D AY IS H ERE!! ! 



NOW I ~IUST DECIDE WHO I AM . 
OW [MUST DECIDE TO CHOOSE! 

NOW l' 1. GO I NA PUT DOWN MY OLD·TIME 
RELIGION. 

ow I'M GO N A STOP PUTTI 'G O rF TO· 
MORROW WHAT [ AN DO TODA Y ... 
LlKE GELTIN' RID OF SOME OF MY H ANG. 
UPS. 

NOW I'M G ON fA STOP FEELING SORRY FOR 
MYSELF WHEN I G ET R EJECTED . 

NOW I'M GONNA WAKE UP IN THE MORNING 
UNAFRAID TO FACE WHAT'S COMI NG 
DOWN! 

NOW I'M GONNA START LETIING A UTILE 
LOVE BECOME A LOT OF LOVE. 

YEAH! JUDGMENT DAY MEANS TO D ECfDE ! 
JUDGMENT D AY IS HERE! AND I NEVE R 
THOUGHT IT WO ULD BE LIKE THIS, 'CAUSE 
TI-IE BROTHERS A D THE SISTERS AND THE 
CHTLDRE' ARE ALL COM !! G TOGEn-fER 

I G ING, ' ''GLORY, GLORY HAl.LELUJAH! HIS 
RUTH IS MARCH I G ON! " 

SOUL POWE R HAS TAKEN OVER MY LIFE! 

THE END IS NOW! 

AMEN ! 

HAL ELUJAH! 

R IGHT ON! 

*Let's Rejoice 

(By i. eeil William ) 

"G D'S GOIN' TO TROUBLE THE WATER" 

Chorus: Wade in the water, 
God's goin' to trouble the water. 

Wade in the water, children, 
Wade in the water, 
God's goin' to trouble the water. 

See that host all dressed in white, 
God's goin' to trouble the water. 
The leader looks like the Israelite, 
God's goin' to trouble the water. 
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«('horus) 

See that band all dressed in red, 
Gud's go in' to trouble the water. 
Looks like the band that Moses led . 
God's goi n' to trouble tl e wate r. 

(Choru. ) 

See that band a ll dressed in black, 
God's goin' to trouble the water. 
Looks like they're push in' racism back, 
God's goi n' to trouble the water. 

(Chorus) 

See that band a ll dressed in yellow, 
Goo's gain' tei trouble the water. 
Hand in hand with all Third Vorld people, 
God's gain' to trouble the water. 

(Chorus) 

"LET 11' BE" 

When [ fi nd mY 'elf in times of trouble 
Mother Mary comes to me. 
Speaking words of wisdom- Let it be. 
And in my hOdr of uarkness 
She is stamling right in front of me. 
Speaking \ ords of wisdom- Let it be. 

Let it be, let it e, Jet it be, Jet it be, . 
Whi per w rds of wisdom, let it be. 

j nd when the broke ca rted people 
Li ing in . he world agree 

here will be an answe r~Let it be. 
I~ o r though they rn, y be parted 
There is still a chan e that they will see. 
ll1ere will \! an answ r- Let it be. 

Let it be, let it be, let it be, I t it be, 
There will be an answer, let it be. 

And when the night i cloudy 
There is ti ll a light that shine on me 
Shine unti l tomorrow- Let it be. 
I wake up to the ound of mus'c 
Mother Mary comes to me, 
Speaking words of wisdom- Let it be. 

Let it be, let it be, let it be, let it be, 
There will be an answer, let it be. 



" lvh NE EYES H ,WE S EEN THE G LORY" 

Mi:le eyes have seen ,the glory of the coming of the 
Lord; 

He is tramp ing out the vintage where the grapes of 
wrath are stored; 

He hath loosed the fateful lightning of his terrible 
swift sword, 

His truth is marching on! 

R efrain: Glory, Giory, Hailelujah 
Glory, Glory, HaUelujah 
Glory, Glory, Hallelujah 
His truth is marching on! 

1 have seen him in the watchfires of a hundred circling 
camps ; 

They have builded h im an al tar in the evening dews 
and damp:> ; 

I ca il read h is righ teous sentence by the dim and 
fiari r>g famps ; . 

H is day is ma::chin£ 0;1! 

(Refrain) 

He has ounded forth the trumpet that will nev r call 
r t f at; 

H e is siftin!; out the hearts of men be ide his judgment 
seat; 

0 , be swift, my sou l, to answer him; Be jubilant my 
f et ; 

Our God is marching on!. 

(Refrain) 
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In the beauty of the lilies, Christ was born across the 
sea' 

With ~ glory in his bosom that transfigures you and me. 
As h e d ied to make men holy, let us live to make men 

free: 
While God is marching on! 

(Refra in) 

He is coming li ke the glory of the morning on the wave; 
He is wi dO,l1 to the mighty; he is honour to the brave. 
So th :! wo.-ld shall be his footstool, and the soul of 

wrong his slave ; 
Our God is marching on! 

(Refrain) 

"\VE S!-fALL O V ERCOME" 

We shaH overcome, 
We shall overcome, 
\Ve shall overcome, today. 
0, deep in my heart, 
I do believe 
That we ~hall overcome today. 

We'il walk hand in hand, 
We'll walk hand in hand, 
We'l[ walk hand in hand, today. 
0, deep in my heart, 
I do believe 
That we shail overcome today. 

We are not afra id, ctc .. . . 

We shall Jive in peace, ctc . . 

The truth wi.!1 make us fr~e , etc. 
We are libera t.ed, ctc ... . 

We shall ovcrcome. etc . .. . 
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IILife is not Just Words in a Book, but fi sh an 
Action and ·Revclu ion!" 

ody. 

These are words from the zippiest and zingiest 
morning service I have ever experienced, and formed 
the last line of the liturgy in a "Celebration of Lii)~ra
tion" which I attended at the Glide Memorial United 
Methodist Church in San Francisco one Sunday in late 
August this year. I have used them to start off this 
article because they encapsulate so much of the whole 
atmosphere and ultimate significance of my time in 
California on this occasion. This is how. 

I have been interested for some time in what is 
now being called in America "humanistic psychology".l 
This is seen as a third force in psychology which is de
veloping its own methods of study to disclose man as a 
human being rather than an organism or machine-in 
contrast that is, to mechanistic behaviourism and deter
ministic psychoanalysis. Its basic objective is to enrich a 
man's experience and enlarge his ability for personal 
freedom. Thus through "growth" (people changing 
themselves when their self proves inappropriate), a per
son can acquire his own courage, imagination and 
strength when circumstances in li fe encourage him to 
believe he does not have any of these things. My first 
meeting with this area of thought was at the Esalen 
Institute at Big Sur, California a couple of years ago 
when I was researching in moral ity and moral education. 
1 felt earlier this year, after read ing several of the Esalen 
authors (Carl Rogers, Fritz Perls, William Schutz. 
Bernard Gunther and others2), and what seemed a con
tinuous m.;cting with Rogeri an principles and related 
techniques in the fi eld of counselling and group 
dynamics, that I must get personal experience of group 
encounter in depth . I saw this as a means to initiating 
personal "growth" in the sense used above, and also as 
a direct means of enabling me to break through the 
barrier of self-concern and personal inadequacy which I 
had thought impeded my personal relationships and 
rendered ineffective the exercise of outgoing neighbour
love ~agapc) about which I have written so much in 
recent years, and which is the core of my notions of 
.. God" and the foundation of my Christian life. 

So ... I applied for, and was extremely fortunate in 
obtaining, a place on the La lolla Programme' at the 
University of California, San Diego. This three-week 
programme, in fact a series of four three-week pro
grammes, in group encounter or sensitivity training as 
the co-directors prefer to call it , is organised by the 
Cenlre for the Study of the Person, La Jolla, a body 
which numbers amongst its resident members Dr. Carl 
Rogers himself, and many other eminent psychologists 
and analysts. It was a case of jumping in at the deep 
end. but my experience there was one of almost in
describable delight, joy, yes-and pain. For the process 
of self-discovery and analysis which was a principal 
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feature of the Programme was at times very painful 
indeed for all members of the group. The whole Course 
is based upon depth encounter (up to 12 hours a day), 
in small groups, wllich in Dr. Roger's words are:-

" ... relatively unstructured, providing a climatc of 
maximum freedom for personal expression, exploration 
of feelings, and interpersonal communication . Emphasis 
is upon the interactions among the group members, in an 
atmosphere which encourages each to drop his defences 
and facades and thus enables the person to recognise 
and change self-defeating attitudes, test out and adopt 
more innovative and constructive behaviours, and sub
sequently to relate more adequately to others in his 
everyday life." 

A very much simplified pattern of what happens in 
a group is that an individual member slowly grows to 
trust his fellow members, is helped by them to analyse 
and understand his own projected images and relation
ships with others, can then move progressively to a 
position of complete honesty with himself and the group, 
and finally finds himself able to take "risks" which lead 
to the testing out and adoption of the " more innovative 
and constructive behaviol.:rs" and the c' _ :':~<!quent relating 
"more adequately and effectively to IJ. ·,.:!' _ in his every· 
day life" of which Dr. Rogers speaks. This is exactly 
what happened in my various groups, and it was true 
also of the outside week-end groups which members of 
the Programme "facilitated" (a term which deliberately 
avoids the not ion of a uthoritative leadership or direc · 
tion) as part of thei.r tra ining in sensitivity and awa re
ness . Of course the personal detai ls of group events are 
wholly private. I can only say that the experience of 
the dynamic and encounter si tuations in small groups 
and also in the large community group which met in an 
encounter situation each day (100 or so peopJe- prie Is, 
psychologists, lecturers, teachers. housewives, etc.) a' I ~ 
the constantly widening and deepening relationshi, < 

which I had with mcmbers of the Programme was truly 
"flesh and body, action and revolution!" The course 
fulfill ed all, and indeed much more than my initial ex
pectations, and both in the t ime which immed iately 
followed it as now when I am back again in England, r 
was in constant touch with my American friends, still 
able to share with them a depth of understanding and 
identification which was the result of our time togell! r 
at La Jolla . As for my own present relationships. I 
have been able to consolidate the breakthrough initiated 
by the Programme, and I am confident that the process 
of growth will continue for the rest of my lite. I truly 
believe that La Jolla was a conversion experience of 
enormous significance to me, as a person and as a 
Christian person, for I have been able to relate to others 
in. a totally new way, and have also discovered some-



thing of the real joy of encounter with them which the 
New Testament dC~t:ribcs as "neighbour love". In 
America, and in California particul arly, there are many 
church groups which function in the way that I have 
described, and which supply the needs of the various 
people who make up indiv 'dual congregations-from 
young to old and with topics which range from ado
lescent sexual ity to the problems of living alone in 
ret irement . There are really immense possibilities in the 
encounter movement for the strengthening of church 
life and Christian witness in England, and I am much 
concerned that its potential is hardly recognised here as 
yet, even that is, if it is known at all. 

One final word. It was sheer delight to attend mass 
(R.C.) Sunday by Sunday at the university church in La 
Jolla. The li tu rgy was rel axed and informal, and the 
whole atmosphere one of friendly welcome and caring. 
There were live:y young instrumentalists accompanying 
the singing 01' guitars and clarinet, and the priest stood 
in front of the small altar at the communion with chalice 
and wafer-dish, with a fri endly word for each member 
of the congregation as they came up to take and intinct 
the wafer-bread. Christian love was there in abundance. 
So too at the Glide Memorial Church in San Francisco, 

absol utely packed to the doors at II a.m. for the "Cele· 
bration of Liberation" which 1 mentioned at the begin· 
ning. There were two rock groups and an item by a 
well-known television harmon ica player (who just 
happened to turn up in the congregation), the "Red 
Lantern Light Show", a powerfully relevant address on 
intentionality and actuality in Christian behaviour by the 
negro minister (in kaftan)- and even a residen t Rabbi! 
So it wasn't surprising then , that towards the end of my 
visit J had begun to wonder if my experiences were real. 
But sober reflection tells me that they were in fact the 
very stu IT of life, for as the Glide liturgy further re
minded liS: "Life comes in all colours-all beautiful. 
Life is being who you are." 

References 
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" 'HmmSrr TO GOD' - TEN m~RS APl'ER" 

, Rt ReYd J. A.T. Robinson 
Dean of Chapel, Trinity College 

8.30 p.m. 4th March, 1973 

First of all let me as sure you that I am not here to preach a sermon tonight 
though I have discovered a splendid text for this occasion were I wishing to do so. 
I discovered from the 4th Chapter of the Epistle to the Galatians the other day these 
t wv verses, "It was bodily illness that originally led me to speak to you. Have I now 
made myself your enemy by being hcnest with you". You may remember tha t I wrote 
'Honest to God' during a spell of illness and St Paul obviously had it too! 

Now it is the tenth anniversary of this event and ten years is a very short 
time in theology, but it is a very long time in a student's life. In f act, it is 
horrifying to think that many of you \lere only nine or ten and you may well be asking, 
"What on earth was all the fuss about." Sometimes I ask myself tha t question too, 
as it never set out to be a controversial book, or a popular book, let alone a best
seller. And yet, somehm'l, it hit a nerve or perhaps I stumbled on a trip-wire that 
set off alarms allover the world. It was not just, I think, a nine-days wonder 
created by the press, although the press had something to do with it for good and 
for ill. As a result of this, theology became a more secular subject; we even had 
theological articles in Playboy! But if it had merely been that, I think it would 
have died away very quickly. Certainly the letters I got back made me r ealise that 
quite inadvertently, I had articulated a lot of questions which obviously in an 
inarticulate form people were asking a t a deep level. The two words that came through 
the correspondence more than any others were 'release' and 'relief'. "Thank God, 
you said it," and "Thank God, you're a bishop because I can't be quite as bad as I 
thought". 

But the title of the book (which I resisted I may say for some time because I 
thought it was just flippant until my wife told me tha t I had to have it), was after 
all to do with honesty. I think that this had a good deal to do with its effect 
because just 'before 'Honest to God' was published, Alec Vidler, who was then Dean of 
King's, got into enormous trouble in the Church by saying over television, "We've 
got a very big leeway to make up because there has been so much suppression of real 
deep thought and intellectual alertness and integrity in the Church". Now I think 
that has actually changed. There is much less t a lk of cle r gy being mere hypocrites, 
or simply saying it because they are paid to do so. It is perhaps because we are 
paid so much less that people realise we couldn't possibly be in ' it for the money! 
But also there has been a great clearing of cobwebs and a removal of many of the 
stumbling blocks which have resulted from a basic feeling that you could not be a 
Christian and retain your integrity. And my purpose was frankly simply to try to be 
honest to myself. I wasn't attempting to be iconocla stic or destructive. In fact, 
my first chapter Was called 'Reluctant Revolution' and I was indeed hardly a revo
lutionary. 

I distinguished between three attitudes - that of the reformist who holds to the 
traditipn but seeks to update it, tha t of the revolutionary who regards the tradition 
as irreformable and places himself outside it, and that of the radical who goes to 
the root of his tradition and asks what it is for. I was attempting to be radical -
to go deep down to what still was genuine and real for me and to be prepared to shed 
a good deal of the rest. I tried to do this exercise in a very superficial way - with 
doctrine, with morals, with prayer and worship, with church structures. 

But of course, the book was called 'Honest to God' and it was about what I 
subsequently described as "the displacement effect of so much Christian language 
that made God something unreal and remote rather than the most r eal thing at the 
heart of life". I used the analogy of the projection which you get in a school atlas , 
Mercator's projection, which depicts the poles only off the top and the bottom of 
the map, and it seemed to me tha t that i s what had happened to God in a great deal 
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of Christian language. 

There were three main ways it seemed to me in which God-language was being made 
unreal for people to-day. The first was as a result of what I call the supranaturalist 
projection. In other words, locating what was most real in a supranatural realm or 
layer of being above or beyond this world in a God who was up there or out there. 
Now that location of reality corresponded to something perfectly true and valid for 
many people, indeed most people, in the past. I was acutely aware of the f act that it 
was having a 'displacement effect' for me and a great many of my contemporaries and 
making God merely unreal and remote - something that came in merely over and above 
all the vital connections of life. It was in this connection tha t I invoked the 
thinking of Paul Tillich. 

But then secondly it seemed to me that so much Christian truth was being banished 
to a world of myth like the Christmas story, being made totally unreal for many people. 
They were very confused as to what they were really expected in this to take as 
solid history and what was all part of a sort of fairy-tale world which for people 
in the past ·may have been real and vivid to the imagination but to-day merely had 
again had the effect of making it incredible. And to sort that one out I invoked the 
help of Rudolph Bultmann. 

Then, finally and perhaps most pervasively of all, it seemed to me that God, 
and God-language, and Christianity were being relegated to the religious ghetto. 
The effect of secularisation in our world which I take to be basically a neutral 
process which is the result of the scientific arid technological revolution, was grad
ually narrowing down that slot or sector in life in which traditionally religious 
language had operated. God as it were was being squeezed out of his universe and 
everything could be taken over by secular explanation or control. The Church seemed 
to be fighting a rearguard action against this process, and against that I invoked 
the thinking of Dietrich Bonhoeffer which was then fairly unknown. He had declared 
that if Christ was going to be Lord of our century at all, he had to be Lord of a 
genuinely secular world which basically accepted .this proce!. as God-given as rather 
th~ simpl y Lord of the religious ghetto. And so I tried to bring these three thinkers 
together. In fact perhaps about the only original thing 'Honest to God' did was to 
bring them together, because up until then they had never really been spoken of in 
one breath. Now they are almost invariably spoken of ~n one breath. I was ·not in the 
slightest saying they were saying the same things but they seemed to me to be a spects 
of the same process. Well now, I think that at this point I am going to stop because 
the creative thing to-night will be come out of questions, coming not so much from 
ten years ago but from the situation to-day. The Vicar is going to throw some at me, 
and ones that he doesn't ask, we can deal with in the session at the end. 

VICAR: Could I ask you first of all do you feel that the concerns of 'Honest to God' 
ten years ago a~d in particular the thought of these three thinkers Tillich, Bultmann 
and Bonhoeffer are still relevant to our situa tion now or do you believe that this is 
a stage that has now passed? 

DR. ROBINSON: Well, one of the things that has happened in my view is that they have 
absorbed into the system in a way that they certainly never were. This is particularly 
true of the C]zurch of England. In fact, one of the real cJ1arges against me wa~ that 
I was giVing -peo-ple in the -pews things that people in the pulpit had never read and 
t.'n.e-y felt. t.hreat.ened. "But to-day, -partly beca,+se of . the paper-back revolution, this 
'a:n.1l ()t "~ing bas "teal.l:y so~e~ Ul\l.cn a.ee-per in ana. -personal1.-y I very seldom refer 
to these three now. In fact, I . very seldom referred to these three before I "Wrote 
'Ho~est to God'. It was for me in a sense a passing phase because they happened ~o . 
highlight points I wanted to make. I think tha t they still have a profound contr1but10n 
to make and in particular I would say Bonhoeffer. We still haven't really absorbed 
the revolutionarY seeds that he sowed in his prison cell near ly a quarter of ~ century 
ago. But I would not want to go · on harping on the thought of these three men 1Il par-

ticular. 

VICAR: One point which your critics would make is this. Presumably you "Wrote 'HOnest 
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to God' with an evangelistic intent in the sense that you wished the Christian f aith, 
deeply meaningful to yourself, to be meaningful to other people too and you felt that 
they were being kept away from this by this supranaturalistic framework and other 
factors which you described in "Honest to God'. Can you point to any evidence that it 
has in fact helped .to make Christiar.ity more credible to the man in the street? 

DR. ROBIKSON: I have often asked myself whether I have done more harm than good and 
I don't know. God alone knows. But I comfort myself constantly by the way in which 
still after ten years, one gets a trickle of letters the whole time, saying, "Thank 
God for what you gave me because this has enabled .me to hang on", or "not to go out 
of the Church" or "to discover something which I thought was quite out". And I am 
impressed on the whole and humbled by the way that this has happened. A great many 
people were of course shaken. But perhaps they were much more shaken than they should 
have been if they had not had such fundamentalist attitudes to so many of these 
questions. Then they wouldn't have found this process such a dangerous one. 

VICAR: The figures seem to show however, that our churches are emptier than ten years 
ago, and that organised religion has continued to decline. \oJould you regard this as 
relevant? 

DR. ROBINSON: I think it is very relevant, though which is cause and which is effect 
is another question. 'Ihe kirdaf:::iliiDld.ng that 'Honest to God' represented was only part 
of a much bigger movement that was happening at that time. It was represented, for 
instance, by Soundings published the year before in this University and a good many 
other things, particularly in America. All these were symptoms of a situation which 
had been recognised to come extent by the theologians who had their ear to the ground 
shortly before the pews really began to empty quite so dramatically. Which causes 
which I don't know. But it all indicates today as then the irrelevance of a lot of 
institutional Christianity unless it is really prepared to go through the mill and have 
its foundations shaken. 

VICAR: Now if we accept this paradox that a lot of people are now finding a greater 
meaning in these new concepts and yet at the same time the churches are empty, what 
about the Christian churches to-day - God speaking and working through them, and their 
contribution to mankind? Do you feel optimistic or pessimistic about them? 

DR. ROBINSON: I don't think I would want to use either word. I don't think either of 
them are Bibiical words. I believe in hope, often hope against hope. The forces ap
parently at work, or rather the absence of certain forces in the Church, are often 
so depressing that if it were simply left to the human assessment of the situa tion 
one sees around one, one would be very depressed. But in the cracking of the containers 
at so many points whether institutional or financial or legal or denominational or 
doctrinal or moral I see these things as far from being Just negative signs of death. 
There are constantly signs of something that is pushing up "through the crevices". 
So I don't by any means feel depressed in that sense. In fact one of the really 
astonishing things to me is the number of people I meet who have a tremEndous and 
exhilarating faith to-day precisely because so many of the old securities have gone 
and this is a much more exciting situation for them. But I am perfectly aware that 
for the churches it is also if one is honest ·a very depressing situation. Trevor 
BeQson who is here tonight has just written a book culled, "The Church of England 
crisis", and. I would very warmly recommend you to read it because it tells us a 
great many home truths about the Church of England. If we go on complacently, we do 
not deserve to survive. 

VIC R: You have travelled around the world a good deal since 'Honest to God', to the 
United States, Europe and other areas. Can you point to any significant deve19pments 
you have seen in the thinking of Western people about God? Do you see any significance 
in Jesus Movements or trends of this kind? 
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DR. ROBINSON: Well, of course, the immediate follow-up of 'Honest to God' was largely 
on the other side of the Atlantic almost again without any apparent connection. In 
about the same month as my book appeared, Paul Van Buren's 'The Secular Meaning of the 
Gospel' was published and that was seen by many people as the ibeginning of the 'death 
of God movement' • . And also very shox:tly afterwards Harvey Cox's book 'The Secular City' 
appeared. Both of those were very significant contributions, and. there was a 
great deal of a shake-up particularly of religious language and of the relation of the 
understanjing of Christianity to secularism. This was a very pennanent contribution 
though so -many movements have in fact fizzled out. Certainly in America a lot has 
happened. in this area, and much has been very creative. I think for . example of a 
book such as Peter Berger's ' A Humour of Angels' - a significant book which is now 
available in a paperback in this country. In this country another paperback which is 
to some extent a fruit of all this ferment, was Alastair Kee's book 'The Way of Tran
scendence'. This made me think furiously, even when I disagreed. Then surely my 
predecessor Harry William's book, 'True Resurreotion' has been significant. I think 
there are quite a lot of things coming up though no mass movement that I can see is 
leading in any particular direction. -

VICAR: We are. accustomed in the Christian a."lurches to think of the important thing 
being the defence of the Christian fai th and the explanation of Christian faith to 
those outside the churches. Would you see a change in emphasis coming at this point 
- a much greater lining up with people who care about human values, in different 
traditions and not only in Christianity? 

DR. ROBINSON: Yes. This was: the positive significance in 18.st nir Kee's 'The Way of 
Transcendence'. The real line comes between those who are to some extent seized by 
the need for going beyond, for ·refusing to sell-out, for refusing to close with the 
natural and are constantly agitated by the need for ehanging the world, for the passion 
of justice and lova and concern and those who are not. This certainly is where one 
finds one's fellow travellers and what denomination they belong to, or whether they 
are in the church or not, is a secondary question. This has certainly happened , in 
the Ecumenical Movement over the last ten years. It used to be concerned with what 
is called 'institutional ecum.enism' - getting the churches together, a ril. one nonnally 
despairs of this. But on the other hand a sort of secula r ecumenism which turns the 
churches out to the world and enables Christians to go into the secular structures 
and. work together with all sorts of people for common a ims, this is a very healthy 
development. 

VICAR: What would you say to those Chris tians who would be very worried about los i ng 
the uniqueness of the Chris tian revela tion, or diluting the Christian Gospel in any 
way because of this type of approach? 

DR. ROBINSON: I would just seq t hat you have to lose your soul in order to find i t. 
If you are really so concerned with preserving all this puri~ of doctrine, I think 
that it will simply go sour on you. You can only learn love, which is presumably t he 
heart of what it is all about, by being prepared to spend and be spent. This is the 
Gospel and if' we try to pre serve it in any other way, we shall find it ha s gone from 
us. 

'l1.CAlh Can we come back to the question of how we conceive of God and how God oan be 
me~f~ to u.s in O\ll: CNn. situation'? 1. think you touched on this when you described 
some of the letters you haye had since the publication of 'Honest to God'. In the 
light of your experience during these past ten years, do you feel that the way of 
conceiving God as lithe ground of our beingll has been. more . meaningf~ to people t~ ? 

the 'out there' type of concept which you felt was hinder1ng Christ1an understand1ng. 

DR. ROBINSON: I have got myself into a grea t deal of trouble for u sing t his phra se 
"ground of beingl1. In f act I practical l y never use it now.becaus: people ~ediately 
assume you a re t alking about some t hing impersonal . There 19 nothing more 1Illpersonal 
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about it than the traditional use of the term 'substance' - 'of one substance with 
the Father' with which the church has al"Nays operated. All that I was trying to do 
was to say, nW~II, try and experiment. If the sort of 'up there' language simply 
seems to make God remote, see whether it has more reality if you turn it upside down". 
Most people to-day do in fact locate what is most real, not in what is highest above 
them but in what is profoundest, what is most deeply true, and so on. And I think this 
does enable the language to come home to people. There is obviously nothing wrong or 
nothing right about any of these spacial metaphors. It is simply cultural conditioning 
which determines where instinctively we locate that which is most truly and deeply 
real for us. I don't want to go back on this at all, but if I had had then any idea 
of the range of people that it would touch, I would have been more careful in some of 
the language and also in say some of the language about the word 'myth' which is an 
absolute rei-rag to most Englishmen. 

VICAR: These days quite large numbers of people turn up to hear addresses on very 
traditional Christian lines or find an appeal in a mystical type of approach. 
Some would point to this phenomenon particularly among young people and say, tha t this 
shows that the way of presenting Christianity by trying to find these new and more 
meaningful images, is not necessarily the right way to communicate. People will still 
apparently come along and hear the ~ristian faith presented in a much more traditional 
way. Would you have any cormnent on that? 

DR. ROBINSON: Well I said right from the beginning in 'Honest to God' that this was 
not an "either/or" at all, I was not in the slightest concerned to depreciate or to 
knock the kind of people who were coming to faith through the traditional terms and 
I am basically bi-lingual. I can use both approaches quite happily in worship or 
indeed in preaching because they are both meaningful to me. But I was concerned with 
the very many people to whom traditional approaches are 'not meaningful. But when we 
talked about the Jesus people, we might have considered one of the things that has 
happened in the last ten years - namely an immense recovery and I think a wholly 
enriching recovery of mysticism. Now I am personally convinced that for a great m~y 
people, it has to be some kind of secular mysticism or at any rate a non-theistic 
mysticism because so much of the God-language appears to them to be a belittling of 
what they feel is at the heart of all this. I don't think they are necessarily right. 
But the interest in other religions and in the Eastern religions and non-theistic 
religions is very significant at this point. We have all got a tremendous amount to 
learn from it by really listening in dialogue to what is happening. But there are 
also some movements which are a sort of back-lash and I am not sure that there are 
aspects of the Jesus Movement and aspects of the Festival of Light, etc. which I 
might roOt categorise in that way. I certainly would not want to write off what people 
are finding in tbis or in the Pentecostal movements and so on. But I am not certain 
that simply taken by themselves, these are the movements that really have the future 
with them. The reason is that we have got to come to terms with this total cultural 
revolution through which we are living at such speed. I think they can be dangerous 
movements from that point of view. 

VICAR: In the introduction to 'Honest to God' you said this speaking of the changes 
in thought of a hundred years ago: "When we consider the distance we have all moved 
"since then, we can see that almost everything said fromvzithin the Church at the time 
"has since proved too conservative. What I have tried to say, in a tentative and 
"exploratory way, may seem to be radical, and doubtless to many heretical. The one 
"thing of which I am fairly sure is that, in retrospect, it will be seen to have 
"erred in not being nearly radical enough". Now that is only ten years ago. It may 
be that the time scale is too short, but would you stand by tbis to-day? 

DR. ROBINSON: I would and I don't think the time scale is too short because ten years 
now is roughly equivalent to a hundred years then. This is a measure of the speed with 
which one is moving. And indeed, we have been through and out the other side of so 
much already. We may be beginning to see ourselves out of the end of the tunnel on 
certain things. I imagine tha t immedia tely after the Copernican Revolution, those who 
accepted the truth of whnt Copernicus was saying would immediately have concluded that 
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all the old language was out, that we could no longer · talk about the sun 'rising' or 
the sun 'setting' and we would have to find new ways of putting it all, Well, somehow 
after 400 years or so, we are still talking about the sun 'rising'. and the sun 'setting't 
We know inside us that this doe s not mean what the words say and we have oome to terms 
with the revolution, the intellectual revolution, and yet we are able to make this 
language our own. Unless we can do this within the Churoh, with the Biblioal language, 
the language Sf Liturgy and so on. we are going to be deeply impoverished, I don't 
want to throw it out at all. Some images may have to go at any rate for the time being 
before they oan be reborn. But I think this is a process which one is begiiming to 
see. Some of thisIGod-languagetmay, as it were, come alive again after being dead. 
And that this has already happened wi thin ten years. 

VICAR:. So no regrets on writing 'Honest to God'? 

DR. ROBINSON: No. Certainly not. 

For 60p ( 75p oversea s) these sermons can be sent to you weekly during term time. 
Apply: The Secretary, Grea t St Mary's - The University Church, Cambridge CB2 3pQ. 
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DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE FUNCTION OF THE DIOCESAN 

EDUCATION COMMITTEE AND OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE 

DIOCESAN EDUCATION COMMITTEE (Carlisle Report 1971) . 
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APPENTIIX 10 

THE PRESENT POSITION ( 1974 ) OF THE CHURCH COLLEGES OF 

EDUCATION AND OTHER EXTRA- DIOCESAN EDUCATIONAL CONCERNS . 

A. CHURCH COLLEGES OF EDUCATION . 

It would present an incomplete picture of the Church ' s educa

cational concern if nothing was to be said in this thesis about its 

colleges of educati on. Like many of the older church schools , some 

of the colleges were first in the fi eld of t eacher-training in the 

early 19th Century. At present there are 27 Anglican colleges , with 

a total student population in November 1973 of almost 19 , 000. This 

is one sixth of the total number of students in all colleges of 

education and it is rather discouraging , in the light of the earlier 

observation on the desperate need for teachers of R. E., to find that 

only 1 , 439 of these 19 , 000 are studying main level theology in thei r 

college course . 

In the light of the James Report Teacher Educat ion and Training 

( 1972 ) and the D. E. S. White Paper Education : A Framework for Expansion 

( 197 2) setting out radical plans for the reorganisation of higher edu

cation in the non- university sector , three f eatures will influence the 

future of ~ colleges of education viz :-

1. The number of places for intending teacher s will be reduced 

and a student need not pledge himself to teaching in order to be 

accepted. 

2. The places previously taken up by intending teachers will 

be made available to students taking courses leading to degrees in a 

variety of sub jects or to a new , two-year quali fication , the Di ploma 

in Higher Education. 

(xx ) 
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3. In order to have the resources to provide this wider vari ety 

of options , larger units will be needed , and colleges other than t h ose 

which are already large will be expected either to amalgamat e , or to 

link themselves in some federal scheme , with other appropriate i nsti-

tutions . 

These factors have meant that few colleges will be able to r etain 

their individual existence as in the past , particularly the church 

colleges , and that very detailed schemes for amalgamation , f ederat i on 

or other forms of reorganisation , have had to be set in motion. At 

the time of writing , this process is c ont inuing, and in many cases 

only theoretical patterns have been established as a bsis for future 

planning. 

A very detailed review of the position as it affects individual 

church colleges and their tentative plans , are set down i~~eneral 

Synod Board of Education ' s monograph The Future of the Church Colleges 

of Education (1974) . It would be neither possible nor necessary to 

reproduce this highly complex document here , but it is important , in 

the light of the core concern of this thesis for f uture patterns of 

education in religion , to summarise briefly the part the ultimately 

reorganised church colleges will play in this process . Fortunately 

this can be extracted quite succinctly from the Board ' s Report , which 

in its final section , indicating a move away from the traditional de-

nominational notions of training church teachers for church schools , 

rather sees the future role of the church colleges as :-

a . Establishing a bridgehead into the higher education of a 

society which is becoming increaSingly secularised. 

b . Offering an opportunity of mission to many generations of 

students for whom the life of the church would otherwise be only a 

marginal influence . 
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c . Being places where young people may "waken to a vision which 

the church is unable to communicate through any other means " ( op . cit . p . 23 ) . 

It can be seen that these statements are in fact future ~ 

which it is hoped the colleges will achieve . Their implicit c ontent 

is that there will be behind them , the exercise of Chri stian faith and 

influence . In view of the very uncertain state of affairs , it is per-

haps unreasonable to expect precise and explicit statements of t he 

immediate objectives of the church colleges within a r e organised sys-

tern - that is , clear details of how the aims mentioned above will 

actually be achieved. Nevertheless , such an account must be given 

in practical terms such as those indicated by the analysis of the 

religious/ secular dichotomy of the Voluntary/Maintained school ' s position 

within the state day- school system(1). At the moment no such precise 

analysis has been documented , and this situation and the challenge that 

is presented by it as regards future patterns of education in religion , 

is considered in the final recommendatory chapter of this thesis ( 2) . 

B. ID.W DEVELOPMENTS 

Two areas of explorat ory work are mentioned in the Board of 

Education ' s Report for 1973 which are interesting and which have exciting 

possibilities for future education in religion. The fir.st relates to 

the Church ' s Youth work and concerns styles of living and learning i . e . 

the coming together of young people for a variety of purposes which 

have become a feature of modern life - in communes , semi- religious com-

munities , for folk festivals and "pop " concerts etc . The Board ' s 

adviser (Revd. R. Yeomans ) is specially interested in trying to determine :-

( 1) V. Chapter 9 pp . 191 ff . supra. 

( 2 ) V. Chapt er 10 pp . 215 ff . supra. 
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a . What are the constant elements in community life which lead 

to integration rather than disintegration. 

b . What is the value of community living to the individual 

and to the group in terms of inter-relationship and per sonal and inter-

personal development . 

c . How what is learned from a . and b . above , can be applied 

to community and individual development in a secular/Chr istian con

text ( 1) . 

There is an important link here with the notions of personal analysis 

and interpersonal r elationships , together with the ories of group 

dynamics and human potential , that have been mentioned passim through-

out this thesis . This area and its significance will again be con

sidered in the final chapter (2). 

C. TRAINING INSTITUTES : ADULT EDUCATION 

This area is closely linked with B. above , in that the same 

basic noti ons of group behaviour and dynamics is being examined as it 

relates to organisation development , marriage , staff development ( i . e . 

"training of trainers ") and team working such as team ministries or 

Diocesan teams such as the Education team described in Section C, Chap-

ter 9. This investigation too will be pursued in terms of its sig-

nificance to contemporary education in religion , and its relationship 

to the central themes of this thesis in the final chapter(3) . 

( 1) Annual Report of the Board of Educati on ( 1973) pp . 22 - 6. 

( 2) v. Chapter 1 pp . 215 ff . 

( 3) v. Chapter o pp . 2 5 ff . 
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(Issued by the Center for Study of the Person, La Jolla, 
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B. TAPE RECORDINGS WHICH RELATE TO ENCOUNTER GROUPS AND TECHNIQUES 

(American). 

1. Harvey Cox. 

21st Century Religion. 

2. George Leonard. 

Ecstasy in Education. 

3. Peter Marin. 

The Captive Child. 

4. Carl Rogers. 

The Intensive Group. 

5. William Schut z. 

Principles and Philosophy 
of Open Encounter. 

Recorded at the Esalen Institute , 
Big Sur, California. 

Recorded at the Esalen Institute , 
Big Sur, California. 

Recorded at the Center for the 
Study of Democratic Institutions , 
Santa Barbara, California. 

Recorded at the Esalen Institute , 
Big Sur, California. 

Recorded at the Esalen Institute , 
Big Sur, California. 



APPENTIIX 12 

SELECT LIST OF BOOKS (AMERICAN)mICH RELATE TO THE APPLICATION 

OF HUMANISTIC TEACHING AND ENCOUNTER GROUP TECHNIQUE TO 

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES : 

NOTE : - These texts are all published under the aegis of the Center 

for Study of the Person , La Jolla, California under the 

joint edit orship of Dr. Carl Roger s and Dr. William Coulson -

with whom I have worked as a st aff member at La Jolla (v . 

Chapter 10 p. 239 footnote 3 ). 

All are publi shed in the series "Studies of the Person" by 

the Chas . E. Merrill Co., Columbus , Ohio and are available 

in the Totley- Thornbridge College of Educat i on Library, 

Sheffield . 

Clark D. H. and Kadis A. L. Humanistic Teaching. 

Corey G. F. 

** Coulson W. R. 

** Dillon J . T. 

Lyon H. C. 

Rogers C. R. 

Romey W. D. 

Teachers ~ Make a Difference . 

A Sense of Community. 

Personal Teaching. 

Learning to Fee l - Fee ling to Learn. 

Freedom to Learn. 

Risk- Trust- Love : Learning in a 
Humane Environment . 
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APPENIHX 1 3 

SELECT LIST OF TEACHING MATERIAL AVAILABLE IN U. S . A. RELATING 

SPECIFICALLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS AWARENESS 

THROUGH GROUP ENCOUNTER TECHNIQUES (with example s) . 

A. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

One of the best- known series of books in U. S . A. written by 

Lyman Coleman and dealing with the application of group techniques 

to the growth of religious awareness , is publi shed by Word Inc ., 

Waco , Texas with 12 titles viz :-

Acts Alive a mini course in creative expression. 

Man Alive " " " " Chri stian communication. 

Festival " " " " film making. 

Cel ebration · " " " " personal awareness . · 
Kaleidoscope " " " " multi- media. 

Rap " " " " personal lifestyle . 

Breaking Free " " " " Christian liberation. 

Beginnings " " " " personal Bible study. 

Groups in Acti on : " " " " small groups . 

Discovery · " " " " Chri stian community. · 
Serendipi ty " " " " personal relationships . 

Coffee House Itch · " " " " coffee houses . · 

(xxvii) 

These books , published from 1968 onwards are described by the publishers 

as :-

" ...... a new concept in religious education combining the sacred 

and the secular in a series of person- centred mini courses , based on 

the latest ideas in self- di scovery , process learning and group dynamics . 

The moment a student se l ects a course , he becomes a part of a 

team that works together in a series of fast- moving learning activities 



small- group encounters . 

Each course is open to all ages - from ninth grade to senior 

citi zen. Control and leadership are exercised by the class itself . 

The teacher acts as a r esource pers on. 

The workbooks provide easy to follow instructions for each 

session , with special instructions for the leader". 

B. EXAMPLES OF CONTENT 

Rap - a mini course in personal lifestyle has been taken here 

(xxvii i ) 

as an example of the kind of treatment which is to be found in the 

series . In this book there are 3 paralle l tracks of group activity 

which offer the option of 3 different levels of relationships to 

choose from depending upon the interest and concern of the group viz :-

Track 1 

Track 2 

RELATIONAL LABS . 

Lab . - Getting Acquainted. 

2 - What makes me Tick. 

3 - My Family Portrait . 

4 - A Fantasy Trip . 

S Give a Vacation. 

6 An Appreciation Party. 

SPIRITUAL ENCOUNTERS . 

Encounter 1 - Evaluating My Attitudes . 

2 - Evaluating My Objectives. 

3 - Evaluating My Relationships . 

4 - Evaluating My Ethics . 

S - Evaluating My Priorities . 

6 - Evaluating My Lifestyle . 



Track 3 ENABLING SESSIONS . 

Session 1 - Making Right My Attitudes . 

2 - Making Right My Objectives . 

3 - Making Right My Relationships . 

4 - Making Right My Ethics . 

5 - Making Right My Priorities. 

6 - Making Right My Lifestyle . 

On the 3 following pages , examples are given of the approach to 

each of the tracks , taking the first session in each case viz :-

Relational Lab . 1 - Getting Acquainted. 

Spiritual Encounter 1 - Evaluating My Attitudes . 

Enabling Session 1 - Making Right my Attitudes . 

(xxix ) 
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RELATIONAL LAB. 1 - GETTING ACQUAINTED 

- ------------ ----.-----.-~-:---:-; .... 

../ 

Purpose: To enable you to get 
acquainted in small groups and start 
building relationships of tru st and 
confidence thut will prove invaluable 
in later sessions. 

Setting: A casual, informal atmosphere, 
with people sitting on the floor or 
in chairs that can be moved close 
t ogether for groups of two, four, eight . 

Time: 4 5 to 60 minutes, w ith a free 
period at the close for groups who 
want to continue a little longer . If you 
are able to give 90 minutes to th is 
session, you may be able to include 
Snir itua l Encounter 1 (see page 36) . 

Materials required: A wor~book anj 
penci l for everyone. 

Leadership: The role of leader should 
rotate Within the class to a d ifferent 

26 

person for each session . He should be 
assigned the week before so that he 
will be prepared to explain the pro· 
cedure in his own w ords, model 
examples from his own life and collect 
any materia ls needed . 

PROCEDURE 
The session is divided into three "group 
building" sharing exercises : (1) Pearls 
of Great Price - with everyone working 
indiv idually and then in groups 01 tw o , 
w ith peop le who do no t know each 
other getting together, (2) Swap 
Game - for groups of four , with 
each group of two fin ding a group they 
do not know, (3) Two Questions -
in groups of four or eight. w ith each 
group of four dou bling, if possible, 
with a giOup they do not know . 

Time limits are suggested for each 
exerc ise, but play it by ear here; if 
there is not time for the third exercise, 
it is okay . 

(xxx) 

Pearls of Great Price (15 minut-9s) 

The object of this exercise is to enable 
you to explain to one other person the 
Significant possessions and values in 
your present lifestyle . 

1 . In silence, look over the possessions 
you have with you (or on you) and 
select three things that you would 
classify as " very valuable" to you 
either in themse1ves or as symbols of 
your lifestyle. For instance , YO ll might 
pick a picture of your girl friend as a 
symbol of relationships in your life; 
a key to your m o torcycle as a symbol 
of ego sa tisfaction; one of your sandles 
as a symbol of your li fes tyle of freedom. 

2 . The leader will call time in three 
minutes. 

3 . Explain your selection, including the 
why, to someone you do not know 
very well. The why is very important. 
For instance, you might select a prayer 
medal as one of your most valuable 

possess ions - not because it is valuable 
in itself , but because it symbol izes the 
significance of God in yo ur lifestyle . 

If there is tirne,'rank the items in 
order of priority in your Ilife; 1, 2, 3. 

Swap Gamo (15 minutes) 

Here you evaluate your present life
style and share two things: (a) some
thing you would like to add to your 
lif€style, (b) something you would like 
to subtract from your present lifestyle. 

1. Each team of two joins another 
team, preferably persons they do not 
know very well . 

2. Close your eyes for a couple of 
minutes and imagine yourself stepping 
into a huge department store that 
specializes in every area of lifestyle : 
attitudes, values, relationsh ips, vocation, 
habits .. Pretend that the store manager 
says to you, Select one thing in this 
store for yourself It can be anything. 
But there is a condition. You must 
leave something that you presently 
have. 

For instance, you might visit the 
attitude~ department and pick up a 
box marked Enthusiasm. Or, you 
might stop at the values departrnent 
and pick ou t a box labeled People 
First. Or, you might go to the relation
ships department and choose a large 
package of Openness. 

3 . Then you might decide to leave a 
fear of nonconformity, or, a sense of 
personal inadequacy, or, a hot temper. 

4 . In the groups, each person in turn 

shares the swap he made at the store. 

Note: It will be very effective tf the leader shares 
wlih the entire class what he would swap - in 
a/l honesty. This will settlie pace for, openness. 

Two Questions (15 to 30 minutes) 

In this exercise you pinpoint the 
mot ivating forces in your life and 
relate your insights to others . 

1. If only 15 minutes are left, stay in 
groups of four; if there are 30 minutes 
or more, double up to make groups 
of eight. 
2 . In each group, pause a moment and 
think over how you would finish this 
statement: The thing in my life that 
gives me the most sa tisfaction at the 
moment'is . . . because . ... Then, 
go around your group and let everyone 
explain what came to mind. 

For instance, one person might say, 
My children, because they give me a 
sense of fulflJ/ment. Another person 
might say, Working at the hospital 
as a volunteer, because I get a sense 
of joy in helping others. Another 
person might say in all honesty, 
Making money gives me the greatest 
satisfaction, because . ... 

3 . If there is time left over, go around 
a second time so that everyone can 
fin ish this sentence, The thing that I 
long for in my life at the moment 
is ... because . . .. 

Note: Decide what you want fa do at the next 
session - whether to faKe lab 2 or move infO rhe 
Spiniual Encounter track - and who is to be the 
leader. 



SPIRITUAL ENCOUNTER 1 - EVALUATING MY ATTITUDES 

Happy are those who know they are spirHual/y poor: 
t h KifJgdom of hec'fven belongs t o theln! 

Happ y .~re t hose who Inourn: 
God wit'l comfort them! 

f -)f,PP ¥ a re the meek: 
they wili raceiv e what God has promised! 

Happy are thos e wh<ose greatest desire is to do what God r equires: 
God wiJl satisfy them fuJi,,! 

Happy are those who sho w mercy to others: 
G od will show mercy to them! 

H appy are the pure in heart: 
they wil: see God! 

Happy are ti10se who work for peace among men: 
God wiJl call them his sons! 

H appy are "'hose who suffer persecution because. they do what God requires: 
t he Kingdom of h&aven belongs to them! 

:WUliTU - l NCO 'i'l c O!\I '-

Purpose: To enable you to evaluate 
'y'our att itu des about youl' present 
ci rcumstances in the light of Scripture 
<l nd sha re 'lour resu lts with a smal l 
group. 

Setting: A casua l. informal atmos
phere. with people sitting on the 
floor or in chairs that can be moved 
closely together , 

Time: 45 to 60 minutes. with a free 
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"Happy are 
those who .. " 
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per iod 101i0Ning for grou ps who w ant 
(0 con t inue a little longer. 

Materials required: A workbook and 
penci l for everyone. 

Leadership: Th e role of leader shou ld 
ro ta te wi thin the class to a different 
person each sess ion. He should be 
assig ned th e w eek before so th at he 
can be prepared to exp l(Jin the in
structions in h is own words . 

The instr uctions for all six o f the 
Spir itua l Encounters - Track Two -
are the same. If the class decides to 
swi tch tracks and go on to one of 
the Relational Labs or Enabling 
Sessions, the leader will need to 
become acqua inted wi th the particu
lar steps of the one c hose n. 

PROCEDURE 

The sess io n is d iv ided into three 
par ts: (1) pre liminary exercise -
with e(!cl\ person w orking on his own, 
(2 ) smul l-group interaction - wit h 
everyone belonging to 2 grou p of 
four, (3) ceiE:bra tion - "'lith each 
small g roup remaining the same or 
combining with ano ther to ma ke a 
g roup of eig ht. 

Preliminary exercise (10 minutes) 

You will reflect 0 er' your li fe in v iew 
of the teachings o f Jesus in the Sermon 
on the Mount. 
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1 . The Scripture oassag e on page 36 
(also known as the Beatitud es) deals 
with the rad ical lifes tyle of the follow
ers of Jesus as far as th eir attitude 
or ou tlook on life is concerned . Read 
it slowly, pausing along the way to 
thin k abou t the meaning of eac h 
phra se for you r own si tu ation . 

2 . When you are through, look at 
page 39 and fill out th e Reflection 
Questionnaire. Ph ase One deals with 
the Scripture passage. Phase Two 
dea ls with you . The Quest ionna ire 
is not a t es t of skill. There is no right 
or wrong and no grade at the close. 
It is si mply a tool to f oc us you r 
thoughts . 

Small-group interaction 
(15 minutes) . 

1 . M ave into groups of four perso ns 
each, preferably with olhers w hom 
you do not know very well 

Note: For a feeling 01 "COmmUfl/fY" " is important 
thaI each small group s" close together. 
2 . To get star ted, everyone. in turn. 
shares what he circled for th e f irst 
POin t in Phase On e of the Quest ionnaire 
and explai ns why . The why will force 
you to deal w ith the reason behind the 
response - wh ich is more important 
than the response itse lf . 

3 . Then everyone shares his thinking 
on the second point, etc ., until you 
have gone through all of Phase One. 

Celebration (20 to 30 minutes) 

The object of th is part of the session 
is to ce lebrate life together . In a 
word, to "be" a rea l Christian Com
munity - caring , sha r ing, bearing up 
each other in love, trust and acceptance. 

1. Pau se a few minutes to allow th ose 
who d id not finish Ph ase Two of th e 
Questionna ire to do so. 

2 . Depending upon the t ime schedu le, 
you can decide to stay in groups of 
four or move into groups of eight. 
If you have only 20 min utes left. 
stay in groups of four. If you have 30 
m inu tes or more , move into groups 
of eig ht. 

3 . Each person, in turn, explains how 
he would complete the first point in 
Phase Two. Then everyone expla ins t he 
second point. etc ., until the exercise 
is com pleted . Here is the heart of the 
session . Up to th is point. everything 
has been th eory. Now, it is for real. 

Note: The leader mal want to share his own re· 
sponses to Phase Two with the entire class. This 
will set Ihe pace for IIonesly and openness. 
4 . At the close, join together in a c ir Ie 
of love and celebrate you r experience 
together in either song, word or pray r . 
(I f th ere are several small groups 
meet ing, each grou p shou ld dismiss 
itse lf quietly and slip out withou t 
distur bing the others. ) 

p.s. Oon ~ forgel (a appoint a feader for the nexl 
session. 



ENABLING SESSION 1 - MAKING RIGHT MY ATTITlIDES 

FOil YOUR PAR APHRASE 

fOR YOUR APPLICATION 

1. In all honesty, what is the greatest "tria l" you are facing 
at the moment? 

2 . W hat al ternatives do you have for dealing w ith the 
problem? 

3 . Do you fEe l that you can trust the others in you r small 
group to help you in dealing with the situation? 

(xxxi i ) 

EhlABl ~:G SESSrOf ' 

2. My brothers, whenever you 
have to face ~r;a/s of many 
kinds, count yourselves 
supremely happy • •• 

3 .••• in the knowledge that 
such testing of your faith 
breeds fortitude, 

4. and if you give fortitude 
full pr.y you will go on to 
complete a balanced cheracter 
thllt will fall short in nothing. 

5. If any of you falls short in 
wisdom, he should ask God for 
it lind it will be given him, for 
God is a generous giver Who 
neither refuses nor reproaches 
anyone. 

JAMES 1 : 2 ·5 NEB 
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APPENDIX 14 

DATA SHEEr OF THE LA JOLLA PROGRAMME: TRAINING IN GROUP 

ENCOUNTER/SENSITIVITY TECHNIQUES (University of California, 

San Diego, Summer 1974). 
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The La Jolla Program 
Dr. Bruce Meador 
CO·D IRECTOR 

Rev. Douglas Land 
CO·DIRECTOR 

Dr. William Coulson 
CO·DIRECTOR 

Dr. Carl R. Rogers 
CONSULTANT 

1974 SUMMER INSTITUTE 

The La Jolla Program of the Center for Studies of the Person announces its eighth summer of institutes for 

individuals interested in the application of group process to their own settings. Four institutes will be held 

in summer, 1974, on the campus of the University of California at San Diego: June 22 to July 8; July 13 to 

July 29; August 3 to August 19; August 24 to September 9 . 

The major emphasis of the program will be on directly experiencing the kind of group that is suggested by 

Dr. Rogers when he writes: 

" It usually consists of ten to fifteen persons and a facilitator or leader. It is relat ively un structured, providing 

a climate of maximum freedom for personal expression, exploration of feelings, and interpersonal communication . 

Emphasis is upon the interactions among the group mem bers, in an atmosphere wh ich encourages each to 

drop his defenses and facades and thus enables the person to recognize and change self-defeating attitudes, 

test out and adopt more innovative and constructive behaviors, and subsequently to relate more adequately 

and effectively to others in his everyday life. . ." 

Characteristic of the La Jolla Program, emphasis du ring the institute will be on direct experience in small groups 

(with staff facilitators) and an opportunity for institute participants themselves to facilitate weekend groups . In 

addition, there is growing emphasis on the importance of frequent, minimally-structured meetings of the en tire 

institute community. Permeating the program - in the style of leadership exemplified by the majority of the 

staff and also offered in the community meetings - is a person-centered philosophy of group leadership , a 

view which emphasizes that there is maximum growth for both group and facilitator when the facilitator 

participates as a whole person rather than as a technical expert . The program is essentially for persons interested 

in experience with this philosophy of leadership. 

Faculty of the program will include the co-directors and other facilitators - and , for an afternoon, Dr . Rogers . 

Participants can be expected to be from a variety of vocational backgrounds, including education, religion , 

counseling, and health. 

Tuition is $300.00. Room cost is $6.50 per night per person for a double room (includes breakfast) and $8.25 

per night per person for a single room (includes breakfast). 

Application should be made by letter, should include a $25 .00 application fee (non-refundable if accepted, 

and in addition to the $300.00 tuition), and should contain the following information: name, address, 

telephone, sex, age, marital status, amount of previous g roup experience, and a brief statement of the applicant's 

vocational activities ond reason for wanting to attend. Early application is suggested. 

Participants wishing academic credit con receive their choice of three or six quarter units in connection with 

the summer institute, through the University of California Extension. The fee, payable to the Regents of the 

University of California, is $7.50 per unit. 

~ \f& 

1125 Torrey Pines Road I La Jolla, Cali fornia 92037 I Area Code (714) 459-3861 

1974 Summer Institute dates: June 22 to July 8, Ju ly 13 to July 29, August 3 to August 19, 
August 24 to September 9 

An affiliated program of the Center for Studies of the Person, a non-profit corporation 
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